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Foreword

In my assignment as Air Force Deputy Chief of Staff for Intelligence, I had the responsibility of monitoring air forces around the world. There is no question which country has made the greatest strides in developing its airpower capability. Over the last two decades, China's air force, the People's Liberation Army Air Force (PLAAF), has transformed itself from a large, poorly-trained force operating aircraft based on 1950s Soviet designs to a leaner and meaner force flying advanced Russian and indigenously produced fourth-generation fighters. This remarkable transformation is still a work in progress, but China has made up a lot of ground in a short time.

China's civilian and military leaders grasped the centrality of airpower in modern warfare as early as the mid 1970s, a lesson reinforced by the stunning success of the U.S.-led coalition during the first Gulf War. They set the goal of building the PLAAF into a world class, high-technology air force capable of prevailing against sophisticated adversaries in regional conflicts. China's expanding airpower capability has had a profound impact on the Asia-Pacific region (and beyond), causing countries to reassess their own air force modernization needs.

China's successful 2011 test flight of a stealth fighter prototype, the J–20, demonstrates just how ambitious its airpower goals have become. The United States and Russia are the only other countries deploying or developing true fifth-generation fighter aircraft; Beijing is now seeking to match the capabilities of the two most established aerospace powers. In addition to stealth fighter development, the Chinese aviation industry already produces two fourth-generation fighters (the indigenous J–10 and China's Su–27 copy, the J–11) which are roughly equivalent to the aircraft that make up the bulk of the existing U.S., Russian, and Western air force fleets. China has also successfully test flown a fourth-generation fighter (J–15) that can be launched from an aircraft carrier.

More sophisticated combat aircraft are just one component of the expansion of Chinese airpower. Chinese military planners are focused on development of antiaccess/area denial capabilities with an eye toward negating any potential threat to their dominance in the Western Pacific. Chinese efforts to develop an “informatized” military include a focus on integrating and networking aerospace systems, using airborne early warning and control aircraft together with space-based assets. China plans to field a large fleet of remotely piloted aircraft
(RPAs) with both combat and surveillance missions. The deployment of RPAs will enhance and extend the range of China's area denial capabilities, challenging the ability of other nations' forces to operate in the Western Pacific.

China's Second Artillery Corps now possesses a large arsenal of increasingly accurate cruise and ballistic missiles that could strike air bases in Japan and islands throughout the Pacific, and target U.S. aircraft carriers. Nonstealthy aircraft attempting to operate near China will be confronted with an increasingly capable land-based air defense network. PLAAF training has advanced in parallel with technological improvements, resulting in a better-educated and more professional cadre of officers and enlisted personnel. Even in an era of constrained resources, China's comprehensive expansion of its airpower capability should be a matter of great concern to U.S. civilian and military leaders and to U.S. friends and allies in Asia, particularly Japan, South Korea, and Taiwan.

I was honored and privileged to take part in the October 2010 conference in Taipei on the Chinese Air Force, which was jointly organized by Taiwan's Council for Advanced Policy Studies, the Carnegie Endowment for International Peace, the U.S. National Defense University, and the RAND Corporation. The organizers did a superb job in assembling a first-rate group of international experts on airpower and the Chinese military. The conference papers were discussed and debated at length as experts sought to assess Chinese air force current and future capabilities and the trajectory of the air balance across the Taiwan Strait and in the Western Pacific. The current volume contains substantially revised versions of the papers presented at the conference, benefiting greatly from conference discussions and careful editing by Richard Hallion, Roger Cliff, and Phillip Saunders. Together, the chapters offer a complete picture of where the Chinese air force is today, where it has come from, and most importantly, where it is headed.

This book should be of keen interest to policymakers, senior military leaders, the intelligence community, academics, and China watchers of every stripe. However, it is of particular relevance to senior U.S. civilian and military leaders as they make difficult decisions about funding U.S. air and naval capabilities in an environment of constrained defense resources. It is also important reading for U.S. Air Force and Navy officers, who need to understand the progress China has made in modernizing its air force, and to consider the ways Chinese leaders might employ air power in the future.

David A. Deptula, Lt General, USAF (Ret.)
Senior Military Scholar
Center for Character and Leadership Development
United States Air Force Academy
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Introduction

Richard P. Hallion

The ever-accelerating transformation of the People’s Republic of China (PRC) in the years since the era of Mao Zedong, particularly in its economic and military growth, has been nothing short of remarkable. Developments over the last quarter-century—effectively since the tragedy of Tiananmen Square and the collapse of the Soviet Union and Warsaw Pact alliance—have been more so still. The relationship of this increasingly robust and growing power to the established global community is a complex one, and no thornier aspect of that relationship can be found than the uneasy interplay among the PRC, Taiwan, and the countries that deal with both.

For years, professional “China watchers” scoured publications, broadcasts, and other bits of evidence for clues to what was happening within the PRC, its leadership ranks, its stance toward neighbors and the world around it, and its intentions, particularly toward Taiwan. The opening of China to the outside world—with the easing of travel and access restrictions, rapid proliferation of communications and transportations links, and consequently increasing interchanges of official and unofficial visitors, business people, academics, students, and tourists—has vastly increased awareness, appreciation, and understanding of the many interrelated challenges surrounding China’s rise from a regional to a global power and its relationship to the global community.

The nature of the PRC-Taiwan relationship is one of the greatest of these challenges. For decades, both sides operated on a hair-trigger state of alert, ever ready to go to war over seemingly the slightest provocation. Numerous clashes illuminated the underlying antagonism and fulfilled the bellicose exchanges between leaders of the two countries, most notably the Yijiangshan Island campaign of 1954–1955 (the first Taiwan Strait crisis), and then the battles over the islands of Quemoy and Matsu (now Jinmen and Ma`zu`, the second Taiwan Strait crisis), which ushered in the era of air-to-air missiles. In the years since, there have been encouraging signs that the violence seen in years past is receding. Cross-strait dialogue is replacing bellicosity, and exchanges are replacing saber-rattling. Today, the contrails criss-crossing the Taiwan Strait are not combat aircraft climbing to battle, but civil air transports linking the two separated communities, totaling over 500 cross-strait flights per week, something inconceivable just a generation ago. When a devastating earthquake struck Sichuan
province in the PRC in 2008, Taiwan’s relief assistance, including direct flights by China Airlines to Chengdu, exceeded that of all other nations, reaffirming the depth of affection and shared heritage of the peoples bordering the Taiwan Strait. Nevertheless, the prospect of violence, however increasingly distant, remains, in this era of ballistic and cruise missiles, precision weapons, and cyber warfare, a daunting one.

One of the crucial areas of concern is the force disparity between the PRC and Taiwan. Even as political rhetoric softens, bringing the two sides closer, the force disparity grows ever wider, particularly in their respective airpower capabilities. Today, the traditional technological edge that Taiwan’s military airpower forces enjoyed over the mainland is a thing of the past. Where a decade ago, Taiwan’s airmen flew aircraft that were at least one, and in some cases two, technological generations superior to those of the PRC, today they are already in a position of inferiority, with their aging F–16A/B, AIDC F–CK–1 Ching-Kuo, and Mirage 2000 fighters increasingly outclassed and outnumbered by newer PRC aircraft such as the Su–27, J–10, J–11, and Su–30 aircraft. Where a decade ago, Taiwan’s airmen could operate with relative impunity over the Taiwan Strait, facing a limited-range surface-to-air missile threat built around derivatives of the then 40-year-old Khrushchev-era SA–2, today they face far more dangerous S–300 (SA–10/20) systems that deny access over the strait, and the prospect of the S–400 which, installed along the coast of the PRC, will reach across the strait and beyond Taiwan itself.

Coupled with the PRC’s introduction of precision air-to-surface munitions, air refueling, airborne early warning, large numbers of short- and medium-range ballistic missiles, land attack cruise missiles, and an increased emphasis on electronic and cyber warfare, the challenges facing Taiwan’s air defenders have never been graver than at the present time. Significantly, because of the longstanding ties between the United States and Taiwan, any prospect of cross-strait conflict carries with it the implicit risk of igniting a broader and even more devastating conflict. Clearly, it is in the interest of all parties to ensure that the PRC-Taiwan relationship evolves in a peaceful, mutually beneficial fashion.

To that end, in late October 2010, a distinguished international group of experts on airpower, military affairs, and the PRC-Taiwan relationship gathered in Taipei to examine the present state and future prospects of the People’s Liberation Army Air Force (PLAAF). The conference was the latest in a series of international conferences on the affairs of the People’s Liberation Army (PLA) cosponsored by the Chinese Council of Advanced Policy Studies (CAPS), the Carnegie Endowment for International Peace (CEIP), the U.S. National Defense University (NDU), and the RAND Corporation. Over 3 days,
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Speakers presented 14 papers on aspects of airpower, the PLAAF, and the implications for Taiwan, and panels discussed and debated the presentations, taking questions and comments from an audience of 115 registered attendees, with many others dropping by. The conference organizers and presenters met with President Ma Ying-jeou and other Taiwan officials, as well as civil and military representatives of the American Institute in Taiwan; they also visited Ching Chuan Kang (CCK) Air Base, home of Taiwan’s 527th Tactical Fighter Wing, operating the aging indigenous AIDC F-CK-1 Ching-Kuo lightweight fighter, for a study tour and briefing on the state of Taiwan Strait air defenses.

This book is a compilation of the edited papers, reflecting comments and additions stimulated by the dialogue and discussion at the conference. As lead editor, I wish to thank the various authors for their patience and willingness in preparing their papers for this publication. For the record, there has been no attempt to “homogenize” the papers, or to seek a uniform outlook. The authors have been free to address their topics to whatever depth they chose, and to present their views without censorship or attempts to find a common view. Nevertheless, as the reader will quickly perceive, there is a remarkable congruency of thought and outlook. The conference presentations were arranged in four broad themes: concepts; PLAAF organization, leadership, and doctrine; PLAAF equipment, personnel, education, and training; and industry and military implications. That same arrangement has been followed in the four-Part structure of this book.

Forrest E. Morgan, a senior political scientist at the RAND Corporation, opens Part I with a wide-ranging survey of airpower doctrine from the time of the “Great War” to contemporary operations in Iraq and Afghanistan; he presents a classic tour through airpower theory and practice, stressing its enduring value, and making reference to the great theorists of airpower, particularly Britain’s Hugh “Boom” Trenchard, Italy’s Giulio Douhet, and America’s William “Billy” Mitchell. He concludes that “As airpower enters its second century, it will remain the most important instrument of international security,” noting that most analysts now agree that airpower is the quintessential strike element in a force-projection network able to conduct parallel attacks to create effects that are simultaneously tactical, operational, and strategic. . . . Propositions about airpower have generated more study and debate than have propositions about most other instruments of military force. They will continue to do so in the future, keeping the field vibrant and innovative. Clearly, the concept of airpower will remain not only relevant, but central to international security and stability as nations advance in the 21st century.
Next, Mark A. Stokes, executive director of the Project 2049 Institute, presents an intriguing survey of the PLAAF’s quest for joint-service aerospace power, examining the strategic drivers underpinning its quest, evolving Chinese concepts of joint aerospace power, the challenges of force modernization, the range of technological and acquisition choices facing the PLAAF, and PLAAF interest in advanced weapons concepts such as hypersonic missiles and spaceplanes, space-based systems, and cyber warfare. He concludes:

The gradual expansion of China’s long-range precision strike capabilities is altering the regional strategic landscape. The PLA Air Force and Second Artillery are making modest progress in developing advanced capabilities with an eye toward expanding their operational range into space and into the Asia-Pacific region. For the PLA Air Force, the ability to carry out strategic strike missions at ranges of 3,000 kilometers (1,860 miles) or more is viewed as the key to becoming a truly independent service, rather than one dependent on the Second Artillery or a supporting player to the ground forces. Despite the PLAAF’s aspirations to develop a force capable of an independent air campaign around China’s periphery and speculation of subordination of Second Artillery conventional ballistic missile units to the PLAAF, senior PRC political and military authorities will likely continue to rely on the established capabilities of the Second Artillery for coercion, strategic strike missions, and suppression of enemy air defenses for some time to come.

. . . Beijing’s missile-centric strategy presents a number of challenges for regional stability. Barring the fielding of effective countermeasures, Chinese conventional aerospace power, specifically short- and medium-range ballistic and extended-range land attack cruise missiles, may over time give the PLA a decisive advantage in future conflicts around China’s periphery.

Xiaoming Zhang, associate professor in the Department of Leadership and Strategy at the U.S. Air Force’s Air War College, furnishes a valuable historical introduction to the PLAAF, from its roots in fighter-centric defensive air warfare before and after the Korean War era, and its evolution since that time as an army air service dominated by the PLA’s surface-centric thought and leadership. He traces how, over its history, the PLAAF’s ability to undertake deep strike and even cross-border air support operations has been heavily constrained by the PRC’s political decisionmakers. While its modern capabilities—exemplified by aircraft such as the J–10 and Su–27—have left the legacy MiG–17 (J–5), MiG–19 (J–6), and MiG–21 (J–7) era far behind, he stresses “What
has not changed is the PLA’s political culture, service tradition, older ways of doing things, and outdated organizational system,” concluding:

The PLA is a titanic bureaucratic amalgamation with a leaden hand of tradition that can often block innovation. Changes in doctrine, training practices, force structure, and equipment are underway, yet many traditions and cultural characteristics of the 83-year-old PLA are rigorously maintained. On top of that, there is the Party-controlled political culture and the ground force-centric predominant organizational tradition of the PLA. Both serve as constraining mechanisms that not only restrict the PLA’s drive to autonomy, but also ensure its loyalty to the Party and obedience to the Party’s policy.

In Part II of this volume, Kenneth W. Allen, a senior research analyst at Defense Group Incorporated, offers an in-depth examination of the PLAAF’s organizational structure, noting how it has adjusted to accommodate changes in equipment, force structure, and the transformation of modern military power. Increasingly, the PLAAF has emphasized the planning and execution of joint operations. The shift toward joint operations accelerated in the early 2000s, when, as Allen notes, “PLAAF officers began to assume key joint billets, including membership on the Chinese Communist Party’s (CCP’s) Central Military Commission (CMC), commandant of the Academy of Military Science, commandant and political commissar of the National Defense University, and deputy director billets in the General Staff Department (GSD), General Political Department (GPD), and General Logistics Department (GLD).”

But, if much of this organizational transformation is, on the surface, quite impressive, Allen, like Xiaoming Zhang before him, highlights the traditionalist aspects of the PLA that continue to dominate the perspective of the PLAAF. He notes that “the army still dominates the majority of the leadership and working billets in all of these organizations, along with the General Armament Department (GAD), which has yet to have a PLAAF (or PLA Navy) deputy, and all seven of the Military Region (MR) Headquarters. There are no indications this pattern of army domination will change in the next decade.”

Murray Scot Tanner, a China security analyst with the Center for Naval Analyses, offers a detailed examination of three of the PLAAF’s mission areas: deterring infringement of China’s critical national security interests, carrying out offensive operations, and maintaining China’s air and space defenses. Tanner traces the PLAAF’s evolution from a pre-1990s emphasis upon largely tactical air defense to a gradually evolving appreciation after Operation Desert Storm of airpower’s suitability for executing a broader range of strategic defensive and offensive missions. In 2004, the Party’s Central Military Commission approved
PLAAF plans to “integrate air and space; [and] be simultaneously prepared for offensive and defensive operations.” Three years later, Zhang Yuliang pronounced that “the Air Force should give full play to its powerful aerial mobility, rapid speed, and long-distance strike capabilities, as well as its advantages in conducting multiple types of aerial missions.” Tanner concludes:

Chinese air and space analysts have devoted increasing attention to promoting China’s preparation for offensive missions and its efforts to seize and maintain the initiative in combat [including] efforts to develop a ladder of signals of increasing intensity to ward off potential adversaries [stressing] the increased importance of offense in PLAAF missions . . . targeting what they see as the fragile “systems of systems” that constitute enemy combat information systems [and placing] a growing emphasis on counterattacks as a means of seizing and holding the initiative in the face of near certain large-scale air attacks.

Roger Cliff, a nonresident Senior Fellow at the Center for Strategic and Budgetary Assessments, presents a thorough review of the doctrinal development of the PLAAF, relating it to historic milestones in its development, and in the political history of the PRC. Cliff notes that the PLAAF’s future success, like that of other air forces, will depend upon how well it has mastered modern airpower doctrine and thought, not simply advanced weapons technology. He notes the importance of Deng Xiaoping who, after becoming China’s leader in 1978, mandated rapid military modernization, particularly of the PLAAF (though Deng, as Cliff emphasizes, was motivated as much by a desire to place the airmen under strict Party control—they had proven “politically dangerous” in the days of Lin Biao—as by a desire to improve its combat capabilities). While noting PLAAF weaknesses and deficiencies, Cliff concludes:

The United States and Taiwan would likely find the PLAAF to be an aggressive opponent in the event of a conflict . . . . Especially at the beginning of a war, the PLA will endeavor to attack enemy air bases, ballistic-missile bases, aircraft carriers, and warships equipped with land-attack cruise missiles before enemy aircraft can take off or missile attacks can be launched . . . . By 2015 or so, the weapons systems and platforms that China . . . is likely to have [would] make a Chinese air defense campaign . . . highly challenging for U.S. air forces [and] enable China to conduct offensive operations far into the western Pacific.

In the next chapter, Kevin Pollpeter, China program manager at Defense Group Incorporated, assesses the PLAAF’s growing interest in space operations. He notes that in 2009, Xu Qiliang, commander of the PLAAF, stated the following:
The air and space era and information era have arrived at the same time and the domain of information and domain of space and air have become the new commanding height for international strategic competition. . . . competition among armed forces is moving toward the air and space domain and is extending from the aviation domain to near space and even deep space.

Pollpeter finds that Xu’s quest for “air and space security” is intrinsically bound with the PLAAF’s concept of integrated air and space operations, which envisions the air and space battlespace as a “seamless whole.” The “ultimate goal” he believes the PLAAF is seeking is a “network-centric force in which disparate forces, divided by function and distance, will be fused into an organic whole through the use of information technologies” to achieve air and space superiority, precision strike, rapid maneuver, and multidimensional support to PLA forces. The PLAAF’s interest in assuming command over the PLA’s space presence has not met with universal support, and its notions of space presence (including a somewhat surprising level of interest in manned spacecraft) are not universally accepted either. However space doctrine and application evolve within the PLA and PLAAF, enunciating and fulfilling a national space security policy will remain a crucial goal for both, particularly as China increasingly asserts its place among the world’s spacefaring peoples.

Part III begins with David Shlapak, a senior international policy analyst at the RAND Corporation, who offers a cogent survey of the PLAAF’s drive to modernize and reequip its combat forces, evocatively terming it “a Long March to modernity.” Shlapak traces the transformation of the PLAAF’s order of battle across two crucial decades, from 1990 to 2010. Over that time, its force structure of fighters, fighter-bombers, ground attack, and bomber aircraft has steadily declined, from approximately 5,000 aircraft in 1990 to approximately 1,500 in 2010. But while overall numbers have dropped, today the PLAAF possesses the world’s third-highest number of advanced fourth-generation (third-generation, by PLAAF’s categorization of fighter aircraft technology) fighters, behind the United States and Russia. Matching this has been an equivalent upgrading in air-to-air and air-to-surface weapons, surface-to-air missiles, sensors, avionics, air refueling, and airborne early warning and control. Shlapak concludes:

The progress made in recent years by the PLAAF is impressive. . . . As late as the early 1990s, it was likely too weak to have even defended China’s home airspace against a serious, modern adversary. . . . [Now] the revolution in the PLAAF’s order of battle is over. It has made up the four decades separating the MiG–17/MiG–19 generations from the Su–27SK
Su–30MKK generation in just 15 remarkable years. Whether or not the PLAAF can close the remaining gaps between its capabilities and those of the most advanced air forces remains to be seen. But given how it has transformed itself over the last 15 years, one would be foolish to bet heavily against it.

You Ji, an associate professor at the School of Social Science and International Studies, University of New South Wales, Australia, presents a detailed examination of the individuals comprising the PLAAF’s senior leadership—those approximately three-dozen officers at or above full corps rank—tracing how, over time, the PLAAF’s senior leaders have increasingly come from the ranks of airmen, particularly fighter pilots from the most prestigious and accomplished fighter regiments and air divisions. As his chapter shows, the leadership of the PLAAF is surprisingly “elderly,” with a coming massive reshuffle in favor of slightly younger commanders coincident with the coming 18th Party Congress in 2012. The transformation of the PLAAF from the era of the J–5 (MiG–17) and J–6/Q–5 (MiG–19) to the era of the J–10, Su–27, and J–11 “has placed,” he believes, “huge pressure for the air force to groom, select, and place talented commanders at various levels.” The author concludes that the PLAAF leadership selection process is increasingly based upon meritocracy and even “expertocracy,” . . . [reflecting] a sophisticated, institutionalized, and comprehensive personnel selection and promotion system. . . . The candidates for top leadership are inevitably well-trained, learned, and internationally exposed. The level of professionalism is very high, both in terms of their careers as airmen, and their experience as commanders. Mediocre officers simply do not make it to the top, given the extremely tough competition among peers.

Kevin Lanzit, a senior analyst with Alion Science and Technology, Incorporated, reviews the PLAAF’s professional military education and training. As the PLAAF modernizes force structure and operational doctrine, it continues to modernize its education and training as well, seeking, as Lanzit states, “to transform its legacy mechanized force into a force that will be capable of fighting and winning in modern, informatized conditions.” Lanzit begins with an overview of training in the Chinese air service in the pre-Communist era. Training deficiencies in the early days of the PLAAF resulted in ill-trained aircrew compared to their Soviet advisors and Western opponents, and, later, to the Taiwan airmen facing them across the Taiwan Strait. The societal disruptions accompanying the infamous “Cultural Revolution” of the late Mao era took their own toll on PLAAF competency as well. Thanks first to the reforms
of Deng Xiaoping, followed by those of Jiang Zemin, Hu Jintao, and continuing to the present, the PLAAF is today more rigorously (if imperfectly) trained than at any previous time. Even so, Lanzit concludes that although progress has been “substantial,” the PLAAF still “has not yet achieved the development goals it seeks for officers and NCOs [noncommissioned officers].”

Beginning Part IV, Shen Pin-Luen of the Prospect Foundation delineates the past, present, and likely future of the Chinese aircraft industry, discussing how the PRC’s drive to modernize led not only to strenuous transformative efforts within the PLAAF, but also to a transformation of the Chinese aircraft industry. Its transformation resulted in a more globally inquisitive industry, one looking for inspiration in foreign design practice, but also, over time, more confident of its own abilities to pursue advanced technology programs, even complex fighter development efforts such as the J–8, J–10, J–11, and JH–7. This confidence became evident in mid-2008 with the establishment of the Commercial Aircraft Corporation of China Ltd. (COMAC), and, slightly later, with the merger of China Aviation Industry Corporation I (AVIC I) and China Aviation Industry Corporation II (AVIC II) into the China Aviation Industry Corporation (AVIC), and was reaffirmed by the first flights of the Chengdu J–20, a prototype stealth fighter roughly equivalent to the American YF–22/YF–23 of 1990, in January 2011. “The overhaul of the aviation sector is an indication that the pace of development and reform in China’s aviation industry is picking up,” Shen concludes, warning that “China’s determination and injection of resources into the industry should not be underestimated by the outside world.”

Next, Phillip C. Saunders, director of the Center for the Study of Chinese Military Affairs at National Defense University’s Institute for National Strategic Studies, and Joshua K. Wiseman, a research analyst at the center, probe into the Chinese aviation industry and the PLAAF’s acquisition efforts to reveal a pattern of technology acquisition they summarize as “buy, build, or steal.” “Chinese leaders aspire to build a defense industry capable of producing advanced military weapons systems without dependence on foreign suppliers,” they note, “but the limited capacity of China’s overall economy and technological limitations on its military aviation sector have made access to foreign aircraft and technology necessary.” They trace the “ongoing tension between the desire for self-reliance in defense and the need for access to advanced foreign technologies,” across five periods in the evolution of China’s military aerospace industry.

The first period was that of Soviet assistance from 1950 to 1960, which gave the PRC its initial experience in license-producing Soviet fighters, bombers, and transports. The second, from 1960 to 1977, was that of the Sino-Soviet split, during which China made do with incremental product refinement and development of derivatives (such as the Q–5) from existing designs. The third,
from 1977 to 1989, marked China’s turning to the West, during which it gained some access to Western technologies. But the Tiananmen Square repression bought this period to a close. China initiated the fourth period when it turned back to a cash-strapped Russia—and even Israel—to secure advanced fighter and missile technology exemplified in the Su–27 and J–10. The fifth (and current) period began in 2004. Since then, Western nations and Russia have become increasingly reluctant to share technology with the PRC. As a consequence, the authors conclude:

The likelihood that China will have no foreign source of advanced military aviation technology supports two important conclusions. First, the Chinese military aviation industry will have to rely primarily on indigenous development of advanced “single-use” military aviation technologies in the future [and] China will likely rely more heavily on espionage to acquire those critical military aviation technologies it cannot acquire legitimately from foreign suppliers or develop on its own.

Next, Hsi-hua Cheng, an instructor at the Taiwan National Defense University, addresses the grim prospect of military encounters over the Taiwan Strait, including the possibility, however remote, of a forceful seizure of the island of Taiwan by an all-out PLA amphibious assault. He undertakes his analysis by studying PLA, PLAN, and PLAAF doctrinal pronouncements, the pattern of military activity, and the respective force structures on either side of the strait. While noting that since May 20, 2008, when Taiwan President Ma Ying-jeou took office, the cross-strait policies of both sides have become more peaceful and friendly, he nevertheless pointedly notes that “the PRC has never renounced the use of military force against Taiwan, and, indeed, as it has steadily modernized its forces, the PRC has continued to maintain an aggressive posture toward Taiwan.”

Examining various uses of coercion and escalatory force, the author stresses the PLAAF and Second Artillery’s belief in the use of joint, overwhelming power. For its part, he argues that Taiwan must employ its airpower only for self-defense. “As long as they don’t step on our territory and impede our lifelines,” he asserts, “they don’t win and we don’t lose, and our national security is secured.” Under no circumstances, he believes, should Taiwan engage in a preventive strike, as “Taiwan can’t afford the international liability of initiating the war.” It is essential, then, that Taiwan shape its defensive forces so that they can survive a first strike, enabling defenders to “concentrate Taiwan’s limited airpower to a critical time and place.” Taiwan, he believes, “must construct a mobile, diffuse, and widespread air defense umbrella covering point, area, and then theater air defense,” exploiting as well the synergy of advanced aircraft, helicopters, unmanned aerial systems, V/STOL (vertical and/or short takeoff and
landing) technologies, hardening airfields and command facilities, and developing “a decentralized network-centric command and communication structure.”

Finally, the author recommends that Taiwan “adopt a ‘Starfish’ strategy to enhance its survivability,” noting that starfish can regenerate lost arms and that Taiwan’s defense leaders “should try to apply this strategy to decentralize the commanding activity to the very basic units of its organizations, equipment, facilities, or personnel, to ensure that sustainability and survivability will expand.” Above all, he notes, Taiwan must work to ensure “that the PRC has no excuses to justify an invasion of Taiwan.”

In the final chapter, David Frelinger, a senior political scientist at the RAND Corporation, and Jessica Hart, an analyst at a defense contractor, offer a provocative assessment of the PLAAF’s modernization and its influence upon the U.S.-China military balance. They posit an “alternative framework” looking beyond the “ossified” bipolar nature of the Cold War, noting the U.S.-China relationship “is not yet mature, and there are multiple, competing narratives about interests and goals on both sides.” They employ three analytical games: the “Game of Influence” (Chinese and American military power advancing their respective national interests); the “Battle over a Third Party” (Chinese and American military power employed in a two-party conflict over Taiwan); and the “Great Power Game” (unlike the others, a zero-sum game in which military power is “the central aspect” of the U.S.-China relationship), noting that both America and China have “largely confined” themselves to the second game, the Battle over a Third Party. They conclude:

The United States has a wide range of options that do not necessarily require a new force structure or more defense expenditures, but instead may call for an altered military and political emphasis. . . . If the United States chooses to continue to play the same game in the same way it has since the end of the Cold War, the results may be to China’s advantage. But if the United States chooses to play another game where its significant military and political assets can be more fully utilized, PLAAF modernization may lead to a Pyrrhic victory for the Chinese.

Taken as a whole, the chapters of this volume provide a comprehensive picture of China’s progress in building a modern air force. This effort is most visible in PLAAF investments in aircraft and in China’s efforts to develop a capable military aviation industry. However, as several chapters demonstrate, improvements in organization, personnel, training, and doctrine have been equally important in terms of PLAAF development and expanding operational and combat capabilities. The overall impression is that the Chinese air force has made great progress on its “Long March to modernity.”
Finally, on a personal note, this book is dedicated to a remarkable airman, Major General John R. Alison, USAFR (Ret.), who died on June 6, 2011, at the age of 98. Aside from being an extraordinary pilot and military leader (and co-founder of America’s first Air Commandos), “Johnny” Alison was a fiercely dedicated patriot, whose love of country and affection and admiration for its people were matched by his affection and admiration for the people of China. As a fighter pilot in China during World War II, Alison was moved by the suffering, courage, and daily sacrifice of the Chinese people, whose optimism, passionate dedication to their homeland, and faith in its future he greatly admired. After the war, as a postwar U.S. Air Force officer, international businessman, and aviation executive, he maintained his interest in China and its citizens. All who knew him—and this editor was privileged to know him well—will recall how often he spoke of the necessity of finding a means to ensure lasting peace for the Taiwan Strait, a peace characterized by mutual respect and dignity. In a conversation less than 3 months before his death, he stressed the critical importance of promoting a stronger and beneficial unity between Taiwan and the mainland, and between the American and Chinese people, believing both would work to further the stability of East Asia. May his life serve as both example and encouragement to all those who, whatever their nationality and background, seek today to blaze a path to permanent peace so that the Taiwan Strait never again experiences the dismal and bitter horrors of civil war.
PART I

CONCEPTS
Chapter 1

The Concept of Airpower: Its Emergence, Evolution, and Future

Forrest E. Morgan

It should come as no surprise that the concept of airpower has changed a great deal since H.G. Wells first used the term in his 1908 science fiction novel, The War in the Air. Given the passage of more than a century, the world has seen dramatic advances in technology as well as changes in the geopolitical conditions in which war is fought. Yet within the ever-evolving fabric of airpower history, one can find remarkable threads of continuity. Early aircraft, though but fragile contraptions of wood and canvas, exploited the same advantages enjoyed by the sophisticated weapons systems that operate in today’s 21st-century skies: the ability to cover great distances in any direction quickly, free of obstruction by surface terrain; the ability to overfly enemy armies and navies and attack them from above, across the breadth and depth of the battlespace; and the ability to take war to the heart of an enemy’s society, striking vulnerable targets previously unreachable before defeating surface defenses. So there should be little wonder that the concept of airpower, while ever evolving, has also exhibited elements of continuity, as have the doctrines and strategies that conceptual thinking about airpower has inspired. In many ways and for reasons that are clearly evident, today’s airmen have inherited the strategic mindset of their forebears.

This paper examines that mindset in historical context as it traces the evolution of airpower thought and considers what theoretical, technological, and political trends suggest for strategies that air forces will likely employ in the future. It explains how airpower thought, though buffeted by changes in technology and geopolitics, has been anchored on an evolving body of theory conceived to exploit the unique warfighting advantages afforded by the ability of aircraft to operate in the vertical dimension. Yet within this unifying framework, strategic thinkers have, from the earliest days of military air operations, debated whether airpower is employed most effectively as an independent instrument against targets chosen to create direct, war-winning effects at the strategic level of war, or whether it is better used in combination with surface forces at the operational level of war. I argue that these competing ideas appear to be converging in the current era, but the debate is unlikely to ever be fully resolved. That is a good thing because strategy has always benefited
from rigorous examination and spirited intellectual debate. Creative thought and innovation have always been the touchstones of airpower. That heritage will continue into the future.

**The Dawn of Airpower Thought**

When military authorities hesitantly began acquiring “aeroplanes” in the years immediately following Orville and Wilbur Wright’s first flight of a heavier-than-air craft, the missions they had in mind for these new machines flowed from the novel but limited capabilities they offered. Considering them too fragile for combat and unable to carry ordnance heavy enough to contribute anything meaningful to artillery bombardment, the U.S. Army, along with the armies of several European countries, nevertheless saw potential applications in communications and reconnaissance in the airplane’s speed and the visual perspective afforded by altitude. Such were the missions in which aircraft were first employed in combat, over Libya in 1911, the Balkans the next year, and, more significantly still, in Europe when war broke out in 1914. But it did not take long for the airmen flying these machines to begin finding combat applications for the unique capabilities that the new technology provided. Almost immediately, enemy reconnaissance aircrews began harassing each other, first throwing bricks and hand grenades, later shooting at each other with handguns, rifles, and ultimately mounted machineguns. Before long, air services on both sides organized “pursuit” squadrons with aircraft and crews dedicated to the air-to-air combat mission. By mid 1916, both the Germans and the Franco-British allies had developed machine-gun synchronizers, allowing them to fire ahead along the axis of flight by shooting between the propellers, thus creating the first true fighter planes.¹

Meanwhile, aviators developed techniques to strafe and bomb enemy trenches, and they began attacking lines of communication in efforts to interdict the movement of men and materiel to the front. The Germans even pioneered the use of strategic bombing, striking London and other urban targets from lighter-than-air dirigibles, beginning in 1915. Later, in 1917, when the unwieldy Zeppelins began taking too many losses, German leaders transferred the mission to faster, more maneuverable Gotha and Giant bomber aircraft. Indeed, by the time U.S. aviators officially entered the war that same year—American volunteers had participated unofficially in the French Air Service’s *Lafayette Escadrille* (originally *Escadrille Américaine*) since April 1916—all of the principal missions flown by today’s air forces had already emerged in some form. Nevertheless, air operations ultimately had a negligible effect on the course of the war, due to the limitations in payload weight and bombing accuracy that constrained aircraft capabilities in that era.²
Despite these limitations, several visionaries saw beyond the constraints of contemporary technology to grasp the potential of how aircraft might affect the outcomes of future wars, triggering the emergence of formal airpower theory. One of these individuals was Giulio Douhet, an artillery officer in the Italian army. Douhet had watched the rapid development of combat aviation during the war and saw in the emerging capability of bomber aircraft a potential for striking enemy countries where he thought they were most vulnerable, their cities. In his 1921 book, *Command of the Air*, and several subsequent publications, he theorized that airpower could be used to end wars quickly by bombing urban areas to break the enemy’s material and moral resistance. Countries with the foresight to embrace the potential of airpower could thereby avoid repeating the bloody stalemate of the last war, where more than 8 million men had given their lives, many in frontal assaults against machineguns, artillery, and barbed wire, while stalled at the trenches in France.

Aircraft had the advantageous ability to strike the heart of an enemy’s country without having to defeat its armies first. Though World War I had demonstrated that disciplined soldiers could withstand considerable bombardment without breaking, Douhet believed that civilians would not be so resilient. Bombers could overfly enemy armies, thus avoiding the adversary’s hardened crust, and bomb major cities, causing panic and generating popular pressure to end the war. Douhet argued, however, that Italy could not afford to build the bomber force needed to carry out such a plan if it continued squandering its scarce defense resources on less effective military capabilities, such as ground and naval forces. Nor could the air service achieve its full potential if it continued to be administered by the army, because army generals would insist that aircraft be used to attack enemy forces and perform other battlefield missions in support of ground operations.

Douhet proposed that Italy, instead, build an independent air force comprised primarily of heavily armed “battle planes.” In the event of war, these planes would not waste time attacking the enemy army. Rather, they would first dispose of the greatest threat that a savvy adversary could muster—the enemy air force. Douhet’s first objective would be to bomb the adversary’s airfields, destroying enemy planes on the ground and any that rose to challenge his battle planes, until Italy achieved command of the air. Then the air force would turn its attention to the enemy’s capital and major cities, bombing the civilian population into submission and enemy leaders into surrender.

Another airpower visionary during the interwar years was Britain’s Air Marshal Sir Hugh Trenchard. Having commanded the Royal Flying Corps during World War I, he was an ardent believer in the war-winning potential of airpower and the chief interwar champion and architect of Britain’s independent
Royal Air Force (RAF). According to historian Phillip Meilinger, “Trenchard carried three main beliefs with him from the war: air superiority was an essential prerequisite to military success; airpower was an inherently offensive weapon; and although its material effects were great, airpower’s psychological effects were far greater.”

In the years leading to World War II, under Trenchard’s guidance, the RAF developed a doctrine for strategic bombing which maintained that victory in war resulted from the collapse of civilian morale. Like Douhet, Trenchard disparaged dissipating airpower’s unique capabilities in attacks on armies in the field. Rather, the RAF’s principal doctrine publication, AP 1300, *Royal Air Force War Manual*, advocated bombing industrial centers to drive workers from the factories and destroy economic infrastructure—including public utilities, food and fuel supplies, transportation networks, and communications—to cause “a general undermining of the whole populace, even to the extent of destroying the nation’s will to continue the struggle.” And like Douhet, Trenchard insisted that the RAF retain its institutional separation from the army in order to husband the resources and maintain the freedom of action needed to carry out its independent mission.

While U.S. aviators were influenced by Douhet and Trenchard, they were most inspired by the very public and often caustic arguments proffered by their own airpower champion, Brigadier General William “Billy” Mitchell. As a senior U.S. air officer in France during World War I, Mitchell was well acquainted with Trenchard, and after the war he also consulted with Douhet and Italian bomber designer and manufacturer Gianni Caproni. Like his European counterparts, Mitchell was an ardent believer in airpower as an independent, war-winning weapon, and he argued vociferously that the air services should be granted separation from all Army and Navy control. In Mitchell’s view, air warfare was unique, and only airmen, whom he saw as a “distinctive class of … aerial knights engaged in chivalrous combat,” had the proper mindset to lead it. It was a romantic image, one that he painted for public consumption at every opportunity in books, speeches, magazine articles, and newspaper editorials, often criticizing Navy leaders and even his own superiors in the Army for their hidebound attitudes and for mismanaging the air assets under their control. Ultimately, his public defiance of military authority resulted in his court martial and resignation from the Army, but he continued to extol the virtues of independent airpower in publications and speeches until his death in 1936.

Officers on the faculty of the U.S. Army’s Air Corps Tactical School (ACTS) at Maxwell Field, Alabama, followed the international airpower debate with interest. They too believed aerial bombardment was a weapon
with war-winning potential, one best employed as an independent instrument against a country’s vulnerable interior, but they were less than sanguine about Douhet’s and Trenchard’s conviction that the key to victory lay in directly targeting the enemy’s moral resistance. Rather, having observed that warfare between industrial states had become very resource consumptive, they theorized that bombing an enemy’s armaments industry could deny him the capability to wage war as well as the will to do so. Relying on deductive reasoning and circumstantial evidence—such as when a temporary closing at the only plant in the United States that manufactured a spring essential to the assembly of variable-pitch propellers brought aircraft production to a nationwide halt—ACTS theorists surmised that every industrialized nation-state had become a network of interconnected economic systems, an “industrial web,” with critical points, the destruction of which would lead to its collapse.

Of course, striking such critical points from the air with sufficient force and accuracy to destroy them would be challenging—it could only be done with mass raids in daylight. And the enemy would resist mass bomber raids with all the fighters and antiaircraft artillery it could muster—the bombers would have to fly high and be fast and heavily armed. But comparing the capabilities of fighters and bombers of that era, and examining the development of such new technologies as the Norden bombsight, they concluded that “high-altitude, daylight precision bombing” was not only possible, it would be key to winning a war with an industrialized state. Therefore, “an inviolable principle of ACTS was that airmen use the bomber only against vital material targets located deep within hostile territory and that it never serve in harassing operations of the Army.”

Although theories for employing airpower as an independent, war-winning weapon were in vogue in several of the world’s leading air services, they were by no means universally accepted, and so an opposing line of thought—airpower at the operational level of war—arose. In Germany, for instance, desires to develop and employ strategic bombing were tempered by the need to use airpower in support of ground operations. As Germany was a continental power with contiguous borders with its traditional enemies, Luftwaffe planners recognized that they would likely be called upon to support the army at the onset of any future war. Nevertheless, Germany had its own interwar strategic bombing theorist in the person of Dr. Robert Knauss, a World War I combat veteran who afterwards helped shape Lufthansa, and whose ideas largely mirrored those of Douhet.

The Chief of the Luftwaffe General Staff, Walther Wever, who advocated a balanced development of airpower capabilities, also believed strategic bombing would be an important arrow in Germany’s quiver. In 1934 he ordered work to begin on a long-range “Ural Bomber” that would enable the Luftwaffe
to bomb military and industrial targets deep in the Soviet Union. However, several factors constrained the Luftwaffe’s development of capabilities for conducting strategic air warfare. First, the General Staff worried that the “terror bombing” that Douhet and Knauss advocated would provoke Germany’s enemies to reciprocate with revenge attacks on German cities, so they blocked all attempts to have such tactics written into Luftwaffe doctrine. Second, although there was considerable interest in the early 1930s in developing long-range bombers for use against industrial targets, the Germans failed to clear the technological hurdles that would have allowed them to develop aircraft engines powerful enough to carry heavy payloads at the altitudes and distances needed to accomplish that mission. Finally, and perhaps most importantly, the Luftwaffe’s most influential strategic bombing advocate, Walther Wever, met an untimely death in an air accident in 1936. With his demise, the Ural Bomber project was canceled and Reich Air Minister Hermann Goring put the Luftwaffe in the hands of generals more interested in developing capabilities for supporting ground operations.

Consequently, from that point onward German airpower development focused on capabilities for supporting actions at the operational level of war. The Luftwaffe began procuring fighters and fast medium bombers for destroying enemy airpower in the battle zone rather than by bombing aircraft production. General Ernst Udet, whom Goring appointed to direct the Office of Technical Development in 1936, insisted that all future bombers be designed as dive-bombers. General Hans Jeschonnek, appointed chief of the Luftwaffe General Staff in 1939, was similarly enamored with dive-bombing. As a result, dive-bombing was emphasized over level bombing and aircraft such as the Junkers Ju–87 Stuka (for Sturzkampfflugzeug: “dive bomber”) became exemplars of German airpower thought. Ultimately, the Luftwaffe’s doctrinal thrust shifted to providing interdiction bombing and close-air support (CAS) for armor and infantry actions in Germany’s emerging high-speed maneuver warfare doctrine, which, soon after its first employment in Poland, was dubbed Blitzkrieg (Lightning War).

Similar, though not identical, experiences can be seen in other countries during the interwar period. The Soviet Union had its own strategic bombing advocate in the personage of Air Force General A.N. Lapchinsky, who in the early 1920s wrote a book and several articles arguing that strategic bombing would be a major weapon in future wars. Alternatively, Army Chief of Staff Marshal Mikhail Tukhachevskii, while acknowledging a future role for strategic bombardment, maintained that airpower should be used mostly in joint operations, with light bombers, fighters, and ground-attack aviation integrated with armor and artillery employment in the execution of “deep
battle” doctrine. Early on, Lapchinsky’s ideas found favor among Soviet aviators, ironically, not so much from a rational analysis of airpower capabilities as from a belief that strategic bombing was a “modern” form of warfare and therefore more appropriate for a military system built on Marxist-Leninist principles.

However, as Soviet airpower thought matured, the orientation shifted. During Germany’s 1925–1933 air mission to the Soviet Union, German instructors emphasized the importance of air-ground cooperation at the operational level of war. Later, during the Spanish Civil War (1936–1939), in which Germany and Italy deployed forces in support of the Nationalist cause and the Soviet Union supported the Republican side, air forces on both sides briefly resorted to population bombing, but ultimately enjoyed much greater success when they used their airpower in support of ground operations. By the end of the 1930s, the Soviets, like the Germans, concluded that, given limitations imposed by the technology at their disposal, airpower concepts developed around short-range ground-attack aircraft would suit their needs better than those requiring aircraft that they lacked the capability to produce.

Japan and even Italy, the home of Giulio Douhet, exhibited similar patterns in thinking. Japan attempted to develop long-range bombers and the Japanese army and navy air services resorted to population bombing in Shanghai, Guangzhou, Nanjing, and Chongqing starting in 1937 in the war against China. But the Japanese experienced the same technological limitations and disappointing outcomes as did the continental powers of Europe, and they subsequently focused their greatest efforts on using airpower in support of surface forces. Italy, alternatively, never made a serious effort to develop strategic bombers. Although Italian air force leaders paid lip-service to Douhet—likely prudent, as he was a prominent Fascist—in practice they dismissed his ideas as immoral and inappropriate for Italy’s geostrategic challenges, following instead the more operationally-focused ideas of Amedeo Mecozzi. As the Spanish Civil War confirmed their thinking, the Italians increasingly focused their attention on developing doctrine for using airpower in support of ground and naval operations.

Applying Airpower Thought to Shape Air Strategy in World War II

The beginning of World War II saw German airpower applied at the operational level of war with stunning results. On September 1, 1939, Germany unleashed Blitzkrieg on Poland. The Luftwaffe began the operation with massive air attacks on airfields and other military targets across the country. Although the Polish air force fought with skill and bravery, it was quickly overwhelmed by superior numbers. Soon afterwards the Polish army buckled under the coordinated onslaught of hundreds of Panzer tanks and Stuka dive-bombers.
This campaign first showed the world what synergies were possible in coordinated air and ground operations. Interdiction bombing made it impossible for the Poles to move troops in the open, and German armored forces quickly advanced, enveloping the Polish formations. At that point, close air support (CAS) was instrumental in crushing Polish efforts to break out of the encirclements. By the end of September, the Polish army and air force had been destroyed and Warsaw bombed into capitulation. But the small, ill-equipped Polish air force was no real challenge to the Luftwaffe—the real test came the following spring in the Battle of France.25

In May 1940 the German Army overran Luxembourg and drove multiple spearheads into the Netherlands, Belgium, and Northern France. As in the Polish campaign, the Luftwaffe struck airfields hard and fast, destroying a large percentage of French and Belgian aircraft on the ground. The Germans used the vertical dimension in novel ways, dropping airborne forces to seize key bridges on the Meuse and behind Dutch defenses in the canal country, and carrying out a bold glider assault, landing on the roof of the Belgian fort of Eben Emael to unhinge defenses there. Meanwhile, Stuka dive-bombers pounded French, British, and Belgian forces ahead of German armor divisions as the Panzers plunged into Belgium and France. The results in this campaign resembled those in Poland the previous September. In the face of a rapid, coordinated assault, the defenders buckled physically and morally. The campaign was over in 6 weeks. Although Germany employed airpower similarly in subsequent campaigns, often achieving tactical success, its ability to translate those achievements into strategic effects diminished as the war progressed.26

In the summer of 1940, with the continental Allies in Western Europe defeated, German leaders began planning operation “Sea Lion,” the invasion and conquest of Great Britain. Such an effort would have presented a unique challenge for German campaign planners in terms of their ability to integrate Luftwaffe operations with those of two other services, but their ability to meet that challenge was never tested. Before the German army and navy could launch a cross-channel operation with any chance of success, the Luftwaffe would have to neutralize Britain’s RAF and win command of the air. It failed to do so.

The Luftwaffe launched the main air assault on August 13. Although it gave the outnumbered RAF a considerable pounding for several weeks, the British held on tenaciously, rationing Fighter Command’s limited resources in a sector defense scheme made possible by the use of radar to detect incoming attackers and direct fighter interceptions.27 Even so, the Luftwaffe still might have exhausted RAF resistance had not Adolf Hitler, in a fit of pique in early September, redirected the German air effort away from the RAF bases and
against London instead, in an effort to break British resolve with terror bombing. That effort failed as well. By September 17, it was clear that the Luftwaffe would be unable to secure the skies over Britain and the English Channel and Hitler “postponed” plans for Sea Lion.²⁸

Blunted in the west, Germany turned east once more in 1941, unleashing Blitzkrieg on the Soviet Union. As in previous campaigns on the continent, the Luftwaffe quickly decimated Soviet airpower, destroying 1,200 aircraft the first day alone. Moreover, the Red Army, immense but stripped of competent leadership in Stalin’s recent purge, lost more than 50 divisions in the first three weeks of battle.²⁹ Yet despite the fact that the Germans drove the Red Army from Poland to the outskirts of Moscow over the course of a few short months, the Soviet will to resist never wavered. The Russians held out, rebuilt their army and air force (with considerable U.S. material support), and turned the tide, eventually driving the Wehrmacht to Berlin and destroying it with the Soviet Union’s own doctrine for integrating airpower with ground forces at the operational level of war—deep battle.³⁰

A more balanced mix of strategic and tactical airpower application characterized the Anglo-American airpower experience in World War II, though American and British thinking sharply differed over the fundamental nature of strategic air operations. Soon after the United States entered the war in December 1941, the U.S. Army Air Forces (the USAAF, established in 1941 from the prewar U.S. Army Air Corps) had its opportunity to put its strategic bombing doctrine in action. With France fallen, Britain driven off the continent, and the Soviet Union refusing to allow Allied personnel on Soviet territory, the U.S. Army had no immediate foothold from which it could launch an operation against German ground forces, and the only way the United States could strike at its principal European enemy was to join the RAF in the strategic bombing of German industry.

As a result, prewar Air Corps doctrine was the guiding principle when four former ACTS faculty members drafted Air War Planning Document 1 (AWPD-1), the blueprint for U.S. participation in the bombing campaign—the USAAF would use high-altitude, daylight precision bombing to attack Germany’s industrial web. Such an approach was inconsistent with that used by the RAF, which had already tried daylight bombing and switched to nighttime area bombing after suffering unbearable losses. However, the two doctrines were not incompatible, and the Anglo-American Allies eventually agreed to a Combined Bomber Offensive (CBO) in which the USAAF would bomb by day and the RAF by night, thereby putting the maximum pressure possible on Germany’s industrial infrastructure and the forces defending it.³¹
Thus began the first sustained test of the strategic bombing theories developed between the wars. Over the next 3 years, the Allies dropped over 2.7 million tons of bombs on industrial targets, first in German-occupied Western Europe and later in Germany itself. While the British effort was devoted to crippling German industry by area-bombing urban areas and industrial centers, the USAAF, guided by ACTS industrial web theory, sought to bring German war production to a halt by using precision bombing to destroy key nodes in the system. While they were confident in their ability to do this, the question that arose repeatedly throughout the war was, just what were the key nodes on which German industry most depended? Opinions differed over the course of the struggle, and though target lists never focused on one category exclusively, the weight of effort shifted from the aircraft industry in early 1943 to ball bearing plants later that year. In early 1944 the bombing came to focus more heavily on transportation and other targets in preparation for the Normandy invasion. Mid-1944 saw a shift once again to steel and, most significantly, synthetic oil production. While the destruction of none of these targets succeeded in bringing Germany’s industrial production to a halt early enough to end the war before its armies were defeated on the ground, the United States Strategic Bombing Survey (USSBS) later concluded—both from physical and documentary evidence, and from the interrogations of key German military, civilian, and industrial leaders—that the attacks on fuel production had the most dramatic impact. Indeed, some analysts have since argued that strategic bombing might have had war-winning effect if synthetic fuel production had received a far greater weight of effort earlier.

Strategic bombing was by no means the only way airpower was employed in the western theater in World War II. Beginning with the 1943 North Africa campaign and continuing with the invasions and reconquest of the European continent, airpower provided essential support to ground operations in all the basic missions pioneered in World War I: reconnaissance, air superiority, close air support, and interdiction. Along the way—and often through costly errors, such as the debacle at Kasserine Pass in North Africa, which resulted in airmen being given greater responsibility and authority in the conduct of air-ground operations, based largely on earlier RAF experience in the Western Desert—the Allies learned important lessons that became central tenets of U.S. Air Force and RAF doctrine in future years. Chief among them was that airpower must never be divided into “penny packets” and dispersed to the control and support of individual ground commanders. Rather, its control must be centralized under the command of an airman, the only military professional who could be entrusted to sufficiently understand its unique properties and employ it effectively, to allow for the most flexible employment and the most effective massing of force against key targets. Most importantly, command of the
air is essential: air superiority is a prerequisite for effective surface operations. Though controversial at the time, both of these tenets have endured and are accepted as core prerequisites even today, in the era of hyper-jointness characteristic of contemporary American and coalition military operations.35

The air war in the Pacific theater yielded similar lessons, though it unfolded in an order opposite that in Europe. With Japan having captured a broad defensive perimeter of islands in the first months of the war, its home islands were protected by an expanse of ocean that exceeded the range of U.S. bombers. Consequently, the USAAF was first tasked with providing support to Chinese forces in their struggle against the Japanese army on the Asian mainland and to U.S. Army and Marine ground operations in the systematic reconquest of islands in the southwest Pacific. By late 1944, however, the Marianna Islands had been recaptured and bases built on Guam, Saipan, and Tinian, putting Japan in striking range of B–29 heavy bombers.

Once again, ACTS industrial web theory–based Air Corps doctrine guided the effort, at least initially. For the first several months, the USAAF’s XXI Bomber Command attempted high-altitude daylight precision bombing with high explosives, but the characteristically strong winds found at altitudes above 30,000 feet (the so-called “jetstream” blowing west-to-east over Japan and the Pacific) and Japan’s dispersal of industry rendered that approach ineffective. Therefore, in March 1945 the XXI Bomber Command changed tactics, resorting to nighttime raids at low altitude using incendiaries on urban centers.36 The results were devastating. Over the next 5 months, B–29s dropped 104,000 tons of bombs, destroying an average of 40 percent of the built-up areas in Japan’s 66 largest cities.37 Yet despite this horrific pounding, Japanese leaders were unwilling to accept Allied demands for unconditional surrender until after the USAAF dropped atomic bombs on Hiroshima on August 6 and Nagasaki on August 9. The surrender finally came on August 14, 1945. In the eyes of U.S. airmen, theories espousing the employment of airpower as an independent war-winning weapon had finally been validated.

Airpower Thought in the Early Cold War Era

By the end of World War II, the concept of airpower as an independent strategic weapon was firmly established. Although the CBO’s ultimate effect on the outcome of the war in Europe was indeterminate and military analysts and scholars have since debated what factors were most instrumental in forcing Japan’s capitulation, conventional wisdom immediately presumed that strategic bombing had won the war—the atomic bombs had forced Japanese leaders to accept unconditional surrender.38 This appeared to be a harbinger of how future wars would unfold. Atomic weapons could only be delivered from the
air, and only heavy bombers were large enough to carry them. Consequently, the emerging concept of atomic warfare seemed indistinguishable from strategic bombing, and airpower became widely accepted as the independent war-winning weapon that theorists had long claimed it to be.

It is ironic that at a time when the concept of strategic airpower seemed most transcendent, further development of airpower thought would grind to a halt. But that is what happened, largely as a result of the impact on thinking caused by the dramatic advance in destructiveness made possible by atomic and later nuclear weapons. Military and political leaders first saw atomic bombs simply as more powerful ordnance, weapons to be used in future wars to achieve military and political objectives more efficiently. But as USSBS investigators learned more about the extent of destruction wrought on the cities of Hiroshima and Nagasaki, it became increasingly apparent that atomic bombs were weapons in a totally different class from anything used before. The following year, RAND analyst Bernard Brodie published his now classic book, *The Absolute Weapon: Atomic Power and World Order*, in which he argued that atomic weapons were so potentially devastating that they would change the very nature of war.39 Thirteen years later, with the United States and Soviet Union both possessing growing stockpiles of nuclear arms, Brodie would write:

Perhaps the most elementary, the most truistic, and yet the most important point one can make is that the kind of sudden and overwhelming calamity that one is talking about today in any reference to all-out or total war would be an utterly different and immeasurably worse phenomenon from war as we have known it in the past.40

Much had changed by the time Brodie wrote those words. Soon after the end of World War II, America’s erstwhile ally, the Soviet Union, had emerged as its rival in the long-term ideological struggle for geopolitical dominance that came to be known as the Cold War. The United States’ monopoly on atomic weapons was curtailed sooner than expected when the Soviets exploded their own atom bomb in 1949, and U.S. leaders were further distressed when the Soviets tested their first thermonuclear device in August 1953, less than a year after the United States had crossed that threshold. Even so, U.S. nuclear capabilities, both in terms of numbers of bombs and of long-range bombers needed to deliver them, sufficiently outstripped those of the Soviet Union that the Eisenhower administration opted for a “New Look” policy in which the United States would save money by reducing expenditures on conventional armaments, relying instead on the threat of massive nuclear retaliation to deter Soviet aggression in Western Europe. That meant that defense budgets would be slashed, and most of the remaining money
would go into nuclear weapons, heavy bombers, and defenses against Soviet bombers, versus Army and Navy personnel and equipment.

As a result, between 1954 and 1961 almost half of the entire defense budget was allocated to the Air Force, with the remaining half divided among the other three services. Roughly half of the Air Force budget was, in turn, allocated to the Strategic Air Command (SAC), the early Cold War proprietor of the nuclear bombardment mission. Army and Navy leaders protested vehemently, of course, but to no avail. Despite the Korean War experience—one in which U.S.-led United Nations (UN) forces helped defend the Republic of Korea in a major conventional war against North Korean and Chinese efforts to unite the peninsula under communist rule—U.S. and British defense planners argued that all future wars would likely swiftly “go nuclear,” and planned their force-structure and defense investment accordingly.

These decisions had dramatic effects on force structure and strategic thinking. The service made heavy investments in long-range strategic bombers and tankers, and crew training and exercises for the units receiving them focused almost exclusively on skills needed to scramble the strategic force, get the bombers across the Arctic, penetrate Soviet airspace, and deliver nuclear ordnance. Conversely, as Air Force planners believed the threat of nuclear retaliation would deter Soviet aggression in Europe, the greatest threat to U.S. national security was a nuclear attack on the homeland by Soviet bombers. Consequently, the U.S. Air Force procured a series of fighter interceptors designed to maximize speed for bomber interception in lieu of designs that would have balanced speed, maneuverability, and armament—capabilities needed to make them effective weapons for winning air superiority against other fighters. Not even Tactical Air Command (TAC), the organization responsible for providing air support to ground operations, was immune to the prevailing nuclear dogma. Starved of funding and support by an Air Force dominated by SAC bomber generals, TAC procured the F–105 Thunderchief, an extremely fast (Mach 2 capable) fighter-bomber designed to deliver a single tactical nuclear weapon on the battlefield.

More serious, though, was the effect that this thinking had on Air Force doctrine and strategy. Secure in the conviction that strategic bombing had won World War II and the belief that the next great war, if it occurred, would be won by nuclear bombardment, Air Force strategic thought and doctrine stagnated to the point of virtual paralysis. Air Force education focused on the history of strategic bombardment and largely neglected the other vital lessons learned regarding the use of airpower for CAS and interdiction. At the same time, due to the potential for catastrophic destruction entailed in nuclear war, political leaders concluded that strategy had now become too important an issue to be
left in the hands of military professionals. Consequently, the next generation of relevant theories, those addressing such topics as nuclear warfighting, deterrence, escalation management, and crisis stability, came not from the intellectual center at Maxwell Field or anywhere else within the Air Force, but from a group of civilian “strategy intellectuals” at the RAND Corporation and in academia. Meanwhile, as political scientist Karl Mueller has noted, SAC planners occupied themselves compiling notional target lists and “continued in general to approach strategic airpower much as their wartime predecessors had during the Combined Bomber Offensive,” largely oblivious to the theories and strategies debated by prominent intellectuals and political leaders.

The impacts of these decisions manifested themselves when the United States found itself at war with both conventional and unconventional adversaries in Vietnam, forcing hard-learned lessons on the national military establishment in general and the Air Force in particular. Although not designed for conventional warfare, the F–105 Thunderchief became the workhorse of the Air Force conventional deep-strike and interdiction missions during the first several years of the war, completing over 20,000 sorties. From a combination of restrictive rules of engagement, poor operational concepts, and inadequate protection of its vulnerable flight control system, almost half of the 833 F–105s produced were lost in the skies over North Vietnam, mostly due to surface-to-air missiles (SAMs) and conventional antiaircraft fire. Air-to-air combat also brought some rude surprises. The North Vietnamese air force sought-out U.S. bombers and strike aircraft, but generally avoided combat whenever confronted by Air Force and Navy fighters. When they did confront their American counterparts, however, they often proved more of a challenge than anticipated, particularly early in the war. With U.S. aircrews inadequately trained for air combat, constrained by unrealistic rules of engagement and doctrine, and flying aircraft designed principally for intercepting bombers or conducting nuclear strike missions, they often found themselves at a disadvantage against more maneuverable Soviet-built fighters.

Over time the Air Force reacquired the skills needed for air superiority and developed tactics for drawing the North Vietnamese out to fight, ultimately achieving a kill ratio of 2-to-1 over their adversaries. That was certainly better than the negative ratio suffered in the first months of the war, but unimpressive when compared to the 10-to-1 kill ratio achieved in the Korean War. Complicating matters, U.S. air commanders were unable to achieve unity of command, having divided the airspace over Vietnam into six separate “route packages” and parceled out control over them to the Army, Navy, and Air Force, respectively.
The most serious problems, however, stemmed from the overall concept in which airpower was employed to obtain U.S. political objectives in the war. Seeing the conflict as a war of aggression by communist North Vietnam against a democratic South Vietnam and the southern insurgency purely as a product of northern subversion, U.S. political leaders believed the solution to the challenge lay in compelling Hanoi to cease its aggression against South Vietnam. Air Force leaders, in turn, steeped in a heritage of strategic bombing against industrialized countries, concluded that the most reasonable course of action would be to execute an intense bombing campaign to destroy 94 industrial and transportation targets that they believed would break Hanoi’s will and capability to continue the war. They argued for such a campaign throughout the summer and fall of 1964 and again in February 1965 following a Viet Cong attack on the U.S. air base at Pleiku. But President Johnson was concerned about the political risks of too forceful an approach and opted, instead, for a more measured strategy.47

In March 1965, under President Johnson’s orders and direct supervision, Air Force and Navy aircraft began Operation Rolling Thunder, a bombing campaign designed to gradually escalate in intensity and move progressively northward in an effort to interdict supplies headed southward and compel Hanoi to agree to peace. It was an abject failure. By the spring of 1968, U.S. aircraft had flown over 300,000 sorties and dropped over 860,000 tons of bombs, but had failed to interdict enough supplies to prevent communist forces from launching a major offensive during the Tet holiday.48 More importantly, after 3 years of bombing, communist leaders in Hanoi remained as intractable as ever, vowing to continue the war until the United States left and Vietnam was reunified. Before the end of the year, Johnson announced that Rolling Thunder would soon end and he would not seek reelection as president.

Despite the discouragements encountered in Vietnam, the Air Force learned a great deal there that would make it much more effective in future conflicts. Old lessons were relearned, such as the need for skills and tactics for winning air superiority and the vital importance of unity of command. And while the Air Force continued to believe that the key to victory in war against an industrialized state would be the independent application of airpower, Air Force doctrine came to acknowledge that close air support and interdiction would also be important missions in future wars.

All of these insights had implications for force structure. Painfully aware of its technical inadequacies at the beginning of the war, the Air Force learned lessons in combat that informed designs for new, much more capable fighters, such as the F–15 Eagle, F–16 Fighting Falcon, and a plane specifically developed for supporting ground operations, the A–10 Thunderbolt II (nicknamed
the “Warthog”). By the end of the Vietnam War, the Air Force was fielding its first laser-guided munitions, making interdiction strikes against bridges and railroads much more effective and far less costly in planes lost and aircrew killed or captured. And as North Vietnam, with the Soviet Union’s material and technical support, developed what was then the world’s most sophisticated air defense system integrating fighter defenses with radar-cued, antiaircraft artillery and SAMs, the U.S. Air Force developed suppression of enemy air defense (SEAD) systems and tactics to defeat the new threat.

Many of these emerging concepts and capabilities came to bear when the North Vietnamese army launched a major conventional invasion of South Vietnam in the spring of 1972. By then the bulk of U.S. ground forces had been withdrawn from the conflict under President Richard Nixon’s “Vietnamization” program, but U.S. airpower was still available, and the President ordered it to support the badly battered Army of the Republic of Vietnam (ARVN). Operation Linebacker, an interdiction campaign put together to carry out that order, imposed a terrible toll on the communist invasion force.

Over the next several months, with U.S. and South Vietnamese air support, the ARVN withstood the initial onslaught, fought the communists to a standoff, and began pushing the invaders back until Hanoi finally called for a halt and agreed to negotiate an end to the war. When those negotiations broke down, President Nixon ordered the Air Force to conduct Operation Linebacker II, the heavy bombing of Hanoi and Haiphong using B–52 Stratofortresses. The Air Force did so from December 18 to December 29, with a 36-hour break for Christmas, flying 741 B–52 sorties, along with 769 sorties flown by other Air Force and Navy aircraft, dropping a total of more than 20,000 tons of bombs.49 The cost was high, with 15 B–52s and 12 other planes lost, but the operation was successful. When the integrated air defense system (IADS) protecting Hanoi lost the ability to coordinate its operations and then exhausted its supply of SAMS, North Vietnamese leaders agreed to return to the bargaining table and a final agreement was struck a few weeks later. Analysts debate whether that agreement resulted more from the coercive leverage of airpower or the concessions that U.S. leaders made during negotiations, but either way, the United States was out of the Vietnam War.50

The Late Cold War Renaissance in Airpower Thought

As is so often the case following an unsuccessful war, U.S. military leaders entered the post-Vietnam era with a strong conviction that they needed to reform their institutions. Morale in the U.S. Army, in particular, was seriously damaged, having fought “a series of battles that were, at best, tactical stalemates,” and having sunk into “a deep malaise brought about by an unpopu-
lar war, an inequitable draft system, a progressive unraveling of small-unit discipline, and a severe questioning of the competence and integrity of its senior leaders.\\footnote{51} Air Force leaders were also deeply disturbed by the Vietnam experience. While many of them clung to the belief that *Linebacker II* demonstrated that the United States could have won the war had President Johnson allowed the Air Force to conduct an intense bombardment of the 94 targets it proposed in the very beginning, others, particularly those in TAC where most of the war’s operational lessons had been learned, were less sanguine that strategic bombing would be the principal war-winning element of all future conflicts.\\footnote{52} But SAC and the bomber pilots still dominated the Air Force. As a result, Air Force doctrine throughout the remainder of the 1970s blandly sought to relate the role of airpower “more directly to national policy and national security strategy,” suggesting that the independent, strategic application of airpower remained the paramount conceptual model in official U.S. Air Force thinking.\\footnote{53}

It should not surprise that, as the U.S. Army turned its attention from the jungles of Southeast Asia to the central challenge of defending Western Europe from attack by a large, mechanized, and heavily-armored Soviet Army, it would find U.S. Air Force TAC to be a willing and necessary partner in its doctrinal reforms. Still the bastard son of a SAC-dominated Air Force, TAC had also refocused on the challenges of fighting a war in Europe. During the Vietnam War the Army and TAC had relearned the World War II lesson that they needed to cooperate with each other to be effective. So, following a series of exploratory meetings in late 1973, TAC and the Army’s Training and Doctrine Command (TRADOC) opened a joint office to study integration issues—the Directorate of Air-Land Force Application (ALFA)—at Langley Air Force Base, Virginia, in July 1975.\\footnote{54} It marked the beginning of a resurgence of thought about the use of airpower at the operational level of war.

During the next 15 years, the TAC-TRADOC relationship produced doctrinal innovations in three phases. In the first, running until 1979, the partners worked out ways in which airpower would integrate with ground forces in support of the Army’s newly developed doctrine of Active Defense. However, as Army officers studied the new concept, they began to worry that it was too defensively oriented. Given the successive waves of Soviet formations that could be thrown at North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO) forces, it would only be a matter of time before the defenders were overrun.\\footnote{55} Therefore, in the second phase of doctrine development starting about 1980, Army planners began considering ways to extend the battlefield to engage second- and third-echelon Soviet forces before they could be brought to bear. As the primary means available for delivering firepower in the deep battle area would be airpower, this required developing procedures to closely coordinate air interdiction strikes
with those from Army deep fire assets, such as Army Tactical Missile Systems (ATACMS), and with closer fires from artillery and Multiple Launch Rocket Systems (MLRS), while also providing CAS to U.S. and Allied troops in contact with Soviet forces. The Army called the new concept “AirLand Battle Doctrine.” Further development over the next several years led to the third phase of innovation emerging in the mid-1980s: the evolution of AirLand Battle Doctrine into an offensive, deep-battle concept emphasizing close integration of airpower with high-speed ground maneuver operations.56

While all of this was happening, the U.S. Air Force was undergoing a transition in leadership—fighter pilots were beginning to outnumber bomber pilots in the highest ranks of the service. Due to the fact that more fighter pilots had seen combat in Korea and Vietnam than had bomber pilots, the majority of rated officers favored by promotion boards in succeeding years hailed from the tactical air forces. By the 1960s the effects of these pressures were beginning to be felt in the lower general officer ranks, and by the 1970s a growing number of three- and four-star generals had come from fighter cockpits. Yet even as late as when the ALFA stood up in 1975, “bomber generals still outnumbered fighter generals on the Air Staff by two to one, and the major (four-star) command positions by four to three.”57 But that ratio was finally about to change. By 1982, fighter generals outnumbered bomber generals in the major commands and no bomber generals remained in Air Staff positions. The transition culminated that year when a fighter pilot, General Charles A. Gabriel, was appointed Air Force Chief of Staff.58

Resurgence of Thought About Conventional Airpower at the Strategic Level of War

One might have expected the ascendance of fighter generals to result in the U.S. Air Force abandoning the concept of airpower as an independent war-winning instrument, but that was not the case. In 1988, Colonel John Warden, an F–15 pilot, published a book entitled, The Air Campaign: Planning for Combat, based on a thesis he wrote as a student at National Defense University.59 Warden’s argument in that treatise was reasonably evenhanded, balancing the need for offensive and defensive operations and conceding that in some conflicts the chief use of airpower might be “the destruction—or neutralization through maneuver—of some or all of the enemy’s forces.”60 Nevertheless, the very title of the book ruffled Army feathers in the suggestion that an air campaign might be fought separate from an Army-led joint campaign. To the Army’s growing irritation, Warden’s ideas would soon become much more provocative.

By 1990, Warden had become chief of Checkmate, the Headquarters Air Force strategy analysis center. There, he developed the idea that an enemy state
is a system, somewhat akin to a human body, with eyes, nerve centers, a brain, and other subsystems to provide infrastructure, organic essentials, and defense mechanisms. Warden proposed that one need not destroy an enemy’s infrastructure, organic essentials, or even his defenses to defeat him. The most efficient way to victory would be to attack selected “centers of gravity” (COGs), key nodes in essential subsystems, particularly the enemy’s brain and nervous system. If the correct COGs were struck simultaneously, the enemy system would be unable to adjust to compensate for the failure of multiple functions. It would go into “strategic paralysis” or collapse. Warden asserted that precision weapons had provided airpower the ability to carry out such “parallel attacks” and thereby defeat enemy systems quickly, with less blood and treasure expended on both sides.

Another prominent airpower thinker who emerged in the same era was David Deptula. As a lieutenant colonel, he was Warden’s deputy in Checkmate and, after the latter’s retirement, continued in the Air Force, reaching general officer rank. Deptula, who served in Secretary of the Air Force Donald Rice’s Secretarial staff group, had been principal author of the service’s Global Reach–Global Power strategic planning framework, issued in June 1990 and subsequently forming the conceptual framework for the restructuring of the Air Force over the next 3 years. Deptula championed Warden’s ideas and carried them a step forward, emphasizing the need to conduct “effects-based operations”—that is, identifying the correct COGs and striking them to create the system effects Warden advocated, versus striking targets simply to destroy the enemy’s materiel.

Warden and Deptula got the first test of their ideas in the 1991 Gulf War against Iraq, which hinted strongly at the conceptual convergence of operational and strategic airpower. At the request of Air Force Vice Chief of Staff General John M. Loh, the Checkmate team developed an air-targeting concept called “Instant Thunder” which they believed would be sufficient to force the Iraqi army out of Kuwait. The Instant Thunder plan entailed rapid, intense attacks on command, control, and communications systems to paralyze Saddam’s ability to coordinate his forces and additional attacks on industry and infrastructure targets to compel him to withdraw from Kuwait. Warden briefed the plan to Loh, then to Chairman of the Joint Chiefs General Colin Powell, and then, at Powell’s request, to U.S. Central Command (USCENTCOM) commander General Norman Schwarzkopf, who requested that Warden fly to Saudi Arabia and brief the U.S. Central Air Force (USCENTAF) Commander, Lieutenant General Charles Horner. Horner accepted elements of the plan as a starting point, but considered it inadequate as it stood, putting its emphasis on the putative coercive effects of strategic attack without considering whether
the Iraqi army, if unmolested from the air, might go on the offensive. Therefore, he sent Warden back to Washington, though retaining Deptula in theater to work with USCENTAF planners under the direction of Brigadier General Buster Glosson to flesh out a broader air strategy in support of the USCENTCOM plan for Operation Desert Storm.66

On January 17, 1991, USCENTCOM launched Desert Storm, and for the next 38 days, coalition airpower subjected Iraq to one of the most concentrated aerial bombardments seen in history. Over the first week, air strikes focused largely on strategic targets in the original Instant Thunder plan, dismembering the air defense system and hitting electrical power and command, control, and communications nodes in and around Baghdad. Then the emphasis shifted to interdiction targets and, increasingly, to Iraq’s Republican Guard and regular army forces in southern Iraq and Kuwait.67

On February 24, USCENTCOM launched its ground offensive, following 38 days of air attack. With AirLand Battle Doctrine guiding U.S. Army operations, airpower was employed in support of coalition ground forces while continuing strategic attacks against Iraqi command, control, and infrastructure targets. The application of combined arms was devastatingly effective. One hundred hours into the ground operation, with Kuwait liberated and Iraqi forces in a desperate rout to escape envelopment in the now famous “Hail Mary” maneuver, all political objectives were accomplished and President George H.W. Bush called the offensive to a halt.

**Airpower Thought and Employment Since Desert Storm**

The dramatic effectiveness of coalition operations in Desert Storm set off a heated debate between U.S. military professionals as to which element of the plan was most responsible for the triumph. The Air Force was ebullient, its sentiment captured by the U.S. Air Force Historian Richard P. Hallion who wrote “Simply (if boldly) stated, airpower won the Gulf war.”68 Army leaders, on the other hand, argued that airpower alone had failed to achieve coalition objectives—after 38 days of concentrated bombing, Iraqi forces remained in Kuwait until rooted out by ground forces. Even within the Air Force, officers debated whether the war’s successful outcome resulted more from the application of airpower against strategic targets or in support of coalition ground forces before and after the ground offensive began.69 Some maintained that Desert Storm signaled the onset of a “military-technical revolution” or “revolution in military affairs” (later simply called, “transformation”), while others argued it was just another benchmark in the evolutionary advance of U.S. military technological capabilities. But wherever individual airmen stood in the debate, the one thing on which nearly all of them agreed was that airpower had been instru-
mental in winning the Gulf War and was destined to be the decisive force in all future conflicts. Afterward, two coercive air operations in the troubled Balkans not only reinforced airmen’s conviction that airpower had become the premier expression of American military might, but also convinced some U.S. political leaders, for the first time since the Vietnam War, that airpower could be wielded as a potent and convenient instrument of political coercion.

From August 30 to September 14, 1994, NATO carried out Operation Deliberate Force, the air campaign against Serbian forces in the Bosnian civil war. This operation was NATO’s response to a series of Serbian atrocities over the preceding months, which included attacks on UN peacekeepers and the sacking of Srebrenica, and culminated with the August 28 shelling of a Sarajevo marketplace, killing 37 civilians and wounding 85 others. Over the next two weeks U.S. and allied aircraft struck Serbian military positions, allowing a combined ground force of Croats, Bosnian Croats, and Bosnian Muslims to make territorial advances against the Serbs and ultimately compelling Serbian leaders to accept a NATO-brokered partition plan and enter formal peace negotiations in Dayton, Ohio. In this case, airpower was applied against operational military forces in a way that created strategic effects.

Four and a half years later, NATO carried out another coercive air campaign, Operation Allied Force, in response to Serbia’s refusal to accept UN accords regarding the treatment of Albanian Muslim citizens in Kosovo. In this operation, running from March 24 to June 10, 1999, NATO air forces began by bombing Serbian army units in the province of Kosovo and then, as more strike aircraft arrived in theater, escalated the campaign in intensity and target selection, moving to industrial and infrastructure targets in Serbia proper. After 78 days of bombing, Serbian President Slobodan Milosevic withdrew his army and paramilitary forces from Kosovo and agreed to NATO terms. Although Milosevic’s capitulation was undoubtedly influenced by factors in addition to the bombing, airmen were quick to point out that, unlike prior cases, in this episode, conventional airpower had brought an adversary to terms before ground forces were engaged in the fight. Here, airpower was applied as an independent instrument, and it only achieved its effect after being redirected from tactical military targets to those historically categorized as “strategic.”

The consistency with which U.S. airpower was successfully employed in the 1990s only added to a growing confidence fostered by advances in technology during that period, resulting in acceleration in the development of warfighting theory. The dramatic outcome of the Gulf War had already convinced many analysts that the combined effects of stealth technology and precision weapons had placed the United States on the cusp of a military transformation. In the several years following the Gulf War, the United States crossed
additional technological thresholds, adding even more to its military capabilities. The global positioning system (GPS) satellite constellation achieved full operational capability in 1995, providing precise position, navigation, and timing data everywhere in the world and empowering a new generation of all-weather precision-guided munitions. Conventional forces were granted much more access to near real-time intelligence, surveillance, and reconnaissance (ISR) data, providing them greater situational awareness than most adversaries they expected to encounter in future wars. And advances in computer networking, supported by a worldwide, omni-present backbone of satellite communications, enabled an ever-increasing ability to network operational forces together to share situational awareness and coordinate their actions in high-speed maneuver warfare. All of this fed a new generation of transformation theory based on concepts of network-centric warfare (later called net-centric warfare or NCW) in which every platform would be a sensor and all operators would share information in near real-time.

Network-centric warfare marked a further convergence of airpower thought. It was theorized that command-and-control hierarchies would flatten to accelerate decisionmaking and flexibility, thereby maximizing the ability to respond to rapid changes in the operational environment. Whether this is so, advocates and critics alike have since argued that such flattening would also effectively erase the lines between the operational and strategic levels of war. Strike aircraft directly supporting surface forces would create strategic effects. Aircraft striking strategic targets, such as command-and-control nodes, would often do so to inhibit the enemy’s ability to coordinate its military forces, thereby creating operational effects. All the while, networked sensors and communications would empower command authorities to monitor tactical operations in real-time and govern them directly whenever they chose to do so.

These ideas had profound implications for the concept of airpower. As airpower is the most flexible, responsive, and far-ranging means of applying kinetic force, it would constitute the primary strike element of NCW in all applications across the breadth and depth of the battlespace. Airpower is fungible in target selection—strike assets tasked to service operational targets can be re-tasked against high-priority strategic targets en route when network sensors detect perishable intelligence on their whereabouts. In fact, strikers can be tasked against operational and strategic targets in the same sortie and can even launch before tasking and take target direction en route or while loitering in the battlespace. In the NCW concept, operational and strategic applications of airpower converge as one. Airpower as a concept was finally approaching unity … at least in theory.
Airpower in Overseas Contingency Operations: Theory Meets Reality

The terrorist attacks of September 11, 2001, put the United States in a quandary. An elusive nonstate actor based in Afghanistan, a country very difficult for the United States to reach with conventional military power, had confronted the Nation with deadly force. When Taliban authorities in Kabul refused to arrest and extradite Osama bin Laden and other al Qaeda leaders, the Bush administration decided that the United States would use military force to impose regime change on Afghanistan and bring the terrorists to justice. But that raised the question of how it could do that in a timely manner in a region of the world that was so inaccessible. After considering the options, U.S. leaders decided to conduct an air campaign against the Taliban and send paramilitary and special operations forces to fund and advise the Northern Alliance—a collection of militant factions that had for several years waged an unsuccessful civil war—and provide them air support in an effort to change the balance of power in Afghanistan.75

The campaign was a rapid success. On October 7, 2001, Operation Enduring Force began with airstrikes against air defense, command-and-control, and other military targets in and around Kabul. Over the next 2 weeks the target list expanded, and on October 28, with heavy U.S. air support, the Northern Alliance launched a major offensive, which culminated on November 13 when the Taliban was driven out of Kabul. U.S.-led military operations continued the rest of that year and into the next to mop up fleeing enemy forces and pockets of resistance, but unfortunately, bin Laden and other key al Qaeda and Taliban leaders evaded capture.76

Airpower continued its triumphal performance in conventional operations. When the Bush administration later decided to impose regime change on Iraq, the successful use of airpower in support of indigenous forces in Afghanistan prompted a debate about whether to use a similar approach against the Baathist regime. Kurdish factions in northern Iraq had challenged Baghdad authority for years, and some analysts argued that, empowered by U.S. military advisors and airpower, the Kurds could defeat Saddam’s forces just as the Northern Alliance had defeated the Taliban.77 Further study, however, convinced U.S. Secretary of Defense Donald Rumsfeld that the Iraqi army was too large and heavily armed for the Kurds to defeat by themselves, even with U.S. air support. Therefore, while he did agree to provide Kurdish forces U.S. advisors and air support to engage the Iraqi forces in the northern sector of the country, Rumsfeld ordered USCENTCOM commander General Tommy Franks to plan a conventional invasion of southern Iraq to defeat the main force of the Iraqi army and capture Baghdad.
Once again, U.S. leaders wanted to move more quickly than a typical deployment would allow. Even before September 11, Rumsfeld had reviewed Operation Plan (OPLAN) 1003–98, the standing war plan for Iraq, and found it unsatisfactory. Largely a replay of the first Gulf War, it called for a time-consuming deployment of about half a million troops. The Secretary worried that such an approach would allow Saddam time to manipulate world opinion against the United States and also threaten U.S. forces and regional friends with weapons of mass destruction. Therefore, his instructions to Franks called for an innovative plan employing a much smaller force focusing on speed, surprise, and shock. The objective would be to quickly decapitate Iraq—that is, either kill Saddam and other key Baathist leaders, or sever their ability to command and control their forces—and so shock the regime that it would collapse, capitulate, or fall to a popular uprising.

Sixteen months after planning began, time consumed largely in efforts to raise a coalition and get UN approval for the use of force, U.S. and coalition forces executed Operation Iraqi Freedom. On March 18, 2003, a day after President Bush issued a 48-hour ultimatum, U.S. leaders received intelligence that Saddam was staying at Dora Farm, one of his properties outside Baghdad. The President authorized a strike on that location, which was carried out with Tomahawk cruise missiles and precision-guided munitions dropped from F–117 fighters, on March 19, immediately after the ultimatum expired. Saddam was not at Dora Farm when the strike occurred. The ground invasion began on March 20, and the full-fledged air attack kicked off about 12 hours after that.

The air strategy for Operation Iraqi Freedom supported the Army’s AirLand Battle Doctrine–based ground scheme of maneuver and also strongly reflected Warden’s theory that parallel attacks would cause strategic paralysis, the general principle of which, by then, had been accepted as U.S. Air Force doctrine. According to Bob Woodward, who interviewed White House and Pentagon officials after the war, planners organized the targets for kinetic, electronic, and information attacks into nine prioritized groups according to what they believed to be Iraq’s centers of gravity. Strikingly similar to the five-ring diagram that Warden used to prioritize the COGs in his theory, the nine COG categories identified for Iraqi Freedom were:

- The leadership, the real inner circle of Saddam and his sons, Uday and Qusay
- Internal security and the regime intelligence, including the close-in ring of bodyguards in the Special Security Organization (SSO); the command, control, and communications network
- Weapons of mass destruction infrastructure
Missile production, maintenance, and delivery capability

The Republican Guard divisions and the Special Republican Guard that protected Baghdad

Land territory inside Iraq where pressure could be exerted such as the northern Kurdish area that was effectively autonomous

The regular Iraqi army

Iraqi commercial and economic infrastructure; and the diplomatic infrastructure abroad that included Iraqi agents working out of their embassies

The civilian population.

As was the case in Afghanistan, the major combat operation against Iraq in March and April 2003 was a rapid success. Although the parallel attacks neither caused Iraqi leaders to capitulate in shock nor paralyzed their ability to command and control their forces, the heavy aerial bombardment in coordination with the rapid mechanized advance of coalition ground forces had devastating effects on Iraqi regular and paramilitary forces. With Iraqi forces destroyed from the air whenever they attempted to mass and decimated by ground attack whenever they dispersed, coalition ground forces easily overcame all resistance in their drive to Baghdad. The operations plan had projected up to 125 days of “decisive combat operations” to defeat Iraq, but U.S. Marines were helping Iraqi citizens pull down a statue of Saddam in downtown Baghdad on April 9, only 20 days after the invasion began.81 Three weeks after that, on May 1, 2003, President Bush declared Operation Iraqi Freedom successfully accomplished.

Fighting amorphous groups of unconventional adversaries poses its own frustrations. One could argue that stability operations in Afghanistan and Iraq have gone almost as poorly as the major combat operations of 2001 and 2003 went well. While analyzing the many problems encountered in those efforts is a challenge beyond the reach of this paper, it is worth considering the frustrations that they have presented to the U.S. and allied air forces involved. Counterinsurgency, stability, and nation-building operations are intrinsically ground-intensive efforts, with Army and Marine forces taking the lead. But military leaders have occasionally resorted to using air strikes with precision munitions against known or suspected terrorist safe houses, sometimes in urban areas, in efforts to kill key enemy leaders. Unfortunately, such actions have often proven counterproductive, with civilian casualties publicized on CNN and al Jazeera, radicalizing sympathetic Muslims locally and abroad, thereby fueling further unrest and violence.82
Starting about 2004, as sectarian violence and insurgencies began to gain momentum in Iraq and Afghanistan, U.S. Air Force leaders became increasingly interested in finding ways that airpower could be used more effectively in support of efforts to stabilize those countries. After tasking the RAND Corporation to study the issue, they were informed that history has shown that insurgencies are rarely won by outside powers; therefore, the best roles the U.S. Air Force could play in counterinsurgency operations, in addition to providing airlift and ISR support to coalition ground forces, would be in advising, training, and equipping partner air forces. Such advice is a hard pill to swallow for a military institution whose doctrine has historically emphasized winning the Nation’s wars through the lethal application of airpower.

Airpower as a Concept, and Its Continuing Relevance

As airpower enters its second century, it will remain the most important instrument of international security. Although operations against unconventional adversaries have put strains, both budgetary and conceptual, on the U.S. Air Force and its allies, the current situation does not typify the most serious threats that the great democracies will likely face in the 21st century. Pundits and prophets may argue that major war between powerful developed nations is a thing of the past and that the only threats to international security now emanate from nonstate actors, but they are, quite simply, wrong. Powerful states still exist and new ones are rising. Those states have interests and military forces to pursue them. While few if any national leaders in today’s world overtly seek armed conflict, the interests of some states invariably infringe on those of others. When confrontations occur, tensions rise and cascading events can lead nations to war even when neither party sees it as a desirable course of action.

The early airpower visionaries understood that airpower is uniquely suited to deter interstate war and win such wars when deterrence fails. They appreciated the inherent value of being able to operate in the vertical dimension, with the speed, range, and flexibility to hold an enemy at risk across the breadth and depth of the battlespace and, if needed, take war to the very heart of his society. Early theorists may have debated whether airpower was most effectively employed against the enemy’s surface forces or against nonmilitary targets in the rear, but the one issue on which virtually all of them agreed was that no army, navy, or government could survive for long if it ceded command of the air above it to an enemy.

Finally, airpower thinking is approaching harmony, if not unanimity. Today’s transformational theories are bringing the opposing lines of thought about airpower together toward conceptual harmony, if not complete unification. Most analysts now agree that airpower is the quintessential strike element
in a force-projection network able to conduct parallel attacks to create effects that are simultaneously tactical, operational, and strategic. Yet those same analysts continue to debate what target sets are most efficacious in creating desired effects, what effects are most desired, and by what mechanisms they will be created. Such questions may never be fully resolved, and that is probably for the better. Strategy has always benefited from rigorous examination and spirited intellectual debate. Propositions about airpower have generated more study and debate than have propositions about most other instruments of military force. They will continue to do so in the future, keeping the field vibrant and innovative. Clearly, the concept of airpower will remain not only relevant, but central to international security and stability as nations advance in the 21st century.
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Chapter 2

China’s Quest for Joint Aerospace Power: Concepts and Future Aspirations

Mark A. Stokes

The desire to fly higher, faster, and farther is shared by airmen around the world, and unimpeded access to the skies over a region convincingly demonstrates national power. Spurred by a global diffusion of technology and a desire to develop a military commensurate with its growing economic might, the People’s Republic of China (PRC) is developing capabilities that could alter the strategic landscape in the Asia-Pacific region and beyond. Shaping the future strategic environment in the Asia-Pacific region, aerospace power traverses vast distances and places a premium on speed and agility that defy the laws of gravity.

Aerospace power—the strategic and operational application of military force via platforms operating in or passing through air and space—is emerging as a key instrument of Chinese statecraft. Control of the skies is a critical enabler for dominance on the Earth’s surface. Gaining and maintaining air superiority and space control could provide a political and military leadership with the operational freedom needed to coerce an opponent to make concessions in political disputes. Freedom of action in the skies can offer a decisive edge on the surface. Chinese observers view air and space as a single operational medium of the future, with the English term aerospace best describing the merging of the twin domains.

The People’s Liberation Army (PLA) is rapidly advancing its capacity to apply aerospace power in order to defend against perceived threats to national sovereignty and territorial integrity. Constrained by a relatively underdeveloped aviation establishment, the PLA is investing in aerospace capabilities that may offset shortcomings in the face of a more technologically advanced adversary.

Refining its concepts of airpower and integrated aerospace operations along with rapidly advancing technology, the PLA is embarked upon a quest to extend its operational military power vertically into space and horizontally beyond its immediate periphery. The PLA’s concept of airpower is broader than its air force. Conventional manned fixed-wing air assets are only one possible means of delivering firepower at extended ranges. To date, PLA conventional air platforms have been insufficient by themselves to suppress air defenses, conduct strategic strike missions, or gain air superiority around the Chinese periphery.
Today, the PLA’s growing arsenal of increasingly accurate and lethal ballistic and land attack cruise missiles serves as its primary instrument of aerospace power projection and strategic attack. Theater missiles, defined as conventional ballistic and land attack cruise missiles with ranges between 500 and 5,500 kilometers (310–3,410 miles), also enable the PLA Air Force (PLAAF) to compensate for its shortcomings in suppression of enemy air defenses needed to attain limited air superiority, conduct strategic strike, and perform other roles and missions. Over the longer term, the PLAAF aspires to gain the ability to conduct independent strategic attack missions as well as integrated air and space—that is, aerospace—operations. Whether independent or joint, a persistent surveillance network is a critical enabler for PLAAF and Second Artillery delivery of firepower against selected strategic and operational targets with precision and at increasingly extended ranges. Looking toward 2025, Chinese technical writings outline a vision for a conventional global precision strike capability.

Key drivers shaping PLA concepts of aerospace power as an instrument of national power include gaining an ability to enforce territorial claims and resolve sovereignty disputes on terms favorable to Beijing. Threat perceptions are also influencing PLA operational concepts and force modernization. A more efficient and effective system for leveraging military-related technologies is also shaping new operational and organizational concepts that best accommodate new capabilities, such as long-range precision strike and counterspace systems. Over the longer term, successful development and deployment of intermediate- and intercontinental-range conventional ballistic missiles and other precision strike assets would offer the PRC political leadership a flexible deterrent that could achieve strategic and operational effects against an enemy in a crisis.

The emergence of China as a major economic, technological, military, and political player is changing the dynamics within the Asia-Pacific region and the world at large. Various drivers energize China’s evolving aerospace power theories, and can be examined through the prism of four central concepts associated with joint aerospace operations: integrated offense-defense; integrated information-firepower; strategic strike; and integrated air and space (aerospace). Various aspects of technological development and force modernization are narrowing the gap between aspiration and future capabilities.

**Strategic Drivers**

Four key drivers shape PRC concepts of aerospace power:

- territorial integrity
- asserting sovereignty
■ threat perception
■ technology diffusion.

In great measure, the PLA’s rapid advance in its capacity to apply aerospace power is driven by the requirement to defend against perceived threats to national sovereignty and territorial integrity. In enforcing sovereignty claims over the last 20 years, conventional ballistic missiles have been one of the most effective tools of PRC political and military coercion. As a symbolic metric of intent, the PRC’s expanding arsenal of conventional ballistic missiles across the Taiwan Strait is intended to deter political support in Taiwan for de jure independence and coerce the island’s population to support unification with China on Beijing’s terms. Whoever dominates the skies over a given geographic space, such as Taiwan, disputed territories in northern India or Japan, and the South China Sea, has a decisive advantage on the surface. Over the last 15 years, conventional ballistic and land attack cruise missiles have been perhaps the most visible and central element of PRC’s coercive strategy against Taiwan. Over the next 10–15 years, more advanced conventional air assets, integrated with persistent surveillance, a single integrated air and space picture, and survivable communications architecture, could enable greater confidence in enforcing a broader range of territorial claims around China’s periphery.

Traditional concepts of air defense have evolved into a broader concept for a “national aerospace security system” as a means to defend against perceived threats. At least one key driver of aerospace power development is a requirement to be familiar with and have countermeasures against advanced U.S. long-range precision strike capabilities expected to be in place by 2025. To quote one long-time China watcher, “the Chinese armed forces are obsessed with defending China from long-range precision air strikes.” Applicable American technology efforts that fuel Chinese concern over long-range precision strike include the joint program of the Air Force, Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA), and Lockheed-Martin called the Force Application and Launch from the Continental U.S. (FALCON) Hypersonic Technology Vehicle–2 (HTV–2) program. Under this concept, the Minotaur solid-fueled launch vehicle boosts an unmanned, maneuverable, hypersonic flight vehicle into near-space, which glides back through the atmosphere at speeds exceeding Mach 20. The launch vehicle also could be capable of launching microsatellites into space on short notice. Another program of interest is the U.S. Air Force (USAF)-Boeing X–37B Orbital Test Vehicle first boosted into space in April 2010. Yet another is the USAF-Boeing-Pratt & Whitney-Rocketdyne X–51A WaveRider supersonic combustion ramjet (scramjet) demonstrator, which is dropped from a B–52 and boosted to high supersonic speeds by a rocket before its scramjet engine is initiated. The
X–51A completed its first flight in May 2010, the first successful demonstration of a hydrocarbon-fueled scramjet engine in aviation history.

A more immediate goal appears to be developing the means to deny or complicate the ability of the United States to intervene in a regional contingency around its periphery. Chinese analysts may view an expansion of the battlespace and disruption of U.S. ability to project conventional power in response to Chinese use of force to resolve territorial or sovereignty claims as a legitimate force modernization requirement. Authoritative Chinese writings indicate research into, and development of, increasingly accurate and longer range conventional strategic strike systems that could be launched from Chinese territory against land- and sea-based targets throughout the Asia-Pacific region in a crisis situation. Observers appear concerned over vulnerability to first strike against China’s nuclear deterrent. As a corollary, Chinese force planners may be emulating or mirroring United States aerospace power concepts and programs, based on a perceived requirement to narrow the technological gap and attain a global status commensurate with the country’s rising economic power.4

Technological diffusion constitutes an important driver for Chinese aerospace power. The more efficient and effective means for leveraging military-related technologies shape new operational and organizational concepts that best accommodate new capabilities, such as long-range precision strike and counterspace systems. If the technological capacity exists, the incentives to develop systems to expand the country’s aerospace power may prove irresistible.5 As a result, unforeseen breakthroughs in disruptive technologies and so-called trump card capabilities indeed could change strategic calculations in the Asia-Pacific region and beyond.6

Means of diffusing aerospace technology include formal and informal organizations intended to facilitate collaboration between the PLA, industry, and academia; enabling technological breakthroughs via innovative organizational changes within the PLA’s acquisition and equipment system and aerospace industry; and decisive steps taken to develop new internationally competitive industries involving large, complex systems such as commercial aviation.7 Indeed, China’s defense research and development (R&D) establishment is breaking down barriers that previously hampered ability to field the complex “system of systems” characteristic of contemporary advanced aerospace power.

**Evolving Chinese Concepts of Joint Aerospace Power**

The PLA and supporting defense industry are in the midst of a potentially dramatic transformation in aerospace concepts and capabilities. While still in a state of flux, basic aerospace concepts appear to be guiding an ambitious force modernization program. Heavily influenced by American and other foreign
strategists, basic Chinese aerospace theory is founded upon the notion that unimpeded access to skies over a region not only enables operational success on the surface, but also has intrinsic value as an instrument of national power.

Aerospace power is among the most flexible and effective of coercive tools available to political decisionmakers. At the strategic level, airpower, and more broadly aerospace power, have the potential to influence the cost-benefit calculus of an opposing political leadership. Aerospace power seeks to achieve effects at the strategic, theater, or tactical level. Unlike surface warfare, airpower is usually concentrated to directly achieve objectives with theater-wide significance, bypassing tactical objectives. Airpower, if used properly, can serve political as well as military objectives. A single airstrike may have strategic significance, in that it can produce a political outcome. In measuring the effectiveness of a coercive air campaign, one relies more on judgments of strategic, rather than tactical, effectiveness, e.g., how well bombs, missiles, and electronic attack affect targets. Strategic effectiveness describes how the destruction of target sets attains political goals.

At the operational level, air superiority determines success in a campaign for sea control, an amphibious invasion, or physical occupation of territory. As time goes on, the same may be said for space control. In a conflict, the side that enjoys unimpeded access to the skies over a region gains an overwhelming advantage on the surface. Colonel John A. Warden III, a key architect of modern U.S. airpower thought and doctrine, once observed, “no country has won a war in the face of enemy air superiority, no major offensive has succeeded against an opponent who controlled the air, and no defense has sustained itself against an enemy who had air superiority.” As Warden noted, “to be superior in the air, to have air superiority, means having sufficient control of the air to make air attacks on the enemy without serious opposition and, on the other hand, to be free from the danger of serious enemy air incursions.”

The PLA, led by the Second Artillery and increasingly the PLAAF, understands the potential role aerospace power plays in strategy and modern warfare. For a PLAAF seeking to integrate more offensive roles and missions, the goal in a conflict is to gain local or limited air superiority, which permits freedom of flight over a limited area for a finite period of time. Limited air superiority is differentiated from theater air superiority, or supremacy, in which air assets can operate anywhere within the entire combat theater with impunity. Attainment of air superiority requires neutralizing or suppressing assets that can interfere with air operations, including fighters, ground-based air defenses, sensors such as radar systems, jammers, and various supporting infrastructure. Like all other systems, air defense has points of failure that could have system-wide effects if neutralized. For countering fighters and other
long-range precision strike assets, history has shown that targeting runways, logistical support, aircrews, and aircraft on the ground is more cost-effective than fighting air battles, if operational surprise can be achieved.\textsuperscript{11}

The PLA strategic studies community notes that the predominant trend transforming traditional notions of airpower (空中力量) is the seamless integration of the air and space domains, expansion of the strategic battlespace, as well as nonmilitary uses of airpower such as disaster relief.\textsuperscript{12} A key focus is development of long-range precision strike capabilities in order to gain strategic leverage in future crises, complicate the ability of the United States to intervene (e.g., “counterintervention” (反干涉) operations), and ensure air superiority in territorial disputes around its periphery. Developmental efforts include extended range aerodynamic platforms and follow-on variants of conventional ballistic missiles, including those able to engage moving targets at sea. Over time, as its persistent sensor, data fusion, and command and control architecture increases in sophistication and range, the PLA’s ability to hold at risk an expanding number of targets throughout the western Pacific Ocean, South China Sea, and elsewhere around its periphery is expected to grow.\textsuperscript{13}

Over the years, the PLA has made significant advances in developing a force capable of applying aerospace power in a joint environment.\textsuperscript{14} Expansion of Second Artillery conventional missile infrastructure, PLAAF long-term force modernization, and a conceptual body of literature suggest that the PLA is in the midst of a fundamental shift in joint aerospace power doctrine. PLA analysts have traditionally viewed application of aerospace power as a form of “firepower warfare,” which involves the coordinated use of PLAAF strike aviation assets, Second Artillery conventional theater missiles, and information warfare.

The PRC’s ballistic missile forces could operate independently in support of a deterrent or coercive campaign or in support of air, maritime, or information operations. The Second Artillery’s most important mission likely would be suppression of enemy air defenses in order to facilitate air superiority and follow-on air strikes. Centrally commanded and controlled at the theater level, the Second Artillery’s basic principles stress surprise and preemption, concentration of resources, and rapid reaction. The Second Artillery’s force modernization program requires a significant increase in accuracy and increased numbers of ballistic missiles. At the same time, it is developing sophisticated warheads that could increase the destructiveness of the ballistic missile force.

Four evolving theoretical concepts of aerospace power shape the operational requirements needed to support national security needs:

- integrated attack-defense operations
- integrated information-firepower
strategic strike

integrated air and space (aerospace) operations.

While degree of emphasis varies between services, all reflect a belief in the expanding nature of the battlespace that drives long-range operational requirements, and possibly a future realignment of roles and missions.\textsuperscript{15}

**Integrated Attack-Defense Operations**

Like most defense establishments, the PLA characterizes its modernization efforts as defensive in nature. To this end, aerospace power is viewed as a vital element of territorial air defense with offensive air operations as a means to suppress adversary strike capabilities at their source. As the PRC’s 2008 Defense White Paper explains:

China pursues a national defense policy which is purely defensive in nature. China places the protection of national sovereignty, security, territorial integrity, safeguarding of the interests of national development, and the interests of the Chinese people above all else.\textsuperscript{16}

The concept of integrated defense and offense is primarily in the context of the joint air defense. Indeed, most aerospace industry studies address an antiship ballistic missile (ASBM) capability in the context of defending against sea-based assets, such as Tomahawk cruise missiles and other strike systems. Integrated attack and defense (攻防兼备) is intimately related to the concept of a joint counterair strike campaign (联合反空袭战役). In doctrinal writings, counterair strike operations theory is divided into passive defense (防护), territorial air defense (抗击), and offensive counterair operations (反击). The PLAAF and Second Artillery envision holding at risk facilities and assets around China’s periphery, including air bases, aircraft carriers and other surface assets, and missile-related facilities.\textsuperscript{17}

A general concept appears to be to develop the ability to conduct offensive counterair strikes out to a range covered by persistent surveillance assets as far as Guam, at a distance of 3,000 kilometers (1,860 miles) from the east coast of China. Second Artillery and PLAAF force modernization appears to be focused on systems able to suppress air operations on Guam, throughout the South China Sea, and other locations by the middle of this decade. Systems are under development which may place U.S. military facilities on Guam at risk by 2015.\textsuperscript{18} To test theories, in the summer of 2009, the PLAAF and Second Artillery conducted one of the first large-scale joint live-fire exercises involving elements from four missile brigades and two PLAAF air divisions.\textsuperscript{19}

In the traditional PLA operational lexicon, air and/or conventional missile operations are viewed within the context of an integrated joint firepower
campaign that consists of strike aviation, theater missiles, and/or long-range artillery. PLA analysts view an air campaign as an integral component of “joint firepower warfare” operations (联合火力战) involving the coordinated use of PLA Air Force strike aviation assets and Second Artillery conventional theater missiles.

Integrated Information-Firepower

As early as 2004, a guiding PLA objective for developing its armed forces has been “informatization.” This principle stresses the centrality of information technology in weapons systems and their application. The PLA still considers itself in the early stages of integrated information-firepower (信息火力一体) with a goal of achieving its fullest capabilities by 2050. The application of Chinese aerospace power against operational targets is likely to be linked with (and thus limited by) the scope and sophistication of its persistent surveillance network and related command, control, and communications system. PLA joint firepower operations theory thus envisions the seamless connection between sensors and shooters of the PLA Air Force, Second Artillery, and other firepower custodians echoing Western F2T2EA (“Find, Fix, Track, Target, Engage, Assess”) theory and evolving practice undertaken over the past two decades.

The mission of firepower warfare is three-fold. First and most important, air strikes and theater missile operations, supported by information operations, are intended to create the conditions necessary for a decisive attainment of strategic and theater objectives. These conditions include the achievement of the “Three Superiorities” (三权): information dominance, air superiority, and sea superiority. Achievement of the three superiorities could, in and of itself, create the necessary conditions for termination of conflict on the PRC’s terms. The second mission of firepower warfare is to support large-scale ground force operations through annihilation of or paralyzing the enemy’s effective strength. The final function involves independent firepower operations in direct support of strategic and theater objectives. Independent missions involve demonstrations of force or resolve, “strategic deterrence” missions, punishment through long-range air strikes, or a series of Second Artillery strikes that are intended to achieve limited strategic or operational objectives. Firepower warfare would dominate the preliminary phase of a campaign and, under certain conditions, could independently achieve strategic objectives of the PRC.

Limited firepower assets would be intended for use against targets whose destruction or suppression can achieve the greatest effects. Primary targets for the application of firepower include the command and control system and associated communications; strategic infrastructure; the most advanced capabilities of the opponent, including the air defense system; defense industries; and airbases and ports. From the PLA’s perspective, air and conventional theater missile strikes are the most important means of firepower against deep targets.
The PRC views information operations as integral to a successful joint aerospace or firepower campaign. Coercive military operations ultimately are intended to affect the decision calculus and morale of opposing civilian and military leaders. Perceptions and decisions of an opposing leadership are shaped by the quality and amount of information which they possess. Effective military operations rely upon the ability to defend one’s sources of information while exploiting and assaulting an opponent’s information structure. The focus of information operations is the enemy’s command system. The command system serves as the strategic and operational “vital point” (要穴), and consists of policymakers at the strategic level, the operational military command, and supporting command, control, and communications systems.

In addition to increasingly accurate and lethal theater ballistic and land attack cruise missiles and increasingly sophisticated multirole fighter aircraft, the PLA is prioritizing development of stand-off and escort jammers as well as other electronic warfare assets. At the same time, Beijing is investing in advanced command, control, communications, and intelligence systems while placing greater emphasis on training, particularly through the use of simulators. Intelligence warfare, electronic warfare, and psychological operations are force multipliers that can enhance the effectiveness of air and missile operations in the successful attainment of limited political objectives. These capabilities are intended to confuse an adversary and increase the chances of strategic or operational surprise. From a psychological perspective, information operations can magnify the effects of air strikes with detrimental effects on an enemy leadership’s morale and national will. Electronic attack and electronic defense are integral aspects of a PLA joint air campaign.

Electronic warfare is another key aspect of integrated information-firepower warfare. PLA strategists believe electronic warfare can powerfully affect the results of a military campaign and theater offensives, and perhaps help determine the outcome of a war. The PLA also has been developing a computer network attack capability. The most likely target would be automation systems, often referred to as process control systems (PCS) or supervisory control and data acquisition (SCADA) systems, which are critical to the safe, reliable, and efficient operations of critical infrastructure. PCS is used extensively in managing electric power, water, petroleum, natural gas, as well as communications systems. If a PCS system could be affected, there may be no need for physical destruction.

Counterstealth is another aspect of integrated information-firepower warfare. The PLA is seeking to reduce the advantages that low observable air assets enjoy. Most important is the ability to detect, track, and engage aircraft and land attack cruise missiles with low radar cross sections. Also focused on reducing the signature of its own assets, greater knowledge of stealth systems will increase their capabilities against U.S. low observable systems.
PLA programs to counter potential adversary space capabilities also are an aspect of integrating information with firepower, and essential for denying or degrading adversary C4ISR (command, control, communications, computers, intelligence, surveillance, and reconnaissance) capabilities. For electronic defense, the PRC is investing heavily in command automation, tactical data links, electronic attack, and space-based reconnaissance and communications systems. The PLA appears to be applying principles of network-centric warfare to correlate data from increasingly sophisticated sensor architectures. Network-centric warfare equips soldiers, airmen, and soldiers with a common operational picture that significantly increases situational awareness. As a result, individuals and units equipped to participate in the network are able to synchronize action, without necessarily having to wait for orders, which in turn reduces their reaction time. In addition, the network allows for dispersed and flexible operations at lower cost. Therefore, the introduction of a networked common tactical picture based on an advanced tactical data link program is a paradigm shift that could gradually break down the PLA’s traditionally stove-piped, service-oriented approach to defense.

The PLA’s Joint Theater Command structure would direct integrated information-firepower warfare. The Firepower Coordination Center would coordinate an air and theater missile campaign against key targets in order to achieve strategic and theater objectives. Cells would contain PLA Air Force, Second Artillery, special operations, and ground force elements that would carry out necessary liaison with their respective corps-level service headquarters. Other supporting facilities would include centers for communications, firepower coordination, intelligence information, electronic countermeasures command, and weather.

**Strategic Strike**

The concept of strategic strike serves as the principal rationale for creation and sustainment of a military service organization independent and distinct from ground or naval forces. For example, strategic strike serves as the raison d’être for an independent U.S. Air Force. The strategic strike mission is the principal driver for the Second Artillery’s existence as an independent force, and a vision for the PLA AF. From a U.S. perspective, strategic strike seeks to “weaken the adversary’s ability or will to engage in conflict, and may achieve strategic objectives without necessarily having to achieve operational objectives as a precondition.”

The Second Artillery’s conventional ballistic and ground-launched cruise missile force has been at the forefront of the PLA’s strategic strike capability for almost 20 years. As the 2008 Defense White Paper notes, the “Second Artillery Force is a strategic force under the direct command and control of the
CMC [Central Military Commission], and the core force of China for strategic deterrence.” In addition, “the conventional missile force of the Second Artillery Force is charged mainly with the task of conducting medium- and long-range precision strikes against key strategic and operational targets of the enemy.”

The PLA leadership depends upon its ballistic and land attack cruise missile force—the Second Artillery—to deter potential adversaries and defend against perceived threats to national sovereignty and territorial integrity. Increasingly accurate conventional ballistic and ground-launched cruise missiles (GLCMs) are the optimal means for suppressing enemy air defense and creating a more permissive environment for subsequent conventional air operations due to their relative immunity to defense systems. Along these lines, ballistic missiles function similarly to U.S. stealth assets. In a conflict, they can be supported by electronic attack assets which reduce early warning and confuse enemy commanders. In addition, space-based, airborne, and ground-based sensors can facilitate command and control and provide crucial strategic intelligence, theater awareness, targeting, and battle damage assessment information.

For integrated attack-defense operations and coercive air campaigns today, the PLAAF depends upon the Second Artillery for suppression of enemy air defenses and missions that would enable a more permissive operating environment. As time goes on, however, the PLAAF may become less reliant on Second Artillery support as it evolves “relatively independent” capabilities through economical “leapfrogs” (跨越式) in technology development. The PLAAF has been diversifying its roles and missions, moving away from a force that once was almost exclusively responsible for air defense, interdiction, and close air support toward a service whose primary mission is deterrence and strategic attack. The PLAAF’s diversification is grounded in a body of theory stipulating that an independent air strike campaign could support national objectives.

According to China’s 2008 Defense White Paper, the Air Force is working to accelerate its transition from territorial air defense to both offensive and defensive operations, and increase its capabilities for carrying out reconnaissance and early warning, air strikes, air and missile defense, and strategic projection, in an effort to build itself into a modernized strategic air force.

The PLAAF is characterized as “a strategic service of the PLA, and the main force for carrying out air operations. It is responsible for such tasks as safeguarding the country’s territorial air space and territorial sovereignty, and maintaining a stable air defense posture nationwide.”

With the White Paper stopping short of enshrining the strategic strike mission, PLAAF representatives have made no secret that the service’s
long-term vision is to be able to conduct an independent air campaign to achieve decisive strategic effects. Such a goal should not be surprising. Since the publication of Giulio Douhet’s *Command of the Air* in 1921, airpower proponents have envisioned the transformation of warfare through long-range strategic strikes. PLAAF representatives have argued in favor of a gradual transition from supporting roles and predominantly defensive counterair missions and close air support, to joint operations, and finally to a fully independent service able to conduct strategic strike missions at extended ranges. According to one detailed Taiwan assessment, the PLAAF had set a goal to be able to conduct an air campaign within a 1,000-kilometer (620-mile) radius of China’s periphery by 2010—one that has not been successful to date—and extend the range to 3,000 kilometers (1,860 miles) by 2030.

The PLAAF has long struggled to assert its relevance within the PLA. In January 1979, paramount leader Deng Xiaoping enshrined airpower as a key component of overall force modernization by stating that “without air superiority, success in future war is not possible … give priority to the development of the air force … invest in the aviation industry and air force to ensure air superiority.” However, as John Lewis and Xue Litai have noted, Deng’s advocacy had a secondary motive, which was to assert his authority over a service that had been perceived to be politically questionable.

Strategic strike is intimately related to a coercive aerospace campaign. The strategic center of gravity in a coercive aerospace campaign is the opposing leadership. Coercive force seeks to affect the amorphous and unquantifiable variable of national will, morale, and resolve, or to manipulate a leader’s decision calculus by ensuring he understands that the costs of continuing a particular course of action outweigh the benefits. The challenge is to shatter the will and morale of an opponent or affect his decision calculus. In theory, an effective aerospace campaign would degrade an adversary’s capabilities to such an extent that success looks impossible, defeat looks inevitable, further resistance appears futile, and the costs of continuing to resist outweigh the costs of surrendering.

In a coercive aerospace campaign, PLA observers highlight the utility of well-planned preemptive strikes as a means to shock an opponent, paralyze his ability to conduct operations, and force a political solution soon after initiation of hostilities. PLAAF doctrine stresses rapid mobility, “paralysis warfare,” concentration of its best assets, surprise, and pre-emption. A fundamental PLA guiding concept is to compel a political concession swiftly, using only the minimal force necessary.

A more ambitious offensive air campaign is conceived as having two general phases: first strikes and follow-on strikes. PLA first-strike operations would involve Second Artillery conventional missiles, the concentrated
application of the PLAAF’s best assets, as well as aviation assets from other services. In theoretical operational analysis, first strikes would consist of multiple waves in order to suppress enemy air defenses. This includes preventing key enemy aviation assets from taking off, effectively preventing ground-based air defenses from organizing resistance along specific corridors, and eliminating enemy early warning assets. Achieving air superiority will facilitate follow-on air activity or landing operations.

Force should be concentrated against those targets whose destruction or suppression would have the greatest strategic and operational effects. However, planning should take into consideration neutralization of targets that would permit a more permissive environment for follow-on strikes. Flexibility is important, requiring a capable and timely reconnaissance network that can evaluate results of the first strike. In general, given fundamental economy-of-force considerations, fewer aircraft are needed for follow-on strike operations. One assessment concludes that for deep-strike operations, ballistic and extended-range cruise missiles may be preferable to aircraft in order to avoid the complexity of first attaining air superiority and to take advantage of the inherent surprise aspects of missile operations.

In some circumstances, an offensive air campaign would be the precursor to establishment of a coercive “air blockade.” As a relatively new mission, an air blockade is viewed by authoritative PRC sources as an effective means to compel an adversary to accede to Beijing’s demands. A blockade could “create internal struggles and societal collapse.” Air blockades involve strikes against ports and navigation routes to shut down air and maritime traffic and cut off contact with the international community as a means to achieve specific political or military objectives. Operations also include efforts to counter an enemy’s attempt to break the blockade. An air blockade can weaken an enemy’s capacity for operations, or compel him to accede to Beijing’s demands short of war. An air blockade can take many forms, including suppressing air and naval bases, halting land transportation, or, in the case of Taiwan, cutting off traffic in the Strait. An air blockade can be carried out in conjunction with a maritime blockade or quarantine.

In seeking an independent strategic strike capability, the PLAAF appears to be encroaching upon a conventional mission that the Second Artillery has monopolized for almost two decades. However, the Second Artillery serves in a supporting role in the PLA’s strategy for suppressing adversary air assets on the ground or at sea. Augmenting traditional airpower, Second Artillery assets facilitate the occupation of the air domain and offset weaknesses of the PLAAF. To be sure, ballistic and land attack cruise missiles offer advantages over traditional airpower due to an assured ability to penetrate defenses, ability to prepare and
launch with little warning, short time of flight, and lower mission support costs. However, ballistic and land attack cruise missiles are unable to sustain flight, are not reusable after launch, and therefore are relatively inflexible.\textsuperscript{40}

**Integrated Air and Space (Aerospace) Operations**

A more ambitious and long-term force development airpower concept is “integrated air and space (aerospace) operations” (空天一体). As a preface, definitional and translation issues are important. Air and space have traditionally been viewed as separate domains, with “near-space” occupying the realm between the two. Traditional airbreathing platforms operate in accordance with the laws of aerodynamics, and are flexible and responsive. Space systems are governed by orbital mechanics, cover a broader expanse of Earth, and in the case of satellites, offer a more continuous presence. However, with air and space being defined as a single operational medium, and with an emphasis on capabilities that blur the distinction between traditional boundaries, the term *aerospace* may be more appropriate than “air and space” in describing PLA future ambitions.

China’s traditional concept of airpower is centered upon air superiority (制空权) in support of ground and naval forces. However, due to what is viewed as the near inevitable militarization of space, observers stress the need to view the air and space domains as a single realm.\textsuperscript{41} *Aerospace* implies that air and space function as a single, integrated medium. From a Chinese R&D perspective, integrated air and space operations conceptually link two defense industrial organizations: aviation (航空) and space and missiles (航天).

At least as early as 2002, opinion leaders called for establishment of a “national aerospace security system” (空天安全体系). The PLAAF appears poised to become the country’s principal custodian of an evolving aerospace defense system.\textsuperscript{42} As PLAAF Commander Xu Qiliang argued in a recent media interview, an integrated approach to aerospace operations is needed to ensure strategic dominance on the sea and ground.\textsuperscript{43} PLAAF-affiliated analysts outline intent to leapfrog in the service’s ability to conduct integrated aerospace operations.\textsuperscript{44} With the concept of aerospace operations still in its infancy, observers note that technological and legal issues constrain the pace of development.\textsuperscript{45} Nevertheless, as one senior PLAAF official noted, “space control is a reasonable extension of air control.”\textsuperscript{46}

The PLA’s concept of integrated aerospace operations includes the zone between the atmosphere and outer space, known as “near-space.” Chinese analysts view the near-space realm (often termed the “transatmosphere” in Western aerospace thought) as an area of future strategic competition. Near-space is generally characterized as the region between 20 and 100 kilometers (12.4
to 62 miles) above the earth’s surface. The 100-kilometer altitude point, sometimes called the Kármán Line, is a rough border dividing the earth’s atmosphere and outer space. The near-space realm is too high for fighter jets and too low for orbiting satellites, though winged boost-glide craft and high-supersonic and hypersonic transatmospheric craft such as North American’s X–15 research airplane and Scaled Composites’ SpaceshipOne have transited it.47

Both the PLAAF and Second Artillery indicate their intent to establish space operations as a core competency. While writings assume space assets would naturally support air operations, uncertainty surrounds the role of the PLAAF, Second Artillery, or other entities in managing space operations, including planning, programming, and budgeting functions; satellite launch, tracking, and control; ground processing; and counterspace operations. Another possible contentious issue could be future flight vehicles that operate in or transit all domains of space, near-space, and the atmosphere.48

Both the PLAAF and Second Artillery appear to make arguments in favor of organizational control over space-related policy, budget, and peacetime operational control. Today, China’s space assets appear to be controlled by the headquarters-level General Staff and General Armaments Departments. Requirements development and ground processing and analysis of satellite imagery for military consumers appear to be the responsibility of the General Staff Department Second Department Technology Bureau.49

The PLAAF’s argument is premised upon the concept of integrated aerospace operations, that air and space are a single integrated medium, and that space is a natural extension of air. However, its vision appears set upon control of the entire aerospace domain (制空天权). Senior prominent space and missile industry authorities associated with the China Aerospace Science and Industry Corporation (CASIC) Second Academy appear to advocate on behalf of the PLAAF, arguing that aerospace assets should be concentrated under a single military service, and that a space force should be built upon the foundation of an air force, similar to the United States, Russia, and others.50 In addition, the battlespace for air defense operations should be extended beyond the atmosphere and into space and over sea, yet integrated under a single air defense command organization.51 In addition to the air force, an internal Second Artillery text references a potential “Second Artillery space operations unit” (二炮太空作战部队) with an operational support function.52

Ownership of satellites now and in the future remains unclear. Products and services, including imagery and communications, are national assets and thus made available for military purposes. Space launch and satellite tracking and control services in peacetime appear to be under the control of the General Armaments Department (GAD). However, the PLA likely assumes that
satellite assets and perhaps even static space launch facilities could be vulnerable during a conflict. Therefore, prudence dictates that satellite reserves are in place, as well as mobile launchers, most likely derivatives of the DF–21 medium-range ballistic missile (MRBM). For logistical reasons, Second Artillery could be a service provider in contingency situations due to its inherent operational responsiveness.

Integrated aerospace defense also includes an ability to counter foreign space-based surveillance, ballistic and land attack cruise missiles, and hypersonic aerospace strike vehicles in the future. After outlining a 15-year, three-phased missile defense development plan in 1996, China’s space and missile industry conducted successful tests in January 2007 and January 2010, thus demonstrating an ability to intercept satellites in low Earth orbit and rudimentary medium-range ballistic missiles during the mid-course portion of flight.

Insufficient information is available to assess which service would be equipped with aerospace intercept systems once a viable capability is fully operational. Presumably, however, the Equipment Department of either the PLAAF or Second Artillery is overseeing R&D. One analysis explains that the aerospace defense domain would be divided along the Kármán Line—the PLAAF would assume the air defense mission for threats below 100 kilometers (62 miles) while the Second Artillery would be responsible for threats above 100 kilometers.

**Force Modernization and Chinese Aerospace Power**

Research and development–related writings may also provide insight into evolving joint aerospace power concepts. To close the gap between aspirational theory and capabilities, the PLA has made significant investments in force modernization over the last 20 years. Looking beyond traditional fixed-wing aircraft and ballistic and land attack cruise missiles, Chinese analysts view the realm between the atmosphere and space as a new area of global competition. An integrated sensor-to-shooter architecture would serve as a foundation for aerospace operations.

Over the next 10–15 years, visionaries hope to successfully leapfrog development and leverage the merging of aviation and space and missile technologies. The PLA General Armaments Department provides overall force modernization policy guidance and likely serves as approval authority for service-level R&D and acquisition contracting. The GAD’s Science and Technology Committee has formed at least 20 national-level technology working groups and defense R&D laboratories around the country. Presumably, the purpose is to leverage and pool resources to review progress, advise GAD on
resource allocation, and learn how to overcome technological bottlenecks. Individual GAD-led technology working groups include the following:

- General Missile Technology
- Precision Guidance Technology
- Computer and Software Technology
- Satellite Technology
- Radar Sensor Technology
- Micro-Electromechanical Systems (MEMS) Technology
- Communications, Navigation, and Tracking Technology
- Integrated Military Electronics and Information Systems Technology
- Simulation Technology
- Stealth Technology
- Opto-Electronics Technology
- Aircraft Technology
- Target Characteristics and Signal Control
- Inertial Technology.

A shift in acquisition responsibilities may facilitate in leveraging advances in many of these basic technologies. Since at least 2003, service-level acquisition authorities have assumed many of the responsibilities that previously resided within GAD. While GAD likely retains policy and approval authority, the formation of the Second Artillery Equipment Research Academy (二炮装备研究院) and PLAAF Equipment Research Academy (空军装备研究院) is intended to integrate the various research institutes within the services and empower Equipment Departments to better translate conceptual aerospace campaign theory into operational requirements, oversee industrial research and development, and supervise operational test and evaluation.

A senior PLAAF Equipment Research Academy representative responsible for requirements development outlined the integrated aerospace priorities as follows:

- air-launched precision strike munitions incorporating new forms of propulsion for hypersonic long-range strike
- advanced guidance systems furnishing increased precision
- advanced hard-and-soft-kill munitions capable of neutralizing deep, buried targets and paralyzing electronics via high-power microwave (HPM) projection

- extended range air-to-air missiles capable of countering airborne surveillance aircraft and stand-off jammer platforms

- new generation, long-range air defense assets, including endo- and exoatmospheric missile defenses able to engage tactical ballistic missiles.

Along similar lines, senior PLAAF leaders have outlined force development priorities, including the capacity to carry out long-range precision strike, an ability to attain local or limited air superiority, stealth, “full spectrum” air and missile defense, new “trump card” (撒手锏) weapons systems, long-range airlift (远程投送), and unmanned aerial vehicles. Over time, PLAAF capabilities are likely to expand more rapidly than in the past. For example, PLAAF Deputy Commander He Weirong outlined the PLAAF’s intent to procure a next-generation fighter over the next 8 to 10 years. Research, development, test, and evaluation investment is underway on developing and fielding advanced active electronically scanned array (AESA) radar, and the GAD has a dedicated expert working group with the purpose of achieving breakthroughs in stealth technology.

Key R&D, systems integration, and manufacturers for aerospace systems include three space and missile groups: the China Aerospace Corporation (CASC), China Aerospace Science and Industry Corporation (CASIC), and the Aviation Industry Corporation of China (AVIC). Since the 1950s, priority has been granted to the space and missile industry (e.g., CASC and CASIC), with the aviation industry viewed as relatively backward. The aviation industry’s R&D and manufacturing management practices are at least in part to blame for its relative backwardness. The assignment of space and missile industry leaders to key national defense and aviation industry positions, specifically the country’s large passenger aircraft program, reflects the confidence senior political leaders have in the PRC space industry and shortcomings in the aviation establishment.

Merging Air and Space with Traditional Roles and Missions: Aerospace Strike Systems

Based on a broad survey of authoritative technical literature, the PLA’s long-term vision for joint aerospace power appears to include an ability to deliver conventional firepower with precision to any point on Earth. In line with the PRC’s traditional approach to research and development, strategic strike programs could entail four phases:
The first phase would involve fielding of an initial maritime variant of the DF–21C medium-range ballistic missile (MRBM)—an antiship ballistic missile (ASBM)—by the end of the 11th Five Year Plan (2006–2010).

A second phase would seek to extend precision strike out to a range of 3,000 kilometers by the conclusion of the 12th Five Year Plan (2011–2015).72

A third phase would result in fielding a boosted hypersonic glide missile capable of intercontinental strike by 2020.

A final capability, deployed before 2025, would be a hypersonic scramjet-propelled cruise vehicle for global operations.

In the near term, the chances of success for fielding conventional ballistic and cruise missiles able to strike fixed and moving targets in the western Pacific Ocean and South China Sea out to a range of 2,000 kilometers are high. Consistent with the reports of ongoing testing, at least one authoritative source indicates that preparations for ASBM manufacturing were completed in 2009.73

The most recent additions to the PLA’s extended-range conventional strike capability include ground- and air-launched land attack cruise missiles. Since successful completion of operational testing in October 2003, the PLA inventory of ground-launched cruise missiles has expanded significantly. The addition of air-launched land attack cruise missiles will further expand the PLA’s extended-range strike capability.74 The air-launched variant of the DH–10 land attack cruise missile, referred to in Taiwan sources as the YJ–100 (鹰击100), ostensibly has a 1,500-kilometer (930-mile) range.75 When launched from a B–6 bomber in the Bohai Gulf or coastal areas over China, the missiles could reach targets throughout Japan and the South China Sea. However, if the bomber carries out missions overwater in the western Pacific, it could theoretically cover Guam. In one interview, cruise missile designer Yang Baokui highlighted six focus areas for next-generation weapons systems, including:

1. increased range
2. increased precision
3. higher reliability
4. increased weapons system effects
5. easier maintenance
6. improved electronic counter-countermeasures (ECCM).
Research and development investment into next-generation extended-range precision strike systems exemplifies the PLA’s evolving concept of aerospace power. With ballistic and cruise missile technology serving as the basis, investment into aerospace strike also may illustrate how service-related competition could evolve. Aerospace flight vehicles blur the distinction between the air and space domains. In discussing new generation ballistic and extended-range air- and ground-launched cruise missiles, aerospace engineers have advocated modification of existing ballistic missile designs toward ones that adopt characteristics of both ballistic and cruise missiles. As two aerospace engineers put it, “The traditional ballistic reentry mode of reentry vehicle cannot meet the demand of the new battle environment. A new-style lift reentry weapon platform is an optimal key to solve this problem.”

Hypersonic aerospace flight vehicles exemplify the merging of the air and space domains from both operational and industrial perspectives. Aerospace strike systems under development in China could be divided into two categories: a boost-glide vehicle that is launched into a suborbital trajectory in near-space by a ballistic missile; and/or a horizontal take-off and landing strike system that utilizes an air-breathing supersonic combustion ramjet (scramjet) engine to propel a vehicle to hypersonic speeds. Key areas of R&D include high lift-to-drag ratio delivery vehicles, high-temperature materials for thermal protection, precision navigation, guidance and control, and ability to maintain external radio frequency links through plasma in near-space.

Initial aerospace vehicle R&D is believed to rely on conventional ballistic missile technology for ascent into a suborbital trajectory in near-space. The missile would then release a post-boost vehicle to glide and maneuver toward the intended target. Chinese engineers appear to be conducting preliminary research into a conceptual design for a suborbital flight vehicle or strike system that adopts a boost-glide trajectory, or, as some engineers call it, a “Qian Xuesen trajectory.” Instead of flying on a normal ballistic path that takes the missile into space before returning to Earth, the boost-glide missile skips in and out of near-space, those altitudes between 20 and 100 kilometers.

Aerodynamically configured to glide toward its target, the flight vehicle adopts hybrid characteristics of both ballistic and cruise missiles. In its initial stage of flight, sources indicate the flight vehicle would reach hypersonic speeds of between Mach 8 and Mach 12. Another study references an upper altitude of 60 kilometers and lower of 30 kilometers (37.2 and 18.6 miles). In addition to complicating mid-course missile defenses, boost-glide flight vehicles are said to extend the range of existing ballistic missiles. One study, for example, asserts that a basic boost-glide capability could extend the range of a missile by 31.2 percent.
Signifying the importance that China places on development of aerospace flight vehicles, senior political and military authorities established a steering group in 2006 and a dedicated research institute for leveraging the unique characteristics of near-space under the CASC First Academy in 2008. The CASC First Academy is China’s principal organization for R&D and production of strategic ballistic missiles and space launch vehicles. Senior designers for boost-glide strike systems likely reside within the CASC First Academy 10th Research Institute (Near-space Flight Vehicle Research Institute, 临近空间飞行器研究所), which formed in October 2008 after 2 years of closed door meetings, conferences, and feasibility studies. Most recently in June 2009, a CASC manufacturing facility in Chengdu (7304 Factory) initiated testing on an engine designed to support a near-space flight vehicle program.

In line with the PLA’s “informatization” of weapons systems, precision guidance enjoys a high R&D priority. For high-altitude target acquisition of moving targets at sea, such as aircraft carriers, China’s defense R&D community appears to be investing significant resources into fielding a missile-borne synthetic aperture radar (SAR) capability that would be integrated with satellite positioning and inertial navigation systems. Chinese aerospace engineers have been refining technologies for advanced flight vehicle terminal guidance, including millimeter wave, infrared, and laser detection and ranging (lidar) seekers. A former high-ranking aerospace industry official opined that precision strike systems, such as an ASBM, would share many of the same guidance technologies as the antisatellite (ASAT) system that was tested in January 2007.

Chinese industry publications appear to view boost-glide flight vehicles in a similar context as the U.S. Air Force FALCON program, one of a number of Prompt Global Strike–related research, development, test, and evaluation (RDT&E) programs underway in the United States. CASC First Academy, CASIC Third Academy, and PLA designers have conducted feasibility studies of common aero vehicles (CAVs), and appear to believe China could overcome technical obstacles to fielding such as system. In one study, CASC First Academy engineers noted use of a ramjet engine for the post-boost vehicle and cited issues associated with heating and use of infrared terminal sensors when going after sea-based and land-based targets. After detailed analysis, First Academy designers identified 10 key technologies needed for global precision strikes. Engineers believe that a ballistic missile equipped with a post-boost-glide vehicle could enter the R&D phase in the 12th Five Year Plan.

Other concepts under development also include air-launched conventional ballistic missiles and space launch vehicles. Preliminary research by the space and missile industry into air-launched solid-fueled vehicles is said to have begun in 2000. Airborne platforms are viewed as fuel efficient since
launch would be at a high altitude, and the missile could enjoy velocity benefits. Aerospace industry executives have outlined a conceptual design for a 1-meter diameter solid motor that could lift a 50-kilogram (110-pound) microsatellite into a 500-kilometer (310-mile) orbit from a converted B–6 bomber. While not confirmed, some indications exist that some testing has taken place. Another variant, similar to a winged cruise ballistic missile, is for near-space flight.

Authoritative sources indicate that preliminary R&D funds are being invested into a more advanced hypersonic aerospace flight vehicle program. Next-generation flight vehicles may adopt airbreathing supersonic combustion ramjet (scramjet) engine (超燃冲压发动机) technology, enabling acceleration to hypersonic speeds in excess of Mach 5. In addition to scramjet engine technology, R&D is focused on advanced heat-resistant materials, radar and infrared signature reduction (e.g., “stealth”), micro-electromechanical systems (MEMS), smart structures, and autonomous control. One Chinese study outlined results of modeling and simulating a scramjet-powered vehicle with a range between 1,000 and 2,000 kilometers (620–1,240 miles), flying toward its target at an altitude of between 25 and 30 kilometers (15.5–18.6 miles) and a speed of Mach 6.

Chinese engineers have been investigating turbine-based combined cycle (TBCC) propulsion systems. More specifically, Chinese aerospace engineers have been carrying out basic research into an air-turbo rocket (ATR) propulsion system, an airbreathing system that combines elements from both turbojets and rocket engines. Simulations validated one ATR design that operates at speeds up to Mach 4 and altitudes of up to 11 kilometers (6.82 miles). In a Xinhua interview, a founding father of China’s space and missile program, Zhuang Feng’gan (庄逢甘), argued that that aerospace flight vehicle testing could begin as early as the end of the 11th Five Year Plan. Hong Kong’s Wen Wei Po reported in 2006 that R&D could be completed by 2020.

As a final note, China’s R&D community also has been investing resources in more exotic forms of electronic attack. In particular, efforts have been directed toward an energy weapon that produces a strong electromagnetic pulse (EMP) to neutralize electronic systems within its effective radius. Known as a high-powered microwave (高功率微波武器) device, it has been championed by many of China’s most respected advocates of information warfare. PLA-affiliated research institutes have already mastered certain power sources commonly associated with microwave weapons. Chinese writings indicate various applications for high-powered microwave (HPM) devices to shut down adversarial radars and C4ISR systems in an opening salvo, including directional systems for jamming the electronic systems of attacking aircraft and
antiradiation missiles, and as an antisatellite weapon to degrade sensitive satellite electronic systems.\textsuperscript{103}

**Sensor Architecture for Surveillance and Integrated Aerospace Defense**

Over the short term, the PLA’s ability to conduct strategic and operational strike missions is likely to be restricted by the limited range of its persistent surveillance assets. Thus, to expand its battlespace awareness, the PLA is investing in four key capabilities enabling it to monitor activities in the western Pacific, the South China Sea, and the Indian Ocean:

- near-space flight vehicles
- space-based orbital platforms
- airborne platforms
- land-based over-the-horizon (OTH) and other radar systems.

The PRC has placed a relatively high priority on developing sensors for persistent surveillance from near-space. However, coverage from platforms similar to satellites in low Earth orbit could offer significant improvements in resolution. Duration of flight for near-space vehicles far exceeds that of unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs), and their small radar and thermal cross-sections make them difficult to track and target. Powered in part by high-efficiency solar cells, near-space vehicles are viewed by PLA advocates as a relatively inexpensive means of furnishing persistent broad-area surveillance.\textsuperscript{104} Thus, over the next decade, near-space flight vehicles (近空间飞行器) may emerge as a dominant PLA platform for a persistent region-wide surveillance capability during crisis situations.\textsuperscript{105} In sum, despite the significant technical challenges that exist, the PLA and China’s defense R&D community have become increasingly interested in near-space flight vehicles for reconnaissance, communications relay, and electronic countermeasures.\textsuperscript{106} For reconnaissance missions, synthetic aperture radar surveillance and electronic intelligence appear to be priorities.\textsuperscript{107}

In order to overcome technical challenges, CASIC established a new research institute in 2005 dedicated to the design, development, and manufacturing of near-space, lighter-than-air flight vehicles for surveillance purposes. Known as the the “068 Base Near-space Flight Vehicle R&D Center” and located in Hunan Province, its initial projects include the JK–5, JK–12, and JKZ–20 airships. The 068 Base has a cooperative R&D program with Russian counterparts for upper atmospheric airship control systems.\textsuperscript{108}

Increasingly sophisticated, space-based surveillance systems would expand PLA battlespace awareness and support strike operations farther from...
Chinese shores. Space assets enable the monitoring of naval activities in surrounding waters and the tracking of potentially hostile air force deployments into the region. Space-based reconnaissance systems also provide imagery necessary for mission planning functions, such as navigation and terminal targeting and guidance for land attack cruise missiles (LACMs). Satellite communications also offer a survivable means of communication that will become particularly important as the PLA operates farther from its territory.

The PRC has embarked on a major dual-use, civil-military space program that is predominantly driven by the desire to stand among equals in the international community. However, as in most space programs, there is a military stake. A number of authoritative journals have advocated accelerating and expanding China’s space-based surveillance system, including the need for a “space-based theater electronic information system” covering an area of 3,000 square kilometers. Unverified sources indicate that a strategic cueing network for long-range precision-strike missions relies on a dual-use satellite architecture that is being implemented ahead of schedule.

Integrated aerospace operations assume fusion of multiple sensors, including high resolution, dual-use space-based SAR, electro-optical (EO), and possibly electronic intelligence (ELINT) satellites for surveillance and targeting. China’s space industry is reportedly nearing completion of its second-generation SAR satellite, and its EO capabilities have been steadily progressing. As Chinese engineers have noted, SAR imagery is key for automated target recognition of ships at sea.

While information is sparse, indications exist pointing to at least some PLA investment into developing a space-based ELINT capability. Prudence would suggest at least a rudimentary space-based electronic intelligence capability already exists, perhaps as a package onboard a communications satellite or other space system. At least one design under evaluation is a constellation of small electronic reconnaissance satellites which can ensure precise location data and survivability. In a crisis situation, China may have the option of augmenting existing space-based assets with microsatellites launched on solid-fueled launch vehicles. A new CASIC business division dedicated to microsatellites—the CASIC First Academy—was established in 2002. Existing and future data relay satellites and other beyond-line-of-sight communications systems could transmit targeting data to and from the theater command elements.

Not surprisingly, radar systems constitute the foundational underpinning of China’s early warning network. The general trend is for PLA radar coverage to expand upward into space and outward not just in the region but to global coverage. Chinese R&D is particularly focused on countering stealthy flight vehicles. Senior Colonel Liu Yongjian, a key air force acquisition
authority responsible for technical radar requirements development, noted five priorities for radar development:

- expansion of the radar frequency range from “microwave” frequencies toward a broader portion of the frequency spectrum
- integration of space-based, airborne, ground-based, and maritime sensors
- integration of infrared and laser-related sensors with passive and active radars
- integration of radar functions, such as linking early warning and surveillance with seekers on strike assets
- fusion of sensor data into an integrated network.

The PLAAF appears to operate high-frequency (HF) skywave-exploiting OTH radar systems as a central element of an extended-range air defense and maritime surveillance architecture. Skywave OTH radar systems emit a pulse in the lower range of the frequency spectrum (3–30 MHz), which bounces off the ionosphere to illuminate a target—either air or surface—from the top down. As a result, detection ranges for wide area surveillance can extend out to 1,000 to 4,000 kilometers (620–2,480 miles). Able to detect stealthy aircraft, cruise missiles, and maritime surface targets, a skywave-exploiting OTH radar system could define the effective range of China’s strategic strike capabilities. A PLAAF unit known as the “skywave brigade” mans a watch center south of Hubei city in Xiangfan. The brigade operates transmitter and receiver sites and ionosphere measuring stations along China’s southeast coast.

In addition to OTH systems, the PLA acquisition and technology and defense industry authorities have been examining other means to reduce the effectiveness of stealthy, low observable aircraft and other flight vehicles for at least 20 years. Technologies being developed include ultrawideband and bi- and multistatic radar systems, as well as synthetic aperture ladar systems.

While GAD has a well-established space-tracking and control network, the PLA appears to still be working on radar systems capable of providing target queuing quality data for ballistic missile and satellite intercepts. However, a prototype long-range, large, phased-array radar has been used to support missile defense and ASAT testing over the last several years. One space surveillance radar R&D study indicated a requirement for detecting and tracking targets as small as 10 centimeters (3.93 inches) at an altitude of 500 kilometers (310 miles).

In sum, the PLAAF, while technologically behind the U.S. Air Force and others, is nevertheless evolving into a force capable of dominating the skies
around its periphery with support from the Second Artillery and information warfare assets. An aerospace campaign intended to coerce an adversary would emphasize preemption, surprise, and concentration of its most advanced assets to achieve a measure of shock. In order to effectively guide such a campaign, command and control would be centrally planned and executed by the Joint Theater Command, and supported by other joint command systems, including a joint Firepower Command Center, as well as command centers that would oversee component operations of the PLAAF and the Second Artillery.

**In Conclusion**

The Asia-Pacific region is in the midst of fundamental change, with significant implications for long-term strategic stability. The gradual expansion of China’s long-range precision-strike capabilities is altering the regional strategic landscape. The PLA Air Force and Second Artillery are making modest progress in developing advanced capabilities with an eye toward expanding their operational range into space and into the Asia-Pacific region. For the PLA Air Force, the ability to carry out strategic strike missions at ranges of 3,000 kilometers (1,860 miles) or more is viewed as the key to becoming a truly independent service, rather than one dependent on the Second Artillery or a supporting player to the ground forces. Despite the PLAAF’s aspirations to develop a force capable of an independent air campaign around China’s periphery and speculation of subordination of Second Artillery conventional ballistic missile units to the PLAAF, senior PRC political and military authorities will likely continue to rely on the established capabilities of the Second Artillery for coercion, strategic strike missions, and suppression of enemy air defenses for some time to come.\(^{124}\)

Due their speed, precision, and difficulties in fielding viable defenses, these systems—if deployed in sufficient numbers—have the potential to provide the PRC with a decisive military edge in the event of conflict over territorial or sovereignty claims. Reliance on ballistic missiles and extended-range LACMs incentivizes other militaries to develop similar capabilities.

The rapid deployment of ballistic missiles and GLCMs has dampened the requirement for an offensive-oriented air force. Another possible constraint has been the limitations of China’s aviation industry and its corresponding reliance on foreign procurement of key systems. Nevertheless, over the coming decade, a more capable, technologically advancing domestic aviation industry may be better positioned to support the PLAAF’s vision of becoming a world-class service capable of conducting air campaigns independent of the Second Artillery.
Beyond force modernization programs in India and Taiwan, PRC expansion of its aerospace capabilities is at least a partial driver for a modest shift in U.S. defense policies.\textsuperscript{125} Intended to counter lower end threats, such as those of North Korea and Iran, U.S. missile defenses are likely unable to counter more sophisticated and larger Chinese ballistic missile raids, much less new generation, hypersonic, extended-range flight vehicles.\textsuperscript{126} As a result, the United States and allies and partners in the Asia-Pacific region would need to rely on hardening and counterstrikes for defense.

Beijing’s missile-centric strategy presents a number of challenges for regional stability. Barring the fielding of effective countermeasures, Chinese conventional aerospace power, specifically short- and medium-range ballistic and extended-range land attack cruise missiles, may over time give the PLA a decisive advantage in future conflicts around China’s periphery. Barring a visible and decisive American response, the PRC’s successful deployment of an antiship ballistic missile capability could diminish confidence in U.S. security guarantees not only in Taiwan but throughout the region as a whole.

Beijing’s continued theater missile-centric strategy presents challenges that transcend the operational realm. Beijing’s large infrastructure of short-range ballistic missiles opposite Taiwan fosters mistrust and discourages meaningful political dialogue that could lead toward a resolution of differences in a manner acceptable to the people of Taiwan and the international community. Beyond Taiwan, Beijing’s continued reliance on and expansion of conventional theater missiles as the centerpiece of its aerospace power have the potential to create strategic competitions that increase the risks of conflict in the future.

Looking out toward the future, PRC success in linking aspirations for integrated aerospace power with operational capabilities over the next 10 to 15 years is far from certain, yet clearly bears watching.
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The rise of China as a global economic and political power in recent years raises concerns for many policymakers, strategists, and scholars about Chinese military modernization—concerns that might provide a new perspective on global security for years to come.¹ At the center of this concern is the fact that the People’s Liberation Army (PLA) Air Force (PLAAF) has gained offensive capability by equipping itself with an increasing number of third- and fourth-generation fighters, airborne early warning aircraft, aerial refueling tankers, intelligence collection and jamming aircraft, and long-range antiaircraft missile systems. But what matters most is not so much the growth of Chinese airpower capability per se; rather, it is how China might use its new military strength, especially its air and naval power. One area of particular interest to defense analysts is the evolving influence of the PLAAF within the PLA and in China’s own national policymaking.

Airpower and its influence have primarily dominated in Western political thought. Given China’s growing economic and military power as well as changes in its bureaucratic politics, security interests, and technology, it is logical to examine the following concerns as they relate to the PLAAF:

- concepts for airpower as an instrument of statecraft
- influence within the PLA and in national policymaking
- vision of future roles and missions
- organization, leadership, personnel, and doctrine
- capabilities
- political and military implications of all of the above for Taiwan and the United States.

In 2007, a U.S. Army War College and National Bureau of Asian Research project, *Right Sizing the People’s Liberation Army: Exploring the Contours of China’s Military*, produced two separate studies of the latest development of the PLAAF and its growing capability.² Using different methodologies, these two studies—one a scenario-based approach to articulate impending developments of the Chinese
air force, and the other focused on institutional and doctrinal developments since
the 1990s—addressed concerns such as the PLAAF’s current status and influence
within the PLA and what role the PLAAF currently plays in national policymak-
ing. The studies contend that perceptions of the international threat environment,
technological limitations, lack of advanced aircraft, and budget concerns would
act as constraints on the PLAAF’s modernization efforts, and any significant prog-
ress in force modernization would take at least 10–15 years to reach.3

This chapter is inclined to argue that while the PLAAF is transforming,
the PLA’s political culture and organizational system pose a serious challenge
to China’s current effort to embrace an air force that is capable of both offensive
and defensive operations, and especially to the PLAAF’s own ambition to “bear
the brunt of the operations, and play a sustained, independent role” in modern
warfare. These challenges include the PLA’s and PLAAF’s tradition, percep-
tion of itself and each other, older way of doing things, outdated organizational
structure, and limited funding under the current system. The PLAAF’s current
development is about more than changing doctrine and buying advanced sys-
tems. An appropriate organizational change is necessary. It will take far longer
to nourish an institutional culture that enables the PLAAF to embrace both
offensive and defensive capability as an independent strategic force.

Analyzing the current and future state of PLAAF modernization neces-
sitates examining the historical development of the Chinese air force and its
experiences (during the Korean War, the 1950s Taiwan Strait crises, and the
air defense engagements against Nationalist and American intrusions); it also
requires an examination of the historical evolution of the political culture of
the PLAAF over the years, including utilization of the senior leadership’s mili-
tary thought as guidance to keep the development of the air force politically
correct and thus reliable. It is against this historical background that the author
has made his assessment of the current development of the PLAAF. The con-
clusion following from this is that the army-dominated organizational system
and the emergence of different services’ cultures continue to limit the PLAAF’s
influence within the PLA, its relationship with other services, and the role it
currently plays in national policymaking. This situation exists despite China’s
experiencing profound changes in bureaucratic politics, in its security inter-
est, and in its technology and military capabilities.

The PLAAF’s Early Experiences

The present understanding of the PLAAF’s development cannot be dis-
associated from an overview of its early experiences. The doctrinal guidance
for PLAAF development was Chinese defensive thinking. From the outset, the
PLAAF leadership preferred to build an air force that possessed more fighters than
bombers. Its theory was that the role of fighters dovetailed well with the defensive cast of Chinese military thought. Bombers attacked enemy countries and territories—an aggressive act—but fighters were defensive in nature and, if successful in fending off attacks, would ensure air superiority. The PLAAF’s immediate mission, therefore, was to attain air superiority over the Nationalist Chinese on Taiwan, provide support to the planned amphibious assault on Taiwan, and then develop itself into a force capable of defending China’s airspace and waters.

The Korean War provided the impetus for the rapid expansion of the air force in both aviation personnel and equipment. A large number of officers and troops were transferred from ground forces to form 26 aviation divisions, four independent regiments, and eight aviation and three mechanical schools operating throughout the conflict on the Korean Peninsula. The existing ground force structure was simply grafted onto the air force, and army officers were chosen to command the air force. The PLAAF leadership was accustomed to believe that the building of an air force on the foundation of the ground forces was a necessary principle for its future success. Thus, its primary mission was to provide support for ground troops, and the air force would take the victories of ground operations as its own. The air force was created as an independent service of the PLA under the direct control of the Central Military Commission (CMC), the highest military authority of the People’s Republic of China (PRC). This ground-centric army bias accounts for the PLAAF leadership’s inclination at the time to perceive the air force as a support unit of the PLA. They did not consider airpower essential in a strategic sense, valuing it only for the tactical support it could provide to the ground forces during operations. Such thinking, moreover, justified an army-centric and -dominated PLA system that subsequently prevented the air force from operating as an independent service.

The Korean War experience was a driving force for the PLAAF to further emphasize air defense and procurement of fighters to constitute the largest and most important element of the Chinese air force. The Chinese leaders gleaned a mixed understanding of airpower from the Korean conflict. While recognizing America’s air superiority, Chinese leaders discounted the role airpower had played. They found it particularly interesting that air bombardment inflicted fewer casualties upon Communist forces than ground fire. Given their confidence in the human factor—that men could overcome weapons—and their own guerrilla war experience, they remained convinced that PLA ground forces could overwhelm stronger opponents and win any future war. It is thus not surprising that Chinese political leaders and generals maintained their view that future wars would be conducted in the context of ground operations, with airpower used to supplement the power of the army. This air defense experience thus resulted in the PLAAF’s continuing to emphasize an
air defense strategy and the development of fighter planes, radar, and ground antiaircraft systems, while devoting only a small portion of the overall force structure to delivering limited air-to-surface ordnance.

Throughout the 1950s, the PLAAF constantly engaged in air combat against the Nationalist Chinese air force for the control of airspace over the coastal areas of Zhejiang and Fujian provinces (right across the strait from Taiwan). Air battles over the Taiwan Strait intensified in the summer of 1958. As during the Korean War, the PLAAF took a passive stance and waited to respond to intrusions by the Nationalist air force, which was much smaller, but was thus free to choose the time and method of aerial combat. The PLAAF, by contrast, had to depend on ground control intercept (GCI) to scramble its fighters. Furthermore, the capability of the air force was restricted by political considerations and the limited range of the MiG–17 fighter. Nevertheless, operations against the Nationalists over the southeast coastal areas in the 1950s gave the Chinese valuable experience in employing airpower in air defense.

This trend continued into the late 1950s and then the 1960s as one major focus of the PLAAF’s day-to-day activity was constantly scrambling its fighters to intercept intruding Nationalist and American aircraft, many of them spy planes (in sequence, the McDonnell F2H–2P, Lockheed RF–80C, Lockheed P2V–5, Martin P4M, North American RF–86A/F, Republic RF–84F, North American RF–100A, Martin RB–57A/D, McDonnell RF–101A, various Lockheed U–2s, Lockheed RF–104G, and unmanned Ryan Firebee drones that routinely flew over Chinese airspace), but also engaging and shooting down aircraft that accidently approached or overflew its borders, including, shortly after the Korean War, a Cathay Pacific DC–4 airliner, and several American aircraft shot down during the Vietnam War.

The incidents of intruding overflights took place in the midst of an upsurge in political radicalism within the PRC that emphasized political factors and the promotion of Mao’s cult of personality. The downing of every intruder was described more like a political victory than a military one. Celebrations were held and awards were given to those involved in combat actions. Senior party and state leaders, including Chairman Mao and Premier Zhou Enlai, always received the men responsible for the shoot-downs, making headline news across the country. Senior military leaders also used these events to promote the air force, proclaiming that “all military services must learn from the air force.” Chinese accounts of the PLAAF’s role in these conflicts, including a claim that the PLAAF is the only air force in the world to have ever defeated the U.S. Air Force (USAF), have become important components of the service tradition, continuing to influence the Chinese air force to think of itself in a continuum linking the past to the present, and thence to the future.
The PLAAF’s Unique Political Culture

Over the years, the PLAAF developed a unique political culture that has not only influenced its development, but is crucial to understanding the Chinese air force. The PLAAF is accustomed to use the Chinese leadership’s instructions and speeches as guidance to define its doctrine, mission, and force structure in order to maintain political support. This PLAAF tradition continues to influence thinking and efforts to pursue development of a modern air force. Despite their long revolutionary experience, Chinese leaders, particularly Mao Zedong, the founder and strategist of the PLA, had no knowledge of air and naval warfare. Even so, the PLAAF codifies their sporadic instructions as profound military thought guiding the development of Chinese airpower.14 This approach is attributed partly to traditional Chinese filial piety and partly to the Chinese Communist Party’s highly doctrinaire and centralized institutional system.

At the onset of its establishment, the PLAAF used the chairman’s message of encouragement to the air force, “creating a powerful air force to eliminate the remnant enemy [the KMT legacy forces that had evacuated the mainland for Taiwan] and consolidate national defense,” to characterize the air force’s contemporary and future task.15 While recognizing the importance of airpower in national consolidation and development, none of the Chinese leaders offered any systematic thinking on the air force and airpower employment. One common view shared by these political and military leaders was the use of air force to ensure command of China’s airspace through air defense. Although a few of them occasionally talked about the use of bombers to strike deeply into the enemy’s rear positions, they never seemed to imply any offensive action beyond China’s own territory.16

Studies of the military thoughts of Chinese leaders on the air force and its employment dominated the PLAAF’s theoretical inquiry. As a result, for most of its existence until recently, no serious efforts were made to explore the differing means of employing airpower within the framework of China’s defense strategy. Even now, PLAAF studies still incorporate the military thoughts of these past political leaders in their current pursuit of modern airpower theory. Thus, PLAAF thinking and doctrine are still imbued with the PLA’s traditional political jargon. This at-best pseudoscientific approach accounts for the PLAAF’s failure to ascribe the military thoughts of the earlier leaders to the PLAAF’s long-time perception of itself as a homeland defense force, whose task was, first and foremost, to defend China’s airspace and thus maintain only a limited role and modest capability to support the army and navy.17 The legacy of the Chinese leadership’s minimalist understanding of the actual role that airpower can play is evident in the PLAAF’s self-perpetuating view of itself in an unbroken string of memories about victories and heroism in the past, including a claim that it
is the only air force in the world to have ever defeated the USAF. The PLAAF’s self-aggrandizing depiction, however intellectually dishonest it may be, has nevertheless become an important component of its service tradition.18

More Political Than Military in Its Decisionmaking

The West tends to see the PLA as having too much autonomy in China’s civil-military relations. In fact, as commanders of a Party-controlled armed service, senior PLA leaders, socialized by the unique Party-army relationship that has also rewarded them with promotion to the higher ranks, are unlikely to seek greater autonomy. Thus the PLA’s political culture subordinates the military to the Party leadership for decisions at the time when the use of force is considered. It is interesting to note that Chinese military thought today still regards the primary use of airpower as deterrence, deferring to the political leadership sole authority to determine whether, in fact, airpower should be used. The role the air force can play is thus more as a tool to serve national policy than as a component of national policymaking.

There have been three major occasions in the PLAAF’s history during which the Chinese leadership has had to contemplate the employment of the air force and airpower beyond Chinese-controlled territory. The first was during the Korean War in February 1952. In that case, Zhou Enlai personally cancelled a PLAAF bombing mission aimed at Kimpo airfield near Seoul only minutes before takeoff. Zhou feared a Chinese raid south of the 38th parallel would upset an implicit mutual understanding that the United States would not extend its bombing campaign north beyond the Yalu River into Chinese territory.19

The second incident occurred during 1958 Taiwan Strait crisis when the Chinese leadership was very uncertain about the PLAAF’s strike capability. Again, Zhou raised concerns about potential Nationalist bombing retaliation against the mainland should the PLAAF undertake an air bombardment of Jinmen island. He felt that the inability of the PLAAF to reciprocate by bombing Taiwan in return would signal Chinese weakness to the world. He thus strongly advised the CMC not to bomb Jinmen.20

The last came during China’s invasion of Vietnam in 1979, when the PLAAF engaged in a brief combat action against its southern neighbor. Despite several instances where the PLA ground forces requested air support, Beijing authorities refused to grant such permission lest the use of airpower escalate the conflict; instead, the General Staff ordered the army to rely exclusively on artillery fire support.21

These three episodes merit careful analysis for any inquiry into what role the PLAAF could potentially play in national policymaking. Political concerns and the insufficient capability of the air force constitute the true reason
for the PLAAF to have undertaken no offensive roles in military actions since its establishment. Further examination suggests that the real problem was the Chinese leadership’s failure from the creation of the PRC in 1949 to appreciate the centrality of airpower in modern warfare and, hence, the critical role it could play. The PLA’s subsequent war experience in Korea seemingly confirmed the leadership’s position that airpower could have, and in fact had, only little impact on the victory claimed by China in that war. We should thus not be surprised that Chinese political and military leaders have long maintained the view that war will continue to be conducted in the context of dominant ground operations, with airpower used in a supporting role, to supplement the power of the army.

Furthermore, given their confidence in the human factor—that men could overcome weapons, a belief reinforced by their own guerrilla war experience—Chinese leaders were convinced that their ground forces could overwhelm any opponent and win any war. Consequently, the PLAAF had long argued that ground operations would determine the air force’s contribution to final victory. The development of such thinking was supported by the objective reality confronting the PLAAF. While the PLAAF was one of the world’s largest air forces, its equipment was outdated, limited in capability, and not even equal to that of some countries surrounding China. Since the creation of the PLAAF, to address technological deficiencies and maintain the air force’s overall combat capabilities, China favored an air force based on quantity instead of quality. When it did engage in aircraft development, the aircraft produced were outright copies or simple derivatives or extrapolations of Soviet designs such as the Ilyushin II–28, Tupolev Tu–16, and the Mikoyan-Gurevich MiG–17, –19, and –21. The sheer numerical superiority of the PLAAF compared to its potential regional opponents convinced the Chinese that the PLA had built an adequate and credible air defense force capable of deterring and, if necessary, resisting any attack into Chinese air space.

Such a view was shattered by the dominant role airpower played in Desert Storm and the military conflicts since the 1991 Gulf War. Even so, one political legacy remains: the latest PLA campaign theory holds that the employment of airpower is more a political matter than a military one, subordinate to the needs of China’s political and diplomatic struggles. If its use is required, it will be the political, not military, leadership that will make the decision. This perhaps explains why the development of the air force still requires the personal involvement of the Chinese political leadership. The question remains whether fourth- and fifth-generation Chinese political leaders, unlike their predecessors, will not hesitate to throw the air force into harmful situations.
The PLAAF’s Evolving Thinking on Airpower

The early 1990s awakened the PLAAF to the realization that China had fallen far behind the West in both technology and doctrinal thinking about airpower. Time and space were no longer the allies of those who were once so confident that China’s existing air defense systems could prevent any attacks deep into the nation’s heartland. Serious doubts were raised about the traditional interpretation of China’s defense capabilities, including the common belief that an inferior force could overcome a superior enemy. Drawing on lessons learned from Iraq’s defeat in the 1991 Gulf War, the Chinese central military leadership pointed out that “a weaker force relying solely on the defensive would place itself in the position of having to receive blows,” and that only by “taking active offensive operations” could the weaker force now seize the initiative.25

China’s evolving security interests, including the longstanding prospect of a decisive confrontation with Taiwan, also favored consideration of augmenting the PLAAF’s offensive capabilities. Since 1993, Beijing has adopted a new military strategy, placing an emphasis on fighting and winning a future regional war under high-technology conditions along China’s periphery. The momentum of the independence movement in Taiwan was simultaneously viewed as an increasingly serious challenge to China’s sovereignty and security.26 The central military leadership made the proper readjustment to the air force’s strategic missions, requiring it to maintain strong capabilities not only for defensive operations, but also for offensive ones.

The air force’s new mission requirements include securing air dominance over China’s own airspace, supporting the army and the navy, and directing paratrooper operations, as well as carrying out independent air campaigns. In an offensive campaign, it should be able to launch attacks against the enemy’s air assets on the ground in a potential local conflict along China’s coast.27

In early March 1999, Jiang Zemin, former secretary-general of the Chinese Communist Party (CCP) and president of China, explicated the air force’s strategic objective: to transform gradually from a homeland air defense force to one that was capable of both defensive and offensive operations. He then charged the air force to “bear the brunt of, and be employed throughout the entire course” of the conflict, and “to complete certain strategic missions independently.”28 To achieve these objectives, China later that year adopted a three-step implementation strategy for air force development over the next several decades.29

According to its 2008 Defense White Paper, China expected to lay a solid foundation for the development of the PLA into a more high-tech and more balanced network-centric joint force by 2010, to accomplish mechanization and make major progress in informatization by 2020, and to reach the goal of modernizing national defense and the armed forces by the middle of the 21st
century. This constituted a logical follow-on to a strategic vision the PLAAF introduced in 2004. That year, the PLAAF enunciated a new strategic vision calling for the development of a long-range strategic air force and the active involvement of integrated air and space (空天一体) operations with information and firepower systems (信息活力一体). Under the guidance of such a developmental strategy, the PLAAF embarked on a two-stage transformation. The first stage is laying a framework for a force capable of both offensive and defensive operations by increasing the number of high-performance offensive aircraft, combat support aircraft, and advanced surface-to-air missile systems. The second stage is wielding fighter aircraft, surface-based defense, and command, control, communication, and intelligence elements into an integrated operational system that is able to conduct both air offensive and defensive operations under “informatized” conditions.

The development of China’s air force capabilities focuses on four areas:

- offensive capability to protect national security and national interests from the air and space
- integrated air defensive and antimissile capability for monitoring both air and space flying objects and attacking them
- superior capability over its main opponent (presumably Taiwan) and certain counter-information capability against its strategic opponent (presumably the United States)
- strategic airlift capability to conduct both airlift and airdrop operations.

The Development of the New Air Force

China pursued a “walking on two legs” policy to modernize the air force through purchases of foreign systems and development of domestic technology. China has historically sought to be self-reliant in military production through either reverse-engineering or incorporating foreign technology. Since the early 1990s, such foreign purchases have been perceived as a stopgap measure for the PLAAF to create a sizeable fleet of fourth-generation aircraft, exemplified by acquisition of the Russian-made Sukhoi Su–27 and Su–30, and co-produced J–11 fighters. After years of effort, the development of domestic systems has borne fruit thanks to the J–10 and JH–7 that have entered service in the PLAAF since 2004. It appears that every year since 2005, one regiment of PLAAF or navy aviation has transitioned into the JH–7A, J–10, and J–11B.

With its entry into the 21st century, the PLAAF has become smaller. The U.S. Department of Defense reports on Chinese military power registered
5,300 tactical fighters, bombers, and support aircraft in both the PLA Air Force’s and naval aviation’s inventory in 2000. That number declined to 2,300 in 2010. As early as 2003, the PLAAF’s operational air divisions had fallen to just 29 divisions, with some of them having only two air regiments. Along with this reduction and restructuring, the PLAAF established an additional transport division and one special aircraft division, attempting to enhance its long-range airlift and airborne early warning (AEW) capabilities. Thus, although getting smaller, the Chinese air force has become much better equipped and much more technologically sophisticated.

Like the United States Air Force and the Royal Air Force previously, the PLAAF’s leadership seeks to create a mixed force that blends limited quantities of high-performance fighters and larger quantities of less expensive fighters. The ongoing procurement of J–7G and J–8F/H, which are upgraded versions of obsolete second-generation J–7/8s, provides the Chinese air force with less-expensive, less-capable aircraft to serve alongside J–10s and J–11s in a “high/low” combination. One problem which seems to have bothered the PLAAF is that the initially purchased Su–27s and the subsequently assembled Chinese J–11s are not true multirole fighters capable of supporting the increasingly diverse mission requirements of the PLAAF, particularly the increased emphasis on offensive as well as defensive roles. The real change of its offensive capabilities will only come as a significant number of J–10s and J–11Bs enter operational service over the next 5 to 10 years.

For the past 10 years, increasing focus has been placed on informatization as a leapfrog measure to close the PLAAF’s cyber and electronic warfare (EW) gap with the United States and Western Europe. The development of sophisticated command, control, and communications (C3), or intelligence, surveillance, and reconnaissance (ISR) capabilities, has been the PLAAF’s most urgent priority. Following earlier experimental trials using an obsolete Soviet-legacy Tupolev Tu–4 modified with turboprop engines and rudimentary search radar in a saucer dome, China has developed two “high-low” versions of an indigenous AWACS (Airborne Warning and Control System): the high-end KJ–2000 based on the Russian IL–76MD airframe; and the low-end KJ–200 based on the Y–8F–200 transport platform. These platforms were handed over to the PLAAF in 2005 and 2006, respectively, to coordinate fighters and bombers via secure datalinks. Simultaneously, China developed seven other different types of EW aircraft, the High New (Gaoxin) series, likewise based upon the Y–8. Integration of these systems is well underway across the services to increase PLA joint operational capability.

In retrospect, though the U.S. Government successfully pressured Israel to cancel the sale of the Phalcon AWACS system to the PLA in 1999, China
appears to have pulled together sufficient talents and resources to build its own system despite this seeming setback. The chief engineer and designer of the Chinese AWACS project recently claimed that China’s radar technology has reached the same level as that of leading foreign countries and that, in some areas, it is even better.41 Efforts by the United States and European countries to prevent China from obtaining high-tech weapons similarly do not seem to have succeeded.

Yet, the downside of this success in improving the cutting edge of offensive and defensive forces has actually worked to delay PLAAF acquisition of transport aircraft and transport-related research and development (R&D). Russia’s failure to deliver 34 IL–76MDs as scheduled in 2008 has kept the PLAAF’s newly created transport division underequipped.42 In the meantime, most of the Y–8 platforms manufactured by Shanxi Aircraft Factory have been committed to the production of the high priority High New series, and development of the Y–9, whose first prototype was begun in 2006, was delayed. (Recently, some sources suggest that the Y–9 project has resumed with first flight expected in 2011). It was not until May 2009 that the new transport division received its first Y–8C aircraft.43 Again, this reflects how the PLAAF is restricted by numerous constraints and obstacles that confront all aspects of its development.

The PLAAF’s Political and Organizational Culture as Constraints

A conventional academic consensus is that instituting change in military organizations is at best difficult. It is perhaps even more challenging to institute change in the PLA organization. In their 2007 study, Saunders and Quam look at tradeoffs in current PLAAF modernization efforts and future force structure including the allocation of roles and missions among services and branches, the balance between domestic and foreign procurement, the mix of low-technology and high-technology systems, and the relative proportions of combat aircraft and support aircraft.44 But the PLA’s political cultural tradition, systematic constraints, and the emergence of service cultures also influence the pace of modernization and the size of the air force.

Graham Allison and Phillip Zelikow note that organizational culture is a factor influencing leaders to favor maintenance of the status quo.45 China’s Party-army relationship, a relic from its founding, demands the PLA’s absolute loyalty to the Party. The PLAAF is no exception to this. The current and future development of the air force is obligated to be framed within the ideological bounds of the military thinking of the Chinese leadership.

As mentioned, the PLAAF leadership has always maintained a pseudo-scientific attitude in characterizing their leadership’s sporadic instructions as profound military thought on airpower, and then using those instructions as guidance. “Being prepared for offensive and defensive operations” had been
long debated by air force theorists since the late 1980s. It was not until 1999 that Jiang Zemin endorsed the expression. The PLAAF felt itself officially blessed and subsequently claimed the concept to justify the strategic goal of the air force and, furthermore, to characterize it as a vital piece of Jiang’s military thought on airpower.46

Chinese leaders are accustomed to devoting significant personal, autonomous attention to defense projects. Their involvement influences the allocation of resources as well as air force procurement decisions. The PLAAF, reportedly, has been unenthusiastic about the J–8 as its air superiority fighter, and would prefer to suspend its procurement as the J–10 becomes available. But Jiang Zemin personally took charge of this focal-point project, calling the J–8 aircraft a credit to the China’s aviation industry.47 Since then, the air force has had little choice but to continue purchasing upgraded versions of J–8 fighters, though in limited numbers.

Currying favor with the leadership is a cultural phenomenon in any political system dominated by absolute authority and arbitrary decisions by key individuals. It represents not only air force subordination to the Party (strongly entrenched in Chinese military culture), but also demonstrates the political reliability and loyalty of the air force to individual senior Party leaders. In return, the PLAAF leadership could be confident that, when they brought requests to the Party leadership’s personal attention, they would receive favorable approval. Nothing should upset the continuity of this entwining Party/military bondage of mutual support.

Another well-known organizational constraint goes to the so-called “great land army” (大陆军) complex, which refers to army-centric thinking and leadership that have long dominated the Chinese military system.48 The four general departments—the General Staff Department, General Political Department, General Logistics Department, and General Armament Department—serve concurrently as the PLA’s joint staff, and as the headquarters for all services, namely the ground force, navy, air force, and Second Artillery force. These departments are still staffed primarily by army officers. Because there is no general headquarters for ground forces, the General Staff Department is assigned to perform the functions of ground force headquarters. Its overarching army bias has inevitably influenced all military aspects from force size, structure, and command and control to logistics, equipment, R&D, and procurement.49

Nowadays, increasing numbers of personnel from other services are assigned to “joint” positions at headquarters department levels, as well as at military region headquarters levels. This change enables the expertise and knowledge of other services to be brought into the joint and higher headquarters command environment. Though such personnel wear the uniform of their
own services, they are, in fact, no longer controlled within the personnel systems of their own services. This separation keeps their representation of parochial service-specific interests in these headquarters departments at minimal level. Over the years, air force general officers have been appointed to deputy positions at the headquarters departments and to the commandship or political commissarship of the PLA Academy and National Defense University. A growing leadership role for other services within the PLA looks more symbolic than substantial as long as the existing organizational system continues.

The organization of the Chinese air force along military regional lines, with an operational command in each military region, is another typical reflection of the predominant ground force institutional system of the Chinese military. Military regional leadership organizations traditionally have been a command organization for ground troops and education institutions, while playing a concurrent leadership role for the personnel of other services located within their regions. Only ground force officers have commanded military regions, and the commanders of other services can only serve as their deputies. Since there is no permanent joint organization at the military region level, when a joint command organization must be formed, air force officers can only assume assistant (hence subordinate) positions. Thus, even though China’s most likely conflict scenarios involve possible sea and air fights over Taiwan and in the East China and South China Seas, no navy and air force general officer has been yet assigned to command either the Nanjing or Guangzhou Military Region.

In 2000, Lieutenant General Liu Yanzhou, former deputy political commissar of the air force and currently political commissar of the PLA’s National University, proposed Chinese military authorities consider reorganizing the PLAAF into functional air commands, separating the air force from the PLA military regional system, and thus making it a truly independent service. In order to make it a more offensively oriented air force, he further recommended the use of the U.S. Air Force’s “expeditionary force” model to organize air force units into air strike groups with a mix of fighters, bombers, and EW aircraft. Liu has been recognized as the “Douhet of China” because of his reputation as a daring thinker of airpower theory that goes against the PLAAF’s tradition, though a better analogy might be that he is a Chinese equivalent of Lieutenant General David A. Deptula or Colonel John A. Warden III. Not surprisingly, given the ground-centric traditionalism of the Chinese military system, Liu’s advocacy for eliminating the ground-centric military system has received little support from the PLA military establishment. Current evidence suggests that, in a joint operation or campaign, the air force will continue to play a support role rather than an independent or leading role. Although the PLAAF currently enjoys the benefits of favorable military investment, as long as the
General Logistics Department continues to control military finances, PLAAF funding is unlikely to reach levels desired by air force officers. The rising importance of the navy, air force, and Second Artillery forces has facilitated the emergence of rival service cultures, which, in turn, have brought not only competition with the ground force tradition, but also rivalries among the other services and branches. In particular, the PLAAF’s adoption of air and space integration as part of its development has instigated a struggle within the PLA over the control of space operations. China’s space assets are controlled by the General Armaments Department, while the Second Artillery possesses strategic missiles. The PLAAF has been contending that it should be in control of space operations because air and space constitute a single integrated medium. But the PLAAF has been unpersuasive in making this case, and so has lost recent debates about whether these capabilities should be placed under its control. It concurrently concentrates on building facilities and institutions to receive satellite services for communication, weather, navigation, and global positioning. Taking this tack, the PLAAF believes it will be able to make the transition from being a traditional air force to one enabled by space-based information (communications, positioning, navigation, timing, and intelligence, surveillance, and reconnaissance) capabilities.

China’s present-day security interests—preventing Taiwan from seceding and supporting the country’s claims to islands in the East China Sea and South China Sea—have brought PLA naval aviation into competition with the PLAAF for the limited R&D and production capabilities of the Chinese defense industry. For example, the JH–7 fighter-bomber was initially made for PLAN aviation. The air force did not commit to this aircraft until the improved variant, the JH–7A—upgraded with two more powerful domestic-made turbofan engines and a new fire control system capable of launching precision strikes using antiradiation missiles and laser-guided bombs—became available. Since 2004, its acquisition has been a priority for the PLAAF which has had to share its production with naval aviation, receiving one regiment every other year. As a result, the PLAAF’s replacement program to phase out its obsolete fleet of aging Q–5 attack aircraft—a J–6 (Chinese version of the MiG–19) derivative—will stretch beyond 2015. This PLAN-PLAAF competition extends to other domestically manufactured aircraft, such as the J–10 and J–11B, produced by Chengdu and Shenyang aircraft factories, respectively. With the air force increasingly training over water, the competition in terms of division of responsibility and procurement will be intensified as maritime strike missions traditionally assigned to PLAN are increasingly prosecuted by the PLAAF, echoing similar institutional struggles between the U.S. Navy and the U.S. Army Air Corps in the 1930s.
PLAAF Influence within the PLA

The growing capability of the PLAAF raises the question of its influence within the PLA and what role it currently plays in national policymaking. An analysis of the PLAAF’s missions versus those of other services is illuminating. In his “Essences for an Offensive and Defensive Chinese Air Force” essay, Lieutenant General Liu Yazhou argues that the air force must be capable of playing a major role in a variety of military operations against Taiwan—including air and missile attacks, a naval blockade, or even an outright invasion of the island.61 Over the last decade, the PLAAF has striven to develop the capability for carrying out all-weather, day-night, high-intensity, simultaneous offensive and defensive operations. The 2006 Science of Campaigns by the PLA’s National Defense University identifies the following major PLAAF missions:62

- military deterrence
- offensive air operations (including air-blockade, airborne forces insertion, informatized operations, and special operations)
- air defense
- assisting ground and navy forces in offensive-defensive operations
- assisting the Second Artillery force in missile attacks
- resisting a more powerful enemy’s attack
- participating in United Nations operations.

In discussing air offensive campaign categories, Science of Campaigns pinpointed three objectives that the PLAAF is expected to achieve:63

- seizing air control by annihilating or crippling the enemy’s offensive and defensive airpower forces
- creating favorable conditions for the army and navy to operate by destroying a large number of ground troops and the communication systems
- attacking the enemy’s political, military, and economic targets to weaken his war potential or to achieve specific strategic objectives.

Two major concerns are intrinsic within PLA campaign theory: one is the presumption that the air force’s offensive capability remains limited, both in terms of the quantity and quality of PLAAF forces; and the other is that the enemy—specifically Taiwan—has built up such a sophisticated air defense system (consisting of radars, EW aircraft and satellites integrated with fighters,
antiaircraft missiles, and artillery) that it will be difficult for PLAAF or PLAN strike aircraft to break through it.64

An important discontinuity of thought is inherent within how the PLAAF and the PLA perceive the PLAAF’s combat role and capabilities. While the PLAAF holds that the air force should be capable of being used throughout a conflict from the beginning to the end, PLA campaign theory argues otherwise, suggesting that the PLAAF should be employed in offensive operations at the critical time (重要时节).65 This may reflect an intriguing fact: the officers responsible for writing PLA campaign theory come mainly from the army. Thus it is likely that this difference represents the army’s influence within PLA doctrinal circles and, consequently, its own interpretation about the mission and current capability of the PLAAF. Furthermore, it explains why the PLA has attached great importance to land-based ballistic and cruise missile programs versus winged atmospheric (hence PLAAF) attack. Competition for resources between the PLAAF and Second Artillery is inevitable as the PLA pursues developing a long-range strike capability, particularly as strategic projection remains a major deficit of PLAAF capability. Perhaps not surprisingly, then, according to PLA campaign doctrine, the Second Artillery is defined as a primary player of the joint strike force to conduct preemptive attacks (先击制敌) against enemy targets from long range.66

In contemplating regional conflict, China’s greatest concern is confronting an American intervention. Over the years after the first Gulf War, Chinese defense experts raised serious doubts whether the country could withstand air and missile attacks similar to those that had shattered Iraq’s military structure and capabilities. The subsequent emphasis of the “three attacks and the three defenses” required the development of air defense systems that are capable of attacking stealth aircraft, cruise missiles, and armed helicopters (the “three attacks”), and protecting against precision strikes, electronic jamming, and electronic reconnaissance and surveillance (the “three defenses”).67 The 2008 defense white paper characterizes the PLAAF as a mixed force of aviation, ground-based air defense, airborne, signal, radar, electronic countermeasures (ECM), technical reconnaissance, and chemical defense.68 This mixed-force structure will continue to complicate China’s air and space decisions, particularly with regard to training, allocating roles and missions among the services and branches, and influencing resource allocations for Chinese air force modernization.

Division of responsibility across the services in air defense also challenges the PLAAF’s effort to build an integrated air defense system. The PLAAF is primarily responsible for the air defense mission. It not only operates most of China’s fighters and also most of its ground-based air defense systems, such as surface-to-air missiles (SAMs) and antiaircraft artillery (AAA). The PLA ground
force and navy units also operate antiaircraft systems (short-range antiaircraft missiles and antiaircraft artillery, and navy fighters) to protect themselves. The question is to what extent the possession of air defense systems by other services represents an old service cultural preference for embracing every possible capability, particularly since many of these ground-based air defense weapons have proven ineffective in recent warfare.69

The PLAAF’s *Science of Modern Air Defense* describes air defense as an integrated air-space operation in all dimensions (air, sea, space, cyber, and ground), and requires joint operations of all services.70 Yet against this confident assertion, evidence out of China is confusing. The PLAAF air defense forces operate the most sophisticated long- and middle-range SAM systems, the Russian made S–300 and China’s indigenously developed HQ–9/12 series. However, the bulk of Chinese SAM batteries remain equipped with the obsolescent HQ–2 systems as well as outdated Stalinist/Mao–era antiaircraft artillery.71 Perhaps what is even more significant is that no single national air command system has ever been established equivalent to the former Soviet Union’s *PVO-Strany*, or the United States’ North American Aerospace Defense Command (NORAD). Lieutenant General Liu has suggested creating a Chinese “NORAD” to command China’s air defense based around the Beijing Military Region Air Force. The recent Vanguard–2010 exercise suggests that the army air defense forces are attempting to assert their independent role in China’s national air defense system, however it develops.72

Conclusion

With the existence of a ground force–dominated culture and the emergence of other cultures for the other services, the PLAAF’s relationship with other services and organizations has been complicated, but not significantly changed since its earliest days. The PLAAF is a separate service (*junzhong*) along with the PLAN and Second Artillery under the CMC. The General Staff Department is responsible for operations, military affairs, training, and mobilization for the entire PLA. Allocation of missions is under the purview of the General Staff. As a result of bureaucratic politics, an analysis of missions divided between the air force and other services does not suggest that the PLAAF’s role and influence are likely to change in the future, despite changes in China’s security interests, technological developments, and other areas.

The growth of China’s airpower in recent years has naturally raised great Western interest in comprehending the PLAAF’s influence within the PLA, its relationship with other services, and the role it currently plays in national policymaking. Change is clearly underway within the ranks of the PLAAF, which has embraced a new concept of operations that emphasizes development of an air
force capable of both offensive and defensive operations, fielding an increasing number of fourth-generation multirole fighters, early warning and electronic warfare aircraft, and long-range surface-to-air missiles. The force structure is being radically reshaped to become a smaller, yet more technologically capable, service. For military organizations to be able to take dramatic changes, they must also have appropriate personnel policies, organizational structure, service culture, and leader development programs. What has not changed is the PLA’s political culture, service tradition, older ways of doing things, and outdated organizational system. All these form relentless constraints that will undoubtedly continue to hinder the PLAAF’s modernization efforts.

In sum, then, the PLA is a titanic bureaucratic amalgamation with a leaden hand of tradition that can often block innovation. Changes in doctrine, training practices, force structure, and equipment are underway, yet many traditions and cultural characteristics of the 83-year-old PLA are rigorously maintained. On top of that, there is the Party-controlled political culture and the ground force-centric predominant organizational tradition of the PLA. Both serve as constraining mechanisms that not only restrict the PLAs drive to autonomy, but also ensure its loyalty to the Party and obedience to Party policy. No military reformation can be expected to undermine the Party’s control over the military (with the CMC on the top, assisted by four headquarters departments, though not organized in Western fashion as true joint command and control apparatuses).

If new mission requirements and an emphasis on joint operations are forcing the PLAAF to rethink itself and its role, to reduce its force size, to acquire new aircraft and weapons systems, and to strengthen its command and control by informatization, none of these changes has seriously posed challenges to the existing organizational system of the PLA. The political culture and the military system of the PLA continue to ensure the Chinese air force remains as it has been—consisting of aviation, surface-to-air missiles, antiaircraft artillery, radar, and airborne troops, while space assets and strategic missiles remain separate from it. Despite the PLAAF’s vision of being capable of both offensive and defensive operations, the PLAs current campaign theory defines the Second Artillery force as a preemptive strike force and projects the PLAAF to carry out offensive operations at critical, necessary moments. Thus, although the PLAAF is in the midst of a dramatic transformation with new weapons systems and growing capabilities, its role and influence remain limited within the contemporary, army-dominated, Chinese military system. As in other nations previously, differing and conflicting service cultures contribute frictions between services, though, in China, that has not brought any fundamental change of relationship among the land-air-sea forces. The continued existence of political constraints on when and how airpower should be used further limits and frustrates any role the air force can play in national policymaking.
Historically, the Chinese leadership has repeatedly demonstrated hesitation in employing its national airpower for offensive purposes. This was partly attributed to the Chinese leadership’s misunderstanding of the PLAAF’s actual experience in the Korean War and in homeland air defense operations during the Cold War, and to their ignorance (for various reasons) of the actual role that airpower can play in modern conflict. The other factor was because the PLAAF had been incapable, in any case, of conducting offensive operations, again for a variety of reasons such as available force structure, capabilities, and training.

The potential of a U.S. intervention is always seen as a major variable of a regional security equation, particularly in a crisis over Taiwan and the Taiwan Strait. While the PLAAF’s modernization efforts may close the gap between its aircraft and avionic capabilities and those of the United States, its overall capability will continue to be inferior to that of the U.S. Air Force. The current and future Chinese leadership will continue to face and confront the same dilemmas as have its predecessors over the extent that political considerations and the PLAAF’s restricted capabilities work to constrain Beijing’s national security calculation and decisionmaking.

Nevertheless, it is undeniable that the PLA’s warfighting potential has grown in parallel with China’s economic surge. Assuming its economy continues along a steady trajectory, China will be able to commit further resources to the more challenging aspects of the three-step strategy, particularly informatization. Should these goals be realized, the United States and other powers will face a genuine challenge in preparing themselves to encounter increasingly capable Chinese aerospace power over the coming decades. This perhaps is the key rationale fueling continued interest in studying the steady evolution of the PLAAF as it progresses through the 21st century.
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PART II

ORGANIZATION, LEADERSHIP,
AND DOCTRINE
Chapter 4

The Organizational Structure of the PLAAF

Kenneth W. Allen

Any examination of the People’s Liberation Army Air Force (PLAAF) must examine its organizational structure, answering three fundamental questions: What is the PLAAF’s current organizational structure and what are the historical, theoretical, bureaucratic, and other reasons for it? What are the implications of the current organizational structure for the PLAAF’s future development? Finally, how might the PLAAF’s organizational structure change in order to operate in a joint conflict?

Introduction

During the 1990s, the PLAAF began purchasing high-tech weapons from abroad, as well as developing and purchasing them domestically, including combat aircraft (such as the Russian Sukhoi Su-27), surface-to-air missiles (SAMs, such as the SA-10), and radar and electronic countermeasures (ECM) systems that now form the cornerstone of its table of organization and equipment (TOE). In order to support these systems, the PLAAF has also begun implementing significant organizational changes that have mirrored similar changes occurring in the rest of the PLA.

Starting in the early 2000s, PLAAF officers began to assume key joint billets, including membership on the Chinese Communist Party’s (CCP’s) Central Military Commission (CMC), commandant of the Academy of Military Science, commandant and political commissar of the National Defense University, and deputy director billets in the General Staff Department (GSD), General Political Department (GPD), and General Logistics Department (GLD). Although these appointments are impressive, not all of them are permanent PLAAF billets. In addition, the army still dominates the majority of the leadership and working billets in all of these organizations, along with the General Armament Department (GAD), which has yet to have a PLAAF (or PLA Navy) deputy, and all seven of the Military Region (MR) Headquarters. There are no indications this pattern of army domination will change in the next decade.

Concerning the PLAAF’s branches, one of the most significant organizational changes occurred within the last decade, when the PLAAF redesignated its radar branch as a specialty force. Even though the PLAAF’s ECM troops are also considered a specialty force, the PLAAF has consolidated their
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administrative structure into a PLAAF Electronic Countermeasures and Radar Department under the Headquarters Department and merged the research and development for the two forces into a single research institute under the Air Force Equipment Research Academy. Yet another significant change occurred in 1993, when the 15th Airborne Corps upgraded its three brigades to divisions, was designated the lead element for the PLA's rapid reaction force, and changed from being subordinate to the Guangzhou Military Region Air Force (MRAF) to being directly subordinate to PLAAF Headquarters. Although the airborne corps still lacks sufficient airlift capabilities, since the early 1990s it has shifted from having primarily an internal security mission to a combined internal and external security mission.

Starting in the late 1990s, the PLAAF began to restructure its academic institution and equipment support structures. To help provide better education to its cadets and meet operational support requirements, the PLAAF consolidated several colleges into two universities—Air Force Engineering University (1999) and Air Force Aviation University (2004)—and restructured some of its other colleges—Xuzhou (Logistics) Air Force College, Guilin (Antiaircraft Artillery and Airborne) Air Force College, and flight colleges. At the same time, however, the PLAAF has increased the number of new officers who have graduated from the Defense Student (国防生) program at 18 civilian academic institutions. This program is also called the Reserve Officer (后备军官) program. The goal for 2010 was to have 60 percent of all new officers come from civilian academic institutions, of which two-thirds would come from the Defense Student Program and one-third from directly recruited civilian college graduates with science and engineering degrees; however, a November 2009 Jiefangjun Bao article stated that the PLA’s officer corps receives about 100,000 graduates per year, of which 70 percent come from military academic institutions and 30 percent from the Defense Student program. The number of pilot cadets who have been recruited from civilian college graduates and students rather than from high school graduates and enlisted personnel is also rising. These changes will continue to challenge the size and structure of the PLAAF’s academic institutions and may necessitate further consolidation over the next decade.

Over the past decade, the PLAAF’s logistics support structure has mirrored changes that have occurred in the GLD, which is roughly equivalent to the U.S. Joint Chiefs of Staff’s J–4 (Logistics) Directorate. One of the biggest changes occurred in 1998 when the PLAAF’s Logistics Department, which had been responsible for providing maintenance support for all nonaviation equipment and weapons systems (e.g., SAMs, AAA, radars), turned over support for all of this equipment, except vehicles, to the PLAAF’s restructured Equipment Department. In addition, during the 2000s, the GLD and PLAAF consolidated
their Quartermaster Department, Materials Department, and Petroleum, Oil, and Lubricants (POL) Department into a single Quartermaster, Materials, and POL Department. Even though these organizations have been merged at the top, they remain separated as individual branches at the regiment level.

Concerning the equipment support structure, two major changes have occurred since the late 1990s. The first occurred in 1998, when the PLA established the GAD and the PLAAF adjusted its existing equipment support structure, so that the restructured Equipment Department took responsibility for developing and supporting all combat equipment and weapons systems, except vehicles, from birth to death. In 2004, the PLAAF also created a new Air Force Equipment Research Academy that became responsible for managing the research and development for all PLAAF combat equipment and weapons systems. There are no indications the equipment support structure, which is fully integrated with the logistics support structure at the regiment and below levels, will change appreciably over the next decade.

Current Organizational Structure

The PLAAF’s organizational structure is a complicated one. The 2002 and 2008 editions of China’s National Defense state:

Concerning the PLA Air Force organizational structure, the Air Force practices a leadership system that combines operational command with Air Force building and management. The organizational system consists of Air Force Headquarters, seven Military Region Air Force Headquarters, [deputy] corps- and division-level command posts (CPs), divisions, brigades, and regiments. The Air Force [has] four branches—aviation, surface-to-air missile (SAM), antiaircraft artillery (AAA), and airborne—plus five types of specialty forces—communications, radar, electronic countermeasures, chemical defense, and technical reconnaissance. The Air Force also has education, research, testing, and training institutions.

According to PLAAF writings, the air force’s organizational structure or military system (空军军制) consists of 11 components, each of which has various subcomponents, some of which overlap. These are the organizational system (组织体制); leadership and command system (领导指挥体制); establishment (e.g., table of organization and equipment / TOE) system (编制); education and training system (教育训练体制); scientific research system (科学研究机构组织体制); political work (整治工作); logistics support (后勤保障体制); equipment management (装备管理体制); logistics technical support (装备技术保障); personnel management (人事管理); and mobilization (动员体制) and reserve forces (后备力量建设). Each is subsequently examined.
PLAAF Grade Structures

Familiarity with the PLA’s 15-grade and 10-rank structure, which applies to officers and organizations for all the services and branches, is the key to understanding the PLAAF’s organizational structure. The current system became effective in 1988 and is based on ground force terminology. Although this paper refers to the grade and rank system only in passing, it is important to understand the basics of the system as it provides the basis for hierarchical and cross-organizational relationships throughout the PLA.19

According to PLAAF 2010, there are four key differences between the U.S. military and the PLA in terms of their use of grade and rank. First and most importantly, in the PLA, rank is not as important as grade. The PLA uses rank insignia primarily as a visual cue to identify an individual’s approximate status; military grade is the more accurate reflection of one’s status.20 Second, the PLA assigns billets based on one’s grade, not rank. Third, promotion in grade, not rank, is what determines how one moves up the career ladder. For example, moving from senior colonel to major general while remaining in the same grade is not as important as moving from one grade to the next, even if one retains the same rank. Finally, the PLA assigns every organization, not just officers and billets, a grade, as shown in table 4–1. The grade system is what defines the organizational structure and the relationship among organizations.

Organizational System

The PLAAF organizational system includes PLAAF Headquarters (空军/军委空军), seven MRAFs (军区空军), four branches (兵种), operational units (作战部队), and logistics support units (后勤保障部队).22 The PLAAF further divides it into two separate systems based on missions (任务) and work characteristics (工作性质). The mission-based system is discussed below; the work characteristics system is discussed in the leadership and command section.

The role of PLAAF Headquarters is a crucial one. Unfortunately, no PLA or PLAAF definition or specific information about the overall roles and missions of the headquarters is readily available. Nevertheless, it is safe to assume the role of the headquarters is to conduct “Air Force Building” (空军建设).23 Air Force Building includes organizing, manning, educating and training, equipping, providing logistics and maintenance support, and providing operational, political, and support policy guidance for the strategic, operational, and tactical levels of conflict to the PLAAF during peacetime and wartime.24 While the Party Committee system limits the role of the commander during peacetime, during wartime the commander enjoys expanded responsibilities and authorities consistent with his responsibility for implementing the war plan that the Party Committee has already approved during peacetime.
### Table 4–1. PLAAF Grade and Rank System*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Grade</th>
<th>Primary Rank</th>
<th>Secondary Rank</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Central Military Commission (CMC) Chairman</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>General</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vice Chairman (军委副主席)</td>
<td>General**</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CMC Member (军委委员)</td>
<td>General</td>
<td>Lieutenant General</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Military Region Leader (正大军区职)</td>
<td>Lieutenant General</td>
<td>Major General</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Corps Leader (正军职)</td>
<td>Major General</td>
<td>Lieutenant General</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Corps Deputy Leader (副军职)</td>
<td>Major General</td>
<td>Senior Colonel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Division Leader (正师职)</td>
<td>Senior Colonel</td>
<td>Major General</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Division Deputy Leader (副师长)</td>
<td>Colonel</td>
<td>Senior Colonel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Regiment Leader (正团职)</td>
<td>Colonel</td>
<td>Lieutenant Colonel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Regiment Deputy Leader (副团职)</td>
<td>Lieutenant Colonel</td>
<td>Major</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Battalion Leader (正营职)</td>
<td>Major</td>
<td>Lieutenant Colonel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Battalion Deputy Leader (副营长)</td>
<td>Captain</td>
<td>Major</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Company Leader (正连职)</td>
<td>Captain</td>
<td>1st Lieutenant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Company Deputy Leader (副连长)</td>
<td>1st Lieutenant</td>
<td>Captain</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Platoon Leader (排职)</td>
<td>2nd Lieutenant</td>
<td>1st Lieutenant</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* The People’s Liberation Army (PLA) uses the term *yizhi liangxian* (一职两衔) to refer to one grade with two ranks. Xu Ping, ed., *Discussion of Chinese and Foreign Ranks* (漫谈中外军衔) (Beijing: Jincheng Press, January 2002), 199. Although most PLA grades have a leader (正职) and deputy leader (副职) grade, they are often lumped together. For example, PLA writings refer to the corps level (军级) or division level (师级), which includes both the leader and deputy leader grades.

** The chairman and civilian vice chairman do not wear military rank insignia.

Although the PLAAF and the U.S. Air Force (USAF) are organized completely differently, table 4–2 provides a rough comparison between their headquarters structures.

According to the *Air Force Encyclopedia*, the PLAAF’s mission-based systems consist of four components. These are the department system (机关体制), which is organized into different types and levels; the unit system (部队体制); the academic institutions system (院校体制); and the scientific research system (科研体制).

### The PLAAF Department System

The department system consists of what the PLAAF calls *bumen* (部门), which is the generic term for the four first-level departments—Headquarters (司令部), Political (政治部), Logistics (后勤部), and Equipment (装备部)—and their subordinate second- and third-level departments (部), bureaus (局), divisions (处), offices (科), and/or branches (股). With only a few exceptions where a battalion...
has a Headquarters Department, there are no *bumen* below the regiment level. The PLAAF has three general categories of *bumen*, which include administrative departments (行政部门), functional/professional departments (业务部门), and operational departments (事业部门). Unfortunately, no clear definition is available for these three categories of departments, and some of them overlap.

**Table 4–2.** PLAAF and USAF Headquarters Comparison

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PLAAF Headquarters</th>
<th>USAF Headquarters</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[No Civilian/State Component]</td>
<td>Secretary of the Air Force</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--</td>
<td>Secretariat</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Commander and Political Commissar (PC)</td>
<td>Chief of Staff of the Air Force</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Command Staff</td>
<td>Air Staff</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5–6 Deputy Commanders/2–3 Deputy PCs</td>
<td>Vice Chief of Staff</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[No enlisted advisor]</td>
<td>Chief Master Sergeant of the Air Force</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 Departments</td>
<td>A1–A9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7 Military Region Air Forces</td>
<td>9 Major Commands</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Based on a review of the terms in various dictionaries, encyclopedias, and interviews with PLA personnel, we can conclude the following: Administrative departments conduct work that affects daily life, such as support and supplies, logistics, and housing. Functional/professional departments conduct work that affects operations, such as the operations, intelligence, training, finance, and health departments. Operating departments is a general category for all functional/professional departments (other than finance) that have some degree of financial responsibility, but with limited budgetary responsibility. Examples include military schools, hospitals, warehouses, scientific research organizations, military transportation representative organizations, and military representative organizations stationed at factories.

Overall, the department system has not changed appreciably for almost 60 years, and may be compared to a deck of cards with four suits—Headquarters, Political, Logistics, and Equipment—that have occasionally shifted a few cards from one suit to the other. It is important to pay attention, however, when a new card appears or an old card shifts to another suit, because such changes do not occur randomly. Each of these is discussed in sequence.28

**Headquarters Department.** The Headquarters Department (空司) is the highest-level functional and administrative organization within PLAAF
Headquarters that is responsible for what the PLAAF calls “military work” (军事工作) or “command work” (指挥工作) on behalf of the PLAAF’s Party Committee and leadership. Its primary responsibilities include managing unit deployments, battlefield development, and combat command. It is also responsible for the PLAAF’s organizational structure, personnel management, enlisted force personnel records, intelligence, communications, radar, air traffic control, and weather support, as well as researching air force military theory, and managing education and safety. Leadership of the PLAAF’s Headquarters Department includes the chief of staff (参谋长), who is the department director, and five deputy chiefs of staff (副参谋长). Each deputy chief of staff is responsible for guiding and monitoring activities in two or more second-level departments.

The Headquarters Department has at least 15 second-level departments, each of which has subordinate third-level departments. These are the General Office (办公室), Directly Subordinate Work Department (直工部), Operations Department (作战部), Intelligence Department (情报部), Communications Department (通信部), Military Training Department (军训部), Military Professional Education Department (军事职业教育部), Military Affairs Department (军务部), Ground-Based Air Defense Troops Department (地面防空兵部), Electronic Countermeasures and Radar Department (电子对抗雷达部), Air Traffic Control Department (航空管制部), Military Theory Research Department (军事理论研究部), Pilot Recruitment Bureau (招飞局), Technology Bureau (技术局), Weather Bureau (气象局), and Flight Safety Bureau (飞行安全局). The PLAAF Headquarters’ command post (CP) is subordinate to the Headquarters Department, with the Chief of Staff as its director. Personnel from throughout the Headquarters Department (especially from Operations, as well as relevant personnel from the Logistics and Equipment Departments), man the CP on a rotational basis.

Political Department. The Political Department (空政) is the highest-level leadership, functional, and administrative organization within PLAAF Headquarters for political work. The Political Department is responsible for keeping officer personnel records, propaganda, security, education, cultural activities, civil-military relations, Party discipline, and Party organizations within the PLAAF. The leadership of the PLAAF’s Political Department includes the director (主任) and three deputy directors (副主任). Each deputy director is responsible for guiding and monitoring activities in one or more second-level departments.

The seven primary second-level departments, each of which has several subordinate third-level departments, are the following: Headquarters Department (司令部), Organization Department (组织部), Cadre (Officer Personnel) Department (干部部), Propaganda Department (宣传部), Security Department (保卫部), Discipline and Inspection Department (纪检部), and Liaison Department (联络部).
Logistics Department. The Logistics Department (空后) is the highest-level leadership, functional, and administrative organization within PLAAF Headquarters for logistics work, which includes overseeing transportation, finances, materials and supplies, POL, and medical care. The leadership of the PLAAF’s Logistics Department includes the director (部长), political commissar (政治委员 / 政委), three deputy directors (副部长), one deputy political commissar (副政委), a chief of staff (参谋长) (e.g., director of the Headquarters Department), and director of the Political Department (政治部主任). The 12 second-level departments, each of which has several third-level departments, are the following: Headquarters Department (司令部), Political Department (政治部), Finance Department (财务部), Quartermaster, Materials, and POL Department (军需物资油料部), Health Department (卫生部), Military Transportation Department (军交运输部), Airfield and Barracks Department (机场营房部), Directly Subordinate Supply Department (直属供应部), Air Force National Defense Engineering Development Command Department (空军国防工程建设指挥部), Audit Bureau (审计局), Real Estate Management Bureau (房地产管理局), and Air Force Engineering and Design Research Bureau (空军工程设计研究局).

Equipment Department. When the PLAAF was founded in November 1949, it created an Air Force Engineering Department (空军工程部) to manage aircraft maintenance; however, in September 1969, it was abolished, leaving the PLAAF with only three first-level departments. Because of significant aircraft maintenance problems during the Cultural Revolution, the PLAAF created the Aeronautical Engineering Department (空军航空工程部) on May 1, 1976 as the fourth first-level department with the responsibility of managing aircraft maintenance and providing representatives at aviation-related factories. In 1992, the name was changed to the Air Force Equipment Technical Department (空军装备技术部), but it still had the same responsibilities. In 1998, the name was changed to the Equipment Department (装备部 / 空装). At that time, the second-level Equipment Department and Scientific Research Department from the Headquarters Department, along with the second-level Armament Department from the Logistics Department, were merged into the new Equipment Department. According to PLAAF 2010, the Equipment Department is the highest-level leadership, functional, and administrative organization within PLAAF Headquarters for equipment work, which includes the birth-to-death life-cycle management, repair, and maintenance of all PLAAF weapons systems and equipment.

The leadership of the PLAAF’s Equipment Department includes the director (部长), political commissar (PC), five deputy directors (副部长), one deputy PC, and director of the Political Department (政治部主任).

The eight second-level departments (each of which has several third-level departments) are the following: Comprehensive Planning Department (综合计划部), which also serves the function of a Headquarters Department;
Political Department (政治部); Field Maintenance Department (外场部); Scientific Research and Procurement Department (科研订货部); Air Materiel Department (航材部); Aviation Engineering Management Department (航空工程管理部); Armament Common-Use Equipment Department (军械通用装备部); and Air Force Armament General-Use Equipment Military Representative Bureau (空军军械通用装备军事代表局).35

**PLAAF Unit System**

According to *Modern Military Organizational Reform Research*, which was written by the Academy of Military Science, the PLAAF’s unit system (部队体制) consists of four components.36 These are the PLAAF’s branches and specialty/specialized forces/units; the PLAAF’s leadership and command tiered structure; the PLAAF’s operational units; and the personnel and force reductions within the PLAAF. The leadership and command tiered structure is discussed later in this text, so the following addresses the other three.

**Branches and Specialty Forces.** Until the early 2000s, the PLAAF had five branches (兵种)—aviation, SAM, AAA, radar, and airborne.37 This apparently changed in the early 2000s, whereby the PLAAF now has only four—aviation, SAM, AAA, and airborne—plus five types of specialty forces (专业部/分队)—communications, radar, ECM, chemical defense, and technical reconnaissance.38

**Operational Units.** Depending on the type of unit, the PLAAF’s branches and specialty forces are organized into divisions, brigades, regiments, battalions, companies, platoons, and squads. Today, the only operational corps is the 15th Airborne Corps, discussed subsequently. Table 4–3 provides an overview of the types of operational units and their headquarters levels.39

**Table 4–3. PLAAF Operational Units and Headquarters Levels**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Aviation</th>
<th>SAM</th>
<th>AAA</th>
<th>Airborne</th>
<th>Radar</th>
<th>Communications</th>
<th>ECM</th>
<th>Chemical Defense</th>
<th>Technical Reconnaissance</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Corps</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Division</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brigade</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Regiment</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Battalion</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Company</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Platoon</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

AAA: antiaircraft artillery   ECM: electronic countermeasures   SAM: surface-to-air missile
According to PLAAF 2010, the PLAAF currently has 29 operational air divisions—20 fighter, 3 ground attack, 3 bomber, and 3 transport divisions. From 1950 to 1971, the PLAAF created 50 operational air divisions that were stationed throughout China. This situation did not change until 1986, when the PLAAF began converting one air division in each of the seven military regions to a division-level transition training base (改装训练基地). Since then, the PLAAF has gradually reduced the remaining 43 operational air divisions to 29. While most of these divisions have only two subordinate regiments, some have three. The PLAAF also has several independent helicopter and transport regiments. As a general rule, a division can have more than one model of aircraft, but each regiment has the same model for training, logistics, and maintenance support purposes. The reduction in the number of divisions has taken place in order to incorporate new types of aircraft, retire older aircraft, meet new mission requirements, and reduce personnel. Although there are fewer aircraft today, their capabilities far exceed those of the F–6, A–5, and earlier versions of the F–7, F–8, and B–6.40

In December 2011, the PLAAF began creating air brigades (航空兵旅) in at least the Shenyang, Lanzhou, Nanjing, and Guangzhou MRAFs. Each brigade has several subordinate battalion leader-grade flight groups (飞行大队), which are most likely treated as regiments. The goal is to have each flight group equipped with a different type of aircraft, including trainers, ground attack, and fighters, so that the air brigade is multifunctional.41 As of early 2012, it was not yet clear if these brigades are upgraded regiments, downgraded divisions, or a combination of both.42

The airborne force, the 15th Airborne Corps, consists of three subordinate divisions, each of which is organized into regiments, battalions, and companies. The three divisions are composed of infantry, motorized infantry equipped with light vehicles, mechanized infantry, artillery, air defense (AAA and SAM), special operations, communications, special forces, reconnaissance, engineering, helicopter, training, and logistics support.42 Unfortunately, no authoritative information is available about the SAM or AAA order of battle in terms of numbers and types of units or numbers of missiles and guns. However, according to the Department of Defense’s 2010 report on the PLA, “The PLAAF has continued to expand its inventory of long-range, advanced SAM systems and now possesses one of the largest such forces in the world.”43 The report does not discuss the PLAAF’s AAA force.

Number of Personnel. The PLAAF has not provided public information about the current number of personnel, including the number and percentage of officers and enlisted personnel by rank; however, Xu Guangyu, a retired PLA major general from the General Staff Department, published an article in July 2010 that states the PLAAF constitutes about 12 percent of the 2.3 million-man PLA, which equates to 276,000 personnel.44 Since 1949, the PLAAF has imple-
mented 10 force reductions (精简), all of which were part of larger PLA force reductions. While some of the reductions affected the entire force, others focused strictly on certain levels of headquarters. Although the figures available in different PLA sources are often inconsistent, it appears that, in September 1953, the PLAAF increased its personnel from the existing 210,000 to 257,000. PLAAF reporting states that, in 1972, it had its highest number of personnel, but the number was not specified. By the end of 1976, the force was somewhere between 16.4 percent and 26.9 percent less than 1972. Since then, the PLAAF has averaged force reductions of 10–20 percent each time the PLA has instituted a force reduction. Again according to Xu Guangyu, the PLA will reduce its force in stages over the next 20 years to about 1.5 million, which will result in a reduction in the army’s percentage and an increase in the PLAAF’s percentage.

According to PLAAF 2010, all PLAAF officers serve in one of five possible career tracks: military officer (军事军官), also identified as the command officer (指挥军官) track), political officer (政治军官), logistics officer (后勤军官), equipment officer (装备军官), and technical officer (技术军官). These career tracks are not further broken down into Air Force Specialty Codes (AFSCs) similar to the USAF’s personnel system. Depending on the career track, they are assigned to all PLAAF organizations, including headquarters, operational, support, research, and academic organizations. Military officers serve as unit commanders, deputy commanders, and staff officers (参谋) in the Headquarters Department. They are responsible for operations, intelligence, training, unit organizational structure, enlisted force records, and communications. Political officers serve as unit political commissars (PCs), deputy PCs, and staff officers (干事) in the Political Department. They are responsible for conducting all political work, which includes that related to keeping officer personnel records, propaganda, security, cultural activities, civil-military relations, Party discipline, and Party organizations. Logistics officers serve as the director, deputy director, and staff officers (参谋) in the unit’s Logistics Department. They are responsible for managing logistics support, which includes overseeing transportation, finances, materials and supplies, POL, housing, airfields, and medical care. Equipment officers serve as the director, deputy director, and staff officers (参谋) in the unit’s Equipment Department. They are responsible for managing the development, acquisition, maintenance, and repair of all equipment and weapons systems. They also serve as representatives in civilian research institutes and factories that develop and produce aviation systems and equipment. Technical officers serve primarily as engineers, weapons system and equipment maintenance and repair officers, computer technicians, academics, and doctors. A high percentage of civilian college graduates who join the PLAAF as officers serve in this track. The grouping based on work characteristics consists of four systems, which equate to four of the five officer career tracks, and are
aligned with the four departments: military (command) leadership system; political leadership system; logistics leadership system; and equipment leadership system.

**PLAAF Leadership and Command System**

The PLAAF’s leadership and command system consists of the Party Congress, Party Committees, the leaders, and the four departments (Headquarters, Political, Logistics, and Equipment). The PLAAF’s leadership and command system also refers to the following headquarters levels: PLAAF Headquarters, MRAF Headquarters, deputy corps- and division leader–level CPs, division and brigade headquarters, and regiment headquarters.

Party Congresses and Party Committees: Party members elect members of the PLAAF Party Congress, and, once elected, the Party Congress members are responsible for discussing and deciding on key PLAAF issues. The Party Congress is also responsible for electing the members of the PLAAF Party Committee. The Party Committee, in turn, then elects a Standing Committee and Discipline Inspection Commission. According to PLAAF 2010, in most cases, the PC serves as the Party secretary and the commander serves as the deputy secretary. In some situations, the commander is the secretary and the political officer is the deputy secretary. For example, three PLAAF commanders—Wu Faxian, Zhang Tingfa, and Qiao Qingchen—were the also the Party secretary as a result of having previously served as the PLAAF PC. The PLAAF has had eleven Party Congresses since 1956—averaging one every 5 years over the past three decades. The 11th Party Congress was held in May 2009. Over the past 20 years, the number of representatives has averaged around 280–300, the number of Party Committee members has averaged around 40–45, and the number of members of the Discipline Inspection Commission has averaged around 10–11. The PLAAF’s Standing Committee currently has 11 members.

While the Party Congresses meet only once every 5 years, the Party Committee meets about twice a year to review the Standing Committee’s actions and to decide important PLAAF issues. Meanwhile, the Party Committee’s Standing Committee is responsible for making the daily decisions concerning the PLAAF, but is responsible to the Party Committee for its decisions. Besides each regiment and above–level headquarters having its own Party Committee (部队党委), every first-, second-, and third-level department has its own Party Committee (机关党委), with the director as the Party secretary and one of the deputy directors as the deputy secretary. In the case of the Logistics Department and Equipment Department, however, the PC is the secretary and the director is the deputy secretary.
**PLAAF Leaders:** The commander (司令员) and PC (政治委员 / 政委) are the air force’s highest leaders (最高首长). Of particular note, the PC and commander are co-equals and, with only a few exceptions, serve as the secretary and deputy secretary of the PLAAF’s Party committee, respectively. One PLA political works book states that, together, the commander and PC are responsible under the PLAAF Party Committee’s guidance for all types of work (各项工作). Under the guidance of the Party Committee’s unified leadership, the commander and PC together are responsible for dividing up leadership responsibilities for subordinate units. Based on interviews with PLA officers over the past two decades, in general, this means that the commander is responsible for operational and support work while the PC is responsible for political work. This does not mean, however, that the PC, as the Party secretary or deputy secretary, cannot provide input into operational issues.

Most importantly, the PLAAF’s leaders at every level consist of the members of the Party Committee’s Standing Committee, who also make up the command staff. The PLAAF’s Party Committee Standing Committee, not just the commander, at every level is responsible for making important decisions. During the meeting, everyone has an equal vote; however, once the decision is made, then every member is responsible for implementing it. Unlike the USAF, PLAAF Headquarters averages five to six deputy commanders and two to three deputy PCs, while units down to the regiment level can have two to three deputy commanders and one to two deputy PCs. Based on a review of PLAAF sources, each deputy commander has a portfolio that covers two or more tasks that appear to match up with the second-level departments within the first-level Headquarters, Logistics, and Equipment Departments. While some deputy commanders may have responsibilities within only a single first-level department, others have responsibilities in more than one department. The following is a brief overview of the PLAAF’s commanders, PCs, deputy commanders, and chiefs of staff.

Since 1949, the PLAAF has had 10 commanders. As a group, they average 17 years-old when first joining the service. Given the overall poor education system and political turmoil in China until the 1980s, none of them had even a high school degree when they joined. At first, aviation experience did not constitute a command requirement; only in 1973 did the PLAAF have a commander who was himself a pilot, Ma Ning. His successor, Zhang Tingfa, was not a pilot, but since Zhang, all PLAAF commanders have been pilots. Beginning with Ma, they all received 1 to 2 years of basic flight training at a PLAAF flight school, which served as their undergraduate-level education. Additionally, most of them have taken intermediate- or advanced-level professional military education courses. Since 1977, five of the seven commanders took office when they were 60–63 years old and, on average, remained in office until 65–67. The current commander, General Xu Qiliang, joined the PLAAF...
at age 16, became the commander in 2007 at age 57 and will most likely remain on active duty until at least the CCP’s 19th Party Congress in 2017. As noted earlier, the commander is only one of the members of the Party Standing Committee, thus limiting his individual authority. To date, 4 of the 10 commanders have been Party secretary and 6 have been deputy secretary. In addition, 4 commanders—Liu Yalou, Zhang Tingfa, Qiao Qingchen, and Xu Qiliang—have been CMC members. As noted earlier, the commander at each level has more authority during wartime to make decisions without first receiving approval from the Party Standing Committee or the Party Committee as a whole.

The political commissar is the leader (领导者) for all daily Party work at his level and his unit’s subordinate organizations under the guidance of the Party committee at his level and the next higher level. The commissar holds the same grade as commander, with the exception of the PLAAF’s PC, who has the grade of military region leader, while the PLAAF commander has the grade of a CMC member. Since 1949, the PLAAF has had 11 PCs, 3 of whom became the commander where they also served as the Party secretary. The current PC, General Deng Changyou, assumed his position in 2002 and will have to retire at age 65 at the time of the 18th Party Congress in 2012. There was no discernible trend in selecting these leaders. For example, the first eight PCs began their careers in the army and then transferred to the PLAAF; however, the last three have spent their entire careers in the PLAAF. In addition, only four deputy PCs and one MRAF PC have become the PLAAF PC.

The PLAAF has had over 40 deputy commanders (副司令员). The first 14 were ground force officers who had served in the army until the PLAAF was formed in 1949: not until 1973 did the PLA assign a pilot (Zhang Jihui) as a deputy commander. Between 1973 and 1982, all of the other deputy commanders had their roots in the ground forces as PCs or commanders. In 1982, Wang Hai became only the second pilot to be assigned as a deputy commander, but since then, most of the deputy commanders have been pilots. In February 2009, an anomaly occurred when the PLA assigned a career army officer, Lieutenant General Chen Xiaogong, as one of the deputy commanders. This was most likely an issue of “guanxi” (for example, personal relationships) rather than the army’s desire to inject ground force control within the PLAAF Headquarters. Not only are deputy commanders responsible for specific tasks within their portfolio, but they can also be deployed elsewhere to serve as the commander or as a backup commander. For example, the joint commander (联合指挥员) can deploy an air force deputy commander (副职指挥员) to the antiair raid command center to take responsibility for air force operations and anti-air raid operations. In a “real world” example, during the 2008 Sichuan earthquake, the CMC designated the Chengdu MRAF as the PLAAF Forward CP
(前指挥所) and deployed one of the PLAAF’s deputy commanders, Lieutenant General Jing Wenchun, as the commander of air force relief operations.68

Since 1949, the PLAAF has had 12 chiefs of staff (参谋长).69 The chief of staff, who is the director of the Headquarters Department, is one of the unit’s leaders (首长之一) along with the commander, PC, and deputy commanders and PCs. The chief of staff has the same grade as the deputy commanders. As such, he is the primary officer responsible for assisting the principal leaders in military (e.g., command) building by organizing and coordinating all related activities. He is also the command staff’s leader, responsible for organizing the unit’s military administrative work and implementing the command staff’s intentions (意图) and resolution (决心). He is directly responsible for all Headquarters Department activities and is head of the PLAAF’s CP.70

Leadership Structure, Tier-Command, and Establishment System

According to PLAAF 2010, the PLAAF currently has a three-tiered vertical command structure for its operational forces: PLAAF Headquarters, MRAF Headquarters, and the unit and subunit tier, from air corps level down to platoon and even squad level.

PLAAF Headquarters (空军) is the highest leadership organization in the PLAAF. Under the leadership of the CMC and the four General Departments, PLAAF Headquarters’ primary missions during peacetime are to manage and oversee air force reform and modernization and to execute direct operational command authority over some PLAAF units, such as the 15th Airborne Corps and the 34th Air Transport Division in Beijing. It is not clear what PLAAF Headquarters’ exact roles are during wartime. Most likely, however, it will be responsible for having full situational awareness, assigning forces to the different theaters, and providing personnel to man the Air Operations Groups in the national-level and theater headquarters.

The seven MRAF headquarters (军区空军) comprise the second tier.71 According to the PLAAF, each MRAF is organized according to its missions and battlefield environment. Thus, no two MRAFs are organized exactly the same way. However, each MRAF has subordinate air divisions, SAM brigades or regiments, and AAA regiments, as well as radar brigades and regiments, communications regiments and companies, and support units and subunits. Following the PLA’s 2003–2004 force reduction (up to 200,000 personnel), all combat units in each MRAF, with the exception of the 15th Airborne Corps and 34th Air Division, are now under the direct leadership of the MRAF Headquarters.

The final tier consists of PLAAF units (部队) and subunits (分队). The PLA defines units as organizations at the corps, division, brigade, and regiment level. For example, air divisions and regiments, SAM brigades, and communications regiments are considered units. The PLA defines subunits (分队) as organizations
at the battalion, company, and platoon level, with some including even squads. Sub-units can be either permanent, or ad hoc organizations such as communications, radar, vehicle, maintenance, or launch/firing subunits.72 Prior to the 2003–2004 reduction, the PLAAF had 11 corps leader–grade organizations, including the 15th Airborne Corps plus five air corps and five bases (基地), which were subordinate to their respective MRAF headquarters and were responsible for directly commanding the PLAAF combat units (aviation, air defense, radar, etc.) in their area of responsibility. The PLAAF also had two division-level CPs (指挥所) serving the same function.73 Today, the only corps leader–grade combat organization is the 15th Airborne Corps, which is directly subordinate to PLAAF Headquarters and has three subordinate airborne divisions in the Guangzhou and Jinan MRAFs. As a result of the force restructuring, the PLAAF reduced the grade of the remaining air corps and corps-level bases to either corps deputy leader– or division leader–grade organizations, re-designating them as Command Posts, as shown in table 4–4:74

The air force establishment system (空军编制) refers to the regulations governing establishing the table of organization and equipment (TOE) (建制单位) for every PLAAF organization. This includes the organizational structure, number or personnel, billets, and equipment (including order of battle) for each unit throughout the PLAAF. The PLAAF bases its establishment system according to three sets of criteria: the time period (时效性), both peacetime and wartime; functions (职能) and missions (任务), both divided into departments, units, and academic institutions; and duty status (兵役性质), including either active duty units or reserve units.75 Although not stated, the Headquarters Department’s Military Affairs Department is responsible for managing the TOE, including assigning aircraft tail numbers and military unit cover designators (MUCDs). It also serves as the personnel center for the enlisted force.

Professional Military Education, Training, and Academic Institutions within the PLAAF

The PLAAF’s education and training system (教育训练体制) consists of three main components: leadership and management system (领导管理体制); academic institution professional military education (PME) system (培训体制); and flight training system (飞行训练体制).76

The leadership and management system has five tiers: PLAAF Headquarters, MRAF Headquarters, corps, division (academic institutions, aviation troop training bases, brigades), and regiments. The Military Training Department (军事训练部 / 军训部) in the PLAAF Headquarters’ Headquarters Department is the highest organization for leading PLAAF education and training. Each of the other four tiers has an equivalent department for leading training at their level.77 Significantly, however, the Political Department’s Cadre Department
(政治部干部部), not the Military Training Department, is responsible for managing the Defense Student program. Based on a review of PLAAFP-related books, journals, newspapers, and Internet articles, it appears that the Headquarters Department in each MRAF Headquarters and the 15th Airborne Corps Headquarters has a Training Division (训练处); some divisions and brigades have a Training Office (训练科), while others have a combined Operations and Training Office (作训科); and all regiments have a combined Operations and Training Branch (作训股). There are no training organizations below the regiment level.

Table 4–4. PLAAF Command Posts

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Military Region Air Force</th>
<th>Corps Deputy Leader–Command Posts</th>
<th>Division Leader–Command Posts</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Beijing</td>
<td>Datong</td>
<td>[None]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chengdu</td>
<td>Kunming</td>
<td>Lhasa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guangzhou</td>
<td>Wuhan</td>
<td>Nanning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jinan</td>
<td>[None]</td>
<td>[None]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lanzhou</td>
<td>Wulumuqi, Xi’an</td>
<td>Hetian</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nanjing</td>
<td>Fuzhou</td>
<td>Shanghai, Zhangzhou</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shenyang</td>
<td>Dalian</td>
<td>Changchun</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The PLAAF’s PME system is different from the USAF system. Basically, the United States Air Force Education and Training Command (AFETC), one of the USAF’s major commands, is responsible for enlisted and officer basic education, specialty training, and PME, throughout the member’s career. The exception is the U.S. Air Force Academy (USAFA), which is a Direct Reporting Unit (DRU) under Headquarters Air Force. Upon graduation from USAFA, the new officers receive their specialty training under AFETC. The differences between the PLAAF and USAF education and training systems for enlisted personnel, noncommissioned officers (NCOs), and officers are both numerous and significant. For example, whereas the USAF conducts basic training for all of its enlisted members at Lackland Air Force Base, the PLAAF does not train its new recruits and conscripts (who serve for 2 years) at a single location. Instead, they receive basic training at their operational unit or at a technical training unit. All PLAAF basic training occurs between early December and late January and the instructors are assigned by that unit on a temporary basis. Upon completion of basic
training, the new enlisted members either receive on-the-job training (OJT) at their operational base or at the technical training unit.

To achieve promotion, USAF NCOs must satisfactorily complete correspondence courses throughout their career, and selected senior NCOs take in-residence PME at a training organization, such as the Air Force Senior NCO Academy, for a few weeks. In contrast, the PLAAF emphasizes lengthier in-residence training. It has only one NCO school (specializing in communications), which students attend for 2 years. Several other PLAAF officer academic institutions offer separate 2- or 3-year associates degree programs for NCOs, including the Air Force Engineering University, Aviation University, Radar College, 1st Aviation (Aircraft Maintenance) College, Guilin (AAA and Airborne) College, Xuzhou (Logistics) College, and the 2nd Flight College. Like the USAF, the PLAAF also provides correspondence courses for its NCOs, where they can receive a high school equivalency degree or an associate’s degree. If necessary, NCOs can attend a short course for squad leaders and for technical training if, for some reason, they did not receive it during their first 2 years as a new recruit/conscript.

The USAF’s officers come from graduates of USAFA, Reserve Officer Training Corps (ROTC) programs, and college graduates who successfully complete a postgraduate Officer Training School (OTS) course. Upon graduation, these officers then receive their specialty training. All officers must have a bachelor’s degree. In contrast, the PLAAF’s officer cadre comes from graduates of one of three PLAAF universities and 15 colleges, from Defense Student programs at 18 civilian universities, or from directly-recruited civilian college graduates with a science or engineering degree. The PLAAF ceased directly recruiting enlisted personnel as officers in the early 1980s. All cadets who attend a PLAAF academic institution also receive their technical training and are assigned directly to their operational unit upon graduation. Students who graduate from the Defense Student program or who are directly recruited after graduation are assigned to their operational unit, where they receive OJT.

USAF officers must complete PME correspondence courses at each level to be competitive for promotion. Some, though not all, officers also have the opportunity to attend in-residence courses sponsored by the Air University at Maxwell Air Force Base. These programs include the 6-week Air and Space Basic Course for second lieutenants, 5-week Squadron Officer School course for captains, 40-week Air Command and Staff College course for majors and major selectees, and the 44-week Air War College course for lieutenant colonels and colonels. Some officers also have the opportunity to attend joint institutions such as the National War College, or specialized training such as the School of Advanced Air and Space Studies. Students in these courses come from all specialties, as well as from other service branches and selected civil-
ians in government service. In addition, the Air Force Institute of Technology (AFIT) at Wright-Patterson Air Force Base provides a variety of graduate programs in science and technology-related subjects. Some USAF officers are sponsored to attend nongovernmental academic institutions such as the John F. Kennedy School of Government at Harvard University or other civilian institutions, with majors ranging from military history to aerospace engineering.

Currently, the PLAAF’s officer PME academic education system is divided into two levels of education: basic and specialized education (基础与专业教育) and advanced education (深造教育). Whereas all cadets who attend a PLAAF college, including pilots, receive both their basic education and specialty training before they graduate, Defense Students do not receive any technical training until after they graduate. Pilot cadets who are selected from high school graduates receive 30 months of basic education at the Air Force Aviation University (空军航空大学). Upon completion, they are assigned to the university’s flight training base or to one of seven flight colleges, where they complete 6 months of flight training in a basic trainer and 12 months in an advanced trainer. Depending on the type of aircraft they will eventually fly at an operational unit, they are then assigned directly to an operational base or for 1 year to one of seven transition training bases. Pilot candidates who were recruited from PLA or civilian college graduates receive 2 years of training that includes basic flight theory and flying time in a basic trainer and advanced trainer. After graduation, they are then assigned to one of the seven transition training bases for 1 year.

Nonaviation PLAAF cadets receive basic education either at the Air Force Engineering University (AFEU) or at a PLAAF specialty college. Those finishing AFEU are then assigned to one of the PLAAF’s colleges to complete their specialty training and a bachelor’s degree. Cadets who do not attend AFEU remain at the same college to complete their specialty training and receive either a senior technical (associate’s) or bachelor’s degree. Upon graduation, all new officers are assigned to their permanent unit, where the first year is considered a probationary (见习) period, during which they spend the first 6 months as a squad (enlisted troop) leader. Prior to graduation, some Defense Students spend a short period of time at an operational unit observing the daily activities. Upon graduation, Defense Students have several options, including attending graduate school. If they do not attend graduate school, they are assigned either directly to an operational unit or to a training organization where they receive specialty training. With the exception of new graduates who serve in remote areas, the first year is a probationary (见习) period. Almost all Defense Student graduates serve in technical, rather than command, billets.

Advanced education for intermediate- and senior-level PLAAF officers (lieutenant colonels, colonels, senior colonels, and major generals) is conducted in
only a few military academic institutions. Only selected officers have the opportunity to receive advanced PME or a graduate degree. For example, command track officers receive 1 year of intermediate- and senior-level PME at the Air Force Command College (空军指挥学院), which does not award a graduate degree, while some technical officers attend specialized programs for 2 to 3 years in various PLAAF colleges, such as AFEU, the Air Force Radar College (空军雷达学院), or Xuzhou Air Force (Logistics) College (徐州空军学院), to obtain graduate degrees. Certain command track officers, such as radar and SAM commanders, can attend specific graduate programs in a PLAAF college or a civilian university where they receive an advanced degree. Some officers (senior colonels and major generals) receive their senior-level PME at the National Defense University (国防大学).

The PLAAF’s various academic institutions are organized into two basic categories: flight colleges and all others. Each category has three main components: a command element (领导机构), administrative departments (部门), some of which also provide certain types of training, and academic departments (系). Flight training for all new high school graduates or enlisted personnel selected for pilot training begins at the Air Force Aviation University (空军航空大学), which was created in 2004 by combining the Changchun Flight College (长春飞行学院), 7th Flight College (第七飞行学院), and the 2nd Aviation (Aircraft Maintenance) College (第二航空学院). All new flight cadets spend their first 30 months at the university, where they receive their basic education. They then transfer to one of the seven numbered flight colleges for 18 months to receive their flight training. The Aviation University, which is located in Changchun, Jilin Province, has a commandant (校长), PC, and at least two deputy commandants and one deputy PC. The university has a Training Department (训练部) that serves as well as the Headquarters Department. It also has a Political Department (政治部), College/School Affairs (院务部 / 校务部), and Scientific Research Department (科研部). The Scientific Research Department is responsible for overseeing all of the institution’s technical training curricula and systems research work. The Training Department and Scientific Research Department also have subordinate classrooms and laboratories, where personnel from the departments provide training to the cadets. The College/School Affairs Department is responsible for managing facilities and logistics issues.

All seven of the PLAAF’s numbered flight colleges are division leader–grade organizations and are structured similarly to an operational air division, with a command staff plus four administrative and functional departments—Headquarters Department, Political Department, Logistics Department, and Equipment Department. Rather than academic departments, each college has a subordinate basic trainer regiment and one or more advanced trainer regiments. Table 4–5 shows the flight colleges, their location, and the types of personnel they train.
Upon graduation, the pilots from the 1st and 2nd flight colleges are assigned directly to their operational units. Pilots graduating from the other five colleges are assigned to one of the PLAAF’s seven transition training bases for about 1 year. Upon completing transition training, they are then assigned to their permanent operational unit, where they transition into that unit’s aircraft. Some of the graduates from the five colleges that train fighter pilots transition into multirole or ground attack aircraft.

Table 4–5. The Seven PLAAF Flight Colleges

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Academic Institution</th>
<th>City, Province</th>
<th>Education and Training Missions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1st Flight College</td>
<td>Harbin, Heilongjiang</td>
<td>Bomber and transport pilots, navigators, and communications personnel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2nd Flight College</td>
<td>Huxian, Shaanxi</td>
<td>Bomber and transport pilots and navigators, ground controllers [officers], and approach radar controllers [NCOs]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3rd Flight College</td>
<td>Jinzhou, Liaoning</td>
<td>Fighter pilots</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4th Flight College</td>
<td>Shijiazhuang, Hebei</td>
<td>Fighter pilots and foreign pilots</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5th Flight College</td>
<td>Wuwei, Gansu</td>
<td>Fighter pilots</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6th Flight College</td>
<td>Zhuozhou, Hebei</td>
<td>Fighter pilots</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13th Flight College</td>
<td>Bengbu, Anhui</td>
<td>Fighter pilots</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The PLAAF’s nonaviation colleges are organized differently from its aviation colleges. They each have a command staff, 2–5 administrative and functional departments, academic departments, and cadet teams. As shown in table 4–6, all nonaviation academic institutions have at least a Training Department and Political Department (政治部). Depending on the institution’s mission, location, and curriculum, other administrative departments include a College/School Affairs, Basic Department (基础部), and/or Scientific Research Department. The Basic Department is responsible for providing instruction in certain required basic education courses that all undergraduates must take regardless of their specialty. The protocol order for the five departments is Headquarters, Political, College/School Affairs, Basic, and Scientific Research.

Each institution has several academic departments and associated specialties, which prepare graduates to assume their operational duties. For example, the PLAAF’s Surface-to-Air Missile College (地空导弹学院) has six academic departments—Command Engineering, Computer Engineering, Electro-Mechanical Engineering, Radar Engineering, Guided Missile Engineering, and Systems Engineering—and 12 academic specialties.
Depending upon the academic institution, undergraduate students/cadets (学员) and graduate students (研究生) are grouped into various organizations, which are typically subordinate to the academic department to which they are affiliated. These include the student group (学员大队), which is a battalion-level organization; student companies (学员连); student teams (学员区队 / 学员队); and student squads (学员班). Of note, within the PLA, a cadet’s graduating class year is based on the year training begins, not the year of graduation. For example, the cadets who began training in summer 2010 are identified as the class of 2010. The reason for this is that not all cadets receive a 4-year degree. In addition, their total time-in-service includes their cadet time, not just their active duty time, once they become an officer.

Table 4–6. Nonaviation Academic Institution Departments and Grades

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Academic Institution (grade)</th>
<th>Training</th>
<th>Political</th>
<th>Affairs</th>
<th>Basic</th>
<th>Scientific Research</th>
<th>City, Province</th>
<th>Missions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Command College (corps leader)</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>Beijing</td>
<td>Command officers</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Engineering University (corps leader)</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>Xian, Shaanxi</td>
<td>Aircraft maintenance, surface-to-air missiles (SAMs), and communications</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Natural Science College (division leader)</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Xian, Shaanxi</td>
<td>Basic education</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Engineering College (division leader)</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>Xian, Shaanxi</td>
<td>Aircraft maintenance</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Surface-to-air Missile College (division leader)</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>Xian, Shaanxi</td>
<td>SAMs</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Telecommunications Engineering College (division leader)</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>Xian, Shaanxi</td>
<td>Communications</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guilin Air Force College (corps deputy)</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td>Guilin, Guangxi</td>
<td>Antiaircraft artillery and airborne</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radar College (corps deputy)</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>Wuhan, Hubei</td>
<td>Radar</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Xuzhou Air Force College (corps deputy)</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>Xuzhou, Jiangsu</td>
<td>Logistics</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1st Aviation College (division leader)</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>Xinyang, Henan</td>
<td>Aircraft maintenance</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dalian NCO Communications School (division leader)</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Dalian, Liaoning</td>
<td>Communications</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Scientific Research System

The PLAAF’s scientific research system (科学研究机构组织体制) is incorporated into the broader Chinese research, development, and acquisition (RDA) structure. According to PLAAF 2010, RDA of a specific weapon or system usually involves multiple phases of development and related activities by different organizations within and outside of the PLAAF. China’s RDA process allows it to plan properly and to lay a solid foundation for PLAAF modernization programs. Under the overall guidance of the GAD, the PLAAF Headquarters’ Equipment Department is responsible for overseeing all of the PLAAF's equipment and weapons systems development.

The process involves the following sequential phases: Demonstration/Development and Evaluation (论证); Proposal (方案); Engineering Development (工程研制); Design Finalization (设计定型) and Production Finalization (生产定型). Before the RDA process actually begins, preparatory research takes place for the chosen area of development under the official rubric “National Defense Science and Technology Preparatory Research.” Researchers examine ongoing technology efforts that could meet operational requirements and evaluate candidate technologies that could possibly mature into useful weapons.

In February 2004, PLAAF Headquarters formally established the Air Force Equipment Research Academy (空军装备研究院), consolidating administration of more than 20 PLAAF scientific research organizations. The academy is a corps deputy leader–grade organization. Its administrative departments include the Science and Technology (S&T) Department (科技部), Political Department (政治部), and Academy Affairs Department (院务部). The S&T Department serves as the Headquarters Department, and the Academy Affairs Department most likely manages the facilities. The academy has about 1,500 S&T officers and 490 senior technical billets.

A review of the academy’s activities since 2004 indicates at least two reasons the PLAAF, along with the PLA Navy and Second Artillery, created their own equipment research academy. The first was consolidating management of all RDA under a single organization. The second reason was to deal with the GAD and government RDA organizations on a more equal basis.

The academy has a dozen primary functions and responsibilities for equipment and weapons systems research and development (R&D/研制), which involve tracking foreign development of new military technology, equipment, and weapons systems; serving as the PLAAF’s top level organization for equipment and weapons system design, system development, regulations, and planning for new systems, modifying older systems and special-use equipment; and conducting research for the operational use, maintenance, and
technical support for new and modified equipment. Some of the subordinate institutes are shown below. The research institutes are either division- or regiment-level organizations.

- **Air Force Equipment General Demonstration (Development and Evaluation) Research Institute (空军装备总体论证研究所),** a regiment-grade organization, has an Organization and Plans Division (组织计划处), Political Division (政治处), and Management Division (管理处), and nine research labs (研究室)

- **Air Force Aviation Equipment Research Institute (空军航空装备研究所),** a division-grade organization, has an S&T Division (科技处), Political Department (政治部), and Management Division, and several subordinate research institutes and labs

- **Air Force Ground Air Defense Equipment Research Institute (空军地面防空装备研究所),** a regiment-grade organization, has an S&T Division, Political Division, and Management Division, six research labs, and one testing workshop (试制车间)

- **Air Force Radar and Electronic Countermeasures Research Institute (空军雷达与电子对抗研究所),** a division-grade organization, has an S&T Division, Political Department, and Management Division, and several research labs

- **Air Force Communications, Navigation, and Command Automation Research Institute (空军通信导航与指挥自动化研究所),** has a General Office (办公室), several research labs, and a services subunit (勤务分队)

- **Air Force Reconnaissance and Intelligence Equipment Research Institute (空军侦察情报装备研究所),** with three research labs and a testing workshop

- **Air Force Weather and Chemical Defense Research Institute (空军气象防化研究所),** which has an S&T Division, Political Department, and Management Division, as well as four research labs

- **SAM Technical/Technology Services Research Institute (导弹技术勤务研究所)***

- **Air Force Equipment Software Testing and Evaluation Center (空军装备软件测评中心).**

**Political Work System**

The PLAAF’s political work (整治工作) system mirrors the PLAs overall political work system. The PLAs political work system is the means through which
the Chinese Communist Party guarantees absolute control over the military. The PLAAF political work system consists of six main elements integrated into every organization within the PLAAF Party Congress system: Party Committee system; Party Congress system; political officer system; political functional and administrative department system; discipline inspection system; and judicial system.\textsuperscript{114}

**Logistics Support System**

The PLAAF’s logistics support system (后勤保障体制) consists of six primary components: materials (物资), finances (经费供应), medical services (卫勤保障), equipment maintenance and repair (装备维修), transportation (交通运输), and engineering (工程).\textsuperscript{115} These are managed by the second-level departments within the PLAAF Logistics Department’s system, down to the regiment level. Of particular interest are the field stations (场站) that support air regiments. According to *PLAAF 2010*, a field station is an independent logistics support unit subordinate to the air division. Depending on their location and function, some field stations can also be directly subordinate to an MRAF Headquarters. The commander (站长) serves as the airbase commander with responsibility for all facilities and operations. He also organizes the supply of materials and equipment to each tenant air regiment at the airbase and provides logistics support for flight operations and training. A field station has three components: a command staff, functional and administrative branches, and subordinate company-level organizations. Although the field station serves as the logistics support organization for an air regiment, it also incorporates certain organizations within the Equipment Department system, such as munitions and air materiel.\textsuperscript{116}

**Equipment Management System and Equipment Technical Support System**

The PLAAF’s Equipment Department and its second-level departments down to the regiment level are responsible for the PLAAF’s equipment management system (装备管理体制).\textsuperscript{117} Historically, the equipment management system dealt primarily with aircraft maintenance, while the logistics system dealt with nonaviation equipment. For example, the fourth PLAAF department was known as the Aeronautical Engineering Department (航空工程部) and then the Equipment Technical Department until 1998.\textsuperscript{118} In 1998, when the PLA created the General Armament Department, the PLAAF merged support for all equipment from birth to death into the Equipment Department. The structure of the current Equipment Department was discussed earlier. The PLAAF equipment management system also includes military representative offices assigned to regions and individual nonmilitary research institutes and factories.\textsuperscript{119}
The *Air Force Encyclopedia* states that the primary purpose of equipment technical support (装备技术保障) is to inspect, refurbish, maintain, repair, and improve the PLAAF’s equipment and weapons systems for all its branches and specialty units. These components are managed by the second-level departments within the PLAAF Equipment Department’s system down to the regiment level. As noted above, however, some of these functions for aircraft support are incorporated under the field station’s management. Officers involved in this system come from the equipment and technical support career tracks.

**Personnel Management System, Mobilization, and Reserve Forces**

The PLAAF’s personnel management system (人事管理) consists of separate organizations for the officer (cadre) corps and the enlisted force. The Political Department’s Cadre Department down to the regiment level is responsible for managing officer records, promotions, and appointments. Meanwhile, the Headquarters Department’s Military Affairs Department is responsible for managing the enlisted force records and appointments, while the political officer system is responsible for gathering information on the enlisted personnel, and the Party Committee system is responsible for their promotions. One key point is that the PLAAF does not have a central promotions board. Instead, the Party Committee at the corps to regiment levels is responsible for promoting all officers and enlisted personnel at the next lower level. One of the reasons for this is that most personnel remain in the same unit most of their career.

The *Air Force Encyclopedia* has several entries for the PLAAF’s mobilization system (动员体制) reserve forces (后备力量建设). The PLAAF’s mobilization system consists of an air force mobilization organization and reserve forces, which support the air force’s reserve power transition from peacetime to wartime, and for its personnel, materials, and financial power to serve operations. In the 1950s, the PLAAF created a Mobilization Division (动员处) within the Headquarters Department and a similar organization in each Headquarters Department down to the regiment level. In 1998, however, the PLAAF abolished all of these organizations and placed the mobilization responsibility under the Military Affairs Department within the Headquarters Department. In 2002, the Mobilization Department created an Air Force National Defense Mobilization Committee Comprehensive Office (空军国防动员委员会综合办公室) to manage mobilization issues. This office coordinated with the air force’s Military Affairs Departments, as well as local governments and army units from the military district level down. PLAAF mobilization includes expanding the size of units, as well as mobilizing troops and their equipment, furnishing logistics support, and providing technical service support. It is not clear how much the PLAAF has been involved in mobilization work. Shortly after a new National Defense Mobilization Law became
effective in July 2010, however, the PLAAF conducted its first-ever mobilization exercise involving militia using construction equipment to repair a “damaged airfield following a surprise enemy attack.”

The concept of PLAAF reserve forces is fairly new. The PLAAF translates the terms houbei (后备) and yubeiyi (预备役) as “reserve,” causing confusion when using only the English term. Houbei is a generic term for reserve forces including personnel, equipment, technology, civilian aircraft, and materials. Various definitions imply that PLAAF yubeiyi reserve personnel are part of the houbei system. In 2004, the PLAAF began developing reserve forces in three particular areas: field station flight support personnel, surface-to-air missile regiments, and radar battalions. In January 2010, the PLAAF issued “Air Force Reserve Unit Work Regulations” codifying the changes in its organizational structure.

**Implications of the PLAAF Organizational Structure upon Its Future Development**

As has been explicated, the PLAAF’s organizational structure has multiple components and layers, many of which overlap, generating redundancies. From an overall perspective, the structure has not changed appreciably over the past 30 years. While some organizations and departments have been abolished or merged as a result of force reductions, the remaining ones have stayed largely intact, serving the needs of the service even as the world around it has changed dramatically.

Perhaps because of this unchanging quality, it is invariably significant—and thus important to note—when a change does occur. For example, when the PLAAF downgraded all the corps leader–grade headquarters in 2004 to either corps deputy leader–grade or division leader–grade CPs, it altered the command structure vertically within the PLAAF and horizontally with the other services. Specifically, under the new structure, the division leader–grade CPs cannot command an air division, which is at the same level, or interact as an equal with a group army, which is a corps–level organization. Even the corps deputy leader–grade CPs are still not at the same level as the group armies. The PLAAF is still working out the mechanics of this major change.

Unsubstantiated reports out of Hong Kong have indicated the PLA may undergo a major restructuring to replace the seven MR Headquarters with four theater commands. In addition, since the PLA has already had 10 major force restructurings since the early 1950s, the last of which occurred in 2004, there is a good possibility another downsizing will occur before or shortly after the 18th Party Congress in 2012. Either or both of these events will most likely alter the PLAAF’s force structure, especially the MRAF Headquarters, with major implications for the PLAAF’s overall command and control structure.
In terms of its air order of battle, the PLAAF has reduced the number of air divisions from a high of 50 in the late 1980s to 29 today. This reduction occurred in conjunction with a drop in the total number of aircraft, the incorporation of newer models, and establishing a transition training base in each of the seven MRAFs in 1986. While some air divisions today field more than one type of combat aircraft, most regiments have only one type so as to simplify logistics and maintenance. The new units are still in the early stages of conducting dissimilar aircraft training, but the diverse organizational structure within each air division has made it easier to do. Given the current distribution of air divisions among the seven MRAFs, the number of divisions will probably remain the same over the next decade, but the composition and number of subordinate regiments will probably change as older aircraft are taken out of the inventory and replaced by a fewer number of modern multirole aircraft.

It is not clear how many SAM units, especially long-range SAMs, the PLAAF has, but the number is apparently growing and the units are being deployed in more MRAFs.

Another important example of change is that the PLAAF has gradually incorporated its electronic countermeasures mission and organizational structure with the radar forces. Significantly, the PLAAF Headquarters merged management of the two types of specialty forces into an Electronic Countermeasures and Radar Department (电子对抗雷达部) subordinate to the Headquarters Department and combined research for them into the Air Force Radar and Electronic Countermeasures Research Institute (空军雷达与电子对抗研究所) under the Air Force Equipment Research Academy. In addition, the Air Force Radar College has an Electronic Countermeasures Academic Department (电子对抗系) that provides education and training for officers and NCOs assigned to operational unit electronic countermeasures billets. Besides merging radar and ECM administrative and research functions as noted above, the PLAAF began merging several radar regiments into brigades during the 2003–2004 force restructuring. Although it is now easier to command more company-level radar sites as a result of information technology, the PLAAF is still concerned about span of control from a geographic perspective. Restructuring of the Equipment Department in 1998 and creation of the Equipment Research Academy in 2004 have had important implications for consolidating and managing all of the PLAAF's equipment and weapons systems. No significant organizational changes are anticipated to these two organizations in the next 5 years. That said, however, the biggest change within this system will be the inclusion of new officers and enlisted personnel who received their undergraduate education at civilian academic institutions rather than PLAAF institutions.

The education and training system will most likely undergo some more restructuring over the next decade. The Air Force Engineering University was
created in 1999 and the Air Force Aviation University was created in 2004 with the goal of consolidating basic education for cadets in specific fields and then providing specialty training at subordinate colleges. In addition, the Guilin Air Force College, which had always trained AAA cadets, began educating and training the PLAAF’s airborne officer cadets in 1999. Given that the goal was to have 60 percent of all new PLAAF officers in 2010 graduate from civilian colleges, including from the Defense Student Program, and that the PLA most likely did not meet this goal, the PLAAF’s academic institutions will most likely undergo some more restructuring as the number of cadets is reduced to meet the 60 percent goal.131

Finally, the PLAAF does not have an extensive reserve program, a circumstance which most likely will not change over the next few years. However, following the implementation of the new National Defense Mobilization Law in July 2010, the PLAAF most likely will become more involved in mobilizing civilian organizations to support it. At the same time, however, the PLA has implemented some personnel changes that have allowed PLAAF flag officers to assume a few key national-level leadership positions as shown in table 4–7.

Table 4–7. PLAAF Officers in Key Joint Billets During the 2000s

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Billet</th>
<th>PLAAF Officer</th>
<th>PLAAF Officer</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Deputy, GPD</td>
<td>Liu Zhenqi [2006–Present]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deputy, GLD</td>
<td>Li Maifu [2006–2009]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deputy, GAD</td>
<td>None</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NDU Commandant</td>
<td>Ma Xiaotian [2006–2007]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NDU Political Commissar</td>
<td>Liu Yazhou [2010–Present]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

To put narrative to these data points, in 2003, the CMC appointed Lieutenant General Zheng Shenxia to become the first air force commandant of the PLA Academy of Military Science (AMS).132 He received his third star in 2004. Upon his retirement in 2007, another PLAAF flag officer, Lieutenant General Liu Chengjun, assumed his position, receiving his own third star in 2010. Since
2004, the commander of the PLAAF (along with the commander of the PLA Navy and Second Artillery) has been a member of the CMC—the national command authority for the PRC. General Qiao Qingchen was appointed in 2004 and was replaced by Xu Qiliang in 2007. Only two PLAAF officers, Liu Yalou (1956–1965) and Zhang Tingfa (1977–1982), had previously served as CMC members. Since 2006, the CMC has assigned the first PLAAF officers as commandant and political commissar at the National Defense University. In 2006, the CMC appointed Lieutenant General Ma Xiaotian as the first PLAAF officer to serve as commandant. In 2007, Ma became one of the Deputy Chiefs of the General Staff with the important portfolio of intelligence and foreign affairs for the entire PLA. He received his third star in 2010 and will most likely have to retire in 2012. In 2010, the CMC appointed Lieutenant General Liu Yazhou as the first PLAAF officer to serve as NDU political commissar. Prior to that, he was one of the PLAAF’s deputy political commissars.

Since 2006 (and as shown in table 4–7), the CMC has appointed PLAAF flag officers as one of the three or four deputy directors in the GPD and one of the four or five deputies in the GLD. As a result, the PLAAF is increasingly involved in developing PLA-wide policies to a greater degree than in the past; however, these do not appear to be permanent air force billets. For example, in 2006, Lieutenant General Li Maifu became the first PLAAF deputy director of the GLD. However, when he retired in late 2009 or early 2010, it does not appear that he was replaced by a PLAAF officer. No PLAAF (or PLAN) officers have served as a deputy in the GAD, which implies that the GAD is less “joint” than the other three general departments. Each MR Headquarters has an average of five deputy commanders. Since 1988, each MRAF commander and fleet commander has served concurrently as an MR deputy commander; however, no PLAAF officers have served as the director of an MR first-level department and only a few PLAAF personnel apparently hold positions in any of the departments.

Based on this history, if the PLA does restructure its Military Region system into strategic theaters, there is a high probability army officers will still dominate the leadership positions in the Central Military Commission, General Departments, and Theater Headquarters, while PLAAF officers will rotate in and out as the head of the Academy of Military Science and the National Defense University. The PLAAF will make its way onward into the 21st century, aided—and encumbered—by its unique and ever-fascinating organizational structure and culture.
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23 This concept reflects the top-down nature of PLAAF organization development under the guidance of the CCP’s CMC and through the PLAAF Party Committee.


26 The PLA often translates jiguan [机关] as organs.


28 The information below on the organizational structure of the four departments comes from PLAAF 2010, chapter 2.

29 According to PLAAF 2010.

30 In June 2008, the PLAAF created the Professional Education Air Force Military Professional University [空军军事职业大学], and its first classes began in September of that year. PLAAF Commander General Xu Qiliang is the university’s commandant, and PLAAF Political Commissar General Deng Changyou is the political commissar. The university has branch campuses in each of the PLAAF’s four departments, each MRAF Headquarters, and the Airborne Corps headquarters. Every independent unit at the regiment level and above also has its own study center. Wei Yinhai and Zhang Jinyu, “Air Force Military Professional University Established,” <english.chinamil.com.cn/site2/news-channels/2008-07/04/content_1348728.htm>, July 4, 2008; “The PLA’s First Military Professional University Is Established in the Air Force” [全军第一家军事职业大学在空军挂牌成立], <www.go81.net/news/shownews_12454.html>, July 3, 2008. In early 2009, the PLAAF created the Military Professional Education Department to manage the university and to link up with the China Central Radio and TV University. The department director is Zhang Ligun [张力群], accessed at <www.infzm.com/content/29139> and <www.crtvu.edu.cn/DDSX/file.php?id=8868>, November 7, 2010.

31 Interviews with PLA personnel in Beijing in November 2009.

32 According to PLAAF 2010.

33 Ibid.


35 The Military Representative Bureau is responsible for guiding all of the PLAAF’s military representatives assigned to regional offices and to individual nonmilitary research institutes and factories to monitor the development and production of PLAAF systems. It is roughly equivalent to the USAF’s Air Force Plant Representative Office (AFPRO) system, except that the PLAAF’s military representatives spend most, if not all, of their career in the same office, while USAF representatives rotate every 2 to 3 years.

36 Military Organizational Reform, 462–469.

37 According to the World Military Yearbook.

38 According to the PRC’s 2002 Defense White Paper and various PLA books; what is and is not a PLAAF branch is complicated. Since at least 1991, the World Military Yearbooks have identified the PLAAF’s five branches as aviation, AAA, SAM, radar, and airborne. Although the 2002 Defense White Paper listed and identified the four branches separately from the five specialty units, the 2002–2006 White Papers did not provide a list at all, and the 2008 White Paper lumped them all together as branches. Page 466 of Military Organizational Reform also separates them into four branches and five specialty forces. Page 13 of the PLA Air Force Enlisted Force Handbook identifies only four branches and does not list the specialty units. Meanwhile, the Air Force Encyclopedia identifies radar troops and communications troops as branches. PLA Air Force Enlisted Force Handbook [中国人民解放军空军士兵手册] (Beijing: Blue Sky Press, November 2006), 13.

39 The information for this figure was taken from PLAAF 2010, chapters 8–12.
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46 PLA Air Force 2010, chapter 8.


45 For 1975, one source (Air Force Dictionary) cited a 100,000-man reduction, which equated to a 16.4 percent reduction; a second source (Military Organizational Reform) cited a 190,000-man reduction; and a third source (Air Force Encyclopedia) reported a 26.9 percent reduction. See the Chronology of Events Appendix in the Air Force Dictionary, 977; Military Organizational Reform, 465; and Qiao Qingchen, “Air Force of the CPLA,” in Air Force Encyclopedia, 1233–1234.


47 Xu Guangyu, “Evolution of China’s Military over the Next 20 Years.”

48 PLA Air Force 2010, chapter 3.

49 Chen Jinxue, “Air Force Organizational System,” in Air Force Encyclopedia, 213. Depending on their specialty, technical officers can serve in any of the four departments.


51 This discussion draws upon the Air Force Encyclopedia. For the Party congresses, see Liu Feng’an, “Chinese Communist Party congresses at various levels of the CPLA Air Force,” Air Force Encyclopedia, 361.

52 Regulations state that, depending on the level in the chain of command, the number of Standing Committee members ranges from 7 to 15. Science of PLA Political Work [中国人民解放军政治工作学] (Beijing: National Defense University Press, May 2006), 170–171. The PLAAF’s Standing Committee most likely consists of the commander, PC, some (if not all) of the deputy commanders and deputy PCs, and the directors of the Political, Logistics, and Equipment Departments. It is not clear if the PCs of the Logistics Department and Equipment Department are on the Standing Committee.


54 See PLA Air Force Enlisted Force Handbook, 12. The PLAAF has several terms that are translated as commander. These include: silingyuan (司令员) as in the PLAAF commander [空军司令员] and MRAF commander [军区司令员]; zhàng [长], as in regiment commander [团长]; and zhuren [主任], as in training base commander [训练基地主任]. The PLAAF often uses the generic term zhihuiyuan [指挥员] for commanders at all levels.

55 Unfortunately, no information was found that describes the specific responsibilities for the PLAAF commander, including his current role as a member of the CMC, or for the PC.


57 Liu Yan and Liang Xuemei, Military 10,000 Why’s: Military Structure Revealed [军事十万个为什么: 军制揭秘] (Zhengzhou: Zhongyuan Nongmin Chubanshe, July 2002), 162–163. According to this book, the Red Army began using silingyuan for commander for larger headquarters, but used zhàng for operational unit commanders. This book is part of a 10-book series that explains the basics of the PLA. The preface states that it was published as a result of Jiang Zemin’s signing of the “National Defense Education Law” in April 2001. Although this series is not published by the PLA, the material appears authoritative.
The author escorted the PLAAF’s Political Commissar, Zhu Guang, around the United States for a week in late 1988 and had a 30-minute one-on-one conversation with the commander, Wang Hai, in April 1989, where he had the opportunity to discuss their common and separate responsibilities. The author has also had discussions with PLA officers in China about this specific topic during the past decade.

The PLAAF’s leaders are often identified as lingdao [领导], shouzhang [首长], or zhuguan [主管]. Together, these terms refer to different combinations of the command staff or command element, including the commander, PC, deputy commanders and PCs, and directors of the four departments.


For example, one of the deputy commanders, Lieutenant General He Weirong, appears to be responsible for training and foreign affairs in the Headquarters Department and possibly development of combat aircraft in the Equipment Department. He was one of the key leaders during the PLAAF’s 60th anniversary in November 2009. He also chairs PLAAF training meetings. “China to Mark 60th Founding Anniversary of Airforce with Warplane Show,” Xinhua, October 26, 2009, at <www.bjreview.com.cn/60th/2009-10/27/content_226062.htm>. According to a November 9, 2009, Xinhua report, He Weirong gave an interview to the state-owned China Central Television (CCTV), where he announced the next-generation fighter would soon undergo its first flight. See Russell Hsiao, “China’s Fifth-Generation Fighters and the Changing Strategic Balance,” China Brief 9, no. 23 (Washington: Jamestown Foundation, November 19, 2009).

Of note, in the PLAAF, a chief of staff is the director of the Headquarters Department and is thus the approximate equivalent to a USAF director of operations (A3).

According to PLAAF 2010. See also “Ma Ning,” Dictionary of China’s Communist Party Central Committee Members for 1921–2003, 523; and “Ma Ning,” Air Force Dictionary, 842.

PLAAF 2010, chapter 5.


However, the current PC, General Deng Changyou, is still the PLAAF’s Party secretary and the Commander, General Xu Qiliang, is the deputy secretary.


The Internet has biographic information for each of the chiefs of staff. For example, information for Ma Zhanmin, who was the chief of staff from 1982–1987, can be found at <www.hudong.com/wiki/%E9%A9%AC%E5%8D%A0%E6%B0%91>. Based on a review of all 12 biographies, eight chiefs of staff have already retired: two of them retired as the chief of staff, three as a PLAAF deputy commander, one of them as an MRAF commander, one as the commandant of the Academy of Military Science, and one as the PLAAF commander. Of the remaining four, one is still the chief of staff, two are still PLAAF deputy commanders, and Xu Qiliang is still the commander. It should be noted that the chief of staff is the same grade as the MRAF commanders and PLAAF deputy commanders, so moving from chief of staff to those positions is not a promotion. It just means they have different responsibilities.


The seven MRAFs, listed in protocol order, are Shenyang, Beijing, Lanzhou, Jinan, Nanjing, Guangzhou, and Chengdu.

Subunits are also identified as the “grassroots” level.

Units located in the same province as the MRAF headquarters are directly subordinate to it. Liaoning Province is an exception, because it contains both the Shenyang MRAF and the Dalian Command Post. The five air corps included Datong, Nanning, Wulumuqi, Fuzhou, and Changchun. The five bases included Kunming, Wuhan, Xi’an, Shanghai, and Dalian. Lhasa and Hetian were already division leader–grade CPs. Zhangzhou, which is also one of the 13 CPs, has a long history of being an air corps and a CP, and
having been abolished a few times in between. It was apparently reestablished in 2004. Tangshan, which had been the 6th Air Corps and became the Tangshan Base around 1993, was apparently abolished sometime in the early 2000s. Bi Chunlian, Li Jinzhi, and Chen Ping, "Beijing MRAF Certain Base [Tangshan] Supports National Day Parade," in *China Air Force* vol. 1999-5, no. 82 (Beijing: Lantian Chubanshe, 1999), 27.

74 At least the Dalian, Datong, Kunming, Wuhan, Wulumuqi, and Xi'an CPs appear to be corps deputy-grade organizations. PLAAF 2010, chapter 2.


77 Ibid. In 1949, the PLAAF Headquarters Training Department was established as a first-level department equal to the Headquarters, Political, and Operations Department. In October 1953, it split into two first-level departments: the PLAAF Military Training Department [空军军事训练部], which was responsible for unit training, and the PLAAF Military Schools Management Department [空军军事学校管理部], which was responsible for education and training in the academic institutions. The latter department changed its name to the Air Force Military Schools Department [空军军校部] in 1958. Since then, the training and schools departments have merged and separated several times. See Wang Dingjie, ed., *China Today: Air Force* [当代中国空军] (Beijing: China Social Sciences Press, 1989), and Yuan Wei and Zhang Zhuo, eds., *History of the Development of Chinese Military Academies and Schools* [中国军校发展史] (Beijing: National Defense University Press, July 2001).

78 Overall, the General Political Department's Cadre Department [中政治部干部部], not the Military Training and Service Arms Department [总参谋部军事训练与兵种部], manages the overall Defense Student Program. See the Defense Student regulations at <www.heao.com.cn/main/html/pz/201006/content_9227.html>.


80 PLA *Air Enlisted Force Handbook*, 214–221.


82 *A Guide for Applicants to Military Academic Institutions and Civilian College National Defense Student Program* [军队院校及普通高校国防生班报考指南] (Beijing: PLA Press, January 2005), 19. New officers who are assigned directly to a unit along the interior border do not have to undergo any probationary period.

83 Information accessed at <http://school.kaoyan.com/kjhkdx/2710/kjhkdx-f8ca3586694bce1b7ea81942df1f43.html>. The dictionary translates *jichu bu* [基础部] as department of elementary courses.
In the PLAAF, equipment refers to both individual equipment as well as complete weapons systems, even though the PLAAF sometimes uses weapons and equipment together.

PLAAF 2010, chapter 15.

According to the Air Force Encyclopedia. The Logistics Department still has its own set of research institutes, including the Fuel Research Institute and the Air Force Aviation Medicine Research Institute.

During 2009 and 2010, the PLA had a ceremony for corps deputy leader–grade officers who received their first star. The leaders of the Air Force, Navy, and Second Artillery Equipment Research Academies were among those who received their stars. This clearly indicates that each of those organizations is a corps deputy leader–grade organization. Information accessed at <http://webcache.googleusercontent.com/search?q=cache:402M94YcDS0J:www.ourzg.com/bbs/read.php?tid=87791+%222009%E5%B9%B4%E5%86%9B%E8%8A%A1%94%E5%8D%87%22+%22%E6%8E%88%E4%BA%88%E5%B0%91%E5%B0%86%E5%86%9B%E8%A1%94%22&cd=6&hl=en&ct=clnk&gl=us> for the 2009 ceremony and <http://www.ourzg.com/bbs/simple/?t149938.html> for the 2010 ceremony.


Although the Air Force Encyclopedia entries noted in the next few endnotes do not state which grade the research institutes have, regiment-level organizations in the PLA have a Political Division, while division and above had a Political Department. The S&T Division apparently serves the same function as a Headquarters Department and works directly with the Equipment Research Academy's S&T Department. The Management Division apparently works with the Research Academy's Affairs Department.


Zhu Lin, "Air Force Institute of Communication, Navigation and Command Automation," in Air Force Encyclopedia, 1253. Other than a General Office, no other administrative organizations were identified, so it is not clear whether this is a regiment- or division-grade organization; however, it probably has an S&T Division, Political Division/Department, and a Management Division.

Gu Zhiming, "Air Force Institute of Reconnaissance Intelligence Equipment," in Air Force Encyclopedia, 1253. No administrative organizations were identified, so it is not clear whether this is a regiment- or division-grade organization; however, it probably has an S&T Division, Political Division/Department, and a Management Division.


The Air Force Encyclopedia did not have a separate entry for this institute.

The Air Force Encyclopedia did not have a separate entry for this institute.

PLAAF 2010, chapter 6.

The first four components have already been discussed. For further information on the last two, see chapter 6 in PLAAF 2010.


PLAAF 2010, chapter 8. The branches support more than 10 companies, including navigation beacon, target range, security, four stations, airfield service, vehicle, fuel transport, cave depot, and air-to-air missile companies. The field station also has several depots, including those for fuel, air materiel, and munitions. In addition, it is responsible for communications and has a subordinate weather station.

118 Although the Aeronautical Engineering Department changed its name to the Equipment Technical Department in 1992, it was still only responsible for aircraft maintenance. The Logistics Department was still responsible for all other systems until 1998, when the Equipment Department took over responsibility for all equipment and weapons systems. See “Air Force Aviation Engineering Department” and “Air Force Equipment Technical Department,” Air Force Dictionary, 1996, 146.

119 These offices are subordinate to the Air Force Armament General-Use Equipment Representative Bureau discussed earlier.


122 The regiment-level Party Committee is responsible for promotions at the battalion and company levels.


128 PLA National Defense Students are called reserve officers, but use houbi rather than yubeiyi.


130 Russell Hsiao, “Major Restructuring of PLA Military Regions?” China Brief 9, no. 16 (August 5, 2009).

131 See PLAAF 2010, chapter 3, for information about the 60 percent figure and National Defense Student Program.

132 The AMS is the PLA’s highest-level institution charged with the development of PLA strategy and doctrine. It serves as a “think tank” directly subordinate to the CMC and both drives and executes major initiatives of PLA-wide reform and modernization in the realms of military strategy, the operational art, and tactics.

133 The PLA National Defense University is the highest level of joint professional military education. Its students include general officers and senior field grade officers of all services, and NDU’s research institutes are involved in cutting-edge work on all aspects of military affairs.


135 Of note, no PLAN officers have held GPD or GLD deputy billets during the 2000s.

136 Prior to implementation of the 15-grade system in 1988, the MRAF Headquarters were bingtuan leader–grade [正兵团] organizations, which were one grade below MR deputy leader. When the new grade system was implemented, the bingtuan leader and deputy leader [副兵团] grades were abolished. The bingtuan leader grade was merged into the MR deputy leader grade and the bingtuan deputy leader grade was merged into the corps leader grade. As a result, the PLA was then able to designate each MRAF commander as a concurrent deputy commander. Although the PLA began designating MRAF commanders as concurrent MR deputy commanders in 1988, the CMC did not officially approve the practice until January 1993. See the Chronology of Events Appendix in the Air Force Dictionary, 982.
Chapter 5

The Missions of the People’s Liberation Army Air Force

Murray Scot Tanner

This chapter analyzes the emerging missions of the People’s Liberation Army Air Force (PLAAF). It draws on the discussions and debates over these missions contained in recent analyses of airpower and spacepower by Chinese specialists, in particular over the past half-dozen years. The chapter begins with a brief overview of the concept of the “mission” in Chinese airpower and spacepower writings.¹

This chapter focuses on one of the most important themes that unify many Chinese analyses of the air force’s emerging missions—the PLAAF’s transition from an air force focused on territorial defense toward an air force that increasingly emphasizes offensive missions and trying to seize and maintain the initiative in its combat missions.

The increased emphasis on offensive power and initiative in PLAAF missions by Chinese air- and spacepower analysts reflects their assessment of the increasing military and political utility of offensive airpower and conventional deterrence, which were two major lessons they have drawn from the use of airpower in the Gulf War, Kosovo, the Iraq War, and the Afghan War. The transition to offense and initiative also reflects their assessment of the military needs of China’s enduring and emerging national security interests. Coercive operations against Taiwan might require the PLAAF to deter or prevent U.S. naval and air forces from intervening in support of Taiwan. PLAAF analysts also contend that in a Taiwan scenario, the air force must be prepared to resist what they regard as the certainty of major U.S. airstrikes against Chinese forces, and try to find a way of using these strikes to regain the initiative against U.S. forces. Chinese security analysts also argue the PLA must be prepared to deter or defend against potential attacks against China’s increasingly populous and wealthy southeastern coast, and strengthen its ability to assert China’s territorial and resource claims in its coastal waters. Some air- and spacepower analysts also see these missions contributing to China’s struggle against separatists and terrorists in China’s border regions.

This transition is particularly evident in Chinese security analysts’ discussion of three of the PLAAF’s existing or emerging missions—deterring infringement of China’s critical national security interests, carrying out
offensive operations, and maintaining China’s air and space defenses. Following a brief overview of the PLAAF’s concept of its missions, the chapter focuses on these three specific missions and the recent thinking by air- and spacepower analysts about how the PLAAF should deepen its orientation toward offense and initiative in pursuing these missions.

The Concept of the PLAAF’s Missions

Prior to the 1990s, the PLAAF’s official mission was largely limited to that of a localized defensive force intended to support ground (or maritime) operations on or close to the mainland. In recent years, however, Chinese Communist Party (CCP) and PLA leaders have made clear that they envision a greatly expanded combat and noncombat role for the air force. In 2004, the Party’s Central Military Commission (CMC) approved the air force’s first-ever service-specific strategic concept. This concept clearly suggested a much broader mission than in the past, with a greater emphasis on offense: “Integrate air and space; be simultaneously prepared for offensive and defensive operations” (kongtian yi ti, gongfang jianbei, 空天一体, 攻防兼备). Then, in 2008, China’s National Defense White Paper identified the PLAAF as a “strategic service” of the PLA.

Over the past 5 to 6 years in particular, PLA analysts of air- and spacepower have produced an outpouring of articles and in-depth studies analyzing and debating the future missions that the world’s most powerful air forces, including China’s, will have to prepare to undertake. This chapter draws heavily upon these analyses.

Some recent Chinese military reference works have tried to clarify and standardize the definitions of concepts such as “mission” and “task,” and related terms such as “operations” (xingdong, 行动). But most PLA books and articles do not draw clear distinctions among these concepts, nor have consistent definitions for these terms emerged in recent analyses of air- and spacepower. For example, the most common terms for “mission” (shiming, 使命) and “task” (renwu, 任务) are often used interchangeably or in combination.

The Chinese Air Force Encyclopedia and a few other analytical sources provide distinct definitions for air force “missions” (shiming, 使命) and air force “tasks” (renwu, 任务). The Chinese Air Force Encyclopedia defines air force missions as:

The important historical responsibilities entrusted to the air force by the state, which are divided into basic missions [jiben shiming, 基本使命], special missions [teshu shiming, 特殊使命], and concrete missions [juti shiming, 具体使命].
Historically, statements of basic PLA missions have been worded as slogans or broad statements of political values or goals. The PLAAF’s first statement of mission, for example, appears to have been Mao Zedong’s April 1950 inscription for the inaugural issue of the PLAAF’s journal People’s Air Force. It read simply “Create a Strong and Great People’s Air Force; Destroy the Remnant Enemy Forces; Stabilize the Nation’s Defenses.”8 Today, statements of the PLAAF’s basic missions tend to be worded in somewhat more concrete terms, but are still not highly detailed. An example is the 2008 National Defense White Paper’s statement that the PLAAF was responsible for “safeguarding the country’s territorial air space and territorial sovereignty, and maintaining a stable air defense posture nationwide.”9

The Air Force Encyclopedia defines the basic tasks (jiben renwu, 基本任务) of any nation’s air force as “the important responsibilities that an air force assumes in order to carry out its missions.”10 Although “tasks” are supposed to be clearly defined responsibilities intended to carry out PLAAF missions, very few PLA analysts actually make any clear distinction between “tasks” and relatively specific or concrete “missions.” Some senior analysts even use the term “tasks”—renwu—jointly or interchangeably with “missions”—shiming—both when they describe some relatively abstract missions (deterrence, for example) and when they describe far more concrete and specific missions or tasks.

For example, two leading analysts have referred to the same undertaking by air force personnel—using air and space forces to deter the enemy, for example—as different categories of concepts: one labels this a “task-mission” (renwu shiming; 任务使命), and the other calls some of these activities “operations” (xingdong; 行动) in one portion of his study and “tasks” in another.11 This lack of consistency within the PLAAF literature indicates a clear conceptual problem—the PLAAF is presently in the process of defining a new set of missions without a clear, agreed-upon concept of what a “mission” is or how it fits into the structure of PLAAF military thought.

The PLAAF has not publicly released a list of its principal missions. Nor have PLA air- and spacepower analysts over the past several years referred to air force missions using the same list of missions and similar terms for them—something Western analysts would expect to see if an agreed-upon list of missions existed. But a review of recent PLA writings on air- and spacepower suggests that a broad consensus exists among PLA analysts concerning the importance of six core PLAAF air and space missions: deterrence; offense; defense; airlift; airborne; and blockade support. The breadth of this list underscores the terrific change in the PLAs overall view of the air force’s mission and utility over the past 15 years or so.
A closer examination of some of these missions demonstrates an important theme in the PLAAF’s transition away from being a largely defensively-oriented air force. Several of these missions reflect the PLAs focus on developing the air force’s offensive capabilities as well as its capability to retake and maintain the initiative in deterrence and combat missions. The remainder of this chapter focuses on what most analysts would probably agree are the three most important of these missions—deterrence, offense, and defense—with a special focus on this new emphasis on offense and initiative.

**Conventional Air and Space Deterrence Missions**

For more than a decade, PLAAF doctrinal writings, defense white papers, and analytical studies have placed increasing emphasis on “deterrence” as one of the PLAAF’s most important missions. The PLAAF’s capability to achieve an important strategic goal of the state such as deterrence—either acting independently or as the lead service in joint operations—is an important aspect of what PLA analysts mean when they refer to the PLAAF becoming a “strategic air force” or a “strategic air and space force.”

Recent PLA studies have also argued that conventional air and space forces have become increasingly effective as deterrent forces since the end of the Cold War. One part of this contention is that the speed, range, precision and “ferocity” of modern precision-guided munitions make them especially well-suited for deterring hostile behavior by a prospective enemy. Chinese analysts argue that these weapons, in addition to their battlefield effectiveness, can have a powerful political effect by dissolving the willpower of the enemy’s civilian population and government to support continued warfare. Some analysts, moreover, have argued that compared to nuclear weapons, conventional air and space weapons are more controllable and flexible, cause less collateral damage, and have fewer or shorter lived aftereffects, all of which make them politically less risky to employ. Apparently implicit in this last point is the assumption that the most likely opponent to be targeted by such operations is, itself, a nuclear power.

**Toward a ladder of deterrence intensity.** Over the past 6 years, in an apparent effort to promote China’s capacity for initiative and control in its conventional air- and space-deterrence operations, several major studies of air- and spacepower have tried to develop what might be called a “ladder of intensity levels” for deterrence. These studies describe increasingly serious periods or stages in a crisis, and recommend increasingly harsh corresponding actions China could take to signal its military power, preparation, and determination to its prospective adversaries. During peacetime precrisis periods, these include many routine activities associated with China’s buildup of military forces.
At the highest, most intense stages of a crisis, some analysts have even suggested the use of actual first strikes as a means of warning an opponent to desist in its actions.

A powerful implicit theme in these discussions of a ladder of deterrence is that China will be able to maintain control and initiative, selecting among these options based on the nature of the threat it faces. Unpredictable or uncontrollable responses by enemy forces are not addressed.

**Low-intensity deterrence operations.** During peacetime or the very early stages of a crisis, PLA analysts recommend the use of an array of “low-intensity” deterrence operations and activities. These include several gradual, non-violent, noncoercive, and even commonplace peacetime military activities whose purpose is to communicate to a potential enemy the increasing strength of the country’s air- and spacepower, as well as its resolve to use it if need be. Examples include publicizing the country’s air- and spacepower buildup, training and exercises, international arms sales expositions, and testing of new weapons and equipment. Analyst Yuan Jingwei of China’s National Defense University (NDU) cites the publicity surrounding a reported 2001 U.S. space warfare exercise as an example, claiming that the exercise was far more valuable to the United States for its deterrent effect on potential enemies than as an actual military exercise.

**Medium-intensity deterrence operations.** During the early or “deepening” stages of crises, analysts recommend undertaking more open and assertive deterrent measures. The purpose of these measures is to signal much more forcefully to a potential enemy the strength of China’s capabilities, its intentions, and its resolve. Possible deterrent activities might include carrying out realistic exercises and weapons tests, redeploying troops, establishing no-fly zones, or undertaking intrusive patrols or reconnaissance activities.

**High-intensity deterrence operations.** Analysts recommend these operations for when “a crisis is intensifying, the enemy is clearly making moves to prepare for real combat, and is clearly plotting to carry out an attack.” Their purpose is primarily to communicate will and intention to use force in the event the adversary “stubbornly persists” in offensive actions.

A few PLA air and space analysts have recently begun to blur any distinction between “deterrence” and “actual combat” by explicitly proposing the possibility of launching first attacks to intimidate potential opponents during the “high-intensity” phase of a crisis. Analyst Yuan Jingwei of the Chinese National Defense University’s Campaign Education and Research Department contends that a sharp, initial combat blow should be seen not so much as the initiation of full-scale combat, but rather as a signal designed to get the opponent to back down. “Military deterrence,” Yuan argues, “has gradually
become an important form for actually carrying out combat.”20 Widely published air- and spacepower theorists Cai Fengzhen and Tian Anping likewise identify forms of high-intensity and even super-high-intensity deterrence operations in which relatively low-intensity combat operations are used to achieve the goals of strategic and campaign-level deterrence.21 Cai and Tian, as well as PLAAF analyst Min Zengfu, argue that this form of deterrence lies somewhere between “deterrence” and “real combat.”22

**Offensive Missions and Operations**

A major transformation in thinking among PLA air- and spacepower analysts since the early 1990s has been their increasing emphasis on offensive missions and operations, and their growing faith in the broad strategic, campaign, and political utility of the offensive mission. Longtime PLAAF analyst Min Zengfu traces this change in thinking, noting that during the 1970s and 1980s, the two major tasks set forth by the Central Military Commission that defined the PLAAF’s mission were air defense of the national territory and providing support for military combat operations of the infantry and navy. In the early 1990s, however, as part of China’s reorientation of its “primary strategic direction” away from defense against the former Soviet Union and toward preventing Taiwan independence and securing China’s interests along its southeast coast, the PLAAF’s missions were redefined and expanded to include more offensive operations.23 Along with deterrence and air defense, the PLAAF’s capability to carry out offensive operations is now one of the three missions that attract the greatest emphasis and focus among analysts.

This increased emphasis on the offensive mission is reflected in the 2007 edition of the National Defense University’s *The Science of Campaigns*. The text notes that the PLAAF’s service mission of “being simultaneously prepared for offense and defense” (gōngfáng jiānbèi, 攻防兼备) is a combined offensive and defensive mission, but the authors then proceed to urge that the air force place greater focus on the active, offensive aspects of this mission.

The Air Force should implement the operational thinking of emphasizing offense [zhuzhong jingong, 注重进攻], while being simultaneously prepared for offense and defense. The Air Force should give full play to its powerful aerial mobility, rapid speed, and long-distance strike capabilities, as well as its advantages in conducting multiple types of aerial missions.24

PLAAF analysts Cai Fengzhen and Tian Anping echo these thoughts, calling upon the air force to expand the role and power of offense and labeling this an “urgent task.”
China needs to readjust its attack-and-defense structure. The urgent task facing China is to increase the ratio and power of its offensive combat strength and to increase the quality of its defense, while at the same time reducing the scope of its defense. To be able to simultaneously attack and defend has become a short-term objective for China to achieve.25

**Accomplishing and Supporting Objectives**

Chinese air- and spacepower analysts demonstrate great faith in the utility of modern air and space offensive missions, and they maintain that PLAAF offensive missions can accomplish or support a wide array of strategic, campaign, operational, and also political objectives. To underscore the concept of the PLAAF as a “strategic” service, a number of analysts stress the ability of modern, informatized air and space forces to achieve the strategic objectives of the state either singlehandedly, or as the lead service in joint operations. Their contention is that in several recent limited wars and operations around the world, the speed, range, and destructiveness of offensive air and space have not only been militarily critical, but also politically decisive—constituting “the final word” that destroyed the adversary’s economic and logistical capability to sustain military operations, and that undermined the political will of an adversary’s population, armed forces, and government to fight onward.

Writing in 2006, analysts Cai Fengzhen and Deng Fan described the decisive importance of the air and space offensive mission this way:

> The practise of modern warfare has already verified that “victory or defeat is determined in the air and space.” Air-space superiority not only can achieve maximum military advantage. It can also be used to obtain comprehensive benefits in political, spiritual and other areas. By means of operations in air-space battlefields . . . fighting speedy battles and winning quick decisions has already become the principal measure used by the United States and other major air- and space-countries for seizing comprehensive political and military benefits.26

*The Science of Campaigns* has identified three clusters of “basic tasks” that define the key strategic- and campaign-level objectives of PLAAF offensive campaigns. These focus on destroying or disabling enemy forces to achieve air dominance, supporting ground and maritime campaigns, and achieving other unspecified strategic goals of the state. More specifically, they include the following: “Destroy or cripple enemy aviation forces and ground air defense forces, and thereby seize air dominance”; “Destroy or weaken large enemy troop concentrations, and destroy enemy transportation systems, to
create conditions for ground or maritime campaigns”; and “Strike enemy political, military, and economic targets, weaken the enemy’s combat potential to achieve specific strategic goals, and accomplish other specially assigned strategic aims.”

NDU analyst Yuan Jingwei’s description of the objectives of offensive missions, however, places more explicit emphasis on disabling the enemy’s combat systems than the list of tasks in *The Science of Campaigns*. He describes the objectives of these missions as follows:

to achieve air and space superiority [*kongtian youshi*, 空天优势], paralyze the enemy’s combat systems [*nanhuan di zuozhan tixi*, 瘫痪地作战体系], and weaken the enemy’s combat potential [*xiaoru di zhanzheng qianli*, 削弱敌战争条件], in order to create the conditions for achieving strategic and campaign goals [*wei dacheng zhanlue zhanyi mudi changzao tiaojian*, 为达成战略战役目的创造条件], or to achieve these goals directly.28

**Offensive Information Warfare Systems and Operations**

Yuan’s definition of the offensive mission reflects a growing consensus among PLA air- and spacepower theorists (including the authors of *The Science of Campaigns* in 2007) that a primary objective of offensive missions is to destroy or undermine the capability of the enemy’s command and control, surveillance, and other information systems to function together effectively. This mission is to be accomplished by sudden, carefully targeted attacks on “key-point” (*zhongdian*, 中点) or “critical” (*yaohai*, 要害) targets. A critical aim is to disable enemy air defenses and induce paralysis, blindness, or isolation in these key combat systems at least long enough for PLAAF forces to establish and exploit corridors to carry out their main attacks.

A number of PLA air- and spacepower analysts portray these enemy information systems as fragile, interdependent “systems of systems” that are potentially subject to something like cascade failure, rather than as interconnected systems with a robust level of redundancy built in. Analysts Cai Fengzhen and Tian Anping contend that, properly carried out, “an attack on one point can paralyze the entire situation” (*ji qiyidian tanhuan quanju*, 击其一点瘫痪全局).29 This perspective that the enemy is a vulnerable “system of systems” is spelled out in a number of other analyses as well.30

Toward this end, PLA analysts increasingly emphasize the critical role that achieving information superiority (*xinxi youshi*, 信息优势) and undertaking successful information operations plays in the offensive mission to incapacitate enemy systems while protecting China’s own systems.31 They
distinguish three aspects of information operations that play a critical role in the overall offensive mission—reconnaissance, attacks, and defense:\footnote{32}

- **Information reconnaissance** involves expanding the campaign commanders’ capability for gathering intelligence materials on enemy information operations.\footnote{33}

- **Information attacks** involve seeking information superiority by disrupting the enemy’s flows of key information. A major purpose of these operations is “to completely blind the enemy’s air defense system” and “to open a gap in the enemy’s air defense system to make it difficult for the enemy to organize effective interception actions.” PLA analysts note two forms of “soft” information attacks—electronic jamming and deception and computer network attacks—and “hard” attacks involving firepower destruction of enemy information assets.\footnote{34} Key targets include enemy reconnaissance and early warning satellites, airborne early warning and control aircraft, ground-based long-range warning and fire-control radars, surface-to-air missile radars, and command guidance systems.\footnote{35} The Science of Campaigns specifically recommends that attack planners assign a portion of China’s most capable fighters to attack enemy airborne warning and control system (AWACS) planes in order to “chop down one of the enemy’s important information pillars” (qieduan di de zhongyao xinxi zhizhang, 切断地的重要信息支撑).\footnote{36} Some analysts contend that China’s electronic jamming and deception resources are limited at present, and hence these information attacks are likely to rely more heavily on air attacks.\footnote{37} This strongly suggests that Chinese forces may be forced to place much greater emphasis on destroying enemy warning and command and control and guidance systems through use of firepower destruction.

- **Information defense** involves organizing defensive operations to prevent enemy jamming, firepower destruction, and computer network attacks.

**Evading, Suppressing, and Penetrating Enemy Air Defenses**\footnote{38}

Chinese analysts contend that penetrating enemy air defenses to establish corridors through which the main assault forces can reach their targets (kongzhong tufang, 空中突防) is one of the most difficult tasks of the offensive mission. But they also underscore the importance of this task to the successful execution of the overall mission.\footnote{39} Their assessments are heavily influenced by their very high evaluation of the air defense systems of the countries of
their most likely prospective adversaries (the United States, Taiwan, and probably Japan), as well as by their concerns about the shortcomings of China’s own forces. Some argue that penetration will be extremely difficult because “presently our main operational targets are the established and tightly integrated long, medium, and short range, and high, medium, and low altitude air defense systems.” They also argue that the PLAAF should expect to encounter enemy air defenses with advanced intelligence warning systems, continuous 360-degree monitoring of the battlespace, and other features that create an “unprecedented” level of battlespace transparency. All of these, they contend, will make the execution of penetration very difficult.40

In order to penetrate advanced air defenses, Chinese analysts have advocated using a combination of “stealth penetrations” and “storm penetrations.” Stealth assaults emphasize deception, concealment, flying at ultra-low levels and a variety of other radar avoidance techniques to avert detection and mislead enemy defenses. Storm assaults involve preceding and escorting the actual attack group with as many as five other groups assigned to such tasks as reconnaissance, electronic interference, air defense suppression, screening, and support.41

To maintain China’s initiative following the initial assault, Chinese analysts urge preparations to launch quick follow-on attacks. They emphasize that this requires very rapid assessment of the damage inflicted by the first wave, which, in turn, places a heavy burden upon all surveillance and reconnaissance assets—air, space, naval, ground, and other assets—to quickly supply data for follow-on assaults.42

Another aspect of the assault that Chinese analysts emphasize is the early and continuous preparation to defeat enemy counterattack operations. In addition to defending the security of key war zone targets, these analysts stress that preparing to block counterattacks is critical to allowing Chinese forces to remain on the offensive and facilitate the overall “smooth progress” of the mission.43

The PLAAF’s Increasing Interest in Space

A few air- and spacepower analysts have been increasingly frank in discussing the future role of space orbital attacks as a means of seizing the initiative and rapidly gaining air and space superiority, although the studies reviewed for this chapter also insist that China has an overall peaceful space policy. These analysts have outlined space orbital attacks as an important future means of disrupting, crippling, or destroying an adversary’s satellites and other space-based assets. Some also speculate about more futuristic attacks by space-based weapons. Writing in 2006, analysts Zhang Zhiwei and Feng Chuangjiang recognized the critical connection between control of space and seizing initiative, arguing that space would ultimately become “the true first
battlefield” in modern war, with countries using the first wave of attacks to induce satellite paralysis and seize space supremacy. Chinese NDU Professor Yuan Jingwei has taken this analysis a step further, spotlighting three potential methods of carrying out these space orbital operations: physically destroying satellites and other enemy targets, using lasers, bursts of electromagnetic energy, directed energy weapons, armed satellites, or antisatellite/antiballistic missiles; disabling the target’s ability to function, employing low-energy lasers, particle beams, or “space junk”; and even seizing (捕捉) an enemy space vehicle or other target, using one’s own space vehicles.

Yuan has argued that this type of warfare represents the future of integrated air and space combat, and that Russia, the United States, and “every militarily powerful country” are engaged in research on weapons systems for carrying out space orbital attacks. He maintains that in the future “these attacks will be one of the principal methods of combat for seizing space supremacy.” Although Yuan stops short of voicing the obvious policy conclusion, his implication almost certainly seems to be that China must also develop such weapons and capabilities if it is to avoid being left behind.

**Integrated Air and Space Defensive Missions**

For decades, providing air defense—in particular, territorial air defense—has been one of the PLAAF’s two defining missions. This chapter and many other analyses have placed considerable stress on such emerging PLAAF missions as deterrence or offensive strikes. But it is worth bearing in mind that some of the PLA’s most authoritative published studies and documents still emphasize the PLAAF’s air and space defense mission as one of the most important and pervasive that it will be asked to undertake in any future war. The PLAAF’s ability to repulse enemy air and space strikes, mitigate their political, economic, and military damage, and launch crippling counterattacks against enemy offensive capabilities will be crucial to China's success in achieving its campaign and strategic goals, and, indeed, to China’s national security as a whole. The 2006 edition of *The Science of Campaigns* contends that the stakes of success or failure in defending against enemy air raid campaigns may include “crucial issues such as our country’s territorial integrity, respect for our sovereignty, or the very security of the nation.” Likewise, when China’s 2008 National Defense White Paper describes the duties the air force must undertake as a “strategic service” of the PLA, it does so primarily in terms that emphasize its defensive mission: “[The air force] is responsible for such tasks as safeguarding the country’s territorial air space and territorial sovereignty, and maintaining a stable air defense posture nationwide.”
The PLAAF’s defensive mission is comprised of three main parts or dimensions that have, for the most part, remained the same for decades. These are: protective or “defensive” (fanghu, 防护) activities and operations; interception or “resistance” operations (kangji, 抗击); and “counterattack” operations (fanji, 反击). *The Study of Air Force Campaigns* refers to all three of these tasks that the air force would undertake as part of its air defense mission:

Organize air defense campaigns with varying sets of arrangements and of different scales based on the objectives and scope of the enemy’s air attack; intercept the enemy’s attack planes and other aerial attack forces; launching sudden attacks against enemy planes and other weapons while they are still at their airfields and launch bases; and carrying out tight defense of our own airfields, bases, etc., in order to destroy the enemies’ aerial attack plans and schemes.49

The PLAAF’s “integrated” defensive mission is also very likely its most complex mission organizationally because of the sheer breadth of tasks involved and the numerous units that must collaborate effectively with the air force—including the other PLA services and national and local government and civilian organizations. PLAAF analysts note that China’s “integrated” air-and space-defense system must incorporate aerial, space-based, and ground-based (including maritime) forces to undertake protection and defense, interception, and counterattack operations. The system is also expected to protect numerous political, economic, military, media, and other targets that would be essential to sustain the Communist Party’s capability to rule the country and the PLAs’ warmaking capability and freedom of operation (including key command, control, information, defensive, and other systems).50

PLA air- and spacepower analysts are often very frank about the enormous challenge they believe Chinese defenses will face from multiple, large-scale air attacks by an unnamed enemy that possesses a considerable advantage in military power and technology. NDU scholar Yuan Jingwei, for example, makes little effort to disguise that he is talking about the United States and the North Atlantic Treaty Organization when he argues that aerial surprise attacks have become the method of first-choice in modern informatized warfare, and were decisive to the outcome of the Gulf War and the wars in Kosovo, Afghanistan, and Iraq. Yuan foresees China facing “severe air and space intimidation” in a future war, and argues that “air and space defense combat will be one of the primary forms of future air and space integrated combat.”51 *The Science of Campaigns* is even more blunt: “In future anti-air raid campaigns, our principal combat adversary will be a powerful enemy who possesses superiority in high technology.”52
Active Defense, Counterattacks, and Regaining Initiative

A number of recent PLA analyses are placing growing emphasis on finding ways for the PLAAF to use defensive operations to retake the initiative by carrying out effective counterattacks against enemy bases. Counterattacks are seen as an increasingly critical aspect of the PLAs overall “active defense” strategy and “being prepared for simultaneous offensive and defensive operations.” Military analysts make clear that in addition to accomplishing a variety of important protective and damage limitation tasks, China’s air and space defensive operations are expected to try to transform the nature of the war by lifting the air force out of a “passive” or “defensive” posture into an “active” or “offensive” posture. This transformation will require air and space defensive forces to prevent or limit fundamental damage to military command and control systems and preserve the PLAs capacity to make war. Interception and counterattack operations would likewise be expected to inflict sufficiently high attrition rates to weaken, paralyze, or confuse enemy air and space operations, and make a major contribution to China seizing air and space superiority (zhikongquan, zhitianquan, 制空权,制天权).

Although officially called “counterattacks” (fanji, 反击), Chinese analysts stress that these strikes can (and should) include attacks against enemy air- and ground-based assets and facilities, and possibly even before an adversary’s first strike. One analyst, writing frankly about air and space counterattacks, notes that these operations are sufficiently similar to offensive strike operations (kongtian jingong zuozhan, 空天进攻作战) that his study analyzes counterattack operations as part of its section on offensive operations. Air- and space-defense specialists Wang Fengshan, Li Xiaojun, and Ma Shuanzhu likewise define “active counterattacks” (jiji fanji, 积极反击) in a way that seems as though it could include first strikes to destroy or delay an enemy’s plan to carry out air attacks:

Active counterattack refers to, in the course of air defense operations, creating and seizing advantageous opportunities to actively and assertively launch air strikes [kongxi, 空袭] and disruption operations [xirao xingdong, 袭扰行动] against the enemy, to destroy his plans for air strikes, delay his air strike operations, weaken and halt his power to commit air strikes, and use attacks to help our defense and support our regular [zhengmian, 正面] resistance operations. The keypoint objective of our counterattack operations is the enemy’s information centers for his air strike systems, his communication nodes, and other crucial command and control facilities.

Chinese analysts have tried to set out several basic principles for carrying out these counterattacks, including recommending a relatively low number
of small-scale, tightly focused attacks aimed at enemy gaps and weaknesses in order to cause maximum disruption. As suggested above, they also emphasize that it is better to strike early rather than to delay. Counterattacking forces are urged, as much as possible, to focus their strikes on paralyzing one aspect of the enemy’s operations at a time, rather than attempting a more wide-ranging attack. The keypoint targets for operations are crucial enemy command and control facilities, information centers for air strike systems, communication nodes, bases (including carriers), air and space assets, and support facilities. The NDU’s Yuan Jingwei stresses in particular the importance of precision attacks against both the physical and informational “sourceheads” (yuantou, 源头) of incoming enemy planes and missiles—air bases, space launch bases, command and control centers, and orbiting spacecraft. With success in these “active defense” counterattacks, PLAAF analysts have voiced great hope that these operations can reverse the overall trend in a war or campaign from defensive to offensive, and “thoroughly remove [us from] the passive position of air defense, and allow us to obtain the initiative in a campaign.”

Conclusion

In their analyses of China’s emerging air force missions over the past decade or so, Chinese air and space analysts have devoted increasing attention to promoting China’s preparation for offensive missions and its efforts to seize and maintain the initiative in combat. In their discussion of deterrence operations, this has included efforts to develop a ladder of signals of increasing intensity to ward off potential adversaries. In their analysis of offensive operations, these analysts have stressed the increased importance of offense in PLAAF missions. They have also emphasized the importance of targeting what they see as the fragile “systems of systems” that constitute enemy combat information systems. Finally, even within the defensive mission, analysts have placed a growing emphasis on counterattacks as a means of seizing and holding the initiative in the face of near certain large-scale air attacks.
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Chapter 6

The Development of the PLAAF’s Doctrine

Roger Cliff

As history has repeatedly demonstrated, doctrine is key to the effective employment of air forces. No matter how capable an air force’s equipment and operators are, if they lack an appropriate doctrine, their employment will be ineffective at best and self-destructive at worst. A thorough understanding of the People’s Liberation Army Air Force (PLAAF), therefore, requires the fullest possible understanding of how its doctrine has evolved since its creation over six decades ago.¹

Evolution of PLAAF Doctrine

Like the U.S. Air Force (USAF) and, indeed, the majority of the world’s air forces, the PLAAF was first founded as part of China’s army, the People’s Liberation Army (PLA). Unlike the USAF, however, which became an independent service in 1947 and went on to develop its own doctrine and employment concepts, for over half a century PLAAF doctrine has struggled to move out of the PLA army’s shadow, even though the PLAAF became an independent service in 1949.² Tied to the land-centric force-employment concepts of the PLA, PLAAF doctrine mostly evolved in step with that of the PLA army. In the initial years after the establishment of the PLAAF, “no consideration was ever given to making the air force a service independent of the army . . . because the PLA leadership did not want an autonomous aviation force.”³ Accordingly, the PLAAF’s first commander and political commissar were chosen directly from the army.⁴ The shadow cast by the PLA army over the PLAAF is evident in the early roles and missions of the Chinese air force. For example, the PLAAF’s first operational mission in 1949—defending Beijing and Shanghai against Nationalist air raids—was defensive in nature.⁵ In the early 1950s, one of the PLAAF’s primary missions was seizing air superiority over the battlefield.⁶ Both of these missions are reflective of a ground force perspective on the utility of air forces.

The Korean War, battles over Taiwan’s offshore islands, and the Vietnam conflict shaped both the evolution of PLAAF doctrine and the pace of the PLAAF’s growth from the 1950s to the 1980s. During the Korean War, the PLAAF’s original air plan was to support ground troops as its primary mission, again a reflection of the PLA army’s influence on China’s air force employment
The PLAAF lacked the technical capability to execute this strategy, however, and had to change its mission to that of conducting air operations against U.S. forces. This caused the PLAAF to develop a basic air defense strategy and tactics.

Air operations against Nationalist forces on Taiwan’s outlying islands of Yijiangshan and Jinmen (the latter also known as Quemoy or Kinmen) in the late 1950s also helped to shape PLAAF doctrine. The Yijiangshan Island campaign of 1954–1955 is the only campaign in PLA history to have combined air, ground, and naval operations. The PLAAF’s goals were to achieve air superiority, attack Taiwanese resupply ships, conduct decoy and reconnaissance missions, and provide direct air support for landing operations.

Lessons learned from the Yijiangshan Island campaign resonate in subsequent PLAAF strategy and employment concepts and include a “relentless use of an overwhelming striking force to attack enemy artillery and firepower positions as well as command and communication centers.” Chinese military leaders also learned that they could overcome the short ranges and limited loiter times of their fighter jets by using the numerical superiority of PLAAF fighters to maintain continuous fighter patrols. A third lesson was that, while attack sorties should be flown according to plan, commanders should allow flexibility “in target selection based on the need of ground forces.” The Yijiangshan experience became a model for the PLA’s concept of the role airpower would play in future small-scale conflicts. This was summarized as “air defense first, followed by air superiority, and then offensive air support.”

The Jinmen campaign of 1958, the most recent Chinese military conflict to truly involve air combat, was also an important shaper of PLAAF strategy and doctrine. The conflict also provides an example of how air operational principles were governed by directives issued from the very top of the PLA—the Central Military Commission (CMC). According to Zhang Xiaoming, the operational guidance of the CMC stressed using massed force to achieve protection of forces and destruction of enemy forces; subservience of military battles to political battles by a strict adherence to CMC operational policy; and study and application of PLAAF experiences and tactics drawn from the Korean War.

Because the Chinese leadership was uncertain about the PLAAF’s counterstrike capabilities vis-à-vis Taiwan, the PLAAF was employed defensively. Thus, it “deployed large numbers of fighters to the region but could not capitalize on its numerical superiority,” since it had to reserve half of its aircraft to protect home bases. Along with the political concern of not wanting to escalate the Jinmen campaign into an international crisis, the limited range of Chinese MiG–17 aircraft also inhibited the offensive role that the PLAAF could play.
In addition to battle experience, China’s political upheavals have also shaped the evolution of Chinese air force doctrine. Beginning with the Sino-Soviet split in the 1960s and during the 1966–1976 Cultural Revolution period, Chinese airpower, and the ability to execute its strategy and doctrine, atrophied. The Sino-Soviet split significantly slowed the PLAAF’s modernization efforts, as China was highly dependent on Soviet technology transfers for equipping the PLAAF. And, due to the fact that air forces are, by their very nature, more technically oriented services than armies, the PLAAF suffered disproportionately from the Cultural Revolution, which discounted anything having to do with knowledge and expertise. Furthermore, the PLAAF’s association with Defense Minister Lin Biao’s failed coup attempt against Mao in 1971 resulted in the air force being marginalized until after Mao’s death and the rehabilitation of Deng Xiaoping in 1978. Partly as a consequence, PLAAF involvement during China’s war with Vietnam in 1979 was limited. As in the case of the Jinmen conflict, China’s air involvement during the conflict was also constrained both by political factors—not wanting to involve the United States in the former case and the Soviet Union in the latter—and by the limited capabilities of the PLAAF.

When Deng Xiaoping took control of the CMC and later became China’s undisputed leader in 1978, he ushered in a new era of economic and military reform, which set all military services on a path to modernization and reform, and his perspective on airpower was elevated to official CMC dogma. This perspective viewed the pursuit of air superiority as crucial to Chinese military power and winning future wars.

The actual implementation of Deng’s directives on Chinese airpower modernization, however, was constrained during most of his tenure as China’s paramount leader, for two major reasons. First, by attaching special political weight to the PLAAF, Deng not only wanted to alleviate the decrepit state of Chinese airpower, he also wanted to keep tight control over the PLAAF so as to prevent it from becoming the politically dangerous service it had been under Lin Biao during the Cultural Revolution. Second, the army-centrism ingrained during the Mao era attenuated efforts to implement near-term improvements in the PLAAF. For example, when the PLA began reorganizing ground forces into group armies in the early 1980s, the PLAAF was given guidance that its role was to support the needs of ground forces and that a victory was a ground force victory.

The Gulf War of 1991 spurred renewed debate within the PLAAF and Chinese military establishment about how to modernize and develop Chinese airpower. The U.S. show of force in the Taiwan Strait crisis of 1996, in which the United States deployed two aircraft carrier battle groups near Taiwan in
response to Chinese military intimidation of Taiwan, further motivated doctrinal reform and technological modernization efforts in the PLAAF. The PLAAF’s hopes for a strategy of “quick reaction,” “integrated coordination,” and “combat in depth” had to be transformed from wishful desires to operational realities. “Quick reaction” meant launching an instantaneous retaliatory strike for deterrence, or even survival. “Integrated coordination” meant allowing the air force to “manage the long-range bomber air groups and oversee the initial stages of joint operations with the other services and between air combat units stationed in different military regions.” Finally, “combat in depth” meant conducting operations over a wide geographical area. However, operationalizing these concepts was difficult because, for most of the 1990s, military reform tended to stress internal organization and structural changes, as opposed to training and equipment modernization. The PLAAF lacked the equipment and training needed to implement this strategy.

In the early 1990s, PLAAF employment concepts assumed that future wars would be conducted according to an active defense strategy with three phases: “strategic defense, strategic stalemate, and strategic counterattack.” Under the umbrella of active defense, PLAAF campaigns were divided into two categories—defensive campaigns and attack campaigns—either of which could be one of two types: independent air force campaigns or air force campaigns as part of a joint campaign. PLAAF publications also specified three levels of scale for an air defense campaign, with small campaigns requiring air defense of a strategic position, large campaigns requiring air defense of a battle area, and larger campaigns requiring air defense of many battle areas.

A PLAAF study published in 1990 revealed both the desire to have a more unified air strategy, and the gap between desired strategy and the ability to implement it. For example, one challenge to execution of the aforementioned rapid-reaction strategy was the lack of a unified air defense plan in China. Each service possessed its own air defense forces, and coordinating the different elements within each service was challenging enough; it was virtually impossible to coordinate operations across services.

Other dimensions of the PLAAF strategy included two principles: the “light front, heavy rear” and “deploying in three rings” concepts. The light front, heavy rear principle stemmed from the PLAAF’s responsibility to protect airfields, “national political and economic centers, heavy troop concentrations, important military facilities, and transportation systems.” Under light front, heavy rear, the PLAAF “would organize its SAM [surface-to-air missile] and AAA [antiaircraft artillery] forces into a combined high, medium, and low altitude and a far, medium, and short distance air defense net.” Intercept lines and aviation forces would also be organized into a series
of interception layers. However, in executing this concept, the PLAAF faced two daunting challenges: the limited range of Chinese aircraft, and adversaries that had aircraft capable of conducting deep strikes into Chinese territory. The limited range of PLAAF aircraft was worsened by the fact that most airfields and almost all SAMs were concentrated near China’s large cities, far away from China’s borders. For the light front, heavy rear principle to work, moreover, the PLAAF needed to develop a better command-and-control system; otherwise, there was a risk of fratricide to friendly aircraft from SAMs and AAA.

To be used in conjunction with the light front, heavy rear principle, “deploying in three rings” involved organizing a small quantity of interceptors, AAA, and SAMs “as a combined air defense force into ‘three dimensional, in-depth, overlapping’ firepower rings.” Furthermore, according to Kenneth W. Allen, Glenn Krumel, and Jonathan D. Pollack,

Each weapon system would be assigned a specific airspace to defend—high, medium or low. In-depth rings means assigning each weapon system a specific distance from the target to defend—distant, medium or close. Overlapping rings means organizing each weapon system into left, middle or right firepower rings facing the most likely avenue of approach.

The American experience with airpower in the first Gulf War transformed military thought on the use of air forces and what they could contribute to modern war, and China was no exception to this pattern of influence. In 1993, after Operation Desert Storm, 60 airpower specialists formed an airpower theory, strategy, and development study group to investigate independent air campaigns. By 1997, the Chinese air force had “claimed precedence over the other service branches, and the People’s War as a unifying dogma had given way to service-specific strategies.”

According to another study, as of the late 1990s, the primary PLAAF missions were air coercion, air offensives, air blockades, and support for ground force operations. Coercion could come in the form of demonstrations, such as deployments and exercises, weapon tests, or overflights. It could also come in the form of limited strikes to warn or punish an adversary. Air offensives, by contrast, would entail large-scale strikes with the goal of rapidly gaining air superiority, reducing an adversary’s capacity for military operations, and establishing the conditions necessary for victory. An air blockade would entail attacks on airfields and seaports as well as on air, land, and sea transportation routes with the goal of cutting off an enemy from contact with the outside world. Support for ground force operations would include attacks on logistics facilities, hardened coastal defenses (in the case of an amphibious operation),
reinforcements, and key choke points, such as bridges. It would also include battlefield close air support, strategic and theater airlift, airborne operations against an enemy’s command headquarters, and the deployment of ground-based air defenses to protect ground forces and key facilities.50

As Mark A. Stokes noted, as of the late 1990s, PLAAF operational principles included “surprise and first strikes,” “concentration of best assets,” “offensive action as a component of air defense,” and “close coordination.”51 “Surprise and first strikes” refers to the goal of crippling an opponent and gaining the initiative early in a conflict through surprise and large-scale attacks on key targets, such as the enemy’s air command-and-control structure, key air bases, and SAM sites. Concentration of best assets supports this principle and refers to using the PLAAF’s best assets in the initial strikes and to dedicating the majority of them to targets that will have the most influence on a campaign. Offensive action as a component of air defense refers to using offensive counterair attacks as an integral aspect of air defense by attacking those enemy assets that pose the greatest threat. Close coordination refers to coordinating the air assets of all services (army, People’s Liberation Army Navy [PLAN], PLAAF, Second Artillery), as well as unified command at the theater level. As seen later in this chapter, these principles remain key elements of PLAAF employment concepts.52

A major change in PLAAF doctrine occurred in 1999, when it was issued campaign guidance (战役纲要) that “provides the classified doctrinal basis and general guidance for how the PLAAF will fight future campaigns.”53 Since the guidance is classified, its exact contents are unknown. What Western analysts do know is that the guidance shows that the PLAAF had deepened its understanding of the operational level of war. The PLAAF also now identified three types of air force campaigns: air offensive, air defense, and air blockade.54

Until 2004, the PLAAF lacked its own service-specific strategy, and the actual ability of the PLAAF to integrate its campaign and operational principles with the Second Artillery, PLA army, and PLAN was questionable. One study states that, until that time, the Chinese air force relied “almost solely on the PLA army’s ‘Active Defense’ operational component as its strategic-level doctrinal guidance.”55 The approval of the PLAAF’s active defense strategy as a component of the National Military Strategic Guidelines for air operations in 2004, however, indicated an important shift in the PLAAF’s status.56 The PLAAF’s strategic component of the National Military Strategic Guidelines is now identified as “Air and Space Integrated, Simultaneous Preparations for the Offensive and Defensive” (空天一体, 攻防兼备).57 While it does not appear that the PLAAF yet has a service-specific strategy that is as well defined as the PLAN’s strategy of offshore defense, it does seem that the PLAAF is now seen as a truly
independent service. Lanzit and Allen (2007) cite Hong Kong press reports that
the PLAAF should be a strategic air force that stands “side by side” with the
Chinese army and navy “to achieve command of the air, ground, and sea.”

**Current PLAAF Doctrine**

Chinese military doctrine is codified in “campaign guidance” and “com-
bat regulation” (战斗条令) documents, equivalent to the U.S. Department of
Defense’s *Joint Publication (JP)* doctrinal series. China’s Central Military Com-
misson issues campaign guidance documents for each of its services, including
the PLAAF, as well as a joint campaign guidance document. The PLAAF thus
does not have the freedom of doctrinal development that, for example, the U.S.
Air Force does with its *Air Force Doctrine Document (AFDD)* series. The PLA-
rooted PLAAF campaign guidance includes “standard military guidelines for
PLAAF campaign operations” and is the “fundamental basis for the Air Force
campaign group to organize campaign operations and exercises.” Signed in
1999 by China’s top military leadership, its contents are said to include the
nature of air force campaigns, basic campaign types, and campaign principles;
air force campaign organization for command and coordination mechanisms;
the campaign guiding thought, operational tasks, and operational methods for
air force offensive campaigns, defensive campaigns, air blockade campaigns,
and coordination with ground, naval, and Second Artillery Force campaign
operations; campaign electronic countermeasures; campaign airborne duties
and demands; and requirements and basic methods of campaign operational
support: logistic support, armament support, and political support.

In addition to its overall campaign guidance, the PLAAF has combat
regulations for “composite force combat” (合同战斗条令) and for fighter avia-
tion, attack aviation, bomber aviation, reconnaissance aviation, transport avia-
tion, SAM, AAA, airborne, electronic warfare (EW), radar, communications,
chemical warfare defense, and technical reconnaissance force combat. Like
the campaign guidance, however, the combat regulation documents are clas-
sified. Any information on the PLAAF’s doctrine, therefore, must be derived
from reference works and textbooks that are believed to be based on and con-
sistent with these documents, but cannot be regarded as equivalent to them.

**General Employment Concepts and Principles**

Official Chinese military publications define *airpower* as the overall term
for aviation forces belonging to air forces, navies, air defense forces (such as the
Russian *Protivo Vozdushnaya Oborona* [Anti-Air Defense], or *PVO*), ground
forces, and special operations forces. In joint operations, airpower is said to
be used for high-speed, deep strikes against key targets and to be used first and throughout campaigns to seize control of the skies in support of broader campaign objectives. Airpower also is used defensively to protect the ability of an air force to conduct air operations, especially air bases, air defense positions, and radar sites, as well as to protect ground and naval operations.⁶⁴

PLA publications assert that the struggle for dominance of the battlefield will increasingly consist of an integrated struggle for air, space, information, electromagnetic, and network superiority. Acquiring air superiority is considered a prerequisite in a variety of operations involving all services. By obtaining air superiority, one can restrict enemy air, air defense, and ground force operational movements while ensuring that one’s own ground and navy forces have effective cover from the air to carry out their operations.⁶⁵ Like the USAF, however, the PLA does not assert that achieving absolute air superiority in all stages of combat and across all battlefields or theaters is necessary. Instead, it aims to achieve enough air superiority to achieve its campaign or tactical objectives.⁶⁶

Presumably because of reservations about its ability to defeat a qualitatively superior opponent such as the United States in the air, the PLA places primary emphasis on achieving air superiority by attacking the enemy on the ground and water: enemy forces, equipment, bases, and launch pads used for air raids. Especially at the beginning of a war, the PLA will endeavor to attack enemy air bases, ballistic missile bases, aircraft carriers, and warships equipped with land-attack cruise missiles before enemy aircraft can take off or missile strikes can be launched.⁶⁷ Another means of achieving air superiority will be to carry out air and land attacks to destroy and suppress ground-based air defense systems and air defense command systems.⁶⁸ Finally, defensive operations will be an important component of air superiority throughout a campaign.⁶⁹

In future warfare, space superiority is expected to be crucial for controlling the ground, naval, and air battlefields. To gain space superiority, offensive and defensive weapons systems will be deployed on the ground, air, sea, and space. Space control operations are said to include space information warfare, space blockade warfare, space orbit attack warfare, space-defense warfare, and space-to-land attacks.⁷⁰

In struggles for information superiority, the goal will be to control information on the battlefield, allowing the battlefield to be transparent to one’s own side but opaque to the enemy. Methods for achieving information superiority include achieving electromagnetic superiority through electronic interference; achieving network superiority through network attacks; using firepower to destroy the enemy’s information systems; and achieving “psychological control.”⁷¹
While acquiring electromagnetic superiority is described as a subset of acquiring information superiority, it is treated as a distinct type of operation in PLA publications. Methods for obtaining electromagnetic superiority are said to include electronic attack and electronic defense. In electronic attack, “soft kill” measures include electronic interference and electronic deception. “Hard kill” measures include antiradiation destruction, electronic-weapon attack, firepower destruction, and attacks against the enemy’s electronic installations and systems. Electronic defense is simply defending against enemy electronic and firepower attacks. The primary targets of EW are said to include command, control, communications, and intelligence systems.

PLAAF publications describe three major types of air combat operation: air-to-air combat, air-to-surface combat, and surface-to-air combat. Air-to-air and surface-to-air operations are areas of traditional emphasis for the PLAAF, but the PLAAF seems to be moving away from focusing on air-to-air operations and toward emphasizing operations to gain air superiority by attacking enemy airfields and controlling the enemy on the ground before resorting to fighting the enemy in the air. Air-to-surface operations are considered more effective, less costly, and less reactive than air-to-air operations.

**Campaign-Specific Employment Concepts**

Chinese military publications identify four types of air force campaigns: air offensive campaigns, air defense campaigns, air blockade campaigns, and airborne campaigns. These can be either air force–only campaigns or, more frequently, air force–led joint campaigns that incorporate other services. These air force campaigns can also be part of broader joint campaigns, such as an island-landing campaign or joint blockade campaign. In all air operations, a great deal of emphasis is placed on surprise, camouflage, use of deception, meticulous planning, and strikes against critical key points.

An air offensive campaign can have one or more of several objectives: obtaining air superiority; destroying key enemy political, military, and economic targets; destroying the enemy’s transportation and logistic supply system; and destroying the enemy’s forces to isolate the battlefield and facilitate PLA ground and maritime operations. Obtaining air superiority is needed in order to conduct air strikes against targets, but the principal objective of an air offensive campaign is to strike political, economic, and military targets, rather than simply to achieve air superiority.

Several types of combat groups are involved in air offensive campaigns: a strike group, an air defense suppression group, a cover group, a support group, an air defense group, and an operational reserve. An offensive air campaign is said to consist of four tasks: conducting information operations, breaking
through enemy defenses, launching air strikes, and protecting against counterstrikes. The first three are generally conducted sequentially, beginning with information operations. The last is conducted throughout the campaign.80

A textbook on military operations lists three primary objectives for air defense campaigns: protecting the capital against air attack, protecting other important targets within the theater, and seizing and holding air superiority.81 Defensive air campaigns, according to Chinese military publications, can be national in scope or can be confined to a particular theater.82 Depending on the circumstances, the entire air effort in a given war could be defensive; a single phase could be defensive; or, in the case of a geographically wide-ranging conflict, some theaters could be defensive, while others are offensive. In a war over Taiwan, for example, the PLA might conduct an offensive air campaign in the area opposite Taiwan while preparing for defensive air campaigns to the north and south in anticipation of possible retaliation or counterattack by U.S. forces.

Air defense campaigns are described as entailing three types of operations: resistance, counterattack, and close protection. Resistance operations are actions to intercept, disrupt, and destroy attacking aircraft. Counterattack operations are attacks on enemy air bases (including aircraft carriers). Close protection operations are passive defense measures, such as fortification, concealment, camouflage, and mobility.83 China’s overall approach to air defense is to combine the early interception of enemy attacks with full-depth, layered resistance to protect targets and forces while gradually increasing the tempo of counterattacks on enemy bases.84

Air blockade campaigns are operations intended to prevent an adversary from conducting air operations and to cut off its economic and military links with the outside world.85 Some Chinese sources describe them as simply a special variety of air offensive campaign,86 but most authoritative sources regard them as a distinct type of campaign.87 They will usually be conducted as part of a broader joint blockade campaign but can be implemented as an independent air force campaign. Air blockade campaigns are regarded as having a strong political nature, being long in duration, and requiring a high level of command and control.88 Typically, an air blockade campaign will entail the establishment of one or more no-fly zones surrounded by aerial surveillance zones.89 Actions conducted as part of an air blockade campaign will include information operations, flight suppression operations, interdiction of maritime and ground traffic, strikes against the enemy’s counterblockade system, and air defense operations.90

Unlike the U.S. armed forces, the PLA’s airborne assault (paratroop) forces belong to its air force. Therefore, an airborne campaign in the PLA is an air force campaign, not a joint campaign. Airborne campaigns are regarded
as inherently resource-intensive and difficult to organize and prosecute. For an airborne campaign to be carried out, information and air superiority must be seized (at least locally) and firepower preparation around the landing zone must be conducted. Then, air corridors to the landing zone must be opened up and kept clear, and enemy land-based air defenses near the landing zone must be suppressed while airborne forces are flown to the landing zone. Once they have landed, the airborne forces must clear and secure a base for receiving additional forces and supplies, including, if they landed on or near an airfield, seizing the airfield and bringing it to operational readiness. Meanwhile, friendly air and missile forces will suppress and interdict nearby enemy ground forces. Finally, the air-landed forces can initiate ground operations.

Although any of these four types of air force campaigns can be conducted as an independent single-service campaign, they are more likely to be conducted as part of a broader joint campaign, such as an island-landing campaign or a joint blockade campaign. Even if an air force campaign is conducted as an independent, single-service campaign, other services, particularly the PLAN and the Second Artillery, are likely to be involved in supporting roles. For example, conventional missiles of the Second Artillery will play a key role in air offensive campaigns, counterattack operations of air defense campaigns, and providing firepower support for airborne campaigns.

Similarly, the PLAN has responsibility for defending certain sectors of China’s airspace and would be the service with primary responsibility for conducting counterattacks against air attacks launched from aircraft carriers and, thus, would likely play an important role in an air defense campaign. The PLAN is also responsible for providing air defense for surface naval forces, including, presumably, a Taiwan-bound invasion force. Little information appears to be available in published Chinese sources, however, on how PLAAF and PLAN aviation and SAM forces would interoperate when conducting air operations—a potentially significant challenge, particularly given the huge engagement envelopes (150 kilometers or more) of the land-based and ship-based SAMs the PLAAF and PLAN have begun acquiring. Conversely, naval strike appears not to be an important mission for the PLAAF, meaning that naval strike operations are primarily the responsibility of the relatively small and less-capable PLAN aviation forces (along with, possibly in the future, the Second Artillery, if it acquires an antiship ballistic-missile capability).

Conclusion

Chinese military publications on air force operations are systematic and comprehensive. Few militaries in the world have such extensive published documentation on the employment of air forces. The concepts
described, moreover, appear to be realistic and practical, drawing on the expe-
rience of other air forces in recent conflicts, particularly those of the United
States (the PLAAF having had no significant combat experience since the
1950s), but remaining appropriate to the current and near-future capabilities of
the PLAAF. Chinese military analysts are clearly engaged in a serious process of
developing specific, practical concepts for the employment of China’s air forces.

In addition, although the PLAAF has traditionally emphasized defensive
operations, that is no longer the case, and the United States and Taiwan would
likely find the PLAAF to be an aggressive opponent in the event of a conflict.
The PLA clearly prefers to achieve air superiority by attacking its enemy on the
ground or water. Especially at the beginning of a war, the PLA will endeavor
to attack enemy air bases, ballistic-missile bases, aircraft carriers, and warships
equipped with land-attack cruise missiles before enemy aircraft can take off or
missile attacks can be launched. These attacks, moreover, will be carried out
not by China’s air force operating in isolation but in coordination with the Sec-
ond Artillery’s conventional ballistic and cruise missiles.

By 2015 or so, the weapons systems and platforms that China is acquir-
ing will potentially enable it to effectively implement the four types of air force
campaigns described in the previous section. The significant numbers of mod-
erm fighter aircraft and SAMs, as well as the long-range early warning radars
and secure data and voice communication links China is likely to have by 2015,
for example, coupled with the hardening and camouflage measures China
has already taken, would make a Chinese air defense campaign, if conducted
according to the principles described in Chinese military publications, highly
challenging for U.S. air forces.93 Similarly, these same modern fighters, along
with ground-launched conventional ballistic and cruise missiles, cruise mis-
sile–carrying medium bombers, and aerial refueling aircraft, will enable China
to conduct offensive operations far into the western Pacific.94

Whether China will actually be able to fully exploit its air force doctrine
and capabilities, however, is less clear. Much will depend on the quality of the
training and leadership of China’s air force, and it should be pointed out that
the PLAAF last engaged in major combat operations in the Jinmen campaign
of 1958, more than 50 years ago.
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Chapter 7

The PLAAF and the Integration of Air and Space Power

Kevin Pollpeter

On November 1, 2009, Chinese news outlets published an interview with People’s Liberation Army Air Force (PLAAF) Commander General Xu Qiliang that was interpreted by many as an official Chinese statement endorsing the development of space weapons and the establishment of a space force based on the PLAAF. Xu proclaimed that the 21st century was “an informatized century” and “an air and space century.” Xu went on to say:

The air and space era and information era have arrived at the same time and the domain of information and domain of space and air have become the new commanding height for international strategic competition. Considering the global trend of a new revolution in military affairs, competition among armed forces is moving toward the air and space domain and is extending from the aviation domain to near space and even deep space. Such a “shift” represents an irresistible trend, such an “expansion” is historically inevitable, and such development is irreversible. In a certain sense, having control of air and space means having control of the ground, oceans, and the electromagnetic space, which also means having the strategic initiative in one’s hands.

In ground operations, the commanding height is to be found on the hilltop; in three-dimensional operations, the commanding height is to be found in the air. Since the air force’s “sphere of activity is high up in the heavens,” it is heaven’s favored one and boasts the combination of a science gene, an expedition gene, and a military gene. The air force is a young military service branch, yet its appearance on the scene has at once twisted the curve of the evolution of two-dimensional warfare and has quickly established a status that is on a par with the land force whose history goes back several thousand years and the naval force whose history goes back several hundred years. It has evolved from a supporting subordinate force into a decisive strategic force. Since the air force is a science- and technology-based service branch, it has always occupied the commanding height of knowledge…. On the surface of the earth, the area of land is limited and so is the area of oceans and seas, only the space and the sky have no limits.
In facing the particular nature of the developing competition in the domains of air and space, the people's air force must establish a concept of air and space security, of air and space interests, and of air and space development. It must establish an air force that corresponds to our country's building and development needs, that is in keeping with the development needs of the air and space age and that will help maintain regional stability and world peace by properly forging a sharp sword and shield capable of winning peace.

In order to develop an air force that is capable of carrying out this agenda, Xu advocated that the PLAAF should focus on carrying out the “historic missions of our armed forces in the new century” by extending the “boundary of security” to “wherever there are national interests” and by building a service capable of winning an informatized war, integrating air and space, acquiring defensive and offensive capabilities, and developing reconnaissance, early warning, air strike, antimissile air defense, and strategic airlift and airdrop capabilities.2

Even though Xu did not explicitly propose that China develop antisatellite (ASAT) weapons, Xu's call for the air force to forge a “sharp sword and shield capable of winning peace” and his assessment “of the inevitability of military competition in air and space” were widely interpreted as a call for the development of space weapons and for the PLAAF to be the PLA’s space force. Even the Chinese new agency Xinhua reported that Xu had advocated developing “an air force with integrated capabilities for both offensive and defensive operations in space as well as in the air.”3

The Chinese Foreign Ministry, reacting to the interview, denied that China would ever participate in a space arms race. According to foreign ministry spokesman Ma Zhaoxu, “China has all along upheld the peaceful use of outer space. We oppose the weaponization of outer space or a space arms race. China has never and will not participate in an outer space arms race in any form. The position of China on this point remains unchanged.”4

Speaking 10 days after his interview, Xu clarified but did not retract his remarks. He stated that China’s policy toward outer space had always been consistent and that the air force would firmly carry out the policies of the country. It supported using outer space for peaceful purposes and it opposed carrying out an arms race in space and deploying weapons in outer space. China also followed the principle of peace, development, cooperation, and peaceful exploration and utilization. At the same time, Xu stated that his earlier remarks were an “objective analysis” that recognized that “some countries are developing weapons for space deployment, and some phenomena of not being secure have appeared in outer space.”5
Xu Qiliang’s remarks in his November 1, 2009, interview offer provocative insights into the PLAAF’s attitudes toward the use of space, and Xu’s statements regarding space are supported by a substantial body of literature written by PLAAF researchers in the years preceding the interview. This correlation between Xu’s remarks and PLAAF research indicates that PLAAF doctrine is shaped by an interaction between PLAAF scholars and PLAAF leadership. This doctrine regards space-based assets as the primary source of information and the seizure of the initiative in outer space as a prerequisite for victory in the domains of the ground, air, and sea. The necessity to seize the initiative in outer space requires the PLAAF to achieve space supremacy—defined as the ability to use space and deny its use to others.

Moreover, the correlation of this research and Xu’s remarks indicates that the PLAAF has committed itself to become both an air and space force in which the PLAAF is the main orchestrator of space-enabled operations. Under the rubric of an “integrated air and space force,” the PLAAF describes itself as the service most responsible for the PLA’s space enterprise. In this role, the PLAAF will be the primary entity facilitating network-centric warfare and jointness in the PLA and the main defender of China’s interests in outer space. Because of this, PLAAF analysts argue that the air force is the ideal institution to lead the PLA’s space efforts. Consequently, the doctrine of integrated air and space operations is not only about how the PLAAF should conduct future operations, but also about the PLAAF position within the PLA hierarchy.

The fullest analysis and comprehension of Xu Qiliang’s remarks and PLAAF writings on the role of space in the PLAAF strategy of integrated air and space operations (空天一体作战) first require examining the role of space in the strategic guidance of the “New Historic Missions.” This examination will provide context for the importance of space in future operations and the organizational changes proposed by PLAAF researchers to effectively carry out space missions.

The “New Historic Missions”: Extending the Boundary of Security

Xu’s comment that “the boundary of security should extend to wherever there are national interests”™ is firmly rooted in the strategic guidance provided by the PLA under the banner of the “New Historic Missions.” The New Historic Missions were first introduced by President Hu Jintao in 2004—the same year the PLAAF introduced its concept of integrated air and space operations—and ratified by the Communist Party in 2007. They direct the PLA to carry out four missions:

- Guarantee Chinese Communist Party rule. The PLA is to remain the ultimate backer of the Communist Party.
Safeguard the strategic opportunity for national development. The PLA is to serve as a powerful defensive force that can deter aggression against China and protect its national sovereignty and territorial integrity so that China may develop economically.

Safeguard national interests. The PLA must defend China’s interests, not only within its land borders, territorial waters, and territorial air space, but also in distant waters, outer space, and in the electromagnetic sphere.

Play an important role in world peace. China will maintain a defensive military strategy and will participate in United Nations peacekeeping missions and international cooperation on counterterrorism.

The New Historic Missions reflect the Chinese leadership’s intention to have the PLA protect the Communist Party’s and country’s interests by meeting the challenges of the 21st century. While the New Historic Missions direct the PLA to continue with its legacy missions of guaranteeing Communist Party rule and maintaining territorial integrity, they expand the PLA’s missions in important ways. For the first time, the PLA is directed to defend China’s economic interests, not only within China’s borders but also in the new areas of distant waters, outer space, and the electromagnetic sphere. In this respect, these missions are partly aspirational, serving as a guide for the development of operational concepts and capabilities.

Space plays two roles in the Historic Missions context, constituting both a domain in which China has interests, and a domain through which China defends its interests. Not surprisingly, China’s interests in outer space are becoming more pronounced and varied as it becomes more vested in space. China’s increasingly robust and varied space program is made up of communications satellites, remote-sensing satellites, and navigation and positioning satellites that not only provide military benefits but also commercial opportunities. Communication satellites can relay voice and television transmissions and support credit card transactions. Remote-sensing data can be used in urban planning and environmental studies. Navigation and positioning satellites have given rise to commercial and private navigation products and services. Outer space also holds vast natural resources, such as those deposited in asteroids or on the surface of the moon. One of the primary reasons for China’s lunar exploration program is to search for Helium-3, touted as a potential source of clean energy.

Indeed, a common theme in Chinese writings is that outer space and its associated technologies are of increasing economic value. Chinese space industry representatives cite reports, such as those by The Space Foundation,
that revenue from the global space industry increased 7 percent to $261.61 billion in 2009. According to one source, the value of a spacecraft and rocket is $150–200 million. If a satellite is lost, not only is there the monetary loss of a satellite that cannot be easily replaced, there is also the loss of the services it provides.

As a result, space takes on a much more strategic character than its military applications alone would suggest. PLAAF writers assert that if China does not develop space capabilities, it will neither be able to exploit the benefits of space nor will it be able to defend itself from threats from countries with strong space capabilities. Furthermore, those countries that have strong space capabilities will be able to garner higher international prestige and more influence from which to promote military, economic, science and technology, and cultural interests.

In fulfilling the Historic Missions, Xu states that the air force will face “numerous difficulties” in “scientifically planning” its innovative development. Indeed, air force analysts state that the service is required to transform itself from being homeland defense–oriented to being offensively and defensively capable, from being mechanized to being informatized, from being air-oriented to being air- and space-integrated, and from being a tactical and campaign-oriented force to being a strategic force.

The concept of the PLAAF as a strategic air force was codified at the same time as the New Historic Missions during the 17th Communist Party Congress held in November 2007. The Party Congress called on the PLAAF to strive “to build a modernized strategic air force that will be compatible with the international stature of our country and capable of carrying out the historical mission of our armed forces.” Being a strategic air force requires the PLAAF to participate in joint operations as well as independent strategic actions to support the military and national development strategy of the country. The PLAAF intends to carry out its strategic mission through the use of “integrated air and space operations.”

Toward an Integrated Air and Space Force

Xu’s call for the air force to establish a concept of “air and space security” is directly related to its strategy of integrated air and space operations. Integrated air and space operations refer to the organic combining of airpower and spacepower to form an integrated air-space force. According to PLAAF analysts, the air and space battlefield is the main domain for information collection in which the space component plays an important role. Spy satellites, for example, can legally conduct reconnaissance over other countries. Navigation satellites can provide accurate positioning data. Communication satellites can
provide global communications support.\textsuperscript{17} In addition, seizing air and space superiority prevents the enemy from gaining strategic air and space superiority.\textsuperscript{18} According to two prominent PLAAF researchers, “military activities in the air and space battlefield have already matured into the main military force of high technology local wars.”\textsuperscript{19}

Research on integrated air and space operations began in 1990 when Dong Wenxian at PLAAF Headquarters proposed “the control of high-altitude three-dimensional territorial airspace”—a euphemism for operations in outer space.\textsuperscript{20} In 2000, a project championed by the President of the Air Force Engineering University, Major General Cai Fengzhen, was initiated with Senior Colonel Tian Anping as the project lead. This project was inspired by a book published by the PLA Navy (PLAN) entitled \textit{Looking Toward the Pacific} (向太平洋看). These researchers realized that while the navy was extending its look horizontally, the air force had to extend its look vertically, to outer space.

This project resulted in two monographs entitled \textit{The Air and Space Battlefield and China's Air Force} (空天战场与中国空军) published in 2004, and \textit{Integrated Air and Space Operations Studies} (空天一体作战学) published in 2006. At the same time, in 2003, Li Rongchang (Dean of the Telecommunications Engineering School at the Air Force Engineering University) published \textit{Integrated Air and Space Information Operations} (空天一体信息作战), as one of the projects of the air force’s 10th Five-year Plan for military theory research. Since then, researchers at the Air Force Command College, including Wang Mingliang (Deputy Department Head of Research), Ji Yan (Deputy Director of the Institute's Strategic Research Office), and strategist Major General Qiao Liang, among others, have also researched integrated air and space operations.\textsuperscript{21}

Integrated air and space operations are defined differently by various sources, but all involve the integration of battlespace, forces, and activities. A 2003 article defines \textit{integrated air and space operations} as:\textsuperscript{22}

air forces, structure, and operational activities integrating aviation and space, air defense and space defense. Integrated air and space warfare refers to aviation and space offensive and defensive equipment merged into one to conduct simultaneous offensive and defensive operations. It includes aircraft, cruise missiles, and to different degrees includes ballistic missiles, satellites, orbiting space stations, and space planes. At the same time it includes aviation interceptors, all types of ground-to-air missiles, air-to-air missiles, and new concept weapons such as high power lasers, high power microwave weapons, and particle beam weapons.
The Air Force Informatized Work Office and the Air Force Informatized Expert Advisory Committee, in the book *Air Force Informatized Knowledge: Concept Volume*, define integrated aerospace operations as:

integrated aviation and space forces in the atmosphere and outer space as well as related terrestrial integrated operations. Its characteristic is “three integrations” under a unified command, namely the integration of operational space, operational forces, and operational activities.

1. *Integration of operational space*. Although physical differences exist between the atmosphere and outer space, there is no definite line that distinguishes them. The air and space battlefield is a seamless whole that is an integrated battlefield in which different platforms and methods can be used to carry out identical military activities.

2. *Integration of Operational Forces*. The organization, training, and command and control of aviation and space forces are basically the same. It includes using aircraft, intercontinental ballistic missiles, satellites, space stations, space planes, interceptors, ballistic missiles, spacecraft, missiles, kinetic energy weapons, and lasers. Space forces are responsible for global reconnaissance, seizing the information initiative, launching spacecraft, and achieving space supremacy.

3. *Integration of operational activities*. The integration of aviation and space operations as well as ground forces that directly support aviation and space forces.

The authors of *Strategic Air Force* offer a similar definition in which air and space integration refers to integration of aviation and space in terms of structure, and the management of air defense, missile defense, and space defense in order to build a “new concept air force” made up of air and space forces. The integration of air and space is based on the lack of a boundary between the atmosphere and space, which leads the authors to conclude that an air and space integrated force is inevitable from the standpoint of technology, operations, environment, and experience.23

According to Cai Fengzhen and Tian Anping, integrated air and space operations are “operations in which aviation and space forces are the main operational components. It includes other operational forces related to integrated air and space operations and is represented by joint operations in the air and space battlefield.”24 In another venue, these authors define the air and space battlefield as an “integrated and information-oriented land (sea), air, and space
battle arena, which fully connects organizationally fused and organically combined space and aerospace and related capabilities in the domains of the surface of the Earth, and the land (sea).” Cai and Tian also describe the air and space battlefield as the principal battlefield.

These various definitions, if differing somewhat in scope and precision, nevertheless present important common and cohesive themes regarding the integration of the air and space battlespace and the integration of air and space forces and operational activities.

Integration of Operational Battlespace and Forces

One of the most important aspects of the concept of integrated air and space operations as it relates to space is the characterization of the air and space battlespace as a “seamless whole.” This characterization is based on the lack of a distinct boundary separating the atmosphere from space. This characterization, however, holds several conceptual problems based on the nature of the atmosphere and space, physics, and operational and legal considerations. First, satellites and most air-breathing engines cannot readily operate between the altitudes of 20 and 100 kilometers. Aerodynamic heating and atmospheric drag inhibit the former, while the increasingly tenuous atmosphere works against any form of air-breathing propulsion other than the high-hypersonic supersonic combustion ramjet (scramjet). This “nether region” has been largely left unexploited for military use, except as a region to transit into orbit. Second, the different operating environments of air and space vehicles force them to operate in fundamentally different manners. Aircraft are maneuverable, can group together, and can respond to operational demands relatively quickly. Spacecraft, on the other hand, are less maneuverable than aircraft and can only maneuver occasionally through the expenditure of limited quantities of fuel. Third, aircraft and spacecraft are treated differently by international law. Aircraft do not have unrestricted use of a foreign country’s territorial air space whereas overflying a country in space is legal.

Chinese analysts do acknowledge that there are important differences between outer space and the atmosphere. But Chinese analysts also assert that the integration of air and space operations will lead to a virtual single battlespace. This is reflected in three activities: operations that utilize the force enhancement aspects of space-enabled operations; the use of space and near-space vehicles that operate in the nether region described above; and space-based platforms that attack terrestrial targets.

The foremost activity that promotes the integration of air and space is the use of space-based force enhancement technologies that act as a force multiplier for air force and other service operations. Space forces provide reconnaissance, communications, and navigation and positioning capabilities that
cannot normally be achieved through other means. These capabilities provide and transmit information to increase the precision of strikes and facilitate long-range strikes. For example, reconnaissance satellites provide high-resolution, global, real-time intelligence over a vast area without consideration of national borders; communication satellites provide global communications; and global navigation satellites can provide three-dimensional positioning data for navigation and for guiding long-distance precision strike weapons.29

The ultimate goal of the PLAAF’s use of space is to build a network-centric force in which disparate forces divided by function and distance will be fused into an organic whole through the use of information technologies. Networked capabilities will allow the air force to carry out four activities: information, air, and space superiority; precision strike; rapid maneuver; and multidimensional support. These capabilities are intended to achieve information superiority across all domains. In fact, the level of network capabilities is said to define the level of modernization of air forces.30

The capabilities derived from a space-enabled, networked air and space force will also better integrate disparate services into a joint force, an essential prerequisite for winning informatized wars. Jointness is realized in two ways. First, space-enabled air operations allow the air force to provide better operational support to other services, for example, through precision strikes. Second, the C4ISR [command, control, communications, computers, intelligence, surveillance, and reconnaissance] capabilities provided by satellites will allow all services to share a common battlefield picture and to better communicate with each other.31 Through the use of these capabilities, practitioners of air and space integrated operations will be able to achieve synergies in which the whole is more than the sum of its parts.32

Technologies that transit through or operate in the nether world of near space between the altitudes of 20 and 100 kilometers, where neither conventional aircraft nor spacecraft can operate, likewise facilitate the integration of air and space. These technologies include high-flying balloons and airships, inhabited aircraft such as the venerable Lockheed U–2, and uninhabited, remotely piloted systems such as the Northrop-Grumman Global Hawk that provide persistent intelligence, surveillance, and reconnaissance (ISR) capabilities at altitudes between 20,000 and 25,000 meters (approximately 65,000 to over 80,000 feet). While the U–2 or Global Hawk may be able to stay above a target for hours or days, high flying balloons can remain aloft for months, although station-keeping of lightly loaded craft in the midst of high-altitude winds poses a significant challenge. These technologies blur the line between the atmosphere and outer space and will result in near space becoming as much of a battlespace as the lower atmosphere is today.
Another technology which blurs the distinction between the air and space mediums is transatmospheric space planes. Space planes, such as the proposed U.S. Falcon hypersonic near-space vehicle, are launched into the atmosphere and then accelerate to hypersonic speeds (speeds in excess of five times that of sound, Mach 5+) climbing to and cruising at altitudes ranging from 20 to over 100 kilometers (from over 12 to over 60 miles). Space planes include low-hypersonic Mach 5–8 remotely piloted aircraft, missile-launched hypersonic penetration systems operating at near-orbital (Mach 25) velocities, and even, well into the future, piloted global-ranging vehicles operating across this velocity range. Chinese analysts believe space planes will ultimately be important platforms for achieving air and space superiority due to their ability to conduct operations in less time and at less cost than spacecraft, aircraft, or even cruise missiles. Chinese writers often refer to space planes’ global reach and information-sharing and precision strike capabilities as both something China must possess and something which presents a great threat. According to one author, space planes will become “the most serious military blackmailing China has encountered since the invention of the atomic bomb.”

A third, though less discussed, aspect of integrated air and space operations will be the ability of space-based platforms to strike ground, air, and sea targets. This includes the use of orbital bombs, so-called “rods from God,” and directed energy (DE) weapons such as lasers and microwaves.

Securing Space Supremacy

Xu’s comments that space is a “new commanding height for international strategic competition,” that competition in space is an “inevitable trend,” and “having control of space means having control of the ground, oceans, and electromagnetic space” are also common themes in PLAAF writings. PLAAF analysts assess that the role space plays in providing information and in linking units together into a networked force will turn the space domain into a contested battlefield. This conclusion is rooted in Chinese military doctrine that now regards the use of information as the main determiner of success on the battlefield. In fact, PLA analysts widely consider space as the dominant domain from which to collect intelligence and to facilitate network-centric warfare practices.

This conclusion is partially based on the U.S. military’s experience in the 1991 Gulf War and the wars in Afghanistan and Iraq. According to Chinese analysis, the United States used over 100 satellites during the 1991 Gulf War and 70 satellites during Operation Allied Force. The use of these satellites and the C4ISR systems they supported were the primary reason for U.S. victories. These capabilities allowed the U.S. military to have an asymmetric superiority over
its opponents gained through battlefield transparency and long-range precision strikes. The primacy of information gained from space has led many PLAAF analysts to conclude that space is the new commanding high ground of the battlefield. Because of this, PLA analysts conclude that the primacy of information derived from space will make satellites irresistible targets. As a result, space will become a battlefield and seizing that battlefield will determine the success of air, naval, and ground operations. Operations to seize control of space are referred to as space warfare, called *tian zhan* (天战), *taikong zhan* (太空战), or *kongjian zhan* (空间站) in Chinese, involving military engagements that mainly take place in space between two parties trying to seize or maintain space superiority.

Space warfare is described as a new operational method in air and space integrated operations and an important method of achieving military superiority. Space warfare operations can be divided into space-based, air-based, and ground-based operations. These can include ground-based directed energy strikes and space-based kinetic energy strikes, airborne lasers, and electronic countermeasures. Chinese writers also refer to using space stations and space planes to conduct ASAT attacks. Space stations can also serve as a command and control base, a communications node, and a logistics and maintenance hub for spacecraft and as a platform for strategic weapons.

Including the goal of achieving space supremacy in the definition of space warfare indicates that the PLAAF is attempting to take on the counter-space role. The same source that defined air and space integrated operations defines *space supremacy* as:

> During times of war, the control of a certain area of space for a certain period of time by one side. Its goal is to ensure one's freedom of action in space and its full access to space resources and to limit the other side's freedom of action in space and access to space resources.

Seizing space superiority is also described as one of the necessary conditions for achieving ground, naval, and air superiority, leading many analysts to conclude that whoever controls space will seize the initiative. This definition of space supremacy is largely consistent with other Chinese definitions of space supremacy, and is, as well, consistent with the U.S Air Force (USAF) definition found in *Air Force Doctrine Document 2-2, Space Operations*:

> Space Superiority is that level of control in the space domain that one force enjoys over another that permits the conduct of operations at a given time and place without prohibitive interference by the opposing force. Space superiority may be localized in time and space, or it may be broad and persistent. Achieving space superiority is of primary concern since it allows control and exploitation of the space domain in order...
to provide space effects in and through space. The Air Force achieves space superiority through counterspace operations, including offensive and defensive operations, both of which are based on robust space situational awareness.

One important difference between the two definitions is the Chinese reference to space superiority occurring within a certain time and area, whereas the USAF definition states that space superiority “may be localized in time and space, or it may be broad and persistent.” The Chinese definition reflects doctrinal writings, which stress seizing the initiative at a certain place and period of time in order to open a window of opportunity that can be used to strike a decisive blow. This limited goal also recognizes that the PLA, as a weaker force compared to the U.S. military, will most likely not be able to maintain the initiative for long periods of time over an expansive area.

Organizing for the PLAAF Assuming the PLA’s Space Mission

PLAAF writers conclude that the essential nature of the space battlefield and the central role that the PLAAF will play in conducting operations in outer space make the PLAAF the ideal service to take over the PLA’s space mission.48 PLAAF researchers argue several points in making their case. The first is that the air force is critical to any operation’s success. As one researcher writes, “Seizing air dominance in the war zone relies on the entire military force. Still, it will only succeed by the integrated offense and defense operations in the air assisted by space-based information. Consequently, an integrated air and space force is a crucial force. This is a conclusion we have come to from all high-tech limited wars.”49 Xu makes a similar, if not more ostentatious, statement in promoting the superiority of the air force by stating, “Since the air force’s ‘sphere of activity is high up in the heavens,’ it is heaven’s favored one and boasts the combination of a science gene, an expeditionary gene, and a military gene.”

A related argument is the characterization of the air force as the most highly technical branch of the military, which makes the air force more suitable to warfare in the information age than other services.50 Scientific and technological achievements in aviation and space technology have led to dramatic changes in how wars are fought. These achievements have transformed warfare into a three-dimensional battlefield fought at ever increasing altitudes and eventually in space. This evolution has directly led to the concept of integrated air and space operations and network-centric warfare.51

Another argument used by PLAAF analysts is the requirement for a unified command of China’s space forces. According to this argument, the increasing diversity and number of Chinese satellites has increased the difficulty of
coordinating China’s space enterprise and only by a unified command can the PLA bring together these disparate functions and organizations into an effective military force.\textsuperscript{52}

In fact, PLA analysts and those involved in the space industry have for some time argued that China requires an organization to unify space efforts.\textsuperscript{53} They point out that China’s space enterprise is too widely spread out among a number of different organizations, including the General Armament Department (GAD), the China National Space Administration, the Ministry of Science and Technology, and the National Weather Administration. In addition, PLAAF analysts argue that the GAD, while responsible for research and development and the launch and tracking of satellites, is less suited for conducting space operations. According to a PLAAF author, this makes the GAD incapable of meeting the needs of space operations and integrated air and space operations.\textsuperscript{54} These inefficiencies result in the waste of human, material, and financial resources and the failure to identify priorities and coordinate development. Moreover, the lack of a unified command organization has resulted in a lack of space doctrine at the campaign and tactical levels.\textsuperscript{55} This was most recently demonstrated during the 2008 Wenchuan earthquake which revealed shortcomings in the ability of the Chinese government and military to effectively utilize space-based assets.\textsuperscript{56}

Another compelling rationale for the PLAAF to lead the space mission is the inevitable deployment of space planes and near-space vehicles. Since the PLAAF will be the main organization operating aircraft, space planes, and near-space vehicles, it is thus best suited to control their flights. This also makes the PLAAF the logical organization to defend China from enemy space planes, near-space vehicles, and satellites.\textsuperscript{57}

A final argument made by PLAAF analysts is that every other military in the world places the responsibility for the command of space forces with its air force. As one author writes, “as of today, no country, from the large such as the United States and Russia to the small such as Israel, puts the country’s space force under a service other than the air force, let alone under the establishment of the rocket forces.”\textsuperscript{58}

PLAAF writers acknowledge that not all agree the PLAAF should command the PLA’s space forces. According to one account, the PLAAF is accused of having “too long of a reach.” One analyst, however, argues that the PLAAF is the only logical choice based on military structure, development, and economic benefits. This author concludes that if the PLAAF’s “reach is too long,” then so is the reach of other air forces, who also happen to be supported by their military leaders; he writes:\textsuperscript{59}

An authoritative report concluded that it is unadvisable to have the Air Force take on the command of space forces, given its other responsibilities.
The implication is that the Air Force does not have what it takes. I have argued against that conclusion at different conferences. The question comes to: it should fall under the Air Force's responsibility based on the attributes and inherent function of the service. Foreign countries let their air force take it on. The Chinese air force must be capable of doing it as well. … My view is as follows: our military is currently at a time of reestablishing itself as a new air force, so as to transform from a mechanized air force into an informatized air force, an air defense–oriented air force into an offense-defense capable air force, a tactical air force into a strategic air force, and an aviation-oriented air force into an integrated air and space air force. In short, to transform a “small air force” into a “big air force,” and achieving “air force first” as put forward by Deng Xiaoping. “Air force first” does not mean the Air Force being the “big brother.”

All services and combat arms were spun from the ground force and nurtured by the glorious tradition of the ground force. As a result, the army will forever be the “big brother.” “Big air force” refers to breaking away from the traditional mind-set of the Air Force and to build a new model air force called for by the new times, to play a major role in wars, as well as a strategic role in national defense.

Whether the PLAAF’s space force should be an independent force or a force subordinated to a joint organization appears to be under debate, however. One author recommends that the air force should be the PLA’s primary space force that will conduct independent operations as well as operations in support of other services.60 Another researcher, however, argues that the Central Military Commission (CMC) and General Staff Department (GSD) should establish a joint organization which would command all PLA space forces, including air force space launch, tracking, situational awareness, operations, and information application units.61

**Conclusion**

Chinese writings on integrated air and space operations reflect the PLAAF desire to integrate space into military operations. This desire is based on the assertions that space-based information will become a deciding factor in future wars, that space will be a dominant battlefield, and that in order to achieve victory on Earth, one must first seize the initiative in space. This will require China to achieve space supremacy, defined as the ability to freely use space and to deny the use of space to adversaries.

PLAAF analysts acknowledge that the role of space in modern military operations is largely aspirational and is mainly limited to information support
given to air and air defense operations. Nevertheless, as space operational capabilities improve, integrated air and space operations will become more effective.62

In making these conclusions, however, PLAAF analysts fail to question their assumptions. In addition to the conceptual problems related to the characterization of air and space as a seamless medium discussed earlier in the paper, the description of space as the dominant domain ignores the vulnerability of space-based assets and the primacy of offense over defense in space. Indeed, while space provides vital force enhancement functions, the fragility of spacecraft and the difficulties in defending relatively unmaneuverable satellites suggest that outer space will not remain the dominant domain in the face of counterspace operations. PLAAF analysts also seem inordinately interested in manned space missions on the premise that manned spacecraft are more responsive in combat—a notion discarded by the U.S. Air Force in the 1960s.

Ultimately, PLAAF analysts argue that the primacy of the outer space domain will require the PLA to establish a space force to unify China's military space program into a cohesive whole and that the air force is the best institution to take on this mission. In this regard, while PLAAF researchers may firmly believe their conclusions, it cannot be ignored that such arguments also support PLAAF equities in its efforts to expand its mission. In this respect, integrated air and space operations are as much about bureaucratic interests as they are about doctrine.

This approach is not without its risks. RAND Corporation analyst Benjamin Lambeth argues that U.S. Air Force claims to the air and space domains under the rubric of an “aerospace force” had opportunity costs. Even though the term aerospace force successfully claimed the two domains for the USAF, the USAF never revised its operational concepts to include space and simply replaced “air” with “aerospace.” When the USAF subsequently did become more involved in space, it had a difficult time receiving budget increases to cover its increased activities since its rhetoric had led Congress to believe that it had already been conducting the space mission.63

The case of the PLAAF may be different, however. The PLAAF, though in existence for more than 60 years, is still relatively undeveloped in terms of technology, training, and doctrine. In fact, PLAAF writings refer to the PLAAF as a “new air force” that is just beginning to modernize its technology and doctrine. Adopting space as an inherent mission for the PLAAF would thus appear to hold less risk since it is not doctrinally wedded to acting as a pure air force. However, this would only be true if the PLAAF can properly balance the obligations of its air and space missions.

Whether the PLAAF will or should take over the PLA’s space enterprise is, of course, a different question. Despite the air force’s assertion that the GAD
is not properly suited to take on space military operations, an argument can be made that the GAD’s present role of researching, developing, launching, and operating spacecraft makes it the best organization to run the PLA’s space program. Alternatively, the PLA could divide responsibility for space between the GAD and the services. Under this scenario, the GAD would maintain responsibility for launching spacecraft while the air force would operate space planes and air-launched ASAT weapons and the Second Artillery would operate direct ascent ASAT weapons.

Despite these shortcomings, the analysis of PLAAF researchers should not be disassociated from official PLAAF policy and doctrine. In fact, the conformity of the writings of PLAAF researchers with Xu Qiliang’s comments in November 2009 suggests that the concept of space warfare within the context of integrated air and space operations has been officially adopted by the PLAAF. Most of the writings presented in this paper were published well before Xu’s 2009 statements, indicating that PLAAF analysts play a critical role in shaping PLAAF doctrine. Doctrinal assumptions advanced by PLAAF analysts and stated by Xu include outer space as a commanding height, the inevitability of combat extending to outer space, and the seizure of the initiative in outer space leading to victory on Earth.

Moreover, there is evidence that these concepts are being disseminated throughout the PLAAF. In June 2010, the PLAAF organ Air Force News reported that the Air Force Command Academy held a “PLAAF aerospace strategy advanced seminar” which “was aimed at strengthening the research of the major issues concerning the Air Force’s building, development, and strategy implementation in the new stage of the new century so as to lay a good human resources and theory foundation for the Air Force’s capability to ‘move up to space and use space.’” The seminar was designed to “help senior and intermediate-level Air Force commanders fully and clearly understand the development tendency of military space technology in the contemporary world and the situation of the international competition in the space domain.”

While the conformity of PLAAF writings on space with the comments of Xu Qiliang indicates official PLAAF strategy, does official PLAAF strategy reflect official PLA and Chinese government doctrine and policy? First, there is no doubt that the PLA is using space’s force enhancement capabilities. China’s development of space-based remote sensing and its development of a global navigation system have admitted national security applications. The more important question concerns China’s counterspace efforts. In this regard, any interpretation of Xu’s comments and subsequent Chinese reactions must first recognize that China has an active, if not extensive, ASAT weapons program at the same time that it appears to be opposed to them. According to the 2010 Pentagon report on the PLA, China is continuing to refine
and develop its direct ascent ASAT weapon successfully tested in 2007, and is developing laser, high powered microwave, and particle beam weapons for use in the ASAT role. The challenge then is reconciling the seeming contradiction among Chinese statements opposing space weaponization, China’s ASAT programs, PLAAF writings, and Xu Qiliang’s statements.

First, a careful exegesis of Chinese statements on ASAT weapons and space warfare must be conducted to determine their exact meaning. China’s official stance on space arms control is opposition to the “deployment of weapons in outer space and the threat or use of force against objects in outer space so as to ensure that outer space is used purely for peaceful purposes.” Other statements express opposition to an arms race in space and the weaponization of space (反对在外空进行军备竞赛和武器化). This policy was stated by the Chinese Foreign Ministry in response to Xu’s comments as well as by Xu in his November 11 Nanfang Zhoumo interview.

Chinese policy is widely regarded as unconditionally opposed to all types of ASAT weapons. In fact, official Chinese policy, as well as Xu’s November 11, 2009, statement, only expresses opposition to weapons deployed in outer space and to arms races that occur in outer space. Chinese statements do not oppose the development of terrestrially-based ASAT weapons, such as its direct ascent kinetic kill vehicle. For example, in the draft “Treaty on Prevention of the Placement of Weapons in Outer Space and of the Threat or Use of Force Against Outer Space Objects (PPWT)” submitted with Russia to the United Nations Conference on Disarmament, China defines “weapon in outer space” as “any device placed in outer space … to destroy, damage or disrupt the normal functioning of objects in outer space, on the Earth or in the Earth’s atmosphere, or to eliminate a population or components of the biosphere which are important to human existence or inflict damage on them.” “Use of force” or the “threat of force,” on the other hand, means “any hostile actions against outer space objects including, inter alia, actions aimed at destroying them, damaging them, temporarily or permanently disrupting their normal functioning or deliberately changing their orbit parameters, or the threat of such actions.

Neither definition constrains or limits the research and development of any ASAT weapon. It neither prohibits the deployment of terrestrially-based ASAT weapons nor the terrestrial storage of space-based ASAT weapons. This treaty would even allow the development of space-based ASAT weapons and their storage on Earth. Moreover, the prohibition against the “use of force” or the “threat of force” is nullified during armed conflict. The draft states that nothing in the treaty “may be interpreted as impeding the exercise by the States Parties of their right of self-defence in accordance with Article 51 of the Charter of the United Nations.”
This last condition renders the treaty useless since most countries claim the right of self-defense before going to war.

This point is especially important in the case of China. Indeed, while people tend to regard their country as peace-loving, the Chinese appear to perceive their country as more peace-loving than others. This predilection for using peaceful methods to resolve conflicts is historically based and continues to influence China’s contemporary behavior.68 According to China’s 2008 national defense white paper, China pursues a national defense policy that is “purely defensive in nature” and “places the protection of national sovereignty, security, territorial integrity, safeguarding of the interests of national development, and the interests of the Chinese people above all else.”

China’s national defense policy is reflected in its national defense strategy of active defense. Active defense was first formulated by Mao Zedong in the 1930s and is described as “offensive defense or defense through decisive engagements” and is “for the purpose of counter-attacking and taking the offensive.”69 Active defense involves seizing the initiative through offensive strikes and gaining mastery after the enemy has struck.70 Yet any strategic concept that emphasizes gaining mastery only “after the enemy has struck” would seem to have an inherent weakness given the speed in which modern conventional warfare is conducted, a detail not lost on Chinese military analysts.

This contradiction is best explained by the little apparent operational difference between China’s active defense strategy and an offensive strategy. Within the context of protecting China’s sovereignty and national interests, Chinese writers make clear that the full range of offensive actions, including preemptive strikes, are permissible.71 As a result, active defense is best thought of as a politically defensive but operationally offensive strategy in which China will rhetorically maintain a defensive posture up until the time that war appears imminent. Thus, any U.S. military support or deployment that is deemed to be a precursor of U.S. action could be grounds for a preemptive strike.72

The inclusion of preemptive strikes within China’s official strategy of active defense indicates that China may initiate armed conflict when it determines that its national sovereignty or interests are at stake. Characterizing this strategy as defensive becomes more complicated when China’s national interests butt up against the interests of other countries. For example, China’s defense of claims in the South China Sea may be viewed as aggressive by other claimants to the area as well as by countries, such as the United States, that have an interest in maintaining freedom of navigation in the region.

China’s position against a space arms race also does not necessarily mean that it is opposed to developing ASAT weapons. A space arms race connotes an attempt by China to develop more weapons than an opponent, which could
unnecessarily divert resources from other weapons programs, lead to China
being unnecessarily provocative, or retard economic growth. It does not pro-
hibit China from developing a sufficient number of ASAT weapons of a suf-
ficient quality that can both act as a deterrent force and have an operational
capability.

In this regard, China’s development of ASAT weapons is akin to its
nuclear weapons posture. China has substantially fewer nuclear weapons than
the United States and Russia and is not attempting to equal their number.
China’s possession of nuclear weapons, however, is meant to deter opponents
from threatening and conducting nuclear strikes and, in case deterrence fails,
to provide a viable retaliatory strike capability. This operational deployment
of nuclear weapons, however, has not prevented China from supporting “the
complete prohibition and thorough destruction of nuclear weapons.”

Xu’s comment that China should develop an air and space force that will
help maintain regional stability and world peace suggests that China views its
ASAT programs as defensive and partially based on the belief that the United
States has at least latent capabilities and intends to use them. Chinese research-
ers point to the U.S. ASM–135 direct-ascent ASAT weapon test in 1985, the
U.S. Alpha space-based laser program, and the 1997 U.S. Mid-Infrared
Advanced Chemical Laser (MIRA CL) test, as evidence that the United States
possesses ASAT capabilities. As a result, PLA researchers argue that China
must develop its own indigenous ASAT capabilities, especially as China’s pres-
ence in space grows. Chinese ASAT capabilities, they believe, can have a deter-
rent effect as well as provide warfighting options.

Indeed, Xu’s comments that China is a force for peace is based on the
premise that China needs to develop space technologies to thwart U.S. aggres-
sion. The U.S. military’s adoption of air- and spacepower and statements that
the USAF should achieve space superiority lead PLA analysts to conclude that
the U.S. military is intent on seizing a preeminent position in space in order to
develop an asymmetric military supremacy over other nations, which will in
turn start a space arms race. As two prominent scholars write:

The American air-space strategy constitutes challenges to the rest of the
world. Other developed countries, in order to protect their “air-space”
strategic interests and international status, as well as to compete for the
possession of larger “capital” in international affairs, also are not content
to be left behind and emphatically develop their air-space strength. Rus-
sia, Western Europe, Japan, and India, all strive to catch up and over-
take one another, thereby making the air-space a new military “wrest-
ling” ground.
In conclusion, Xu’s remark that China’s policy on space weapons has been consistent and that the air force will carry out the country’s policies is accurate. Neither Xu Qiliang’s remarks, Foreign Ministry statements, nor official Chinese policy rule out the development, testing, deployment, and use of ASAT weapons. Consequently, Xu’s remarks that China should develop a “sharp sword” and “shield” for maintaining peace are best taken as expressions of support for the development of space-enabled capabilities and ASAT weapons and as a proposal for the air force to assume responsibility for developing a “space force” which would be the main military organization responsible for conducting the space mission. In conducting this mission, the PLAAF will follow a strategy of “integrated air and space” that is “simultaneously prepared for offensive and defensive operations.”
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PART III
EQUIPMENT, PERSONNEL, AND EDUCATION/TRAINING
Since the early 1990s, and rapidly accelerating after the latter half of that decade, China has undertaken an ambitious program of military modernization, one that continues vigorously today.\(^1\) A primary focal point of this effort has been to update and upgrade the People’s Liberation Army Air Force (PLAAF), which for the first 40-plus years of its existence had been a backward force, equipped with numerous but antiquated aircraft flown by poorly trained pilots. While it has yet to completely outgrow this modest past, the PLAAF has undergone a remarkable transformation over the last 20 years, a process that seems certain to continue through the foreseeable future.

This paper addresses one aspect of the PLAAF’s ongoing evolution: its aircraft and weapons. This assessment leads to a conclusion that the point of the PLAAF’s spear—its fleet of modern combat aircraft along with their munitions—has mostly caught up to the standards of other advanced air forces. In terms of its physical hardware, the PLAAF will soon have the ability to credibly challenge the United States over the nearby waters of the Taiwan Strait, if it is not capable already. However, the PLAAF’s ability to project airpower against a first-rate adversary in an arena farther from China’s shores—over the South China Sea or beyond—remains more doubtful, although this could change in the next decade.

Equipment is of course only one piece of the airpower puzzle; without adequate doctrine, leadership, training, and ground support, the most modern aircraft and equipment are at best a static display and at worst a target array. So, this paper’s judgment of China’s air force must be partial; larger and more integrated assessments are needed to understand the PLAAF more thoroughly. What can be said is, should the PLAAF falter in a Taiwan contingency, its leaders will be hard put to lay the blame on their tools.

**PLAAF Order of Battle, 1990–2010**

Table 8–1 lists the composition of the Chinese air force at 5-year intervals from 1990 to 2010. It shows that as late as 1995, almost 80 percent of the PLAAF’s combat aircraft were variants of 1950s vintage Soviet MiG–17 and MiG–19 fighters. To put this in perspective: the original MiG–19 was introduced in the Soviet air force in the mid-1950s and entered Chinese service
around 1962. In 1962, the most common combat aircraft in the U.S. Air Force was the F–100 Super Sabre. While the F–100 was an excellent airplane in its own right, it is hard to imagine the U.S. Air Force (USAF) in 1995 being built around it, as the PLAAF was built around the MiG–19/J–6.2

Table 8–1. PLAAF Aircraft Inventory by Type, 1990–2010

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Fighter Aircraft</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J–5 / MiG–17</td>
<td>400</td>
<td>400</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J–6 / MiG–19</td>
<td>3,000</td>
<td>3,000</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J–7 / MiG–21</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>700</td>
<td>756</td>
<td>552</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J–8</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>245</td>
<td>312</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Su–27 / J–11A</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>116</td>
<td>116</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J–10</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>120</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Su–30</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Ground Attack Aircraft</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q–5</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>400</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>408</td>
<td>120</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J–6</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>1,500</td>
<td>722</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JH–7</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Su–30</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J–11B</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Bomber Aircraft</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H–5</td>
<td>350</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>94</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H–6</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>128</td>
<td>82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td>4,920</td>
<td>4,846</td>
<td>2,935</td>
<td>2,643</td>
<td>1,465</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


As notable—though perhaps less remarked upon—is the dramatic reduction in the number of combat aircraft in the PLAAF inventory. Between 1990 and 2010, almost 3,500 obsolete aircraft—70 percent of the force—were retired, mostly since 1995. Again by way of comparison, the USAF’s fleet of fighter-bombers shrank from a Cold War level of 3,620 in 1990 to 2,650 in 2010—a little over 25 percent.3 That the PLAAF was willing to shed so many of its aircraft indicates the scope of the PLAAF’s modernization efforts equally as much as its acquisition of modern aircraft.

One way of understanding the impact of the past 20 years on the PLAAF’s fighter force is to compare the number of its modern fighters with the numbers
owned by the air forces of other advanced countries; table 8–2 shows that comparison. It reveals that the third-largest fleet of advanced fighters in the world may be found within the PLAAF, smaller only than those of the United States and Russia, and larger than the combined inventories of, for example, the British and French air forces.

Table 8–2. Comparative Numbers of Modern Fighters, 2010

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Air Force</th>
<th>Number of Modern Fighters</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>U.S.</td>
<td>1,490</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Russia</td>
<td>523</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>China</td>
<td>399</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Taiwan</td>
<td>331</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Israel</td>
<td>294</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South Korea</td>
<td>201</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France</td>
<td>191</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Great Britain</td>
<td>183</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>India</td>
<td>182</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Japan</td>
<td>160</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Germany</td>
<td>150</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Counts include: U.S. (Active component only): F–22, F–15, F–16, F/A–18; Russia (Su–34, MiG–29, Su–27); China (J–10, Su–27/J–11, J–11B, Su–30, JH–7); Taiwan (F–16, F–CK–1); Israel (F–15, F–16); France (Rafale, Mirage 2000); Great Britain (Typhoon, Tornado F.3, Tornado GR.4); India (MiG–29, Su–30, Mirage 2000); Japan (F–15); South Korea (F–15K, KF–16C/D); Germany (Eurofighter, Tornado IDS).

Finally, figure 8-1 presents a third way of visualizing the reshaping of the PLAAF’s fighter fleet by depicting its order of battle according to fighter “generation.” Today, almost a third of the PLAAF’s fighter-bombers are fourth-generation jets; yet as recently as 2000, they made up only 2 percent of the force. (Chinese writings refer to fourth-generation fighters as “third-generation” aircraft; this book employs the Western terminology throughout.)

PLAAF Aircraft and Weapons in Service

Q–5. The last second-generation aircraft in combat service with the PLAAF is the Q–5 Fantan. The Q–5 evolved from the J–6, which itself was a Chinese-produced MiG–19; it first flew in 1965 and entered service in 1970. In keeping with what we will see is PLAAF practice, the Q–5—nearly obsolescent already by North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO) or Warsaw Pact standards at the start of its operational career in China—has been modified and updated several times over the years. The newest variant, the Q–5L, has been fitted with a conformal belly fuel
tank and a laser designator under the nose, and Chinese Internet photos show it equipped with a targeting pod on a ventral pylon and laser-guided bombs hung on the wings. Despite its age, the Q–5L could be an effective light attack aircraft if employed in a very forgiving air defense environment.

**Figure 8–1.** Size and Composition of the PLAAF Fighter Fleet, 1990–2010

*J–7.* A reverse engineered MiG–21, the J–7 Fishbed was put into production in the early 1960s, entered PLAAF service in 1965, and has since been produced in a bewildering variety of subtypes. It is still the most numerous type of fighter in the PLAAF’s inventory; the latest (and probably last) model, the J–7G, first flew as recently as 2002. In production for nearly 4 decades—a time span that likely will never be approached, let alone surpassed, by another combat aircraft—the J–7 has been improved over time, including several upgrades to its radar, addition of a head-up display (HUD) and other updated avionics, a larger, double-delta wing, and integration of more modern air-to-air missiles (AAMs), including the infrared (IR)-guided PL–8. Production of the J–7G reportedly continued at least into 2009.

*J–8.* Originally an enlarged, twin-engine development of the J–7, the J–8 Finback is yet another PLAAF aircraft that has been progressively upgraded since its introduction in 1981. A major redesign was undertaken in the late 1980s, which saw the forward fuselage with its MiG–21-style nose intake give
way to one featuring a solid nose—accommodating a more powerful radar—and two lateral air intakes, one on each side of the aircraft. It is this version, the J–8II or J–8B, which continues to serve and has also been the platform for several generations of progressively more capable models. The latest confirmed variant is the J–8F, which has been equipped with new cockpit avionics, more powerful engines, and a probe for in-flight refueling. The most significant upgrade is the installation of a newer radar that enables employment of the PL–12 active homing radar–guided “fire and forget” medium-range AAM (MRAAM). Although not as capable as the most modern aircraft in its arsenal, these late-generation J–8s provide the PLAAF another, presumably cheaper, platform capable of using its most up-to-date air-to-air weapons.

**JH–7.** The JH–7 Flounder is an indigenously designed twin-engine attack fighter that entered PLAAF service by 2004. The current production model is the JH–7A, equipped with improved radar, digital flight controls, and modernized cockpit instrumentation. The aircraft’s empty weight has been reduced via utilization of composite materials and the number of stores hardpoints increased from 7 to 11. The JH–7A can be equipped with navigation, targeting, and data link pods mounted under the forward fuselage and is capable of carrying a wide array of land attack and maritime strike weapons of both Chinese and Russian origin. It, too, has been photographed carrying the PL–12 MRAAM. There are reports that a second update, the JH–7B—with improved engines and some radar signature reduction—is under development, although no solid evidence of this has yet appeared.

**J–10.** The J–10 is a single-engine multirole aircraft developed by Chengdu Aircraft Industry Corporation (CAC). First flown in March 1998, the J–10 reportedly entered PLAAF service in 2003. A tailless design with canard foreplanes, the J–10 strongly resembles the cancelled Israeli Lavi fighter though it is unclear how much design assistance, if any, CAC received from either Israel or Russia (although the latter has to date provided the J–10’s engine). It has 11 weapons stations and has been photographed with what appear to be navigation and targeting pods mounted ventrally just aft of the underslung air intake, and with a removable fixed air refueling probe on the starboard side of the fuselage. Around the time that the first J–10s were being deployed by operational units, development began on an upgraded version of the aircraft. Dubbed the J–10B, the new model features a simplified engine inlet ramp that reduces weight and improves the aircraft’s radar signature. The J–10B also adds an electro-optical targeting system (EOTS), visible as a bulge forward and to the starboard side of the canopy. Featuring an infrared search and track (IRST) sensor and a laser rangefinder, the EOTS allows a pilot to passively detect and target enemy aircraft without requiring telltale signals from the J–10’s radar.
Su–27SK/UBK, J–11A. The first variants of the Sukhoi Flanker to join the PLAAF were the single seat Su–27SK and the two-seat operational trainer, the Su–27UBK. These were also the first fourth-generation combat aircraft to enter PLAAF service when they appeared in the mid-1990s. Initially, the PLAAF purchased its Flankers from the Russian production line, but these have been supplemented over time by more than 100 aircraft built from Russian-supplied kits by Shenyang Aircraft Corporation (SAC), aircraft that are designated J–11A. Chinese assembly of these J–11A kits was ended about halfway through the planned 200 aircraft run because PLAAF requirements had reportedly evolved such that the single-role air superiority Su–27/SK/J–11A no longer suited the service’s needs. As originally built, China’s Su–27SK/J–11 fighters can carry neither the Chinese PL–12 nor the Russian R–77 (AA–12) active-homing MRAAMs. There are, however, reports that at least some of these aircraft have been fitted with the radar modifications needed to fire the R–77/AA–12. Like the J–10B, all Flankers feature an EOTS mounted in front of the canopy. In an intriguing development, the PLAAF apparently sent several Su–27/J–11 aircraft to Turkey in October 2010 to participate in an exercise called “Anatolian Eagle.” This is the first time a NATO country has hosted an exercise that included the PLAAF.

J–11B. The J–11B is SAC’s response to the PLAAF’s requirement for a true multirole Flanker variant. Based on the Su–27SK airframe, the J–11B features Chinese-manufactured engines and avionics, including indigenous radar, and can be armed with a wide variety of air-to-air and air-to-surface weapons, including the PL–12 MRAAM. Among other improvements, SAC claims that the radar cross-section of the J–11B has been reduced by 75–80 percent from the Su–27SK by reconfiguring the engine intakes and employing radar-absorbing paint. This degree of signature reduction may strain credulity absent more substantial changes to the airframe, but the assertion alone indicates that the PLAAF understands the advantages afforded by stealth. The J–11B appears to have entered PLAAF service in 2007. A two-seat version, the J–11BS, is under development.

Su–30MKK. The Su–30MKK is yet another derivative of the Flanker family, a two-seat multirole aircraft developed from the Su–27 for the PLAAF. China has reportedly purchased 76 of these Russian-manufactured fighters, which incorporate improved avionics, including a more advanced radar with improved air-to-ground capabilities. The Su–30 can be fitted with a wide array of “smart” and “dumb” weapons and munitions, and it also features a retractable refueling probe. Licensed production of the Su–30 in China was once expected but now appears unlikely, with the two-seat J–11BS potentially occupying what might otherwise have been the Su–30’s “strike fighter” niche in the PLAAF force structure.
China’s Fifth-Generation Fighter (J–20). The first public flight in January 2011 of a stealthy new Chinese fighter, the J–20, came as a surprise to many observers who had agreed with then-Secretary of Defense Robert Gates that China would “have no fifth-generation aircraft by 2020” and only “a handful” by 2025. The flight took place while Gates was in China, an irony that may or may not have been intended by the Chinese.

The J–20 appears to be a large airplane, estimated to be about the size of an F–111 by at least two analysts. Its appearance shows that substantial care was taken in the design to shape the jet for low observable (LO) characteristics. At this point, all performance specifications are wholly speculative, but the J–20 is thought to have two internal weapons bays and to be capable of “supercruising” flight. In both regards, the aircraft resembles the USAF F–22.

Some accounts report that J–20 prototypes had been flying at a PLAAF test center for several months before the fighter’s official debut in January, and that a total of four airframes are being used in the test program.

Late in 2009, the PLAAF’s deputy commander, General He Weirong, said that a new fighter would soon “undertake its first flight” and be in service “8 to 10 years” after that. This schedule would appear to bring the jet into service around 2016, earlier than previous intelligence assessments had projected.

H–6. The H–6 Badger is the PLAAF’s only true bomber, a twin-engine medium-range aircraft copied from the Soviet Tupolev Tu–16 of the mid-1950s, with which it shares the same Western reporting name, Badger. The H–6 has been built in a number of versions for both air force and naval use since its first delivery in 1969. The newest versions in PLAAF use are the H–6G, which is the carrier platform for China’s first air-launched land attack cruise missile (LACM), the KD–63, and the H–6K, which can carry up to six smaller Tomahawk-like LACMs. The H–6K in particular appears to be a fairly radical reworking of the Badger, with modern turbofan engines apparently replacing the less powerful and less efficient turbojets that powered all previous models, composite materials being used to reduce weight, a modern “glass” cockpit installation, improved avionics, and a thermal-imaging sensor under the nose.

Special Purpose Platforms. The PLAAF has long sought to acquire an airborne early warning and control (AEW&C) platform along the lines of the U.S. E–3 Airborne Warning and Control System (AWACS). A program to buy four A–50I aircraft—a Russian Il–76 Candid airframe equipped with Israeli radar and mission equipment—collapsed in 2000 when Israel succumbed to substantial U.S. pressure and dropped out of the deal. After this
disappointment, China moved forward with its own aircraft, also based on the Il–76 platform, but with an indigenously developed mission suite. At least four of these KJ–2000 AWACS aircraft are in active service with the PLAAF, providing it with its first sophisticated airborne battle management assets.19

Another area of interest to the PLAAF is aerial refueling, which is a necessary competence if China intends to extend the reach of its airpower beyond its immediate environs. Today, the PLAAF possesses a fairly rudimentary capability, owning about a dozen H–6U tankers equipped with a “probe and drogue” refueling pod under each wing. Relatively few of China’s combat aircraft can be refueled in the air: some late-model J–8s have probes fitted, and a fixed probe can be installed on the J–10. The PLAAF’s Su–30s have retractable refueling probes, but their system is allegedly not compatible with the H–6U.20

In 2005, China ordered 34 additional Il–76 Candid transports and four Il–78 Midas tankers from Russia, but none have been delivered to date due to a dispute between the Russian export company and the factory responsible for building the aircraft.21 The PLAAF needs not only additional tankers but also more strategic airlifters—if not from Russia, then from its own aviation industry—to achieve any aspirations it might have for possessing a credible power projection capability. In fact, a new large transport aircraft, sometimes called the “Y–20” is reportedly under development; a first flight “around 2012” has been suggested.22

The PLAAF has also developed about a dozen specialized platforms based on the Y–8 four-engine turboprop transport.23 The “Gaoxin” series includes another AEW&C aircraft, a maritime surveillance variant, an airborne command post, and a number of platforms for various electronic warfare functions, such as jamming and signals intelligence (SIGINT).

Unmanned Aerial Systems. Table 8–3 lists unmanned aircraft systems (UAS) deployed or under development in China. They range from a copy of the Vietnam-era U.S. Firebee reconnaissance drone to the Xianglong high-altitude long endurance (HALE) UAS that bears a passing resemblance to the U.S. RQ–4 Global Hawk.
Table 8–3. PLAAF Unmanned Aircraft Systems

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Vehicle Designation</th>
<th>Vehicle Type</th>
<th>Payload (kilograms)</th>
<th>Mission radius (kilometers)</th>
<th>Endurance (hours)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Harpy</td>
<td>Armed UAS</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>400–500</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CH–3</td>
<td>Armed UAS</td>
<td>63–90</td>
<td>1,200</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Xianglong</td>
<td>HALE</td>
<td>650</td>
<td>7,000</td>
<td>unknown</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yilong</td>
<td>MALE</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>unknown</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BZK–005</td>
<td>MALE</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>unknown</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASN–206</td>
<td>MAME</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>unknown</td>
<td>4·8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASN–209</td>
<td>MAME</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LT series</td>
<td>MAV</td>
<td>unknown</td>
<td>10–20</td>
<td>0·3–0·6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASN–104</td>
<td>RPA</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chang Hong*</td>
<td>RPA</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>1,250</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASN–105B</td>
<td>RPA</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AW series</td>
<td>Tactical</td>
<td>unknown</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1–1·5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W–30</td>
<td>Tactical</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>1·2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tianyi</td>
<td>Tactical</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W–50, PW–1</td>
<td>Tactical</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>4·6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PW–2</td>
<td>Tactical</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>6–7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U8E</td>
<td>VTOL</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Soar Bird</td>
<td>VTOL</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Data from Jane’s (2010) and SinoDefence (n/d).

HALE: high altitude, long endurance
MALE: medium altitude, long endurance
MAME: medium altitude, medium endurance
MAV: micro air vehicle
RPA: remotely piloted aircraft
VTOL: vertical takeoff and landing

*The Chang Hong may also be referred to as the “WuZhen–5.”

In the past decade, China has displayed a dizzying array of various UAS models at air and trade shows; many if not most seem never to have gone into production. A look at the table suggests that China is experimenting with many classes of UAS, mostly for surveillance and reconnaissance. Of particular interest is the Harpy, an Israeli-made antiradiation drone. It flies to a target area and loiters until an appropriate target begins to emit, at which point it dives into the target and detonates. Harpy is an interesting hybrid of UAS and cruise missile, somewhat akin to the cancelled American AGM–139A Tacit Rainbow program of the late 1980s.

Air-to-air missiles: Table 8–4 lists air-to-air missiles (AAMs) in service with the PLAAF. As can be seen, for many years the PLAAF was equipped with obsolete AAMs. Through to the mid-1980s, the most common missile in its inventory was the PL–2, a Chinese copy of the Soviet AA–2 Atoll AAM,
itself a copy of the first-generation U.S. AIM–9B Sidewinder. But, in the early
1990s, this began to change. Along with Russian Su–27s came modern Rus-
sian missiles: the R–27/AA–10 Alamo radar-guided medium-range air-to-
air missile (MRAAM) and the R–73/AA–11, short-range AAM (SRAAM),
which at the time was probably the best visual range “dogfight” missile in the
world. As well, China developed two indigenous infrared homing SRAAMs,
the PL–8 and PL–9. The PLAAF fielded its first indigenous MRAAM, the
PL–11 semiactive radar homing missile, developed from the Italian Aspide
(which Beijing had purchased in small numbers) around the turn of the cen-
tury. Along with its Su–30s, China procured a number of R–77/AA–12 “fire
and forget” MRAAMs from Russia. Shortly thereafter the PLAAF also began
fielding the PL–12, an indigenous active-homing MRAAM compatible with
most of its modern fighters.24

Table 8–4. Current PLAAF Air-to-Air Missiles

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Designation</th>
<th>Year introduced</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Range (kilometers)</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PL–2</td>
<td>~1970</td>
<td>IRH</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Copy of AIM–9B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PL–5</td>
<td>~1987</td>
<td>IRH</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>Similar to AIM–9G</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PL–8</td>
<td>~1990</td>
<td>IRH</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>Based on Python 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PL–9</td>
<td>early-1990s</td>
<td>IRH</td>
<td>15–22</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PL–11</td>
<td>~2001</td>
<td>SARH</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>Based on AIM-7, Aspide</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R–27/AA–10</td>
<td>mid-1990s</td>
<td>SARH/IR</td>
<td>60–80</td>
<td>On Flankers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R–73/AA–11</td>
<td>mid-1990s</td>
<td>IR</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>On Flankers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PL–12/SD–10</td>
<td>~2004</td>
<td>ARH</td>
<td>70</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Jane’s (2010)

ARH: active radar homing  IRH: infrared homing  SARH: semiactive radar homing

Both the AA–11 and the PL–9 are reportedly compatible with helmet-
mounted sights, which allow the missile to be locked onto an air target when
the pilot looks at it. When combined with the missile’s “off boresight” capabil-
ity—it can be fired at targets to one side or another of the launching aircraft
up to some specified limit—the sighting system streamlines the engagement
dynamics of close-in aerial combat.
Looking ahead, it has been reported that China is working on at least three new AAM designs: an extended-range ramjet powered version of the PL–12, a short-range active radar homing missile, and the PL–ASR, an IR missile employing thrust vector controls which would provide greater agility to the weapon.\(^{25}\)

**Air-to-surface missiles:** Table 8–5 lists air-to-surface missiles (ASM) reportedly fielded by the PLAAF. They range from the Hellfire-class AR–1 to the HN–1, a Tomahawk-like long-range cruise missile (LRCM). In addition to these missiles, China is also beginning to deploy laser- and satellite-guided bombs, although it is not clear whether they are yet available in operationally significant quantities.\(^{26}\)

**Table 8–5. Current PLAAF Air-to-Surface Missiles**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Designation</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Guidance</th>
<th>Range (kilometers)</th>
<th>Warhead (kilograms)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AR–1</td>
<td>ATGM</td>
<td>Semiactive laser</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>10 AP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kh–31/AS–17/YJ–91</td>
<td>ARM</td>
<td>INS/passive radar</td>
<td>15–110</td>
<td>87kg HE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KD–88</td>
<td>ASM</td>
<td>INS/EO/RF</td>
<td>“100+”</td>
<td>(unknown)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KD–63(^*)</td>
<td>LACM</td>
<td>INS/EO</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>512 HE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HN–1</td>
<td>LACM</td>
<td>INS/GPS/TERCOM</td>
<td>600</td>
<td>400 HE/SM</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Jane’s (2010).

AP: armor-piercing  
ARM: antiradiation missile  
ATGM: antitank guided missile  
EO: electro-optical  
GPS: global positioning system  
HE: high explosive  
INS: inertial navigation system  
LACM: land attack cruise missile  
RF: radio frequency  
SM: submunition  
TERCOM: terrain comparison and matching  
*The KD–63 is also referred to as the YJ–63.

**Surface-to-air missiles.** The PLAAF operates China’s long-range strategic surface-to-air missiles (SAMs); as table 8–6 shows, these are a mix of indigenous and Russian designs. While the HQ–2 is obsolete, the HQ–9, HQ–12, and SA–300 variants are all very capable systems. Of particular interest is the HQ–12, which appears to have been designed expressly to attack AWACS-type aircraft and jamming platforms; it is unique in being a surface-to-air antiradiation missile (ARM). The table includes the new S–400 SAM system that has entered service in Russia. No exports of this very long-range SAM—the intended successor to the S–300 series—are as yet reported, but China, which is said to have paid for a substantial portion of the system’s development, is likely to be an early customer for it.
### Table 8–6. Current PLAAF Surface-to-Air Missiles

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Designation</th>
<th>Guidance</th>
<th>Range (kilometers)</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HQ–2</td>
<td>Command</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>Similar to Russian S–75/SA–2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HQ–7</td>
<td>Command</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>Similar to French Crotale</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HQ–9</td>
<td>Track via missile</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>Merges S–300 / Patriot technology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HQ–12/FT–2000</td>
<td>Inertial navigation system / passive radar</td>
<td>100–120</td>
<td>Targets airborne warning and control, electronic warfare aircraft</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S–300PMU</td>
<td>Radar homing</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>5V5SRUD missile</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S–300PMU1</td>
<td>Track via missile</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>48N6E missile</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S–300PMU2</td>
<td>Track via missile</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>48N6E2 missiles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S–400</td>
<td>Inertial navigation system / command / radar</td>
<td>up to 400</td>
<td>9M96, 40N6 missiles</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Jane’s (2010)

---

**Measuring Up: The PLAAF’s Equipment versus the United States**

Consider the circumstances had U.S. and Chinese fighter pilots encountered one another in the skies near Taiwan in 1995. The American would have been flying a fourth-generation F–15, F–16, or F/A–18, armed with AIM–120 advanced medium-range air-to-air missiles (AMRAAMs) and AIM–9L/M short-range air-to-air missiles (SRAAMs). The U.S. pilot would almost certainly have been supported by a controller in an E–3 AWACS, and would have found a KC–135 tanker orbiting nearby in the event that fuel became an issue.

For his part, the PLAAF pilot would most likely have flown a MiG–21 variant without any medium-range missiles, being armed instead with only obsolescent PL–2 or PL–5 short-range IR weapons. While a ground controller back on the mainland would have helped manage and inform the PLAAF pilot’s sortie, that controller’s picture of the relevant airspace would have been substantially inferior to the one being monitored inside the AWACS as it cruised high above. And there would have been no tankers available to provide additional fuel should that have been necessary or desirable. In short, the Chinese airman would have been flying an obsolete aircraft carrying antiquated missiles, have modest situational awareness, and, as is discussed elsewhere, would himself have been the product of inferior training and preparation compared to the U.S. pilot. Thus, he would have been overmatched and outgunned.27
Now fast-forward 15 years. While the U.S. pilot would most likely be in essentially the same plane with essentially the same weapons and essentially the same support, the picture on the PLAAF side would be very different. Consider the following changes:

**The PLAAF Now Has Platforms Comparable to U.S. Platforms**

The PLAAF’s Su–27/J–11s are often compared to the U.S. F–15, the J–10 to the F–16, and the Su–30 to the F–15E. As table 8–7 shows, these comparisons are not far-fetched; though hardly identical, the two sides’ jets clearly seem to fill parallel slots in their respective force structures.

**Table 8–7. USAF vs. PLAAF Fourth-Generation Fighters**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Initial operational capability</th>
<th>MTOW (kilograms)</th>
<th>Range (kilometers)</th>
<th>Armament</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>F–15C</td>
<td>1979</td>
<td>30,845</td>
<td>&gt;2,500</td>
<td>Up to 8 air-to-air missiles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Su–27/J–11</td>
<td>~1997</td>
<td>33,500</td>
<td>4,900</td>
<td>Up to 10 air-to-air missiles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F–15E</td>
<td>1989</td>
<td>35,741</td>
<td>2,540</td>
<td>11,113 kilograms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Su–30</td>
<td>2001</td>
<td>34,500</td>
<td>3,000</td>
<td>8,000 kilograms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F–16C</td>
<td>1984</td>
<td>21,772</td>
<td>1,550</td>
<td>4,200 kilograms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J–10</td>
<td>~2006</td>
<td>18,500</td>
<td>~1,100</td>
<td>4,500 kilograms</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Jane’s (2010)

The similarities between each side’s “fourth-gen” fighters go beyond static comparisons of size and payload. Plotted in figure 8–2 are two factors for each of eight aircraft: weight-to-thrust and wing loading. The first shows the relationship between an aircraft’s weight and the power of its engines, and the second the relationship between its weight and the surface area of its wings.28 These factors help determine a fighter’s maneuverability in both the horizontal (banks and turns) and vertical (climb and dive) dimensions. Lower is better for each factor, so the farther down and to the left an aircraft lies, the better.

Unsurprisingly, the USAF F–22—seen in the figure’s lower left corner—is superior on both counts; in the upper right are the F–16C and the F/A–18E/F, which trail the pack in these two regards. Clustered in the middle are five aircraft, the F–15C, F–15E, F–35, J–10, and J–11, which are in more or less the same neighborhood on these two important characteristics. While weight-to-thrust ratio and wing loading vary over the course of a mission as fuel is burned and ordnance expended, these platforms themselves start out broadly similar in these important factors.
The J–10B and Flanker variants are equipped with passive IRSTs. These sensors can permit a pilot—without emitting a radar signal—to detect another aircraft by “seeing” the heat from its engines, the friction produced as it moves through the air, or the heat signature from the launch of a powered missile. Sukhoi claims that the OLS–35—developed for its Su–35 advanced Flanker—has a front hemisphere detection range of 50 kilometers (30+ miles), and as much as 90 kilometers (55+ miles) in the rear hemisphere, where it is “looking” at the hot exhaust of a target aircraft.\textsuperscript{29} While the OLS–27 and OLS–30 that equip China’s Su–27/J–11s and Su–30s, respectively, are less capable, it is worth noting that no current generation U.S. fighter has an IRST at all, not even the F–22.\textsuperscript{30} The forthcoming F–35 (now in advanced flight testing) will mount an IRST, and programs are underway to retrofit both the F–15C and F/A–18E/F.\textsuperscript{31}

The PLAAF Now Has Weapons Comparable to U.S. Weapons

The weaponry—air-to-air, air-to-surface, and surface-to-air—available to the PLAAF has obviously advanced dramatically since the mid-1990s. As discussed above, new AAMs and precision-guided munitions (PGMs) are entering the force, providing China with much improved capabilities across the board. Whereas in 1995 the PLAAF would have gone to war with outmoded AAMs and “dumb” bombs, its inventory today includes weapons—of both Russian and Chinese manufacture—that are in the same class as those
carried by USAF and U.S. Navy combat aircraft, including laser- and satellite-guided bombs and guided missiles of various sorts. Tables 8–8 and 8–9 compare similar weapons from each side’s arsenal.

### Table 8–8. U.S. and Chinese Air-to-Air Missiles

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Designation</th>
<th>Year Introduced</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Range (kilometers)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AIM–9X (U.S.)</td>
<td>2003</td>
<td>IRH</td>
<td>&gt;10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PL-9</td>
<td>early-1990s</td>
<td>IRH</td>
<td>15–22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R–73/AA–11</td>
<td>mid-1990s</td>
<td>IR</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AIM–120–C5 (U.S.)</td>
<td>1996</td>
<td>ARH</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R–77/AA–12</td>
<td>~2003</td>
<td>ARH</td>
<td>50+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PL–12/SD–10</td>
<td>~2004</td>
<td>ARH</td>
<td>70</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Jane’s (2010)

ARH: active radar homing  IRH: infrared homing

### Table 8–9. U.S. and Chinese Air-to-Surface Missiles

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Designation</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Guidance</th>
<th>Range (kilometers)</th>
<th>Warhead (kilograms)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AGM–114 Hellfire (U.S.)</td>
<td>ATGM</td>
<td>Semiactive laser</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AR–1</td>
<td>ATGM</td>
<td>Semiactive laser</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AGM–88 HARM (U.S.)</td>
<td>ARM</td>
<td>INS/passive radar</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kh–31/AS–17/YJ–91</td>
<td>ARM</td>
<td>INS/passive radar</td>
<td>15–110</td>
<td>87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AGM–84E SLAM (U.S.)</td>
<td>ASM</td>
<td>INS/GPS/IIR</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>222</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KD–88</td>
<td>ASM</td>
<td>INS/E0/RF</td>
<td>“100+”</td>
<td>u/k</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AGM–84H SLAM–ER (U.S.)</td>
<td>ASM</td>
<td>INS/GPS/IIR</td>
<td>280</td>
<td>360</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KD–63</td>
<td>LACM</td>
<td>INS/E0</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>512</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BGM–109 TLAM (U.S.)</td>
<td>LACM</td>
<td>INS/GPS/TERCOM</td>
<td>1,200</td>
<td>535–1,360</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HN–1</td>
<td>LACM</td>
<td>INS/GPS/TERCOM</td>
<td>600</td>
<td>400</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

ATGM: antitank guided missile  ARM: antiradiation missile  ASM: air-to-surface missile
EO: electro-optical  GPS: global positioning system  IIR: imaging infrared
INS: inertial navigation system  LACM: land-attack cruise missile  TERCOM: terrain comparison and matching

### The PLAAF Is Beginning to Field “Force Multipliers”

For decades, the United States has fielded dozens of noncombat aircraft that increase the effectiveness of its fighters and bombers. These “force multipliers”—the E–3 AWACS, the E–8 JSTARS (Joint Surveillance Target Attack Radar System), the KC–135, the RC–135, and others—help manage air combat,
track moving targets on the ground, refuel aircraft to extend their range and endurance, and provide a variety of intelligence and electronic warfare (EW) capabilities. They are linchpins of not just U.S. air operations but also of the Pentagon’s overall concept for joint operations.

Until recently, the PLAAF has only aspired to such capabilities, and in the realm of in-flight refueling its capabilities remain minimal. With the deployment of the KJ–2000 AEW&C platform and multiple EW aircraft based on the Y–8, however, it has begun to make progress in a number of these areas. These specialized aircraft exist in small numbers and it is not at all clear how adept the PLAAF is in operating and exploiting these emerging capabilities, nor do we know how well they are integrated into Chinese operational concepts. But the steps we have seen them taking are significant and bear very close attention going forward.

In China’s Backyard, the PLAAF’s SAMs Weigh Heavily

In almost any plausible near- to mid-term Sino-U.S. confrontation, China would have home-field advantage, at least relative to the United States. Whether across the Taiwan Strait, over the Senkaku/Diaoyu Islands, or in the South China Sea, Beijing would be able to bring more of its military power to bear than could the United States. This is especially true in the early hours, days, and weeks of a conflict. For the PLAAF, that means that it will at least initially likely enjoy a numerical advantage over U.S. forces, and—depending on the circumstances—perhaps even over the combined forces of the United States and its partners.32

Operating close to China’s shores could also bring the PLAAF’s modern SAMs into the picture. Figure 8–3 shows the ranges of today’s S–300PMU2 (200 kilometers) and tomorrow’s S–400 (400 kilometers) in the context of the Taiwan Strait and South China Sea areas.33

At maximum range these missiles can engage only high-flying targets, but many important U.S. aircraft—the “force multipliers” described above along with high-endurance UASs like Global Hawk—typically operate at precisely those altitudes. Especially after the S–400 enters Chinese service, those U.S. platforms will either have to operate in the face of a much-increased SAM threat or fly farther away from the action and so compromise their performance.34 U.S. bombers carrying cruise missiles might be compelled to launch farther from the Chinese coast, which would limit the depth into the mainland that the missiles could reach. Closer in, these advanced SAMs could constrain the operation of even high-performance fighter aircraft; nonstealthy, so-called legacy jets—the F–15, F–16, and F/A–18—would be greatly at risk if called upon to fly within the S–300/400’s envelope.
The Big Picture: The PLAAF Today and Tomorrow

If the PLAAF is not capable of challenging U.S. airpower in a nearby scenario like a Taiwan Strait contingency, its major items of equipment are no longer the main culprits. Its radical downsizing and steady modernization have, since 1995, brought the Chinese air force up to advanced world standards in many regards. Its growing fleet of fourth-generation fighters, stockpiles of advanced air-to-air and air-to-surface weaponry, emerging AEW&C and EW capabilities, and up-to-date surface-to-air defenses represent remarkable advances in technology and capacity since 1995.

In the event of a confrontation farther afield—for example, in the Malacca Strait, or closer to home, in the Spratly Islands—the PLAAF’s capabilities remain limited. Conducting high-tempo combat operations is much more challenging 1,500 or 2,500 kilometers from home versus 200 or 300 kilometers. Under these conditions, the PLAAF would require a much more robust in-flight refueling capability and enough AEW&C assets to compensate for the
absence of ground-based control. Recent years have seen the PLAAF begin to step up to the latter challenge; its intentions regarding tanker aircraft, on the other hand, appear modest. With only a dozen or so H–6Us operational and no known plans to acquire more than the four MIDAS tankers it ordered in 2005, aerial refueling does not appear to be a current priority for the Chinese; this will have to change if the PLAAF is to project significant power more than a few hundred kilometers from Chinese territory.

Looking toward 2020, it seems likely that the PLAAF will continue on the path it has been following since the mid-1990s. This will mean the retirement of many J–7s and early model J–8s accompanying the acquisition of additional advanced fighters. It seems unlikely that China will choose to replace its own “legacy” fighters on a one-for-one basis, so the PLAAF will probably continue to shrink, though not at the pace we have witnessed over the last 15 years.

The PLAAF’s decision to “indigenize” the Su–27 as the J–11B rather than build licensed Su–30s suggests a growing confidence in the ability of China’s defense industry to produce complex modern weapons. We might therefore expect to see a larger and larger proportion of Chinese-built hardware filling out the PLAAF’s inventory. We can also expect China to progressively upgrade its fourth-generation inventory to accommodate new weapons, radars, and avionics, as it already appears to have done with its Su–27s—to fire R–77/AA–12 MRAAMs—and the J–10, by developing the J–10B.

By 2020, the PLAAF may be operating at least small numbers of J–20 stealth fighters; we should also expect to see the introduction or enhancement of other PLAAF platforms and weapons. These include the following: more, and more advanced, AEW&C capabilities, and improved EW capacities overall; improved air-to-air weapons, including a very long-range AAM to threaten an adversary’s high-value assets like the E–3; the proliferation of “smart” weapons throughout the force; increased use of drones and UASs, likely including analogues to the U.S. Predator and Global Hawk aircraft; and continued deployment of the indigenous HQ–9 long-range SAM and acquisition of the S–400.

Although it seems less likely given available evidence, by 2020 China could also be well on the way to equipping the PLAAF with a new long-range strike aircraft to replace its antediluvian H–6s as bombers and cruise missile carriers. The PLAAF might also seek to increase its modest long-range airlift capabilities. Receiving the 34 Il–76 Candids it bought in 2005 would appreciably expand its transport fleet, but, as with tankers, the development and/or acquisition of more airlifters beyond those already booked would be needed if the PLAAF sought to support power projection over long distances.

The progress made in recent years by the PLAAF is impressive. Not too long ago, it was an unsophisticated congeries of ancient aircraft and weapons,
its pilots poorly trained and poorly supported. As late as the early 1990s, it was likely too weak to have even defended China’s home airspace against a serious, modern adversary. In the early- to mid-1990s, as Chinese doctrine changed from focusing exclusively on territorial defense to contemplating limited power projection campaigns, the PLAAF found itself confronting a number of daunting learning curves that led from where it was to where it needed to be to fulfill its new missions. In terms of major items of equipment, it has successfully climbed many of these curves and appears at least to understand the ones that are left, even if it is not yet poised to climb them.

The revolution in the PLAAF’s order of battle is over. It has made up the four decades separating the MiG–17/MiG–19 generations from the Su–27SK /Su–30MKK generation in just 15 remarkable years. Whether or not the PLAAF can close the remaining gaps between its capabilities and those of the most advanced air forces remains to be seen. But given how it has transformed itself over the last 15 years, one would be foolish to bet heavily against it.

Notes

1 This paper reflects the analysis and judgments of its author alone. It in no way represents or purports to represent the views of the RAND Corporation or the sponsors of RAND’s research.


4 We take as “first-generation” fighters the earliest, gun-armed, subsonic jets like the F–86 or, in China’s case, the MiG–17/J–5. In the second generation are the aircraft fielded in the late 1950s: capable of supersonic flight, usually radar-equipped, and in at least some cases missile-armed. The aforementioned F–100 and MiG–19/J–6 are representative types. The third generation includes fighters that were introduced to service in the 1960s through the early 1970s. They featured vastly improved avionics and weapons, carried the first beyond visual range (BVR) radar-guided air-to-air missiles (AAMs), and were often intended as multirole platforms. The quintessential “third-gen” aircraft is probably the F–4; the various subtypes of J–8 fit into this class. Finally, fourth-generation fighters were introduced into service in the late 1970s and early 1980s. These jets had further improved avionics fits, such as “look-down, shoot-down” radars, sophisticated flight control systems, and designs that generally emphasized maneuverability rather than raw speed. An example on the U.S. side is the F–15; for the PLAAF, the Su–27.


6 Jane’s Air-Launched Weapons, lists 9 domestic variants; 15 others have been offered for export.

7 The J–8 first flew in 1969. The long gap between first flight and operational introduction can be blamed on the chaos attendant to the Cultural Revolution and its aftermath.
There are reports of still another model, referred to as the J–8T or F–8T, but no definitive information appears to be available.

The JH–7 had already been operational in China's naval air arm for several years.


The two-seat J–11BS version was first photographed in 2009 at a Chinese flight-test facility.

Chinese sources often refer to the planned new fighter as "fourth-generation" vice fifth, which is the generation for low-observable "stealth" aircraft developed in the West.


“CAG J–20,” Jane's All the World's Aircraft online, May 17, 2011; by subscription only.


The original Soviet Tu–16 entered production in 1953. Like the MiG–19 and MiG–21, current versions of the H–6 testify to China's ability to squeeze the last drops of operational capability out of the most antiquated designs.


The Y–8 is a Chinese version of the venerable Soviet-era Antonov An–12 Cub transport.

The “indigenousness” of the PL–12 can be overstated. There is evidence that the seeker, the guidance system, and some of the control systems were developed with substantial Russian help. The PL–12 is sometimes referred to by its export designation, SD–10.


The MiG–21 was, in its heyday, a fine airplane: small and hard to see, light, and maneuverable. In the hands of a pilot who could exploit these strengths, it could be a capable day fighter. The tradeoffs inherent in designing any high-performance aircraft, however, meant that these qualities came at the expense of range and armament. See Bill Gunston, *Mikoyan MiG–21* (London: Osprey Publishing Ltd., 1986).

I have used the maximum takeoff weight and maximum thrust with afterburner for each aircraft.

EQUIPPING THE PLAAF


32 The author led a study that examined the possible dynamics of an air war over Taiwan in the 2010–2015 timeframe. If China can successfully suppress operations from Taiwan air bases and the U.S. base at Kadena on Okinawa—and the study concluded it most likely can—the PLAAF could have up to a 4:1 numerical advantage in the air over the USAF, U.S. Navy, and Taiwan; see David A. Shlapak, David T. Orletsy, Toy I. Reid, Murray Scot Tanner, and Barry Wilson, A Question of Balance: Political Context and Military Aspects of the China-Taiwan Dispute, RAND Document MG-888 (Santa Monica, CA: RAND Corporation, 2009).

33 In both cases, analysts placed the SAM unit 50 kilometers (31 miles) back from the nearest coastline.

34 Long-range SAMs may not be the only weapon capable of threatening AWACS, JSTARS, and the like. Russia has worked on at least at two very long range AAMs, the R–37 and R–172/K–100, and the latter program is likely ongoing. These missiles, whose ranges are reportedly in excess of 200 kilometers (125 miles), are sometimes called “AWACS-killers” and may have been designed explicitly to engage large, slow, loitering aircraft like the E–3. There is no evidence that either weapon has entered service with the Russian air force let alone the PLAAF, but to the extent that China has access to leading-edge Russian weapons and technologies, it would not be surprising to see a like missile appearing in the PLAAF’s arsenal at some future date.
Chapter 9

Meeting the Challenge of the Upcoming PLAAF Leadership Reshuffle

You Ji

The transformation of the People’s Liberation Army Air Force (PLAAF) has entered a fast track, as new fourth-generation fighters (third-generation, by Chinese terminology) are introduced to the force. This has placed huge pressure on the air force to groom, select, and place talented commanders at various levels. This is an enormous task, as the service has about 250 posts at or above deputy corps level (major generals or above). The foundation of this large pool of senior officers is in a constantly changing mode, especially for the majority of major generals who come and go due to the PLA age rules. This paper concentrates on officers at the corps level (正军级), totaling about three dozen commanders. For reasons of space, it does not examine purely political officers. Instead, the emphasis is on professional airmen and those responsible for combat forces.

Today the PLAAF is about to reshuffle its top and regional leadership because of the age requirement and the reshuffling of the Central Military Commission (CMC) in the 18th Party National Congress to be held in 2012. For the top leaders, all PLAAF deputy commanders would step down before the 18th Congress, as they were all born in 1949 and thus—according to regulations governing officers at the deputy military region (DMR, 大区副) level—must retire at 63. Among the regional commanders who are also at the DMR rank, two were born in 1947 and two in 1948, which means that they should step down this year or the next. The rest were all born in 1949 and will retire at about the same time with deputy commanders of the PLAAF. Thus, by 2012, over two dozen senior air force commanders at the rank of lieutenant general (including those in the political affairs system) will vacate their positions and make way for the new blood to take over. This changeover of the top PLAAF leadership is unprecedented.¹

This paper examines the reshuffle of air force leadership in the context of CMC personnel changes in the 18th Party Congress, which will be equally profound. The impact on the PLAAF is significant, particularly if General Xu Qiliang (徐其亮) gets promoted and General Ma Xiaotian (马晓天) returns to the air force, a very logical scenario. It argues further that the future PLAAF leadership will be made up of three age echelons:
Top leaders born at about the same time as the founding of the People's Republic of China (Xu and Ma)

PLAAF deputy commanders and commanders at the military regions (MRs). (These leaders were born in the mid-1950s, with one or two born in the early 1960s.)

Younger officers appointed to corps rank, e.g., deputy chief of staff of the air force and deputy commander/chief of staff at the military region air force (MRAF) rank (born in the late 1950s and early 1960s).

**The Duumvirate of Xu and Ma: The Top Echelon**

There is no doubt that the career path of Generals Xu and Ma presents a very useful case for the study of PLAAF leadership. Their past experience exposes broadly how the PLA top command selects top brass, trains them with various difficult tasks, and finally realizes their potential to be the highest-level leaders. More significantly, the study of Xu and Ma is integral to that of the 18th CMC. Therefore, in studying them, research of the emerging PLAAF leadership is linked to that of the future PLA leadership as a whole.

In the make-up of the current CMC, the age structure of its members may lead to retirement of all but Xu and Chang Wanquan (常万全), director of the General Armament Department (GAD), in the Party’s 18th National Congress in 2012.² Being the youngest CMC member and with the highest seniority (Xu became divisional, corps, and service commander much earlier than Chang), it is likely Xu would be promoted further. Yet there are only two positions for him at this level of power: either deputy CMC chair, or minister of defense.³ In this case he would vacate his current position of PLAAF commander. Ma would likely be the first in line to succeed Xu, following Xu’s own path from the PLAAF Headquarters to the General Staff Department (GSD), and thence to the CMC as the PLAAF representative.

If this occurs, it would constitute a groundbreaking development within the elite politics of the PLA and its service relationships. First, since the ouster of Wu Faxian (吴法宪) in 1971, the PLAAF has not had another person in the second rank of CMC. Secondly, for the first time since the founding of the air force, it would now have two officers, Xu and Ma, at the apex of power. This is conducive to the PLA’s efforts to erode the “army-first” mentality (大陆军主义) affecting its overall strategic orientation.⁴ Given Ma’s background—previously he was the deputy commander of Lanzhou and Guangzhou Military Regions; president of the National Defense University; currently, most senior deputy chief of staff; and most importantly, a member of the Party’s Central Committee (CC) since 2002—his further promotion is a perfect fit to PLA personnel advancement
patterns. Failure to promote Xu and Ma would be regarded as unfair and discriminatory according to PLA norms and standards (军中伦理). If this is indeed the case, both of them would take a veritable great leap forward in their political and military careers. As CMC deputy chair, Xu would acquire the Party rank of Standing Committee member in the Politburo; if he is made defense minister he would hold the rank of State Council counselor. Ma would hold the rank of a Politburo member as a CMC member. And as such they would both enjoy the prestige of Party and state leaders.

Certainly there are high odds against such a dual PLAAF membership in the CMC. Today, service representation in the CMC is basically functional. This is especially true of specialized, highly technical services, such as the air force, the navy, and the strategic missile force (二炮). The initial concept in 2004 of absorbing service commanders into the CMC was to turn it into the top body for commanding joint warfare, increasingly seen as the primary type of warfare for the PLA in the decades to come. It drew upon the example of the U.S. joint chiefs of staff system in integrating service functions as part the PLA’s preparation for war, the central theme of China’s defense policy since 1999.

As the PLAAF contemplates its future, it faces a number of intriguing questions. Would the potential dual air force representation upset the functional balance among the different services? Would this dual representation be viewed as fair by other services? The perception of fairness in the PLA is an important concept in maintaining factional and service equilibrium, something that may impact force stability. The navy, for instance, would be jealous; its current CMC representative, Admiral Wu Shengli (吴胜利) will be over 65 years of age in 2012 and will likely retire. Admiral Sun Jianguo is 3 years younger than Ma Xiaotoan and would be the primary choice to replace Wu, but the naval headquarters does not have a figure comparable to Ma. The situation with the leadership of the strategic missile force (Second Artillery Corps) is similar.

Ma’s future is tangled up with Xu’s in that if Xu is not promoted, there is no vacancy for Ma in the CMC, unless Ma would be made chief of the general staff or a director of either GAD or the General Logistics Department (GLD), both relatively unlikely. If Ma does not advance, it is a loss not only for the air force, but the PLA as a whole. In the GSD he has been praised as the most competent deputy chief of staff, evidenced by his being given a wider range of duties than his GSD colleagues, including war preparation and training; strategic planning; foreign affairs (a euphemism for intelligence); the air force; and the PLA professional military education (PME) institutions. In particular, Ma has impressed his colleagues and others (including the present author) with his ability to grasp and analyze even casually presented information in briefings and during various conferences.
It is possible that the CMC would regard the issue of two PLAAF CMC members not strictly from the viewpoint of service representation. This is to say that one of the two would be functional, representing the air force, but the other would be regarded simply as a competent top leader who can make great contribution to PLA transformation, regardless of whether he is a seaman, airman, or foot soldier. Both are well qualified for either position. Ma's experience at the National Defense University (NDU) and as the executive deputy chief of GSD in the lead-up to General Ge Zhenfeng's (葛振峰) retirement testified that the CMC had great expectations of him. The NDU experience was meant to broaden his strategic vision and theoretical depth in the “ivory tower” of ideas. It also familiarized Ma with key candidates (then at corps rank) for future top PLA leadership positions. His position as executive deputy chief of the GSD furnished a rare opportunity to grasp the overall military situation, from the nuclear button, foreign military exchanges and joint exercises, weapons research and development, operations and training, and the PLA's domestic missions to budgetary allocations among services and interservice coordination.

**Xu and Ma: Two Remarkable Careers**

Xu and Ma are believed to share similar career advancement paths. They both joined the air force and became jet pilots in the mid-1960s (Ma in 1965 and Xu in 1967) and have a very similar and impeccable track record in military service. They both enjoy sports, particularly basketball.

Xu has enjoyed good fortune while in the air force. After graduation from the 8th Aviation Academy in 1969 he became a fighter pilot in the Independent Detachment of Air Force (AF) Division 4. This detachment was a battalion unit, but had regiment rank. As a result, Xu skipped the conventional regiment step on his way up. He was made commander of the 26th Division at 33 years of age and deputy corps commander of the 4th Corps (later reorganized as the PLAAF's Shanghai Commanding Headquarters) at just age 34 in 1984, becoming the youngest army-level commander of the PLA at the time. He became commander of the new 8th Corps (deployed in Fujian for Taiwan missions) at the age of 40 in 1990, still holding the record of youngest corps commander to this day. In 1994, he became chief of staff of the air force, achieving the crucial deputy MR rank. In 1999 the PLA leadership transferred him to the Shenyang MR as deputy commander. In 2004, he was made the PLA's deputy chief of general staff, a full MR rank post. Three years later, he became air force commander, the fourth youngest PLAAF commander following Liu Yalou, Wu Faxian, and Ma Ning (马宁), and thus a member of the CMC as well.11

Ma was born in 1949 and quickly proved a model officer. In 1972, because of his birth date, he was selected to appear in a documentary film As
the Same Age of the Republic, representing the PLA. Thereafter he entered the fast track of promotion. He became commander of the 724 Regiment in 1973, at the age of 23(!), and then, a decade later, was promoted to deputy commander of the 24th Air Force Division, part of the 6th Corps, at 34. In 1995, he became commander of the 10th Corps, and then, just 2 years later, the PLA leadership promoted him to deputy chief of staff for the PLAAF. Only a year later, he was transferred to be chief of staff of Guangzhou Air Force Region.12

The Guangzhou transfer was unusual, in that he moved at the same rank. Seldom is a transfer from the center to the region at this level made without a promotion. But even this reflected his favored status, for the underlying reason was to broaden Ma’s command experience and familiarity with operational combat units in different war zones. Two years later, in 1999, he was promoted to the position of deputy commander of Lanzhou MR, and commander of Lanzhou Air Force Region, making the crucial climb into the deputy MR rank. Within 2 years he was transferred to be deputy commander of Nanjing MR and commander of PLAAF Nanjing Region. In 2003 he became deputy PLAAF commander. In 2006 he assumed the presidency of the National Defense University, thus entering the full MR rank. The following year he was given his current position as the PLA’s executive deputy chief of general staff.

It is very interesting to compare Xu and Ma’s career paths, something that can shed a lot of light on PLA elite selection, advancement, and career termination. From the information mentioned above, it is clear that both Xu and Ma were identified early by the air force and the CMC as candidates for top leadership. They had excellent performance qualifications, were top-grade fighter pilots (特级飞行员), and were well respected by their peers and subordinates. Both Xu and Ma piloted J–10s, Su–27s, and Su–30s to gain first-hand experience with these aircraft.

Yet, in this invisible race, Ma was left behind, virtually from the starting point. There are some clues why. First, Xu served in one of the PLAAF’s elite fighter divisions, while Ma’s was a relatively less prestigious one. This gave Xu an advantage in attracting the attention of the PLA/PLAAF leadership. Later his 8th Corps was deployed in a key strategic location—Fujian, near the Taiwan Strait—where it was on constant combat readiness, while Ma’s corps was based in more distant Hebei with more routine service. Second, Xu’s skip of the regimental step in the upward ladder allowed him to enter the cadre reserve list of the military region earlier than Ma. Therefore, once there was an opportunity for promotion, Xu was the first to be considered. Third, Xu served in the 4th Corps (later the Air Force Shanghai Commanding Headquarters (上海空军指挥所) as its chief of staff. This corps historically produced many more key PLAAF leaders (for example, Gao Houliang [高厚良], Qao Qingchen [乔清晨], and Han
Decai [韩德彩]) than Ma’s 6th and 10th Corps. These leaders naturally favored subordinates following the same career track. Fourth, Xu was younger than Ma by 1 year, a seemingly small difference, but one that could be a key cut-off factor in Chinese Communist Party (CCP)/PLA succession politics.13

Thus, Xu accelerated ahead of Ma as early as the late 1980s, even though Ma’s own upward progression was a veritable “helicopter” compared with his peers. Xu acquired deputy corps rank about a decade earlier than Ma (1983 versus 1993). When Xu became the PLAAF chief of staff in 1994, Ma was only chief of staff of the 10th Corps. This was a crucial difference, as Xu entered the CMC cadre management list while Ma stayed in the air force list. The gap was finally closed on the eve of the 16th National Party Congress as both were at the same military rank: Ma was then Nanjing MR deputy commander and its air force chief, and Xu held the same ranks in Shenyang. At the congress, they were both elected to be CC members, and thus equal to the parallel third-most-important personages in the air force (the first two CC members being the commander and political commissar of the PLAAF).

But when the selection of the PLAAF commander came down to Xu and Ma, Xu’s early seniority over Ma played a crucial role in his promotion. This difference is a huge one, because Xu as a CMC member is ranked as the leader of the PLA (军委领导), while Ma can only be dubbed the leader of a headquarters (总部首长). It is interesting to watch if Ma can again match up with Xu in the forthcoming PLA leadership reshuffle. Certainly in no aspect is Ma inferior in ability and performance to Xu. Their relative career progression is evidence, yet again, that sometimes the factor of luck is more important than anything else.

The Second Echelon of the PLAAF Headquarters Elites

The second echelon of PLAAF leadership consists of the PLAAF’s deputy commanders, chief of staff, deputy chiefs of staff, and assistant chiefs of staff. Readers are advised that these elites at the headquarters belong to two clusters in CMC nomenclature. The deputy commanders and chief of staff are at the deputy MR rank and fall into the CMC “Category B” management list, requiring that (though nominated by the CMC’s professional soldiers) their appointments be approved by the CMC chair personally. The deputy chief of staff and assistant chief of staff are Corps-level leaders whose appointments are basically decided by the PLAAF, approved by the CMC in regular meetings, and signed by the CMC chair. Their appointments are professional, not political. In fact the PLA is no longer subjected to impositions of blatantly political appointments, though this was a widespread phenomenon in the now-past eras of Mao Zedong and Deng Xiaoping.14 Currently, the PLAAF has five deputy commanders, five deputy chiefs of staff, and five assistant chiefs of staff.
Deputy Commanders

All five PLAAF deputy commanders were born in 1949, meaning that they have little or no prospect of upward progression, since the deputy MR rank requires compulsory retirement age at 63. Among them are three fighter pilots of the top grade and two army officers transferred to the PLAAF, with distinctive military family backgrounds.

Lieutenant General He Weirong (何为荣) is executive deputy commander, responsible for operations and training. He commanded Fighter Division 6 and was deputy commander of the Jinan MR and the Jinan AF Region (2003). He was PLAAF chief of staff (2003) before assuming his current position (2005).

Lieutenant General Jing Wenchun (景文春) is in charge of the departments of supporting arms in the Headquarters (electronic warfare, radar and communications, education institutions, and key weapons projects). He was commander of the 10th Corps (1998) and deputy commander of the Beijing MR and the Beijing AF Region (2002–2006) before assuming his current position.

Lieutenant General Zhao Zhongxin (赵忠新) is in charge of headquarters affairs and air force MR affairs. He was commander of the 19th Fighter Division and the Dalian base (2000) and chief of staff for the Nanjing (2002) and Chengdu (2004) AF Regions and deputy chief of staff (2004) and chief of staff of the PLAAF (2005) before assuming this position.

Lieutenant General Yang Dongming (杨东明) is in charge of the PLAAF Research Institutions (basic weapons design, research and development), the Engineering Department, and logistics. Although recruited into the PLA as an air force technical officer—he graduated from the Beijing Aero-Space and Aviation University in 1977 as a rocket engineer—his career advancement came mostly in the army, with postings to the Defense Technology Commission, the Hebei Military District, and the Beijing Garrison. He was transferred back to the PLAAF as deputy commander from the GLD (where he was director for the Material and Oil Department). Without the connections of his father (General Yang Chengwu [杨成武], former PLA chief of general staff), he would not have come this far in the air force, for he was not an airman and possessed no prior experience in PLAAF combat units or headquarters.

Lieutenant General Chen Xiaogong (陈小工) is in charge of intelligence, training safety, and foreign affairs. He is probably the only senior commander in the PLAAF with battlefield combat experience, having fought in the Sino-Vietnam border war as a battalion commander. He was PLA defense attaché in Washington (2001) and then the PLA’s intelligence chief (director of the 2nd Department of the GSD). He represented the PLA as deputy director of the Politburo’s Foreign Affairs Leading Small Group (FALSG) office and was appointed assistant chief of general staff in 2007, temporarily filling the vacancy left by General Xiong Guangkai.
Chen’s career progression is intriguing. It is not clear how he was transferred to the PLAAF, which had already filled its four deputy-commander quota. Chen belongs to the PLA category of “cadre to be rescued” (抢救干部), a commander with a distinctive service record who, due to lack of a compulsory experience or lack of a vacancy, is transferred elsewhere as a way of promotion. General Pei Huailiang (裴怀亮) was a good example of this category when he was promoted as president of the NDU. General Zhang Qingsheng was promoted to be deputy chief of general staff without experience as a group army (GA) and MR Commander. For Chen Xiaogong, assistant chief of general staff is still between the army and DMR ranks that he achieved long time ago (准大区级).16

But without experience as a commanding officer at or above divisional level (军事主官), it went against the norm to create an exception for him to become deputy chief of general staff. Overall, Chen’s career progression was frustrated despite his extensive connections with top leaders while working in the Politburo’s FALSG and his father’s connection as China’s first ambassador to Japan. He thus went to the PLAAF because the PLAAF was a place that could adopt him.

**Lieutenant General Yang Guohai** (杨国海) is the PLAAF chief of staff. From his resume, we can see that he has been Xu’s old associate in Shanghai and is the same age as Xu. The relations between a commander and his chief of staff are always special, and this makes the post of chief of staff a key position in the PLA. According to PLA regulations, the chief of staff is in a way more important than deputy commanders. For instance, if the commander is killed in combat, the next person in line to fill the commanding job is not one of the deputy commanders, but the chief of staff because the former are in charge of specific areas while the latter is more familiar with the overall responsibilities and workings of the unit.17 Although deputy commander and chief of staff are at the same military rank, in recent years more chiefs of staff have been promoted to lead MRs and Corps-level units than deputy commanders.

Yang was born in 1950, and became commander of the 4th Fighter Division in his late 30s and commander of the Shanghai base in 1998. He stayed in the post of chief of staff of the Lanzhou AF Region for 6 years from 2000, a bit too long for a designated candidate for a future PLAAF leader and, as a result, his future is relatively limited. But after he was appointed to deputy chief of staff of the Air Force in 2006, he held that post for hardly a year before being promoted to chief of staff. Obviously his deputy period was transitional, waiting for the incumbent chief of staff (Zhao Zhongxin) to vacate the position.

**Deputy Chiefs of Staff**

The PLAAF deputy chief of staff and assistant chief of staff positions are at Corps rank (young assistant chiefs of staff are usually at the deputy Corps level) and normally serve as an important stepping-stone to more senior posts.
The importance of these roles is to bring promising commanders of tactical units (divisional and forward bases) to the headquarters to familiarize them with higher command and strategic management. If the top PLAAF leadership is composed of generals of different age clusters separated by about 5 years, deputy chiefs of staff are reserved for candidates for deputy MR positions either in air force headquarters in Fuxingmen (复兴门空军大院) or in the seven air force regions. Since the mid-1990s, almost all PLAAF deputy chiefs of staff have advanced further, to the deputy MR rank or higher.

The following is the list of past deputy PLAAF chiefs of staff since that time:

- Xu Qiliang (徐其亮, 1993–1994, AF commander)
- He Weirong (何为荣, 1996–2002, deputy AF commander)
- Jia Yongsheng (贾永生, 1996–2003, regional commander)
- Ma Xiaotian (马晓天, 1997–1998, deputy PLA chief of general staff)
- Liu Zuoxin (刘作新, 1998 regional commander)
- Jiang Jianzeng (江建曾, 2000–2004, regional commander)
- Zhao Zhongxin (赵忠新, 2004–2005, deputy AF commander)

The present deputy chiefs of staff have an average age of 53 and are destined to take over more senior commanding positions, as the entire pool of incumbent deputy PLAAF commanders and regional commanders (whose average age is about 62) will be replaced in accordance with the “63 and out” regulation.

Currently, there are four deputy chiefs of staff in the PLAAF headquarters:

**Major General Zhang Jianping** (张建平) was born in 1956 and enlisted in the PLAAF in 1974. He now assists the chief of staff, overseeing operations and training. For instance, he was the PLAAF representative in the Sino-Russo joint military exercise Peace Mission 2009 in the Zhaonan Joint Tactical Training Base in the Jinan MR in July 2009. After the exercise, he made a widely circulated speech on how the PLAAF should learn the best air force theory and practices of the foreign counterparts, noting “Joint exercises and exchange of personnel with other militaries would be a very useful means for absorbing the good experiences of foreign air forces and this will have profound impact on PLAAF transformation.”


Zhang had already served in various key commanding posts before coming to the PLAAF headquarters. He was regimental commander at the age of 27 and commander of the 3rd Fighter Division a few years later (the elite of all elite divisions in the PLAAF). Being the first “fist unit” equipped with the Su–27 in the mid-1990s, he led the first team from the division to Russia to receive the Su–27 and become the first of the Su–27 pilot cadre in the PLAAF. He was promoted to be commander of the 9th Corps and deputy commander of the Beijing MRAF. There is no doubt he was marked early as a candidate for the service’s senior leader. As first deputy chief of staff, he is poised to replace Yang Guohai.19

Major General Yi Xiaoguang (乙晓光) was born in 1958 into a military family and was one of 296 PLA deputies to the 17th Party National Congress.20 In charge of training and headquarters affairs, he is the most promising and the youngest officer at the full corps rank in Fuxingmen, and the second youngest in the entire PLAAF. His rise was swift and impressive: joining the PLAAF in 1974 at the age of 16, he studied at the Baoding Aviation School (预校) for a year, and became a commander at the battalion level 3 years later at the age of 20. He studied in the PLAAF Command Academy in 1984, laying the foundation for his own subsequent “helicopter rise.” He reached the post of deputy division commander in 1989 at the age of 31 and division command in 1992, director of the Department of Training in the PLAAF Headquarters in 1996 (the youngest grade-two Department head at the time), and deputy chief of staff of Guangzhou AF region in 2002.

Before being appointed to his current post, Yi was president of the famous Air Force Command Academy (AFCA) in Haidian, Beijing. In PLA tradition, it is relatively easy to find a capable corps commander, but very difficult to locate a capable president for a top military university.21 When he was divisional commander in 1992, Yi composed The Chinese/English Manual for Jet Pilots, something quite unique for a combat pilot with no formal higher education and an achievement helpful for his appointment to the presidency of the AFCA.22 Clearly, Yi was brought back to the PLAAF headquarters to manage the routine work at the apex of power before taking on more senior positions elsewhere in the future.

Major General Wang Yisheng (王义生) was an interesting appointment in 2009, for he was clearly a “rescued cadre.” He was commander of the AF Weapons Experimental Base in Jiuquan (Shuanchengzi Base, 双成子基地), Gansu Province, having spent fully 38 years in the base since joining the PLAAF in 1968.23 He transformed it into the PLA’s most sophisticated and largest electronic warfare center. Wang was transferred to Beijing following Hu Jintao’s instruction that the CMC should take good care of the cadres who have served in remote and poor provinces for a lengthy period of time, such as
Tibet, Xinjiang, Gansu, and Qinghai, where living conditions are harsh. Wang is now assisting the chief of staff in managing technological affairs and weapons research and development programs.

**Major General Dan Zhiping** (但志平), born in 1957, assists the chief of staff in matters of training and foreign affairs in the headquarters. He was assistant chief of staff between 1994 and 1999 in his late 30s (a remarkably young age for the post). He assumed the current position after transfer from deputy chief of staff of the Chengdu AF region in 2008. Before that, he also served as deputy chief of staff of the Lanzhou AF region. In 2007 he was sent to study at “the Generals’ course” (将军班) in the PLA NDU where he was cited as an excellent student. His graduation thesis on training in a combat situation using simulation facilities furnishing “Red” versus “Blue” force scenarios and practice won high praise. He was subsequently chosen to supervise further study resulting in an influential colloquium in which the main ideas expressed by participants were subsequently published in the *PLA Daily*. Clearly he is a rising star in the PLAAF.

**Assistant Chiefs of Staff**

The post of assistant chief of staff serves as a stepping-stone for further promotion for most of the assistant chiefs. They are selected from promising young commanders at the deputy corps rank, either from combat units at campaign levels or specialized/technical departments in Fuxingmen. Oftentimes they are hand-picked by chiefs of staff personally and work closely with top commanders there. They usually enjoy good personal ties with the top AF brass and link the top command to the grass-roots forces. Currently the PLAAF has four assistant chiefs of staff, each with a unique background.

**Major General Li Shaomin** (李绍敏) joined the PLAAF in 1968 and now specializes in air force education. He was a top-grade jet pilot and regimental commander until 1996 when he was promoted to be deputy commandant of the 1st Flying Academy. From then on he served as commandant of the 3rd Flying Academy (1999); deputy president of Air Force University of Engineering (2001); and president of PLAAF Aviation University in 2003. He has held his current position since 2008. He assists the chief of staff in overseeing university education in the air force. Given his age, his career prospects seem to be limited, particularly as his current duty is not directly related to combat operations.

**Major General Wang Weining** (王卫宁) was recently promoted to the position from the directorship of the second department (intelligence) of the PLAAF. He assists the chief of staff in managing intelligence-related matters, public affairs, and foreign affairs.
Major General Lin Tao (林涛) has long served in air force units in northwest provinces such as Tibet. He was recently promoted to the major general rank (2009). In Fuxingmen, he assists the chief of staff in headquarters affairs and daily running of the staff department.

Major General Zheng Yuanlin (郑元林) is also a rising star in the PLAAF, as seen from his fast upward advancement in the last 3 years. In 2008 he was commander of the 13th Division (the PLA’s strategic transportation division). The next year he became commander of the PLAAF’s Wuhan Base at deputy corps rank. The following year he was appointed deputy chief of staff of the PLAAF Guangzhou MR. He was in Guangzhou for barely a year before being brought back to Beijing to be an assistant chief of staff of the Air Force.

Zheng has excelled both as a transport pilot and transport commander. He was selected as one of the best air force commanders in 2007, following his command of Il–76s deployed in the Sino-Russian Peace Mission 2007 exercise in Russia. During the catastrophic snow and ice storm in South China in January 2008, he was placed in charge of the PLA’s air relief missions. In a week, the 13th Division’s Il–76s conducted 75 emergency sorties and carried about 800 tons of goods to 19 airports in eight provinces. In the Wenchuan earthquake rescue operations, the 13th Division made a huge contribution.25 It was very difficult for large transports to take off and land in concentrated sorties, in tough weather conditions (e.g., visibility less than 100 meters), and on airports with only rudimentary facilities.26 Even so, operations were conducted with complete safety. Just days after he arrived in Beijing to take his current job, the Yushu earthquake struck; again the PLA entrusted him to command relief operations by both the 13th Division and the Chengkong Division.

Given that he is both in his early 50s and in the right place at the right time—on the verge of the forthcoming massive leadership reshuffle—it might be expected that his future is a bright one. But he faces a serious obstacle: in the entire PLAAF history of pilot cadre management, an airlift pilot has never risen very far in the leadership. As in other air forces, young and accomplished fighter pilots form the traditionally favored cadre. Within the PLAAF, the fighter divisions comprise over 55 percent of the total, attack aircraft divisions 30 percent, and bomber/transport divisions just 15 percent.27 Three transport divisions (the new division in the Chengdu AF Region, and the 13th and 34th Divisions) form a “minority” in the PLAAF structure. As a result, given the PLAAF’s past tradition, it will be interesting to see how far Zheng goes.

The Commanders of PLAAF Military Regions

As this is written, the military region air force commanders are all transitioning to retired status. The youngest commanders were born in 1949 and
the oldest in 1947. Jia Yongsheng of the Beijing MRAF and Liu Zhongxing are already over the retirement age. The CMC has applied a level of flexibility in service age to some special cases in recent years. The current MRAF commanders will all retire before the end of 2011, unless some “historical accidents” happen, such as an outbreak of conflict.

Attention should therefore be focused on the younger and rising stars in the MRAFs, who are in their early 50s, have served in operational frontline posts, and have held senior commanding positions for a number of years. Most are chiefs of staff of MRAFs who proved themselves as the top-grade fighter pilots, commanders of the “fist units,” and as staff officers in headquarters assignments. They are:

Major General Ma Zhenjun (麻振军), deputy commander and chief of staff of the Beijing MRAF. Born in 1964, he is probably the only major general at the full corps rank in the air force who was born in the 1960s. This indicates that Ma has distinguished himself in the race to the apex of power. He is now in a unique position to succeed either Jia Yongsheng, his current superior, or to be transferred to another MRAF as commander. It is worth noting that by March 2010 the PLA had only eight post-1960s major generals at the corps level, the youngest being Yang Hui (杨晖), director of the 2nd Department of the GSD. Mao Xinyu (毛新宇) (Mao Zedong's grandson) is the only one born in the 1970s. So far, apart from Ma, no other post-1960s corps level officer is found in the PLAAF.

Ma earned his fast promotion after proving himself as a top-grade fighter pilot, an outstanding fighter division commander, and a keen proponent of training. Instead of emphasizing routine technical training, Ma emphasized tactical combat training. When he commanded the 2nd Fighter Division, it was rated as having displayed the most proficiency in training for three successive years. He also won three PLA science and technology awards.

In 2007 Ma was promoted from commander of the 2nd Fighter Division to deputy chief of staff of the Guangzhou MRAF, when he was 43. Two years later, he was promoted to deputy commander of the Jinan MRAF (a full corps rank) and again within 1 year he was transferred to his current position. The frequent transfers clearly reflect the air force leadership’s confidence in Ma and their crafting a succession plan for him involving gaining intimate familiarity with various MRAFs and combat units.

Major General Ding Laihong (丁来杭) was born in 1957 and is the second youngest senior officer among the seven PLAAF MRs (at the full corps rank). He became regimental commander of Regiment 71 of Fighter Division 24 while in his early 30s. From the position of division deputy commander he moved to command of a training base in the Beijing MRAF, a divisional unit.
Like Ma, he emphasized combat-realistic “Red versus Blue” training. In 2001 he was swiftly promoted to chief of staff of the 8th Corps, deployed on the Taiwan Front, reaching the deputy corps level at the age of 44. When the 8th Corps was reorganized down to the Fuzhou Forward Commanding Post in 2003, Ding remained its foundational head. In 2007 he was promoted to be president of the Air Force Command Academy. One year later he was transferred to the Chengdu MRAF as its chief of staff. Looking back, Ding has been at the corps-command level for almost a decade. In terms of seniority or in terms of the PLAAF’s demand for a large pool of candidates to complete the forthcoming reshuffle, Ding is certainly at the front in the queue.

Major General Zheng Qunliang (郑群良), born in 1954, is older than Ding, but is still a valid candidate to “catch the last train” to reach deputy MR rank. Previously he was a corps commander who would have had to retire at the age of 55 if he could not advance further; but now, his active service can be extended, perhaps to age 58. Zheng, as commander of the PLAAF’s elite 1st Fighter Division, was selected to participate in a PLA senior officers’ delegation to visit the United States in July 2000, a sign of the PLA having identified him as a future PLAAF leader.

After his trip, he wrote a widely distributed article recounting his experiences visiting various U.S. Air Force bases. For instance, he noticed it took only 15 minutes for an F–15 wing to change munitions, as compared with his division’s 3 hours. He was highly impressed that USAF F–15 Eagle fighter pilots took off in formation, even under heavy clouds below 200 meters (something his own pilots could only do individually under the same conditions) and landed out of steep, descending turns.

At one base in California, he was particularly surprised to find Air Force male and female personnel working together and was impressed with the orderly and systematic airfield operations. He was surprised to find non-commissioned officers supervising flight operations (a task performed only by commanders in a PLAAF fighter division). Zheng concluded that if his commanders could be freed from such duties, they could devote their attention to more important tasks. He concluded that the more the PLA understood the U.S. military, the more the PLA would know its own shortcomings and be motivated to catch up.

Zheng is a top-grade jet fighter pilot. When he reached the PLAAF’s compulsory nonflight age of 47, he had accumulated 2,200 flying hours. He became commander of Regiment 3 of the 1st Division in 1992, then divisional commander in 1997. In a transregional combat drill under no pre-set flying conditions, he led the division to a deployment at another air base, breaking PLA records for the largest number of aircraft moved on a single mission,
traveling the longest distance, and the longest flying time under instrument-only (blind flying) flight conditions. In 1999 he was the in-flight commander for the Air Force National Day Military Parade. The review formation was 7 kilometers (4.34 miles) long, and passed the review stand at Tiananmen Square exactly on time, to the second. This exhibition won him high praise from PLAAF leaders. In 2002 he was promoted to commander of the Wuhan base and concurrently deputy commander and chief of staff of the Shenyang MRAF. Clearly, if age is not an obstacle for his advancement, he will receive a more senior post in the PLAAF’s leadership reshuffle.

Major General Zhuang Kezhu (庄可柱), chief of staff of the Lanzhou MRAF. He was born in 1955 and rose quickly in his early career. He was commander of the 33rd Fighter Division, the top division in Southwest China and always the first combat unit to equip with new generation aircraft in that region. He was promoted to commander of the Kunming Forward Headquarters in 1999. In 2005 he was transferred to Beijing to serve as assistant chief of staff of the PLAAF, in charge of combat plans and training of air force units in the southwest. He has thus gained valuable access to the top AF leadership on the one hand and had rich commanding experience at the basic campaign units on the other. His future upward movement is certain.

Major General Xu Anxiang (徐案祥) is chief of staff of the Nanjing MRAF. In his early 50s, Xu has already acquired valuable experience in commanding divisional and corps-level operations and training. In 2002 he was commander of the 14th Fighter Division, a unit on constant combat duty in the Nanjing War Zone. He was in charge of the MR's air force units in the Wenchuan operation when he was deputy chief of the staff. He personally oversaw preparation of aircraft in the Special Rescue Regiment that received emergency mobilization orders at 10:30 p.m. on the night of the earthquake, departing 3 hours later with all necessary materials. In 2007 Xu was frontline commander for PLAAF fighters deployed to the Sino-Russian joint military exercise Peace Mission 2007. This was the first time that PLAAF aircraft had entered a foreign country for combat drills. Xu directed 24 sorties of eight Chinese J-7s and Il-76s within a short period of time. Xu's division achieved its tactical objectives, even though in a strange location, against unfamiliar targets, and under uncertain circumstances. Given the fact that the PLAAF top leadership always selects the most competent commanders to command transnational military missions, Xu’s experience in the mission was a telling proof of how the PLAAF leadership regarded him. As a richly experienced commander in charge of operations and training in an important air force war zone, he held heavy responsibilities, a contributing factor likely to influence his promotion to higher command in future years.
Major General Sun Herong (孙和荣) is chief of staff of the Jinan MRAF (2009). He was deputy chief of staff of Shenyang MRAF (2003–2006) and commander of the Dalian Forward Headquarters (2007). His seniority is about the same as that of Ding, Zheng, and Xu, and he is a clear candidate for more important positions. In 2003 he coauthored with Yi Xiaoguang (乙晓光) a book entitled The Stealth Aircraft: A Difficult Adversary (隐形飞机及其克星). This highly acclaimed work subsequently proved popular with the PLAAF, then in the midst of examining high-tech warfare.

Clearly, there are many promising commanders among this cluster of relatively young major generals at the MRAF level. A number of other officers are also potential candidates; however, due to limited space, they can only be briefly noted:

Major General Chang Baolin (常宝林), deputy commander of the Nanjing MRAF, was chief of staff of the 1st Corps in 2000 at the age of 44 and then the Guangzhou MRAF’s chief of staff and deputy commander (2005). He is a candidate for commander for one of the MRAFs.

Major General Yang Weidong (杨卫东), commander of PLAAF Wuhan Base, was commander of the 31st Fighter Division and deputy chief of staff of the Jinan MRAF. He served briefly as assistant chief of staff of the PLAAF, which gave him close access to top PLAAF leaders. His current job is meant to increase his experience in regional command and campaign level units. He is poised to become chief of staff of one of the MRAFs.

Major General Wang Tieyi (王铁翼). Born in 1959, Wang is deputy chief of staff of the Shenyang MRAF. He was commander of the 9th Fighter Division, which is one of the top divisions in the air force, in 2000. He was selected to study at National Defense University in 2005 and was a deputy leader in the 54th Base of the Strategic Missile Force under the PLA senior officer exchange program of different services. In his capacity of deputy chief of staff of the Shenyang MRAF, Wang was the first-line commander of PLAAF units in the 2009 Sino-Russian Peace Mission joint exercise.

Major General Li Xiangmin (李向明). Born in 1959, Li became commander of the PLAAF Nanning Forward Headquarters in 2004 at the age of 45, younger than Ding Laihang (Fuzhou) and Zheng Qunliang (Wuhan) who held the same rank at the same time.

Summary

This chapter’s research tentatively reveals a few commonalities in PLAAF leadership politics, especially in regard to the patterns of elite selection and promotion.
First, the leadership selection process is increasingly based upon meritocracy and even “expertocracy.” The candidates for top leadership are inevitably well-trained, learned, and internationally exposed. The level of professionalism is very high, both in terms of their careers as airmen and their experience as commanders. Mediocre officers simply do not make it to the top, given the extremely tough competition among peers. The officers in the CMC and PLAAF cadre reserve lists have to go through several rounds of performance tests, through various commanding posts and at different levels of command. In this regard, the PLAAF is much like professional air forces in other parts of the world.

Second, fighter pilots have dominated the PLAAF leadership from its formative years to the present day. Virtually all top service leaders and leaders at the region level are fighter pilots. Partly this is due to the PLAAF force structure that gives numerical advantages to fighter divisions and partly to a tradition dating to the earliest years of the service. Functionally, fighter jets undertake a proportionally higher responsibility for homeland air defense. It is interesting to watch how this tradition will evolve and change, as the air force increasingly emphasizes power projection missions away from home, which will require other types of aircraft to play a larger role. In terms of personal networks, it is logical and commonplace for the incumbent fighter-pilots turned AF leaders to groom their subordinates into commanding positions. This situation is unlikely to change much any time soon.

Third, the age of the PLAAF’s current leadership will soon force a massive leadership reshuffle at the service and MRAF levels. The generational succession can be expected to be orderly, as an array of candidates is already in place to take over key positions as they become available. This chapter lists a number of them, although it is not an exhaustive examination. If there is no substantial intervening surprise, they will become the next generation of air force leaders. They are younger, better educated, with more flying hours, and more capable of piloting various types of third-generation (fourth-generation in Western terminology) fighter aircraft.

Fourth, the PLA as a whole and the PLAAF in particular have developed a sophisticated, institutionalized, and comprehensive personnel selection and promotion system. It is multi-layered, with a CMC reserve list, a PLAAF list, an MRAF list, a corps list, and a divisional list. Each list normally has 1.5 times the number of personnel who can be promoted to the next level to guarantee that the best make it through the selection filter. Different tiers are mutually supportive, as a promising PLAAF candidate can enter the CMC list simultaneously, to be groomed with a variety of opportunities, as takes place in the other services. As far as the air force is concerned, a pattern of upward mobility is thus clearly visible for those lucky enough to be screened as future top leaders.
They are identified early compared with those in other PLA services, thanks to the service age regulations for combat pilots, whose flying career ends at age 47. In their early 30s they become regimental commanders, get to the divisional rank in their mid to late 30s, and then to corps level posts before age 50. From there they are transferred frequently to gain familiarity with central affairs and different MRAFs, normally staying in one place no more than 2 years. A top air force leader is thus tempered with as much necessary experience as possible.

To stress yet again, meritocracy and expert knowledge of one’s professional career field are now the core defining qualities for the deepening professionalization of the PLAAF’s top elites. This is seen by the following facts:

- They are all top-grade pilots, typically rated in several kinds of high-performance aircraft (typically fighters), or other aerospace professionals.

- By the time a commander is selected for a corps-level command, he has gone at least three times to advanced training in military academies (for a deputy MR commander, at least four times).

- PLAAF officers are given special missions to test their ability in the process of being selected and promoted, such as joint combat drills with foreign military services and large-scale military operations other than war (MOOTW) experience.

- The selection of future leaders is increasingly open and competitive, using measures such as a satisfactory graduation thesis, peer opinion survey, and examination marks on technological tests (for instance, computer knowledge and skills). All these and others heavily impact subsequent personnel selection. Thus, the scope of arbitrary nomination of favored candidates by individual leaders is markedly decreasing.

In conclusion, the PLAAF is capable of identifying potential leaders and giving them the experience and skills needed to undertake the complicated and tough transformation of turning the air force from a purely defensive force to one with reasonable long-range offensive and defensive power-projection capabilities. The next years will bring about a major reshaping of the PLAAF leadership as those born in the late 1940s and early 1950s give way to younger officers. This will take place in an orderly fashion, though some disruption is likely to occur, with gaps between the right people in the right posts being narrowed and bridged only in a gradual manner.

By December 2011 the reshuffle of the military region air force leadership had seen five new MRAF commanders: Jiang Jianzeng (江建曾), Beijing MR, transferred from the Nanjing MR; Zhang Jianping (张建平), Guangzhou MR; Zhuang Kezhu (庄可柱), Lanzhou MR; Yi Xiaoguang (乙晓光), Nanjing
MR; and Zheng Qunliang (郑群良), Jinan MR. Two other air force military region commanders Fang Dianrong (方殿荣), Chengdu MR and Zhou Laiqiang (周来强), Shenyang MR have not been changed.

Notes

1 This paper does not examine any personnel in the air force’s political affairs system. The main reason is the limited space. Yet no less significant is the fact that political affairs staff have traditionally played a subordinate role as compared with commanders (军事主官) since the Liu Yalou (刘亚楼) era. This is similar to other specialized services that are more technologically intensive. But in the air force, the commanders have always been assertive. An interesting example is that in 1984 Politburo member and air force commander Zhang Tingfa (张廷发) clashed with Yang Shangkun (杨尚昆) in a Central Military Commission meeting over the issue of PLAAF streamlining. Yang asked Gao Houliang (高厚良), political commissar, to express his view. Gao simply said “I was with Commander Zhang.” Yang was enraged. He said “Your air force commissars never had any independent view against the commanders.” Both Zhang and Gao were removed from office in a few years.

2 Under PLA regulations, generals do not actually retire. They have permanent military status, but simply leave their active duties. They can still wear the PLA emblem and retain military rank. This gives them concrete privileges such as reading classified documents, utilizing a supporting staff, having official cars, and receiving full salaries as with active officers.

3 If the current CMC dual leadership structure continues, namely with a military officer and a political officer at the apex of power, Xu would be more likely given the defense minister portfolio. He would then be the first defense minister from the air force.

4 “One Million Reduction of PLA Soldiers Ends the Era of Big Army” [百万大裁军:中国大陆军时代的终结], PLA Daily, August 19, 2009.

5 Ma became Lanzhou deputy MR commander in 1999, arriving at the deputy MR rank 5 years earlier than Zhang Qinsheng (章沁生) and Sun Jianguo (孙建国), who reached the rank in 2004 as assistant chief of general staff and naval chief of staff, respectively, and 6 years earlier than Hou Shusen (侯树森), who was promoted to chief of staff of the Shenyang MR in 2005. Ma was a Central Committee (CC) member in 2002, while Zhang in 2007, and Sun still an alternate CC member now. On the other hand, Zhang, Sun, and Hou also have their chances to enter the CMC. For instance, Sun would replace Wu Shengli (吴胜利) as naval commander and Hou Liao Xilong (廖锡龙) as director of the General Logistics Department (GLD) in the 18th Congress in 2012.

6 When General Guo Boxiong (郭伯雄) inspected National Defense University (NDU) on September 18, 2010, he pointed out that all the war operations that would involve the PLA would be joint operations. The primary task for the NDU was to train commanders capable of commanding joint operations in the future wars. "Daily Military Report" [军事报道], CCTV Channel 7 (September 19, 2010).

7 Accelerating military struggle was a Politburo and CMC joint decision in 1999 in response to the U.S. bombing of the Chinese embassy in Belgrade during Operation Allied Force, and Lee Teng-hui’s “two-state thesis” in that year.

8 There is some possibility that Wu might not retire in 2012, as both Liang Guanqie (梁光烈) and Liao Xilong (廖锡龙) were retained in the 17th National Party Congress at the age of 67 in 2007. The likelihood is low, though, as one unwritten age rule for CMC membership selection is for the person to serve for two terms for the sake of leadership and policy stability. A younger person who can serve two terms from 2012 would be better for the PLA Navy (PLAN).

9 Vice Admiral Ding Yiping (丁一平) was groomed earlier to be the candidate. He was 6 years younger than Admiral Wu Shengli and had comparable command experience. He was as well an alternate CC member in 2002, as Wu was in the CC only 5 years later. However, Ding was penalized following a fatal accident with the Type 035 Ming-class submarine 361 on April 16, 2003. Seventy officers and men were lost, though the submarine was later salvaged. In the accident’s aftermath, Ding was lowered in rank by one grade, removing him from contention. Thus the promotion went to Wu.

10 According to General Xiong Guangke (熊光楷), Ma invited him to give a speech on global strategic issues in the PLA NDU in 2006. During the talk Xiong listed eight major points that he did not tell Ma prior to the talk. He noticed that Ma did not take notes. But when Ma made the summary speech, he elaborated these
eight points with great accuracy and his insights. This greatly impressed Xiong. In the three Shangri-la Security Dialogues, except for the first one where he looked a bit nervous, Ma was calm, eloquent, and firm in presenting China's view amidst clear situational pressure and addressed the most complicated issues with confidence. I was present for the 9th Shangri-la Dialogue on May 30, 2009, when Taiwanese scholar Liu Fu-kuo (刘复国) asked Ma a question in the first preliminary session. Liu first praised the improvement in bilateral relations across the Taiwan Strait. Then he said the improved bilateral ties should lead Taiwan to contribute to multilateral security regimes in the region. Ma immediately saw that the crux of the question was not bilateral but multilateral. He did not bother with the first part and stressed Beijing's stance on Taiwan's international pursuits.

11 Information from various official sources, such as Air Force News Paper, and PLA related Web sites, e.g., <www.ourzg> [军政在线], and <www.chinagate.com.cn> [中国发展门户网].

12 Information from <www.k6j.cn> [空6军战友网]. This is a Web site run by active and retired officers of the former 6th Corps of the Air Force where Ma started his first years as a pilot in the 24th Division until he became the division's commander.

13 For instance, in order to reinforce a sense of fairness or to arrive at a reluctant compromise, the 17th National Party Congress imposed an unwritten rule that those Politburo members born in the 1930s should step down and only those in the 1940s remained. Zeng Qinghong (b. 1938) thus had to go but Jia Qinglin (b. 1940) stayed on. See You Ji, “17th Party Congress and the CCP’s Changing Elite Politics,” in China’s Reform at 30, ed. Dali Yang and Zhao Litao (Singapore: World Scientific, 2009), 55-92.

14 Lieutenant General Jia Tingan (贾庭安), deputy director of the General Political Affairs Department (GPAD), is the only exception. He was Jiang Zeming’s chief secretary. His appointment to the PLA was both political and functional, as he was basically a liaison officer for Jiang prior to Jiang’s retirement.

15 On August 2, 2010, Jing inspected the Yanliang Aviation R&D Complex, accompanied by Zhang Wei (张伟), deputy director of the Armament Department of the PLAAF and others. The purpose was likely to gain first-hand knowledge of new aircraft. He also personally tested the simulation cabin of a key aircraft project. Chinese Aviation [中国航空报], August 5, 2010.

16 The position of assistant chief of general staff can be at a corps rank if the holder is not senior enough (appointed from a grade-one department at the GSD), but most get a DMR status. The majority of assistant chiefs of general staff receive promotion to the military region commander level when they become deputy chief of general staff, with the one exception of Li Yu (李玉) who retired with a DMR rank. Chen would be another exception, as his career would end with a DMR rank in the air force. His fatal weakness is that he did not have group army command experience.

17 Senior Colonel Jiang Daohong (姜道洪) et al., Theory of Improving the Quality of the Chief of Staff [参谋长素质论] (Beijing: National Defense University Press, 2006), 19.

18 Zhang Jianping’s interview with Li Jin in International Online [国际在线], July 24, 2009.

19 After the drafting of this chapter in late 2010, Zhang Jianping was promoted to be deputy commander of the Jinan MR and commander of the Jinan MRAF in an enlarged CMC conference in early 2011. He was the PLAAF representative in General Chen Bingde’s (陈炳德) U.S. tour in May 2011, and accompanied Admiral Michael Mullen’s visit to a PLAAF unit in Jinan in June 2011. In the same month, however, he was transferred to Guangzhou AF Military Region to be commander. Clearly his brief role in Jinan was associated with Mullen’s visit, which exposed him to an important diplomatic event. He is widely tipped as the air force’s next commander.

20 After the drafting of this chapter in late 2010, Yi Xiaoguang was promoted to be deputy commander of Nanjing MR and commander of Nanjing MRAF, at the same time with Zhang Jianping. Logically, Yi and Zhang have formed a potential team to succeed Xu and Ma in due time.

21 The AFCA was originated from the Air Force Academy, and used to be a DMR rank institution. The PLAAF leadership always tries to appoint the best person to be its president. Its incumbent president is Major General Ma Jian (马建), formerly the AF operations chief and first deputy director general of the Department No. 1 in the GSD, who is also a promising future AF leader. Ma attended the Australian Chief of Army Conference as the representative of General Liang Guanglie (then PLA chief of staff) in Canberra in August 2005. He was probably the first PLA military officer to participate in such international activities (most of the time it would be an officer from the 2nd department). He was seated with Australian Governor General (former Australian defence force chief) in the conference banquet and chatted with him directly for the whole evening without an interpreter, as I watched from a few tables away. He also led the PLA delegation to observe the U.S. Pacific Command’s 2007 annual multinational naval exercise in 2007.


26 Speech on the 13th Division’s Wenchun Operations by Senior Colonel Cheng Xiaojian [程晓健], now commander of the new transport division in Chengdu AF Region and the only female divisional commander in PLA combat troops at present. Hunan TV, June 18, 2008.


28 In 2005 the PLA adjusted the age rule, making it a bit flexible for non–front-line commanders. This applies to university and research staff, specialists in military technology, and unique cases.

29 After the writing of this paper in late 2010, Jiang Yongsheng retired in early 2011. Oddly enough, Jiang Jianzeng (江健曾), the person who replaced him, was formerly commander of the Nanjing MRAF and is only 2 years younger (b. 1949). This is a rare case, unless the CMC has plans to further promote Jiang Jianzeng, who is likewise near retirement age.

30 “Guangzhou Military Area Air Force Deputy Chief of Staff Inspires Armed Forces to Promote Jinan Military Region Air Force Assistant Commander” [广州军区空军副参谋长麻振军少将调升济南军区空军副司令员], Dazhong Ribao [大众日报], January 12, 2009.

31 After the writing of this paper in late 2010, Yang was promoted to chief of staff of the Nanjing MR in early 2011, the youngest PLA officer arriving at a DMR post. He was on General Chen Binde’s [陈炳德] U.S. tour in May 2011, and is tipped to replace Ma Xiaotian in charge of PLA foreign affairs and intelligence when Ma is transferred to another post.

32 “Divisional Commander of the Guangzhou MRAF Ma Zhenjun Tabs Potential of New Generation Aircraft and Turns it into an Ace Division” [广空某师师长麻振军挖新机潜力打造王牌], China’s Air Force [中国空军], January 17, 2004.

33 See Article 134 of PLA Active Duty Officers’ Regulations re service age, in Regulations of the PLA Active Duty Officer of the PRC [中华人民共和国现役军官法规定 第十四条]. This is according to Amendment 6 of the Regulation approved by the 7th plenary session of the 8th Standing Committee of the National People’s Congress on May 12, 1994, which allows maximum expansion of 3 years for divisional commanders and 5 years for corps commanders; see China.com [中国网], accessed on October 10, 2010.


35 PLA.net [中国军网], August 15, 2010.


38 From the rank of wing commander upward, the PLAAF has adopted a selection criterion of 1.5 times the available positions. The age and other qualifications are very tough. For wing commanders to be in the reserve list they must be younger than 30, have college degrees, 2 years of battalion commander experience, and be pilots of fighter and attack aircraft. This is the beginning step for all senior leaders to climb. See “The PLAAF Announces the Regulation on Enhancing Promotion of Wing Commander” [空军出台关于加强飞行大队长培养工作的意见], Air Force News [Newspaper of the PLAAF, 空军报], July 29, 2010.
Chapter 10

Education and Training in the PLAAF

Kevin Lanzit

Strengthened military education and training programs are fundamental to Chinese People’s Liberation Army Air Force (PLAAF) efforts toward “air force building” and are essential to China’s efforts to construct a modern 21st century military. The PLAAF recognizes that its modernization goals cannot be fully realized merely through the acquisition of advanced weapons and revision of military doctrine; it will also require the institutionalization of strong education and training programs capable of developing personnel with the requisite knowledge and skills to operate effectively in today’s increasingly complex operational environment. To that end, the PLAAF announced the following at the beginning of 2009:

Taking into full account preparations for combat and its own transformation and development, the Air Force is exploring training systems and methods tailored to the development of the latest generation of weaponry and equipment. It stresses technical and tactical training in complex environments, combined training of different arms and aircraft types, and joint training; conducts mission-oriented and confrontational training; and is increasing on-base, simulated and web-based training. It is working to optimize the tripartite pilot training system composed of flying colleges, training bases and combat units, and intensifying the training of aviation units in counter-air operations, air-to-ground attacks and joint operations. It is deepening reforms and innovations in institutional education by improving the system of discipline, and making innovations in teaching programs, means and methods. It is strengthening on-the-job training, and exploring a new model of personnel development, namely the triad of institutional education, training in units and professional military education. For this purpose, the Air Force Military Professional University was established in July 2008.

The principal target of air force education and training programs is the officer corps (cadre), whose members serve as the primary warfighters; secondarily, the focus is on the noncommissioned officer (NCO) corps, which is beginning to take on additional responsibilities in logistics and mission support. Education provides the officers and NCOs with the intellectual foundation needed to master the typical entry-level jobs in today’s military and to
advance to jobs of increasing complexity as technology evolves and they grow in rank and responsibility. Training provides technical knowledge and hands-on skills to achieve proficiency and perform consistently under the stress of uncertain and dynamic operational conditions. Together, education and training underpin the disciplined and agile combat forces that China seeks to build.

To fully harness the potential of its new arsenal—including aircraft, sensors, munitions, and space-based systems—China’s air force must resolve long-term deficiencies in education and training that have stood in the path of its advancement. Over the years, PLAAF education and training programs have been influenced and molded by a variety of factors, including Marxist-Leninist thinking and the influences of Mao Zedong, continuous comprehensive air force building and operational training experience, and the selective adoption of foreign operational practices. Although education and training programs of the PLAAF remain highly influenced by their early course of development, today’s training structure has undergone a number of recent reforms and adjustments which are now reaching maturity and show signs of producing solid results.

The ongoing modernization drive that encompasses the whole of the PLAAF education and training infrastructure is part of a much broader People’s Liberation Army (PLA) effort to transform its legacy mechanized force into a force that will be capable of fighting and winning in modern, informatized conditions. Promoted by President Hu Jintao in his capacity as Chairman of the Central Military Commission (CMC), this strategic policy direction provides the basis for the advancements and developments that are reshaping air force education and training programs. The PLAAF recognizes that this effort entails a long-term commitment and has established achievable goals for the path forward. This chapter will examine the historical development of PLAAF education and training programs, look at the features of current programs, assess the effectiveness of these programs, and consider how the programs are likely to evolve in the future. It will not attempt to assess sufficiency and quality of tactical or operational training. Rather, it will focus on the education and training structure and programs of the PLAAF.

**Development and Evolution of PLAAF Training and Education**

PLAAF education and training exist in a historical background that pre-dates the People’s Republic of China (PRC) and the establishment of the nation’s air force. In fact, China’s earliest experience with aviation dates back to 1905, when Zhang Zhidong (张之洞), the governor of Guangdong-Guangxi and Hubei-Hunan Provinces, imported two Japanese reconnaissance balloons to set up China’s first military aviation unit. In March 1909, the Qing govern-
ment sent a delegation to England and France to investigate European aircraft construction and flight technology. By August 1910 a Chinese team successfully assembled and tested an aircraft at Nanyuan, to the south of Beijing. The Qing government fell in 1911, leaving it up to its successor, the Beiyang government, to open China’s first “aviation school for the development of army and naval aviation personnel and the institute for research and development of aircraft manufacturing technology,” at Nanyuan Field in September 1913.6

The Nanyuan Aviation School (南苑航空学校) provided aviation academics as well as technical training. Academics included flight theory, mechanics, meteorology, military tactics and military history, and foreign languages. Technical instruction was primarily flight training, with supplemental training in engine installation and aircraft maintenance. The students were principally recruited from graduates of army schools. Initially, the curriculum was achieved during a year-long course that was divided into primary and advanced phases of flight training. Subsequently, the curriculum was extended to 2 years to incorporate instruction in reconnaissance, bombing, and air patrolling during the advanced training stages.

Nanyuan Aviation School operated 15 years and produced 158 aviators. These graduates became the backbone of the Nationalist Army’s aviation units as well as other military forces operating in the provinces. By May 1928, the Beiyang government had fallen and the Nanyuan Aviation School was disbanded. Yet, the establishment of the Nanyuan Aviation School represented a significant step in China’s endeavor toward aviation education; it ended China’s complete reliance on foreign training and laid the foundation for what would eventually develop as the PLAAF’s aviation and military education programs. Nanyuan not only produced a group of Chinese pilots and flight mechanics, it also provided China with a significant source of experience in the conduct of flight instruction as well as aircraft production, repair, and logistical support. The military significance of aviation was not lost on the provincial warlords during this turbulent period in Chinese history and additional flying schools and units were eventually established by the Northeast, Guangdong, Guangxi, Sichuan, and Yunnan armies. Of particular note was the early lead taken in China’s Northeast and in Guangdong to establish schools to support military flight training and aircraft maintenance.

In 1920, 10 of Nanyuan Aviation School’s aircraft along with support equipment and personnel were dispatched to Fengtian, Shenyang Province, to establish a military aviation training base in the Northeast. On April 1, 1921, Northeast Flight Division (东三省航空处) was established, with the standup of the Northeast Aviation School at Dongta Airfield coming a year later in September 1922.7 The new school conducted a 2 to 2-1/2 year curriculum stressing...
flight technology with courses in aircraft manufacturing, aircraft engines, aviation, aeronautics, and meteorology. In order to accelerate the pace of development, Zhang Xueliang sent three groups of faculty abroad to France and Japan to pursue advanced studies in flight techniques, tactics, and aviation equipment, as well as obtaining expertise on tactical theory, air reconnaissance, air combat, and aerial bombardment. In July 1930, the Northeast Aviation Headquarters Department selected 16 cadres to form an air command training class, thus establishing the first air tactics training course in China.8

Early steps were also undertaken to promote military aviation in southern China. In November 1911, the Guangdong Military Government established a military flying unit under the direction of Feng Ru, an aviation pioneer who returned to China after receiving flight training in the United States.9 Although Feng’s career was cut short—he died while staging a flight demonstration over Guangzhou in 1912—his legacy lived on as flight operations continued to develop in China’s south and President Sun Yat-sen ultimately turned to military aviation to help establish control over the divided nation. In 1924, President Sun established the Guangdong Military Aviation School (广东军事飞机学校) under the Aviation Bureau of the Nationalist Government.10 The Guangdong school offered curriculum for both aviators and aircraft mechanics. The flying course included instruction in flight theory, aeronautics, aviation mechanics, meteorology, wireless communications, cartography, politics, and music, while providing foundational, intermediate, and advanced flight training. The aviation mechanics curriculum stressed engine, aircraft, and equipment maintenance.

The first class of the Guangdong Military Aviation School entered in the fall of 1924 and graduated the next fall after completing the 1-year course. The actual flight training for this class was relatively limited because the faculty and aircraft were frequently transferred to the war efforts. In order to accelerate personnel development, in August 1925 the Guangdong Military Government sent an initial group of six Chinese exchange students to the Soviet Union to study aviation and aviation technology. In June 1926 and February 1927, the government sent additional student groups to Russia for flight training and coursework in aviation engineering.11 Altogether, the former Soviet Union trained 37 Guangdong students, including 24 pilots, 8 aviation mechanics, and 5 others in related studies.12

In December 1928, after the Nationalist Government had largely consolidated its power over China, it established the Aviation Bureau (航空署) under the Ministry of War (军政部) and set up the Aviation Section within the Central Army Officer School to conduct flight training and develop aviation personnel. In April 1929, the Nationalist forces established separate army, navy,
and air force commands, with an air headquarters that signified its status as an independent branch.

By 1936, the Nationalist Chinese Air Force had established nine air groups, five directly subordinate squadrons, and four air transports units, with 314 fighter aircraft and over 300 air transport and trainer aircraft, operated by 620 aviators flying from 262 airfields. To accelerate development of personnel, the Nationalist Air Force set up an Air Force Officer School, Air Force Mechanics School, Air Force Air Defense School, Air Force Noncommissioned Officer School, Air Force Youth School, Air Force Communications School, and Air Force Staff School, as well as several additional training courses for specialized technical personnel. Although these schools were hastily set up in a war-torn China—with rudimentary equipment, inferior facilities, evolving courseware, and frequent relocations—confronting Japanese occupation forces, these schools nevertheless produced large groups of trained personnel in a variety of specialties.

Underacknowledged in PLA renderings of their historical development is the significant boost Chinese military aviation programs received from Soviet and U.S. military aid from the 1930s through the 1940s. Although the assistance was directed primarily toward building up the Chinese Nationalist air forces of Chiang Kai-shek, arguably these efforts ultimately laid the foundation for the PLAAF’s development after Nationalist forces departed mainland China in 1949. For example, between 1937 and June 1941, the Soviet Union supplied China with 900 military aircraft and 31,600 aerial bombs. During that same period, 1937–1940, the United States supplied China with 279 military aircraft. Although the Soviets ceased military aid in 1941, U.S. aid continued and by the end of World War II, the United States had supplied China with nearly 1,400 combat and transport aircraft and trained over 1,300 aviators and 320 aviation technicians.

Although the PLAAF was not formally established until 1949, after the Chinese Communist Party fully consolidated its control over the Chinese mainland, the earliest foundations of the PLAAF’s education and training programs began shortly following the termination of World War II. Upon Japan’s surrender on August 15, 1945, the Central Committee of the Chinese Communist Party (CCP) sent personnel to Jilin Province in China’s northeast to take possession of the Japanese aviation materials and set up an aviation school at Tonghua Field. In March 1946, the CCP’s Northeast Field Army formally announced the establishment of the Aviation School of the Northeast Democratic United Army (东北民主联军航空学校) and began training aviators. This was the first aviation school established under the authority of the CCP and it served as the initial foundation for the PLAAF military education system. In
March 1949, the school relocated to Changchun and the name was officially changed to the Chinese People's Liberation Army Aviation School. The Changchun school closed in December 1949, after graduating 560 personnel, including 126 pilots, 322 technicians, 26 navigators, and 88 airfield operations and communications staff.18

Formally established in 1949, the PLAAF was thrown immediately into battle conducting air operations in the Korean War, defending the nation's air space, and suppressing rebellions in the west. This forced the PLAAF to develop its education policies, procedures, and operational training programs while fighting. In February 1951, it was formally announced at the conclusion of an expanded meeting of the air force party committee that “Air Force construction was to be based on the Army” (在陆军基础上建设空军).19 In addition to adopting the “structure and fine traditions of the Army,” this declaration also reaffirmed the commitment to Marxist-Leninist ideals and Mao Zedong thought.

Following the formal establishment of the PLAAF in November 1949, the PLAAF successively set up seven aviation schools—numbered simply as the 1st through the 7th Aviation Schools—adopting accelerated training programs for air service (空勤) and ground support (地勤) personnel. These seven schools represented the PLAAF’s initial steps at establishing an air force military education and training structure, and provided the basis for subsequent regularization of the PLAAF. Within a few years, over 20 schools were hastily set up, graduating over 31,300 aviators and ground personnel prior to China’s entry into the Korean War.20

On September 15, 1950, following the eruption of the Korean War, the PLAAF Party Committee quickly established a Volunteer Army Air Force.21 At the time, many of the aviation units were transitioning to new aircraft and had not yet fully completed training in basic flying skills or combat skills. In order to speed up the technical and tactical training of the forces, the PLAAF Party Committee adopted the principle of “study warfare through warfare”(从战争中学习战争), a term that continues to resonate with the PLA during national emergencies.22 The PLAAF set upon applying this dictum to develop military education and training programs that would speed the building of aviation and maintenance skills. In other words, the PLAAF’s focus was on operational expediency to the exclusion of other longer term development needs during this early stage of PLAAF growth.

After the termination of the Korean War, the PLAAF Party Committee’s focus shifted to regularization and modernization of the forces. This new stress on education and training led to the establishment of specialized schools for each professional specialty. By the mid-1960s the PLAAF had set up schools and
academies for the command, political, logistics, weather, communications, navigation, surface-to-air missile (SAM), and health fields. Additionally, the service established advanced air defense schools for air defense artillery and radar.

The period of the Cultural Revolution between 1966 and 1976 was particularly turbulent for PLA schools with serious disruptions in military education and training. Large numbers of PLAAF schools simply closed and disbanded classes. The PLAAF education infrastructure collapsed with losses in experienced teaching staff, collapses in academic standards, cutbacks in curricula, and an overall erosion of teaching capacity. This 10-year period was a major setback for the academic program development, nullifying the progress that had been achieved during the first 15 years of PLAAF history.23

In 1978, based on guidance promulgated by the CMC, the PLAAF entered a new era of educational development with the reconstitution of a large number of schools that had been disbanded during the Cultural Revolution.24 At this juncture, in order to speed up personnel development, the PLAAF resolved to selectively develop education and training curriculum based on the particular needs of individuals and various training responsibilities and targets of the units and schools. Military units were to primarily support doctrine education in professional knowledge, operational knowledge and military psychology, military hygiene, and foreign military studies; schools were responsible for determining curriculum content based on the educational development objectives. For example, education in command academies and schools primarily covers the principles of military theory and the foundations of organizational command. Within these schools, entry-level command schools are responsible for comprehensive and systematic military foundational education, mid-level command schools engage in advanced studies education, and senior-level command schools conduct comprehensive education at high levels. Education at professional technical academies and schools primarily covers basic systems theory, professional theory, and professional technical training. These reforms in educational methods and content, along with improved management, are credited with enhancing the capability of military education programs to meet the PLAAF’s development needs.

In June 1986, in response to the CMC’s promulgation of the “Resolution Concerning Military Educational Reform,” PLAAF military education took further steps to rationalize its training structure, reform training content, and improve conditions and standards, through the adoption of multilevel, multi-channel personnel development. To accomplish this goal, seven of the PLAAF academies—Air Force Engineering Academy, Surface-to-Air Missile (SAM) Academy, Weather Academy, Command Academy, Political Academy, Radar Academy, and Communications Academy—began offering master’s studies,
moving these schools beyond run-of-the-mill to more modernized educational institutions offering advanced technical degrees. The development of PLAAF advanced studies programs represents a significant milestone in the development of the education and training system, providing the PLAAF with the capability to develop personnel with higher competencies in professional and technical areas.

During the 1980s, in order to improve the caliber and capability of its aviation personnel, the PLAAF raised aviation training standards, requiring aviators to attain higher education (高等教育). Subsequently, in the 1990s, the PLAAF education and training programs entered a stage of “planned overall development,” whereupon academies and schools established new personnel development goals, restructured curricula, and specialized training programs. Regarding officer personnel, emphasis was placed on recruiting college graduates with baccalaureate degrees, strengthening graduate-level research programs, and developing high-caliber military commanders and technical staff. The 1990s also represented a period in which the PLAAF invested considerable resources toward the rethinking of its strategic vision and air doctrine, while simultaneously introducing new, advanced weapons into the force.

Today’s In-service Education and Technical Training

PLAAF military education emphasizes integration of systematic and specialized, stressing the promotion of personnel development based on PLAAF development needs. Basic level command schools emphasize the complete development of student technical skills and knowledge, promoting military specialty education with particular stress on foundational theory, knowledge, and skills for the specialty. Mid-level command schools promote occupational education, stressing essential education and innovative abilities to develop suitable command talents.

Historically, PLAAF education and training programs have focused on providing military job skills training and this remains true today, although there is evidence that PLAAF is committed to broadening the educational experiences of its officers and NCOs. The quote above, from the 2007 publication The Science of Air Force Military Education and Training, stresses that the emphasis is on “development based on PLAAF development needs” and “development of student technical skills and knowledge, promoting military specialty education.” This principle reflects the operational and developmental considerations of a service that was born during the Korean War, when the urgent task was to recruit young men with enough education to rapidly assimilate the training before launching off to war. PLAAF military schools continue in this
tradition today—although new programs encouraging broader and deeper levels of academic education are beginning to emerge.

**Officer Education and Training**

Air forces are unique among the military services in that it is the officers who do the fighting and therefore the bulk of the education and training focus is aimed at their development and proficiency. This axiom holds especially true in the PLAAF because technical officers continue to play a critical hands-on role in the maintenance and repair of aircraft and other weapons systems. Consequently, PLAAF education and training programs are principally focused on officer development across all branches and specialties and secondarily aimed at raising the skill levels of NCOs.27 Airmen, on the other hand, may only receive rudimentary training while serving in their first 2-year enlistment, as they are essentially on probationary status awaiting determination of their suitability for potential development into NCOs or officers.28

As with other air forces, the PLAAF has established a comprehensive military education structure which focuses on four common objectives: schools and institutes must strive to achieve compatibility between force development requirements, force composition and career specialties, and the categories of schools, training allocations, and levels of education and training; officer development capacity of air force schools and institutes must be balanced against and consistent with the requirements of peacetime replacement rates; division levels within the air force training structure must be consistent with officer development regulations; and, the structure must combine officer academic education with military specialty training and integrate pre-assignment coursework with post-assignment advanced studies.29

Estimates by Western PLA military experts suggest that the PLAAF commissions approximately 4,000–6,000 new officers each year, of whom approximately 1,000 are aviators.30 Until recently, the PLAAF has relied on its own colleges and academies to educate and develop new officers (cadres), but that paradigm changed in May 2000 under a new policy document issued jointly by the State Council and the CMC entitled “Decision on Establishing a Military Cadre Training System that Relies on Civilian Higher Education [关于建立依托普通高等教育培养军队干部制度的决定]”.31 The “decision” was announced following an initial trial program conducted at 22 of China’s top universities—including Beijing, Qinghua, and Fudan—beginning in 1999.32 The new policy opened up three new commissioning channels to a civilian university inclined toward a national defense direction (国防定向). First, the new program permits the direct recruitment of university students for direct entry into one of the PLAAF military colleges. Second, it provides a path of direct accession to college graduates,
although they may be required to complete a full year of military training prior to commissioning. And third, it established the National Defense Student (国防生) program which operates similarly to the Reserve Officers Training Corps (ROTC) in the United States. The PLAAF has established National Defense Student programs on multiple campuses throughout China and detailed air force officers to the faculty to instruct military courses as part of the academic load. Additionally, National Defense Students participate in drills at assigned units during summer academic breaks. Following graduation, National Defense Students receive an additional 3 months of military skills training and political education prior to commissioning. Operating on the campuses of leading universities throughout China, this program has become a common gateway for many of today’s new PLAAF officers.

While the induction of civilian college graduates into the PLAAF represents a monumental adjustment to the military education and training structure, the PLAAF continues to rely on its own command academies and technical schools to recruit and develop over half of its new officers. These academies accept graduates of public high schools and qualified airmen from the ranks with high school equivalency–level education. Officer accession schools provide either a 3-year vocational education (任职教育) leading to a technical degree (专科) or 4-year academic education (学历教育) leading to an undergraduate degree (本科). Specialty programs have been established at the flight academies, the Guilin Air Force College, and the First Aviation Academy, developing officers for various air force branch specialties (aviation, communications, radar, SAM, etc.). The PLAAF Engineering University, the PLAAF Aviation University, and the Xuzhou Air Force Academy are 4-year institutions which confer undergraduate degrees. PLAAF Aviation University cadets receive an abbreviated academic curriculum that includes 30 months of academics, 6 months of aviation theory, and 12 months of basic flight training. Depending on the school and specialty, the PLAAF appoints graduates of 3-year and 4-year schools as either a commanding officer or technical officer, with some technical officers holding civilian rank (文职). With the exception of aviators who receive their undergraduate education through the PLAAF Aviation University or civilian university before reporting to one of the flying academies, the foundational education for PLAAF officers in other career fields is normally completed through attendance at a single college or school.

PLAAF command academies are organized into a three-level structure providing pre-accession education and training at the foundational level, and professional military education (PME) at the intermediate and senior levels. Mid-level command colleges, such as the PLAAF Command College, are targeted at active duty officers who have attended a foundational command college
and possess a senior technical degree or higher. The mid-level school curricu-

lum varies from 6 months to 1 year and prepares graduates to perform work in 
operational, political, logistical, or equipment sections at the regimental and divi-

sion levels. PME for senior air force officers is conducted through the National 
Defense University (NDU) for those who have completed a mid-level command 
course and possess a senior technical degree or higher. Graduates are prepared 
to assume responsibilities at Group Army– or Military Region–level command 
positions. In recent years, the PLAAF has gradually improved its PME courses 
through efforts to increase the contact and coordination between its faculty and 
operations. Air force officers—whether in operational, political, logistical, or 
equipment branches—are offered various opportunities for attendance at PME 
and graduate degree programs during their careers.\textsuperscript{38}

The PLAAF graduate education program consists of master’s candi-
dates, Ph.D. candidates, and military specialty master’s candidates, with pro-
grams lasting 2-1/2 years, 3 years, and 2 years, respectively. The graduate studies 
program is implemented to address the full spectrum of knowledge required 
within the service, and now includes programs in military professional studies. 

In addition to the in-residence formal education programs offered to 
officers and NCOs, in 2008 the PLAAF established the Air Force Military Pro-
fessional University, offering service personnel opportunities for study through 
correspondence courses, mini-courses, seminars, and study at civilian colleges. 
This new program appears to operate as a virtual university to promote the 
individual development of officers and NCOs in various career fields.

**NCO Technical Training**

With the emergence of the of NCO corps in 1998, the air force determined 
that the primary development focus for NCO schools was to be “professional 
theory knowledge and training in procedures and rules for the proper opera-
tion, employment and care of weapons and equipment.”\textsuperscript{39} In other words, NCO 
schools are focused on providing technical or occupational specialty training. 

NCO education is conducted at special NCO schools and through spe-
cial NCO programs conducted at the PLAAF officer academies. Qualified per-
sonnel with a high school or middle school equivalency education are enrolled 
in 2-year and 3-year academic programs that confer secondary or senior tech-
nical degrees as well as occupational specialty training. NCO education is 
characterized as occupational (specialty) training, aimed at developing entry-
level technicians. NCO schools of all categories are founded on the principle 
of “promote suitability while furthering development” (突出 适应性, 兼顾 发展), 
indicating that there is a strong element of political education along with the 
development of technical skills.
The PLAAF has approximately 300,000 active duty personnel with as many as two-thirds of these serving in enlisted ranks. Of those, perhaps as many as one-quarter (50–60,000) are first-term recruits who are serving an initial 2-year term of service. The PLAAF draws its recruits from both rural and urban residents, with varying entry requirements for each locale. China’s military service law stipulates that rural recruits must have graduated from middle school (初中) while urban recruits must have graduated from high school (中学), a vocational high school (中专), or a 3-year technical college (大专), or be enrolled in a 4-year college (大学) to be eligible for enlistment.

Following a PLA-wide strategy to increase the quality of its recruits, the PLAAF is making efforts to increase its enlistment of college students by offering preferential treatment and other incentives. For example, the maximum age for female recruits with 4-year college education or higher has been lifted from 22 to 24, while the limit for female graduates with a 3-year education was raised from 21 to 23. In addition, the students-turned-soldiers are entitled to receive “a one-off refund of up to 24,000 yuan ($3,500) as compensation for college tuition fees or student loans.” In addition, candidates may be promised preference while seeking jobs at police and other law-enforcement departments. According to the Global Times, the PLA recruiting effort on Chinese college campuses may be producing desired effects in view of an oversaturated labor market that leaves as many as one-third of each year’s 6 million graduates unable to find suitable jobs.

Assessing the Effectiveness of Education and Training

The key to strengthened national defense and military modernization is to foster and raise a large batch of high quality, new-model, talented military personnel, while vigorously increasing the ability to make innovations in science and technology. We must grasp these two requirements as the primary responsibility of the military academies, properly grasping the developing trends of modern technology and the developing patterns of military education, diligently pressing for military academies to successfully become the cradles for development of high quality, talented military personnel—the foundations of new high technology and military theory innovation.

While the PLAAF aspires to set up educational infrastructures that “become the cradles for development of high-quality, talented military personnel,” it remains to be seen whether the programs that are now being put into place will deliver the desired results. Accurately assessing the competency of PLAAF personnel has been and remains a difficult endeavor. The PLAAF has not been operationally tested since the Korean War, and it has been absent from
Chinese military interventions since the 1950s. The air force was never committed into battle during ground force skirmishes on Vietnam's border in the late 1970s. Since then, PLA operations have been limited to humanitarian relief efforts in response to flooding or earthquakes. In these instances, the PLAAF's limited airlift capacity has left it sidelined during the army-led operations. Nor has the PLAAF participated widely in United Nations peacekeeping missions, although the PLA is expanding its support of logistics and medical teams in Africa and Asia. And, the PLAAF has not established the type of bilateral training exercises with other regional air forces that would provide insights into the level and sophistication of its tactical forces. Although the PLAAF Command College has cracked opened its doors to foreign military students, these officers are segregated into a separate international seminar which limits their interaction with and exposure to Chinese field grade officers. Thus it is necessary to look for other proxies that can yield insights into the progress, professionalism, and operational capacity of the officers and airmen of the PLAAF.

Despite recent progress and increased accessions of graduates of civilian universities, the PLAAF may be a long way from reaching its education goals. The PLAAF has announced that improved officer education is a top priority and an enduring long-term goal. In fact, the PLAAF has set as a near-term goal to ensure all new officers attain a 4-year undergraduate degree prior to accession. In the mid-to-long term, the PLAAF hopes to build an officer corps in which 100 percent have undergraduate degrees and over 30 percent have advanced degrees. Additionally, the PLAAF intends to see that over 95 percent of commanding officers at the division, brigade, and regimental levels are equipped with basic degrees, with 80 percent or more having advanced degrees.44 Yet, as late as 2009, fewer than 40 percent of officers leading the air force's front line units (空军应急机动作战部队) possessed an undergraduate degree and less than 1 percent of those commanders held a postgraduate degree.45 This lack of credentials among PLAAF commanding officers may be explained by PLAAF restrictions placed on their course attendance. Senior command track officers—at the colonel and senior colonel level—are only authorized to attend a 1-year, nondegree PME program, while support and technical officers are afforded opportunities to pursue graduate degrees in multiyear programs at either PLAAF or civilian colleges.

Another measure of the professional development of the PLAAF is the volume and quality of military professional publications that are being developed by its officer corps. The PLA's airmen have published extensively during the past 10 years, oftentimes in the performance of directed research on key topics—strategy, doctrine, tactics, air force building, education and training, logistics, etc.—assigned by the PLAAF Headquarters. Officially developed publications are
generally produced by a research team under the guidance of a senior officer and vetted through a formal review prior to publication. Top-level writings are endorsed by the PLAAF Commander or the Political Commissar, or both. In recent years, the PLAAF has written extensively on military education and training, and a listing of relevant recent publications can be found in the appendix.

Although the volume of PLAAF military writings is an important indication of the transformation that is taking place in PLAAF education and training, significant variations and gaps remain in both the substance and the operational concepts articulated by various authors and institutions. For example, *Science of Air Force Training* (空军军事训练学), published in 2006 under the guidance of Lieutenant General He Weirong, was the air force’s contribution to a PLA series that includes separate volumes on army, navy, and joint training. The book provides a comprehensive overview of the PLAAF training structure, laying out the hierarchy of training organizations, classifications of training, specific training responsibilities at various levels of command, and categorization of training methods. But, one must ask: what is the purpose and motivation behind this publication? And, who is the target audience? The publication lacks the authority of a service regulation or manual, and it does not include sufficient detail to either develop or execute training programs. In effect, the *Science of Military Training* series serves only as a primer on PLAAF service training programs and infrastructure, and therefore may be an indication that the PLAAF (and the PLA) are still at a very early stage of revamping military training programs.

Yet another indicator of professional development within the PLA—and by extension within the PLAAF—is the well-defined process for compilation, review, and validation of training standards. The PLA has demonstrated a consistent pattern of managing operational training as it has twice revised and promulgated new *Outlines for Military Training and Evaluation* (OMTE) within the past 10 years. The most recent effort was undertaken beginning in 2006 to correct recognized training deficiencies in the 2002 version of the OMTE. From initial review in December 2006 through promulgation in July 2008 and implementation in 2009, the OMTE development and review process took slightly over 2 years to complete. As the event sequence and timelines in table 10-1 demonstrate, the procedures and deadlines for the development of the 2009 OMTE followed a pattern of development similar to the previous OMTE revision cycle that ran from January 2000 and October 2001.

Field units played a substantially greater role in the initial development of the 2008 OMTE. Standards development and field testing were carried out during the 2007 and 2008 annual training cycles with 163 division- and brigade-level units participating in the trial training and validation of the 2008
OMTE.\textsuperscript{47} The 2-year process of revision, experimental training, and validation was a PLA-wide effort that included participants from each of the seven military regions, the PLA Navy, the PLA Air Force, Second Artillery, People's Armed Police, and 21 departments within the four General Headquarters.\textsuperscript{48}

The new OMTE was designed to address the training shortfalls that have repeatedly been cited in Kongjun Bao and other PLA newspapers, including expanded training for noncombat military operations; increased proportion of informatized knowledge skills and simulated training with high-technology weapons and equipment, including aircraft; standardized methods, procedures, and criteria for network-centric and “opposing force” training; clarified conditions, styles, methods, and requirements for training in complex electromagnetic environments, training at night, and training under adverse weather conditions; established capabilities-based training standards and assessment system; raised standards for basic training; expanded scope of training appraisals; revised evaluation program; and defined training management scheme, specified duties, and functions of training.

Table 10–1. Outlines for Military Training and Evaluation (OMTE) Revision Process and Timelines

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Event</th>
<th>2001 OMTE</th>
<th>2008 OMTE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>New Operational Tiaoling</td>
<td>September 1999</td>
<td>March 2008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OMTE Drafting</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OMTE Drafting, Guidance</td>
<td>Complete January 2000</td>
<td>December 2006</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Promulgation</td>
<td>October 2001</td>
<td>July 2008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Implementation</td>
<td>January 1, 2002</td>
<td>January 1, 2009</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Key Objectives</td>
<td>Scientific, combat realism, efficiency, effectiveness, realism, new standards for new high-tech weapons</td>
<td>Informatized conditions joint and complex electromagnetic environments, noncombat actions</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Sources:
Summarizing Developments in PLAAF Training

Education and training are clearly at the forefront of the PLA drive toward comprehensive force modernization that has been underway for nearly 30 years. Since the early 1980s, Chinese leaders have recognized a need to build “regularized” (正规化) military forces better able to respond in China’s evolving security environment. To that end, the leaders of China’s air force have undertaken a series of steps to build a more professional, competent, and capable air force.

The PLAAF regards officer professional development a cornerstone of its force modernization program, a viewpoint consistent with the goals of three generations of CMC chairmen. Beginning with Deng Xiaoping in the 1980s, the chairmen of the CMC have stressed the strategic requirement to build “a young and knowledgeable, revolutionized and professionalized officer contingent.” In the 1990s, then-CMC Chairman Jiang Zemin expressly pointed out that unless the PLA emphasized professional development as a strategic mission, it would be “impossible to build a modernized army and defeat enemies having high-tech advantages.” Under Hu Jintao, the PLA is continuing to pursue professional development “centered on enhancing competence and integrating training and employment” through a pattern of “connected academic education and military training, parallel development of military education and national education, and the combination of domestic cultivation and overseas training, so as to effectively develop and make a full use of the human resources of the military.”

The PLAAF’s transition toward improved education and training is being driven by overarching guidance from the CMC and shaped by a recognized need for a new generation of operators and support personnel with vastly greater knowledge and skills to employ and manage weapons systems of increasing technical complexity. Although the PLAAF has made substantial progress in recent years, it has not yet achieved the development goals it seeks for officers and NCOs. In particular, increased academic education for air force officers remains a priority, and it appears that PLAAF academies will move from military specialty training programs to course work focus on formal academics. As the air force continues on this development path, it can be expected that future officers will be universally educated at the university level, adept in the employment of modern technologies, and competent in multiservice joint operations.

As the PLAAF evolves to address the demands of integrated joint operations, greater demands will be placed on the officer corps, further raising the requirements for professional military education and training. These changes are also certain to create pressure to expand the authorities and responsibilities of air force NCOs, who will be required to take on greater responsibilities.
in the more demanding joint environment. Going forward, it can be expected that along with the reform and development of PLAAF colleges and schools, the development of mid- and senior-level NCO curriculum and training programs will be a primary focus, with education and training for junior ranks remaining a goal for the future.

Appendix: Recent PLAAF Publications

These titles are offered as evidence of the surge in air–relevant publications within the past several years. Many of these titles may be for internal distribution only and thus unavailable to the general public.53

Reference Books (参考书)

Air Force Development Strategy to 2020 (2020年前空军发展战略)
Chinese Air Force Encyclopedia (中国空军百科全书)
Deng Xiaoping’s Thoughts on Air Force Building [邓小平空军建设思想研究]
The History of Air Force Academic Thought (空军学术思想史)
In Depth Research on Air Force Transformation (空军转型 建设深化研究)
An Introduction to PLAAF Military Thought (空军队思想概论)
jiang Zemin’s Thoughts on National Defense and Army Building and the PLAAF (江泽民国防和军队建设思想与人民空军)
Mao’s Military Thought and Contemporary Air Operations (毛泽东军事思想与现在空军作战)
Military Terminology of the PLAAF (中国解放军空军军语)
Philosophical Underpinnings of Scientific Development Concepts (科学发展观的哲学底蕴)
The PLAAF at the Beginning of the 21st Century (21世纪初期人民空军)
Science of Air Force Political Works (空军政治工作学)
Science of Air Force Strategy (空军战略学)
The Science of Flight Analysis (飞行诊治工作学)
Scientific Development Concepts and the Political Development of Military Thought (科学发展观与军队思想政治建设)
Theory Treatises (理论专著)
World Air Force History (世界空军史)

Teaching Materials (教材)

Air Force Aviation Equipment Management (空军航空兵装备管理)
Air Force Political Works for Flight Training (空军飞行训练政治工作)
Air Strategy Curriculum (空军战略教程)
Introduction to Jiang Zemin’s Thoughts on National Defense and Army Building (江泽民国防和军队建设思想概论)
Lectures on Our Nation’s Air Strategy (我国空军战略讲义)
Methods of Leadership and Leadership Thought (思想方法与领导方法)
The Party and Innovation Theory: Special Study (党的创新理论与实践专题研究)
Political Works for a New Era Air Force (新时期空军政治工作研究)
Science of Air Campaign Logistics (空军战役后勤学)
Science of Air Force Logistics (空军后勤学)
The Science of Air Force Operational Logistics (空军作战运筹学)
Science of Air Force Training (空军军事训练学)
The Science of Air Tactics (空军战术学)
The Science of Commanding Air Operations (空军作战指挥学)
Selected Research by Air Force Personnel—Volumes 1 through 4 (空军人才研究成果选编 第一至四辑)
Space Operations (空天作战概要)

Research Reports and Major Topics (研究报告和主要题目)

Building Foundational Training for a New Era Air Force (关于空军新时期打基础训练问题的研究)
Cultural Development for a Modernized Strategic Air Force (现代化战略空军文化建设研究)
Preliminary Concepts for Right-sizing the Air Force Training Structure (稳妥军校训练体制的初始设想)
Steps to Hasten the Cultivation of Women Cosmonauts (加快培养女航天员步伐)
Strategic Concepts for the Major Issues for Transforming our National Air Defense (我国防空转型建设若干重大问题的战略构想)
Suggestions on Establishing a Pilot Reserve System (建立飞行员预备役制度的建议)
Suggestions to Rapidly Elevate the PLAAF’s Ability to Win a Limited Air and Space Integrated Battle (加速提高空军打赢有限空天一体战能力的建议)
Suggestions on Reforming the PLAAF AAA Reserve Division Leadership Structure (改革空军高炮预备役师领导体制的建议)
Thoughts on Five Breakthroughs in Air Force Military Training (对空军军事训练五个突破的思想)

Notes

1 The views and opinions expressed in this paper are solely those of the author and do not necessarily reflect the views of Alion Science & Technology, Inc., the Department of Defense, or the U.S. Government.
2 “Air force building” [空军建设] is defined as “the organization of forces and those measures adopted and actions taken to increase the combat power, including active duty and reserve forces.”
6 Ibid.
7 Ibid., 17. Northeast Aviation School is also known as Dongta Aviation School.
8 Ibid.
9 Ibid. While Feng Ru is unknown in the United States, in China his fame is equivalent to the Wright brothers. Middle and high schools are named in his honor, and his childhood home is a museum. China even considers its space program to be based upon the foundations of Feng’s work.
10 Ibid. Sun Yat-sen’s government adopted the slogan 航空救国 [Hangkong jiuguo] during this period of war with Japan. Although the school’s official name was 广东军事飞机学校 [Guangdong Military Aircraft School], the school was commonly referred to as the Guangdong Military Aviation School [广东军事航空学校].
11 Ibid., 18.
12 Ibid.
16 Ibid., 465.

18 Ibid.

19 Shang, Science of Air Force Construction, 82.


26 Ibid., 66 (translated by author).

27 Ibid., 58–60.

28 Dennis J. Blasko, “PLA Conscript and Noncommissioned Officer Individual Training,” in Roy Kamphausen, Andrew Scobell, and Travis Tanner, The “People” in the PLA: Recruitment, Education, and Training in China’s Military (Carlisle Barracks, PA: U.S. Army War College Strategic Studies Institute, 2008), 104. Estimate based on numbers provided by this article and estimated strength and composition of PLAAF force structure which has not been officially published by the PRC.


30 John Corbett, Edward O’Dowd, and David Chen, “Building the Fighting Strength: PLA Officer Accession, Education, Training, and Utilization,” in Kamphausen, Scobell, and Tanner, eds., The “People” in the PLA, 141–144. Corbett et al., estimated that the PLA commissions 29,000 new officers annually to sustain an officer corps for a total end-strength military force of 2.3 million. With an estimated total force size of 300,000, the PLAAF’s proportional share of new officer accessions would be 4,000–5,000 per year.


33 Corbett et al., “Building Fighting Strength,” 141–144.

34 Ibid.


37 The PLAAF also provides other avenues of entry into the officer ranks. Some recruits are offered the option of a participating in a “2+2” program in which they complete 2 years at a civilian followed by 2 years at an academy. See Corbett et al., “Building Fighting Strength,” 151–153.

38 PLAAF professional technical colleges and schools support a two-level—mid- and high-level—education structure that offers five levels of degrees, including middle technical degrees (中专), senior technical degrees (大专), baccalaureate degrees (本科), master’s degree (硕士), and doctoral (博士).


40 Dennis J. Blasko, “PLA Conscript and Noncommissioned Officer Individual Training,” in Kamphausen et al., The “People” in the PLA, 104. Estimate based on numbers provided by this article and estimated strength and composition of PLAAF force structure which has not been officially published by the PRC.

42 Ibid.

43 Jiang Zemin, speaking September 1, 2003, at the National University of Defense Technology, upon the 50th anniversary of its founding.


45 _Strategic Air Force_ [战略空军论] (Beijing: Blue Sky Publishing [蓝天出版社], 2009), 98.

46 He Weirong, ed., _Science of Air Force Training_ [空军军事训练学] (Beijing: Academy of Military Science Press, 2006). The senior editor for this publication was a strong advocate for training reforms during his tenure as both a deputy chief of staff and a deputy commander of the air force. The book was actually prepared by a research team led by the Training Instruction and Research Office of the PLA Air Force Command College.


48 Ibid.

49 Deng Xiaoping, “Build Powerful, Modern, and Regularized Revolutionary Armed Forces” in _The Selected Works of Deng Xiaoping_ (Beijing: Foreign Languages Press, 1984), 372–373. “Regularization” is a distinctively Chinese term that is understood to embody the creation of a rational set of capacities, institutions, and directions that will create an armed force which will be based on and emphasize standardization, systemization, and the scientific process.

50 Hong Hengwu, Gu Zhenjun, and Zhang Gugu, “Roundup of Officer Contingent and Military Talent Building of PLA (1),” _Jiefangjun Bao_ (Internet Version) in English, January 6, 2009.

51 Ibid.

52 Ibid.

53 Zhang, _Science of Air Force Military Education_, 6–7. Publication details were not provided for this list of reference materials. While some of the tiles can be found through Internet search, many cannot be found, indicating that these references may be internal military publications and not publicly available.
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INDUSTRIES AND MILITARY IMPLICATIONS
Chapter 11

China’s Aviation Industry: Past, Present, and Future

Shen Pin-Luen

China’s aviation industry has been plagued by problems of inefficiency, redundant leadership, and overlapping organizational and bureaucratic structures. In a closed system that had a planned economy and prioritized military development, such problems would not create much of an impact. But along with the inception of reform and opening-up and People’s Liberation Army (PLA) modernization, problems in China’s outdated aviation industry began to surface, prompting the People’s Republic of China (PRC) leadership to initiate a series of reforms. In January 2006, the PRC State Council released the National Guideline on Medium and Long-term Program for Science and Technology Development (2006–2020), which listed the development of large aircraft as a key national science and technology project. In May 2008, China established the Commercial Aircraft Corporation of China, Ltd. (COMAC), and in November 2008, China merged China Aviation Industry Corporation I (AVIC I) and China Aviation Industry Corporation II (AVIC II) to found China Aviation Industry Corporation (AVIC). This overhaul of the aviation sector is an indication that the pace of development and reform in China’s aviation industry is picking up. Therefore, China’s determination and injection of resources into the industry should not be underestimated by the outside world.

Due to the complexity of the development of China’s aviation industry and China’s tight control, most of the public information about the sector is general in nature and gives only an overview and the objectives of the industry. Truly useful analysis and documentation are rare. Therefore, this article seeks to provide a relatively objective and comprehensive analysis of the issue based on available information and personal observations.

The System of China’s Aviation Industry: Evolution and Revolution

The origin of China’s aviation industry can be traced back to April 18, 1951, when China established the Bureau of Aviation Industry under the Ministry of Heavy Industry for the purpose of maintaining military aircraft. In other words, China’s aviation industry started from military applications. At the end of December 1953, the former Soviet Union transferred manufacturing technology for the Yak–18 trainer (including engine) to China, along
with complete technical information and prototypes. In July 1954, the Yak–18 trainer was assembled successfully at China Nanchang Aircraft Manufacturing Corporation (CNAMC) under the designation CJ–5. In October of the same year, the former Soviet Union transferred manufacturing technology for the production of MiG–17 fighters to China. In September 1956, Shenyang Aircraft Corporation assembled the MiG–17 fighter successfully, which the PRC named the J–5. These two types of aircraft are milestones in the development of China’s aviation industry. On June 4, 1965, the Q–5 attack aircraft, a variant of the later J–6 that CNAMC produced from copying the MiG–19, made its maiden flight. Mass production of the Q–5 began in 1969. The Q–5 can be regarded as the first military jet developed and manufactured by China.


The first wave began in 1993, when the PRC restructured the defense industries under its direct administration into large, state-owned enterprise groups including China National Nuclear Corporation, China Aerospace Corporation (CASC), China Aviation Industry Corporation (CAIC), China Shipbuilding Corporation, and China Ordnance Industry Corporation. CASC and CAIC were incorporated by splitting the Ministry of Aerospace Industry. It was hoped that through an enterprise-oriented structure, the industry’s manufacture, research and development (R&D), maintenance, and sales could be integrated and better managed so as to enhance its operation and productivity, and the industry could be run and developed from the perspective of enterprise management.

The second wave began in 1998 when China abolished the Commission of Science, Technology, and Industry for National Defense (COSTIND), which was set up by the PLA in 1982, and created in its place an institution of the same name directly under the State Council. The new COSTIND’s main duties were to supervise production of military products and development of defense industry; study and formulate policies, regulations, and laws on the conversion of military technologies and products to civilian use; and administer biddings from defense firms. In the same year, the PLA formed the General Armament Department (GAD) to assume the procurement function of the former COSTIND, and integrate equipment-related offices within the General Staff and General Logistics systems and some procurement units under the General Logistics Department. The GAD is responsible for defense procurement, lifecycle management of weapons, and maintenance of the weapons research and testing base of the PLA.
In 1999, China divided each of the big five military conglomerates into two independent companies, forming 10 major defense science and technology groups. In 2002, China created China Electronics Technology Group Corporation (CETC) as the 11th large military enterprise group. One of the reconstruction efforts is to split CASC into AVIC I and AVIC II.

It was out of this climate that China embarked on its third wave of defense industrial organizational reform. China’s 2006 defense white paper outlines the development direction of its defense industry and the focuses on “consolidating its foundation, making independent innovation, and speeding up the implementation of the strategy of transition and upgrading, so as to ensure the production and supply of military equipment and promote the development of national economy.” In September 2007, COSTIND, the State Development and Reform Commission (NDRC), and State-owned Assets Supervision and Administration Commission (SASAC) jointly issued the “Guiding Opinions on Promoting the Transformation of Defense Industries into Joint-Stock Enterprises.”

This document encourages military enterprises to implement shareholding system reform and structural transformation, while making full use of civilian strengths in national defense building. In October of the same year, Hu Jintao revealed in his report to the 17th National Congress of the Communist Party of China (CPC) that the country should “adjust and reform the systems of defense-related science, technology and industry and of weapons and equipment procurement,” and “establish a sound system of weapons and equipment research and manufacture that integrate[s] military with civilian purposes and combine[s] military efforts with civilian support.” These developments indicated that to facilitate military modernization, China was paving the way for the third wave of reform of the defense industry.

On April 1, 2008, China established a new state agency, the Ministry of Industry and Information Technology (MIIT), and reorganized COSTIND into the State Administration of Science, Technology, and Industry for National Defense (SASTIND), which is subordinate to the MIIT. The MIIT assumed authority to oversee the 11 major military-industrial enterprise groups originally under COSTIND, basically achieving unified management over the military and civilian industries.

With regard to the aviation industry, AVIC I and AVIC II were set up with the goal of fostering internal competition and undertaking international outsourcing business as original equipment manufacturers (OEMs). The two conglomerates produce different lines of products to reduce overlapping businesses. Nonetheless, the split caused resource diversion, redundancy, and low efficiency, and went against the growth-through-merger trend of the leading aviation giants in the world.
Once China decided to undertake the development of large aircraft, COMAC was founded in 2008, and AVIC I and AVIC II were merged to form AVIC. On the surface, the newly established groups look similar to their predecessors. However, they have completely new structures and market positioning. The primary duties of COMAC include the design, assembly, sale, maintenance, and after-sale service of large passenger aircraft. AVIC is mainly responsible for the development and production of military aircraft, small to medium civil aircraft, helicopters, and engines, and for carrying out aviation research and flight testing. For its secondary tasks, AVIC also functions as a supplier to COMAC, manufactures airframes, engines, and airborne equipment for large passenger aircraft, and undertakes outsourcing business for foreign civil aircraft companies. In addition, AVIC Commercial Aircraft Engine Co., Ltd. (ACAE) was set up in 2009 to be the main contractor producing the engine to be used in the large aircraft project.

**Aviation Industry Corporation of China.** AVIC has a registered capital of RMB 64 billion, nearly 200 subsidiaries, and about 400,000 employees. The company has total assets reaching RMB 290 billion. The reorganization of AVIC was an endeavor to regroup and adjust each subsidiary according to its specialties, and realign and optimize company resources. After the reorganization, AVIC headquarters has 14 divisions directly under it in charge of 10 key business segments. At present, the restructuring of AVIC headquarters and subsidiaries has been completed, and consolidation of the 10 business segments is in full swing. After its birth in the wake of the reorganization, AVIC launched a development strategy of “market-oriented reform, center-of-excellence-based integration, capital operation, globalization-based development, and industrial-scale-based growth,” and “integration into the world aviation industry chain, integration into the regional economic development circles.” According to AVIC, the company is aiming to grow more than 20 percent annually and achieve 1 trillion yuan in sales by 2007.

**Commercial Aircraft Corporation of China (COMAC) and AVIC Commercial Aircraft Engine Corporation (ACAE).** COMAC has a registered capital of RMB 19 billion and six primary shareholders—SASAC, AVIC, the Shanghai Guosheng Group (representing the Shanghai Municipal People's Government), Aluminum Corporation of China (CHINALCO), Shanghai Baosteel Group Corporation, and China Sinochem Group Corporation (Sinochem). COMAC can be regarded as a fully state-owned company of the PRC. COMAC leadership came from senior government officials; COMAC Chairman Zhang Qingwei and General Manager Jin Zhuanglong are the former COSTIND Minister and Vice-Minister, respectively. COMAC is the executive body of China’s special science and technology project for the R&D of large passenger aircraft. It
has three centers—the R&D Center, the Final Assembly Center, and the Customer Service Center, and a consortium of subsidiaries such as AVIC I Commercial Aircraft Co., Ltd. (ACAC), Shanghai Aircraft Design and Research Institute, and Shanghai Aircraft Manufacturing Co., Ltd. COMAC is responsible for the overall design, system integration, marketing, airworthiness certification, and service of large passenger aircraft.

Short-term goals proposed by COMAC include the following: through the introduction and absorption of foreign technology and independent innovation, making breakthroughs in key technologies concerning the C919, and obtaining airworthiness certification; completing research and development of the ARJ21 regional aircraft, obtaining airworthiness certification, making delivery to customers, establishing mass-production capacities, and expanding market shares; and setting up a system of R&D, production, marketing, and customer service for civil aircraft. Long-term goals include achieving the industrialization and series production of civil aircraft; carrying out maintenance and repair of civil aircraft, developing financial leasing and other related businesses, and expanding the industry chain of the civil aviation sector; and becoming a civil aircraft manufacturer that owns independent intellectual property rights and enjoys international competitiveness.

With a registered capital of RMB 6 billion, ACAE is invested by its controlling shareholder AVIC and shareholders such as Shanghai Electric Group and Shanghai Guosheng Co., Ltd. The remaining 30 percent of ACAE shares is planned to be bought by private enterprises. The main function of ACAE is to carry out R&D, production, sales, and maintenance of civil aircraft engines, and to provide technical consultation. Its key tasks include constructing an engine R&D center and a basic technology center, recruiting engine experts at home and from abroad, establishing technical cooperation with foreign engine manufacturers, seeking to build up an international R&D team and hiring professional organizations for technical advice and marketing consultation.

**Recent Achievements by China’s Aviation Industry**

Through its long-term effort on the introduction of foreign technology and independent R&D, China has built a complete aviation research, testing, and manufacturing system. Its aeronautical manufacturing technology is sufficient to support the production of airframes and airborne equipment for fourth-generation fighter aircraft. Airborne missiles made by China are close to international standards. China has the capability to research, develop, and produce air-to-air and air-to-surface missiles. China has accumulated a certain degree of skill and experience in avionics technology, and is capable of supporting the R&D and manufacture of avionics system for fourth-generation fighters. China
has also built up the capability to develop and produce the turbojet engine, the turbofan engine, and the turboshaft engine, and has successfully developed and produced medium-thrust engines. Now China is making an all-out effort to develop high-performance, high-thrust engines.\textsuperscript{9} The achievements of China’s aviation industry in recent years involve both civil and military aviation. Civil aviation programs include the C919 and the ARJ21; military ones include a variety of fighter-bombers and larger aircraft, including the JH–7, J–10, J–11, H–6, airborne early warning and transport projects, and military engines. Each is detailed below.

\textbf{C919.} The C919 is the first large passenger aircraft built by China indigenously. “C” is the first letter of China as well as COMAC, the acronym for Commercial Aircraft Corporation of China. It implies China’s intention to form an A-B-C tripartite competition with Airbus and Boeing in the world’s large passenger aircraft market. The number “19” means that the aircraft is designed to accommodate 190 seats. The designation shows that COMAC intends to build a series of larger aircraft. Preliminary design for the 168-seater C919 has been completed. The aircraft is due to make its maiden flight in 2014 and will be available for delivery in 2016. COMAC plans to produce 150 C919s a year and, ultimately, 3,000 aircraft in total.\textsuperscript{10}

\textbf{ARJ21.} The ARJ21 is the first short-to-medium-range regional passenger aircraft developed and produced indigenously by China, and the first passenger aircraft that is developed and produced in strict accordance with international airworthiness standards. The ARJ21 made its first flight in November 2008. The base model of the aircraft has a maximum range of 3,700 kilometers, and 2,225 kilometers when fully loaded. With a maximum take-off weight of 40 tons, the ARJ21 has a designed capacity for 78 or 90 seats, and is expected to be sold for U.S. $28 million per aircraft, lower than the price of similar foreign aircraft. COMAC claims that it has received 210 orders for the ARJ21, including 30 from foreign customers. The first ARJ21 was scheduled to be delivered to its first customer at the end of 2010, but problems in late stages of flight testing delayed delivery, which is now expected in late 2012. According to unofficial estimates, the ARJ21 will generate more than U.S. $1 billion for COMAC. Before the C919 can bring in any economic benefits, the ARJ21 will be the only source of revenue for COMAC.\textsuperscript{11}

\textbf{JH–7.} The JH–7 resulted from an indigenous R&D program that China initiated in the 1980s for a new fighter-bomber. Its performance and role are roughly equivalent to those of the early models of the European Tornado fighter-bomber. The JH–7 is outfitted with twin WS–9 turbofan engines, and first entered service in the PLA Navy Air Force (PLANAF) to carry out anti-ship missions. The upgraded JH–7A has also entered service in the PLA Air
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Force (PLAAF), and is capable of firing precision-guided weapons such as the KD–88 and YJ–91. The JH–7A is gradually replacing the old Q–5 strike aircraft, to furnish the ground-attack backbone of the PLAAF.

J–10. China started contact with Israel secretly in the 1980s, and introduced the technology that was used in the terminated Israeli Lavi fighter for the development of its own new fighter aircraft. The J–10 fighter made its maiden flight in 1998, and was delivered to the military in 2006. The performance of the J–10 is roughly comparable to that of the F–16C/D Block 30/40. Observations on the aircraft in service in the PLAAF suggest that China utilized a phased approach toward the development of the plane. In the early stage, the J–10 had only air superiority capabilities. The J–10B, under development at the moment, will be fitted with the WS–10A turbofan engine, new radars, fire-control systems, and a modified intake. New multipurpose combat capabilities will be added to the aircraft including the capability to employ precision-guided weapons.12

J–11. China acquired the Su–27SK fighter in 1992, and secured an agreement for licensed production of 200 Su–27SK aircraft under the name of J–11. The assembly of the aircraft in China proceeded very slowly due to the lack of experience and because China intended to make partial improvement to the aircraft to enhance its performance by using its own technology. The J–11B, which China claims to be completely self-made, is outfitted with the indigenously produced WS–10A engines, new radars, avionics systems, and air-to-air missiles. The J–11B already outperforms the early models of Su–27s.13

J–15. In addition, to pursue the development of an aircraft carrier fleet, China acquired the prototype (the T–10K) of the Su–33 carrier-based fighter from Ukraine earlier in the 21st century, for reverse engineering. In 2009, China produced the J–15 ship-borne fighter prototype based on the J–11B. The prototype is now undergoing testing at Shenyang Aircraft Corporation (SAC).14 At least five J–15 prototypes have been built and are undergoing testing. It is expected that early production examples will be introduced into service in 2012 or 2013.

J–20. China’s new-generation J–20 jet fighter first appeared in December 2010. Estimated J–20 weight is 20 tons, with a maximum takeoff weight of 36 to 38 tons, and an operational radius of more than 2,000 kilometers (over 1,240 miles). The J–20 has frontal stealth with careful fuselage design, but not rearward stealth, as its all-moving fins and vertical tailfins, front canards, and nozzles are not currently compatible with an all-aspect low observable design such as the American F–22. This could change in time with, for example, introduction of 2–D exhausts, and careful attention to incorporating radar absorbent structure, coatings, and edge treatments. The two prototypes are respectively
fitted with AL–31 and WS–10 engines. They do not have vectored thrust and supersonic cruise ability, such as that possessed by the F–22. The J–20 fighter is thus still very much an experimental aircraft. Any combat-worthy production derivative can be expected to attain its initial operational combat capability no earlier than 2018 to 2020.

_H–6M/K._ Until very recently, China did not have the technology necessary for the development of new bombers and could not introduce them from abroad. Inspired by the U.S. experience of continuously upgrading the B–52 bomber, China upgraded the H–6 medium-range bomber as an air-launched cruise missile (ALCM) carrier. Fitted with four under-wing pylons, a few of the upgraded H–6Ms are believed to have entered service. China is researching on how to increase the number of H–6 pylons to six, and put in a new digital cockpit, avionics systems, the D–30 engine (used in the Il–76), and ventral tanks. The new H–6 variant is designated H–6K. Given the H–6K’s combat radius and China’s cruise missile range, for the first time China will have the combat capability, in theory at least, to strike Guam from the air with H–6K-launched subsonic cruise missiles and, given current PRC research interests, perhaps with hypersonic air-launched missiles in the more distant future.15

_Airborne Early Warning and Control (AEW&C)._ In the 1990s, a proposed PLAAF AEW&C deal with Israel was canceled because of U.S. pressure. However, it is possible that through Israeli and Russian technical assistance, China nevertheless developed an airborne active phased-array radar system, subsequently modifying four of its active Il–76 transports into the KJ–2000 AEW&C aircraft, and thus giving the PLAAF its first long-range airborne early-warning capabilities. Earlier, China had modified the Y–8 turboprop transport (a derivative of the Antonov An–12) to incorporate search radar, generating the KJ–200 AEW&C aircraft. Together, these two types provide an early-warning capability covering both low and high altitudes.

_Large transport aircraft._ Xi’an Aircraft Industry Group (XAC) is responsible for the R&D and manufacture of the transport aircraft, which is projected to enter service in 2016 and will have a maximum take-off weight of 200 tons. According to Ukrainian media reports, China’s development of large military transport aircraft is backed by Ukrainian technical assistance. The Antonov Design Bureau has offered two proposals for modifying either the An–70 or the Il–76. Ukraine’s FED Corporation has proposed to upgrade the Il–76, and hoped to set up a joint venture in China to carry out research, development, and assembly of the new transport aircraft.16

_Aircraft engine programs._ Though China does not possess the ability to design, develop, and manufacture large civil aircraft engines, it is increasingly active in manufacturing military engines. The WS–9, WS–10 and WS–13 are
the best representatives of such engines made by China. The WS–9, a copy of the 1960s-vintage Rolls-Royce Spey afterburning turbofan engine, is one of a few aircraft engines made in China that originated from Western technologies. The engine is used in the JH–7. The WS–10 is a copy of the Russian AL–31, and has been installed in the J–10 and the J–11B since 2009. During test flights, PLAAF test pilots reported abnormal engine vibrations, and thus, for a while, the PLAAF refused to accept new deliveries of the aircraft. The JF–17 fighter aircraft, developed jointly by China and Pakistan, uses Russian RD–93 engines. China has long drawn upon Russian engine technology, but now, to lessen its dependency, it is pursuing a Chinese derivative of the RD–93 under the designation of WS–13. Though China has a certain degree of military engine manufacturing capability, Chinese-made engines in general, compared with similar types of engines made by Western countries, have short overhaul intervals and are slow in acceleration to maximum power following rapid throttle application. This indicates that there is still a significant technical lag in China’s engine development capabilities.

Observations on the Development of China’s Aviation Industry

Airpower strategy and the aviation industry have advanced together. Observations on the evolution of the PLAAF’s strategic objectives and the reform of the aviation industry since the 1980s suggest that China has managed to keep them up to speed. After Den Xiaoping put forward the guideline of “building an armed forces with quantity and quality” in 1985, the PLAAF started to study its strategic role. After the Gulf War in 1991, the PLA realized that a modernized air force is the key to victory in battle, and thus established CAIC. In 1999, China restructured AVIC I and AVIC II. In November of the same year, the PLAAF’s commander outlined on the 50th anniversary of the PLA the idea of shifting the air force from “territorial air defense” to “both offense and defense.”17 In 2004 and 2007, the PLAAF Party Congress passed resolutions on building a “strategic air force” and “an air force that matches the status of a great power.”18 In 2008, China once again restructured AVIC. It is believed that these developments are not coincidental. Instead, they are calculated measures adopted after comprehensive considerations on the two major objectives of strengthening airpower and developing the aviation industry.

The aviation industry has been selected as a key development project. The Outline of the National Program for the Medium- and Long-Term Development of Defense-Related Science, Technology and Industry (2006–2020), released by COSTIND in 2006, stipulates clearly that by 2020, defense-related science and technology must be able to meet basically the needs of the independent R&D, as well as the manufacture and information-based development of modern weapons and equipment.19 According to the Outline, China will step up
research on basic aviation science, and develop advanced aviation technology. Moreover, the development of the aviation industry should be unaffected by the government’s macroeconomic control measures. On the whole, the PLA’s effort to develop new-type fighter-bombers, AEW&C aircraft, air-launched missiles, aircraft engines, and large passenger aircraft, to which the government has committed significant resources, are all concrete manifestations of the Outline.

However, the biggest problem of China’s aviation industry is that its ability of independent innovation and invention needs to be enhanced, since Chinese-made fighter aircraft, guided missiles, engines, and other systems are more or less the results of suspected piracy and some are even exact reproductions of foreign inventions. If China is unable to acquire advanced products from foreign countries, the development of its aviation industry will be limited. Furthermore, internal R&D expenditure by China’s aircraft manufacturing industry in 2007 amounted to merely RMB 3,722.68 million,20 far behind that of its European and American counterparts. Inadequate investment in R&D is another factor constraining the development of China’s aviation industry.

*Foreign assistance is needed if China is to develop advanced technology.* Though it has built up some measure of strength, China’s aviation industry still lags behind advanced countries to a great extent. According to the Stockholm International Peace Research Institute (SIPRI) and the U.S. Department of State, China belongs to the “third-tier” states in terms of military-industrial strength. The strength of the military industry in Russia, which ranks no. 1 in the second-tier states, is about one-sixth of the military-industrial strength of the United States.21 For a long time, China has used procurement to boost its own technological capabilities. Nonetheless, in the face of U.S. high-tech export controls, the European Union arms embargo, and Russia’s growing wariness of Chinese piracy, China’s attempt to acquire high-end technologies from foreign countries has run into a severe challenge.

Recent measures adopted by China’s aviation industry are worthy of attention. In December 2009, AVIC XAC acquired a 90 percent stake in Austria’s Future Advanced Composite Component (FACC).22 FACC is a company specializing in the development and production of aviation composite materials.23 The acquisition was the first of its kind that China had made in a foreign aviation industry. AVIC will use FACC as an R&D and test center for aviation composite materials. Relevant technologies will be transferred to China for production, assisting considerably the R&D and manufacture of advanced composite materials in China. AVIC and ACAE have devoted about 4,000 people to research and develop the C919 and its engine. To drive forward follow-up works in each stage, both companies have launched a global talent recruitment
program. The management personnel AVIC hired initially in August 2009 have been appointed senior managers at five subsidiaries. AVIC’s goal is to recruit 3,000 people of various talents in 5 to 8 years. This indicates that lack of talent has constrained China’s ability to make breakthroughs in key technologies. Therefore, China wishes to acquire foreign technology through the recruitment of international specialists.24

Blazing a path of development with military and civilian integration. PRC research suggests that the United States has created a matchless military by harnessing the infinite power of the civilian sector and that the separated civil-military research systems in China are one of the factors causing China to trail behind. Hu Jintao stressed at the 17th Party Congress that China would “establish sound systems of weapons and equipment research and manufacture that integrate military with civilian purposes and combine military efforts with civilian support, and blaze a path of development with Chinese characteristics featuring military and civilian integration.”25 Take the development of China’s aviation industry, for instance. The strategy adopted to develop large civil passenger aircraft and large military transport aircraft is based on the principle of “1 project, 2 models, civil-military coordination, and series development.” Technologies acquired from international cooperation—such as structural designs for airframes, composite materials, aircraft engines, and automatic control systems—can be used in the R&D and manufacture of military aircraft in China, making it difficult for foreign countries to implement effective controls. In Western countries, most AEW&C, electronic warfare, and command and control aircraft use civil passenger aircraft as the basic platform to build upon. The C919 also has the same potential. China will be able to produce a synergistic effect for the development of its military power if it can promote the “civil-military integration” strategy effectively.

Export and domestic demand: the prospects for China’s aviation industry. There is no doubt that the primary mission of China’s aviation industry is to support the development of the PLA. With regard to the export market, China has found a niche in the arms markets of some Asian and African countries through the sales of the J–7, Q–5 and K–8. If the production agreement between China and Pakistan on 150 JF–17s is taken into account, China will become the world’s third-largest exporter of military aircraft, behind only the United States and Russia.26 Two Pakistan JF–17 aircraft were displayed for the first time at the 2010 Farnborough International Air Show in London. During the air show, China and Pakistan discussed matters relating to possibly exporting JF–17 fighters to eight countries: Congo, Egypt, Nigeria, the Philippines, Sri Lanka, Sudan, Turkey, and Venezuela. In addition, Pakistan, Iran, North Korea, and others have expressed high levels of interest in the Chinese-made
J–10. If China can avoid Russian control over engine production, the global export of Chinese-made military aircraft would seem to have a bright future.

Airbus predicted in 2006 that China would need to add more than 2,800 passenger aircraft and freighters in the next 20 years. Moreover, an AVIC market forecast for the period up to 2028, released at the Beijing Air Show in 2009, predicts that China will need 2,922 large and 874 short-to-medium-range aircraft.27 From these data, it seems that China’s domestic market will be able to shore up the sales of the C919 and its follow-up models. However, to form a complete civil aviation industry, China will have to face up to the competition from Boeing and Airbus, and the key is whether China can obtain Federal Aviation Administration and European Aviation Safety Agency airworthiness certifications. If China fails to get the certifications, then large civil aircraft made by China could only fly in the sky in China and in a few other countries.

Conclusion

Since its founding in 1949, the People’s Republic of China has weathered many troubles at home and from abroad. Driven by the goal of a modern military, China has listed the development of its aviation industry as a key project from the beginning. After 60 years of development and reform, the aviation industry in China, though growing slowly with limited transformation, has achieved some results. For a long time, China has sought to enhance the standards of its aviation industry by copying finished products that are acquired from abroad or through OEM production. Initial results generated from this approach include the key technologies that China lacked but has now learned, and the improvement of foreign products with some innovations. In general, China already has a considerable capacity for indigenous production. Once reaching a certain level, China’s indigenous production capacity will begin to transform quantitatively and qualitatively, ultimately allowing China to achieve its aspiration toward independent innovation and invention. China’s aviation industry still faces many unsolved problems and lags far behind advanced countries. Despite that, in time, the standards of China’s aviation industry may progress to an extent unimaginable to the outside world.

Notes


2 The 11 major military-industrial groups include: China National Nuclear Corporation (CNNC), China Nuclear Engineering and Construction Corporation (CNEC), China Aerospace Science and Technology Corporation (CASC), China Aerospace Science and Industry Corporation (CASIC), China Aviation Industry Corporation I (AVIC I), China Aviation Industry Corporation II (AVIC II), China State Shipbuilding Corporation (CSSC), China Shipbuilding Industry Corporation (CSIC), China North Industries Group
Corporation (CNGC), China South Industries Group Corporation (CSG), and China Electronic Science and Technology Corporation (CETC).


6 The 15 divisions directly under AVIC headquarters include administration, strategic planning, management, human resources, financial management, science and information, capital operation, corporate culture, major project management, international affairs, policy and legal affairs, quality and safety, discipline, inspection, and audit. The 10 business segments include AVIC Defense, AVIC Asset Management, AVIC Aircraft, AVIC Engine, AVIC Helicopter, AVIC System, AVIC General Aircraft, Chinese Aeronautical Establishment, AVIC Flight Test Establishment, and AVIC International.

7 The share proportions of the six main shareholders are as follows: SASAC, 31.58 percent; AVIC, 26.32 percent; SGG, 26.32 percent; CHINALCO, 5.26 percent; Boasteel, 5.26 percent; and Sinochem, 5.26 percent.

8 The share proportions of the three original shareholders are AVIC, 30 percent; Shanghai Electric Group, 30 percent; and Shanghai Guosheng Co., 30 percent.


21 Ma Jie and Guo Chaolei, “The revolution in military affairs and the important task of national defense, technological and industrial development,” in Defence Industry Conversion in China, no. 59 (January 2005), 21.


23 Established in 1989, FACC’s main business is the R&D and manufacture of composite materials. It currently has four production facilities, two engineering centers, one service company (in Canada), and one customer service center (in the United States) with a total staff of 1,500-plus persons. AVIC Website at <wwwavic.com.cn/index_jtfc.asp>.

24 See note 2.


Chapter 12

China’s Quest for Advanced Aviation Technologies

Phillip C. Saunders and Joshua K. Wiseman

Although China continues to lag approximately two decades behind the world’s most sophisticated air forces in terms of its ability to develop and produce fighter aircraft and other complex aerospace systems, it has moved over time from absolute reliance on other countries for military aviation technology procurement to a position where a more diverse array of strategies can be pursued. Steps taken in the late 1990s to reform China’s military aviation sector demonstrated an understanding of the problems inherent in high-technology acquisition, and an effort to move forward. However, a decade later it remains unclear how effective these reforms have been. Where are the People’s Liberation Army Air Force (PLAAF) and China’s military aviation industry headed? What obstacles must be overcome for China to join the exclusive ranks of those nations possessing sophisticated air forces and aviation industries capable of producing world-class aircraft? Answering these and related questions is at the heart of this study. Because advanced fighter aircraft exemplify the most sophisticated level of aerospace technology, are important for air force combat capabilities, and present unique design and fabrication challenges for a military aviation industry, the authors’ analysis focuses primarily on China’s efforts to acquire, produce, and develop fighter aircraft and related technology. It also includes some discussion of bombers, transports, and airborne early warning aircraft where relevant to Chinese technology development and acquisition efforts.

Approaches to Technology Development and Procurement

Few things differentiate the lethality of an air force more than the level of technology in its most advanced aircraft. Historically, advantages in aviation technology have often translated into significant advantages in combat environments, especially for fighter aircraft. In the current environment, the world’s most advanced air forces have access to fifth-generation fighter aircraft technology. Fifth-generation fighters are characterized by the incorporation of advanced technologies such as stealth, integrated avionics systems, thrust vectoring, and helmet-mounted sights. The technological demands of designing and producing advanced fighters present considerable challenges for
developing countries. They may want an air force that is on par qualitatively with the world’s most advanced, but usually lack an aviation industry capable of producing cutting-edge fighter aircraft technology. A developing country may be able to produce some highly sophisticated components, but lack the knowledge or industrial capacity to design and build all necessary components or to integrate them into a finished product. Industrial capacity refers to the ability to fabricate each component part that goes into the final product and assemble it using indigenous labor. Knowledge encompasses the know-how to design and manufacture component parts, together with requisite competence in areas such as systems engineering, which is critical to integrating various complex systems into a working unit.4

Developing countries incapable of producing cutting-edge fighters on their own must seek to acquire complete aircraft or technologies from countries willing to sell them advanced aircraft or to export or codevelop the relevant technologies. However a number of factors might dissuade countries with an advanced aviation technology base from exporting aircraft or advanced aviation technologies to a particular developing country. The exporter country might view such transfers as potentially harmful to its security interests if it is unsure about the developing country’s long-term intentions. It might seek to avoid entering into a technology transfer relationship out of deference to its relationship with allies or other customers. Allies might use leverage to dissuade potential exporters from making arms sales or technology transfers to developing countries about which they have security concerns. Nevertheless, access to foreign advanced fighters and aviation technology is critical for developing countries seeking to build a modern air force.

Buy, Build, or Steal

Countries whose overall level of economic development and relatively backward aviation industry limit their aircraft production capability have the three basic options of purchase (buy), indigenous development (build), or espionage (steal) in their efforts to develop a modern air force. For countries in this situation, all three options have significant limitations.

Buy

Buying imported aircraft allows a developing country to obtain more advanced fighters than its indigenous aviation industry can produce. Buying complete aircraft offers a developing country a relatively fast way to build its air force’s combat capability (although in practice it may take 4 to 5 years from the time a deal is signed until a unit equipped with a new fighter reaches initial operational capability). Often a deal to purchase advanced fighters includes
flight training, assistance with maintenance, and the acquisition of spare parts necessary to maintain operational readiness. This can not only speed the introduction of the aircraft into service, but also improve the acquiring air force's human capital and overall capabilities. Because purchasers usually have the opportunity to “fly before they buy,” there is a clearer sense of what the capabilities of the aircraft will be and less risk of technological failure or inadequate performance.

The disadvantages of building a modern air force using imported aircraft include the relatively high cost, limited transfer of technology to the aviation sector, and continuing dependence on foreign suppliers. Buyers are also limited to the aircraft that supplying companies are willing to sell; advanced countries often restrict the type of aircraft or the sophistication of avionics and weapons systems that can be exported due to strategic concerns or to maintain a technological advantage for their own air force. A common approach is to export last generation systems or watered-down versions of the most advanced fighters. This enables the United States, Russia, and European powers to maintain a long-term competitive advantage in military aviation technology and a measure of airpower dominance over their customers.

Purchases of complete aircraft do not produce jobs or technological spin-offs for the acquiring countries (though this may be partly overcome by the use of offsets in the contract that require the seller to accept payment in the form of goods produced by the buyer). Finally, the acquiring country will usually have a limited capacity to produce spare parts for an imported aircraft or to modernize its systems, resulting in long-term dependence on the seller in order to keep the aircraft flying or to update an older aircraft’s systems. This can be problematic if the seller’s economy goes through a major transition (note, for example, India’s difficulty in acquiring spare parts for its Soviet aircraft following the breakup of the Soviet Union) or if changes in political relations make the supplier unwilling to continue to provide spare parts and maintenance (compare Iran’s U.S.-built McDonnell-Douglas F–4, Northrop F–5, and Grumman F–14 aircraft following the Iranian revolution in 1979). Variations on the “buy” option such as coproduction are discussed later in this study.

Build

The pure “build” option requires planning, designing, and producing the desired fighter system utilizing only indigenous knowledge and production facilities. A developing country may invest significant resources in research and development (R&D) to build its domestic aviation technology production base. However, this requires a significant investment of both capital and human knowledge and presents large opportunity costs on both fronts. If a developing country
seeks to push its aviation sector well beyond the technological development of its broader economy, this entails costly efforts with limited broader payoffs as scarce engineering talent and resources are focused on narrow military applications. If a developing country tries to push the overall technological capacity of the broader economy, this entails a much longer time period before improvements spill over and raise the technological level of the aviation industry.

The chief advantages of indigenous development are that a developing country can master the technologies required to design and build a fighter, limit its reliance on imported parts and technologies (and thus its potential vulnerability to a cutoff that might limit combat readiness), and diffuse some benefits of aircraft R&D and production into the broader economy (in the form of jobs and technology spin-offs). Over time, indigenous production can lay the foundation for a domestic aviation industry capable of designing, producing, and potentially exporting complete fighter aircraft.

The disadvantages are that a developing country’s aviation industry may only be able to produce low-quality aircraft with limited combat capability, that large technological hurdles and a high learning curve must be overcome to establish an advanced aviation industry, and that the long period required to learn to develop and produce a modern fighter may yield aircraft that are obsolete before they are fielded. There is also no guarantee that investments in aviation R&D and production capacity will pay off. Few defense projects historically have been more costly, slower, or more prone to unforeseen difficulties than those undertaken to produce new fighter aircraft. It is possible for a developing country pursuing the economic and technological spinoffs from indigenous design and production to spend much more than it would have cost to buy an advanced fighter from a foreign supplier, only to wind up with an inferior aircraft. Japan’s F-2 fighter provides a good illustration.

Steal

A developing country can use surreptitious means to steal design and technology information on aircraft and aircraft components that it lacks the knowledge to design and produce domestically. This can be accomplished using covert procurement (often through third countries), traditional espionage methods, or computer network intrusion methods to exfiltrate the desired information. Individuals with access to information on classified weapons systems are prime targets of foreign intelligence organizations. Cyber espionage attacks against U.S. targets including military/government organizations and defense contractors have reportedly been successful in obtaining sensitive, though not classified, data. The “steal” option can be used to gain blueprints or
examples of weapons to use in reverse engineering a subsystem or to develop countermeasures that make a threat aircraft less effective in combat.

The principal advantage of the “steal” option is the potential to acquire advanced systems or technologies that other countries are unwilling to sell. In some cases, espionage can allow a country to acquire advanced technology without spending funds on its own research and development. The disadvantages include a developing country’s limited ability to absorb or replicate stolen systems and technologies without technological support from the manufacturer, the haphazard and potentially incomplete access to systems and technologies through clandestine or surreptitious means, and the potential for espionage to send a country’s aviation industry down a blind alley. In discussing the degree to which China has employed the “steal” option, we should differentiate its comprehensive efforts to collect and assimilate open source defense information (for example, through the China Defense Science and Technology Information Center) from its efforts to obtain restricted technologies covertly, by way of either traditional or cyber espionage. Exploiting the volumes of technical open source information produced in developed countries is an effective, legitimate, and predictable way to acquire knowledge.7

Of these three main avenues to technology procurement, the “build” option is the only one with the potential to stimulate innovation and create a broad-based domestic aviation industry from a low initial starting point. The United States and Russia produce the world’s most complex fighter aircraft and, although they gained the ability in the midst of different economic and political circumstances, both were only able to reach this status through the ability to develop new technologies. Simply buying fighter aircraft from another country, with no plans to reverse engineer or coproduce, does not help a developing country move toward self-reliance. The steal option can have benefits if a developing country is able to obtain the information it needs without having to expend the necessary resources on R&D. However, simply possessing a blueprint does not guarantee success in reproducing the design, especially for a developing country with a limited aerospace production capacity.

Hybrid Approaches: Reverse Engineering, Coproduction, and Codevelopment

Hybrid approaches blend elements of buy, build, and steal in different combinations. This section considers reverse engineering, coproduction, and codevelopment as means of developing and acquiring aviation technology and building an advanced military aviation industry.
Reverse Engineering

Reverse engineering is the process of acquiring an aircraft, weapons system, or component and then taking it apart to understand how it works and potentially how to replicate or defeat it. The initial acquisition may be done through legitimate purchase (buy) or covert procurement (steal). Successful reverse engineering requires a certain level of technological sophistication in a country’s aviation industry (for example, some degree of “build” experience and capacity).

Reverse engineering can serve several functions. Disassembling a mechanical or electronic device reveals its inner workings, yielding understanding of how it functions, the specific technologies and components involved, and identifying successful design paths that can be emulated. It may be possible to replicate the system or component by producing an exact clone of an aircraft component or weapons system. The knowledge gathered from reverse engineering may be incorporated into a newly designed subsystem that bears some resemblance to the original but is not an exact copy. As in the case of the “steal” option, a developing country might use reverse engineering to gain understanding of an aircraft’s weapons systems or radars so that it can develop effective countermeasures.

Developing countries often assume that reverse engineering can help accelerate development in certain sectors of the economy. Examples of weapons reverse engineering do not validate this assumption in each case but rather suggest that success depends on a number of country-specific factors. Developing countries sometimes attempt to purchase a small number of sophisticated fighters or advanced components from another country for the sole purpose of trying to reverse-engineer them in order to produce copies or gain knowledge about the component parts. (China was notorious for its efforts in the 1980s and early 1990s to purchase small quantities of advanced fighters and aviation components.) If a country is able to purchase small quantities and successfully reverse engineer them, the savings in development time (compared to completely independent development) and money (compared to a purchase of large quantities of aircraft or components) may be significant. However, this runs counter to the seller’s best interests. Advanced arms suppliers such as the United States or Russia have no motivation to sell a small number of fighter aircraft to a country with the industrial capacity to copy them. A more usual variant can occur when a developing country procures a large quantity of an aircraft and then attempts to reverse engineer parts and components to reduce its dependence on the original seller for spare parts. (Both India and China have often pursued this approach.) This option is often explicitly banned by the sales contract, but the buyer may have a limited capacity to enforce these provisions once the sale is complete.
A developing country may also use covert procurement through a third party in order to acquire access to small quantities of an aircraft or component. An ally with legitimate access to advanced fighters or aviation technology may act as a “cut out” and either sell or turn over a working example of the aircraft for reverse engineering purposes. One widely cited example is the assumption that Pakistan, which purchased F–16 fighters from the United States, may have provided China with access to F–16 fighters and components. It is impossible to definitively determine the extent of access China may have had to Pakistani F–16s in the 1980s, but sources claim that Chinese technical personnel visiting Pakistan in the early 1980s were allowed to examine the U.S.-made fighter. China may also have obtained some access to F–16 technology through its defense cooperation with Israel.

In some cases, a country may be able to acquire an adversary’s military hardware as a result of serendipitous circumstances, such as cases where a pilot loses his way in bad weather or defects with his aircraft. For example, during the second Taiwan Strait crisis in fall 1958, the United States equipped Taiwan’s F–86F Sabres with the AIM–9 Sidewinder infrared (IR)-guided air-to-air missile (AAM). On September 28, 1958, an F–86F fired and hit a PLAAF MiG–17 with a Sidewinder that lodged in the MiG’s fuselage without exploding. The Soviet Union convinced China to turn over the unexploded missile and successfully reverse engineered it as the K–13. Soviet engineer Gennady Sokolovskiy described acquisition of the Sidewinder as, “a university offering a course in missile construction technology which has upgraded our engineering education and updated our approach to production of future missiles.”

The biggest benefit of reverse engineering is that a developing country can sidestep some of the R&D investment required to develop advanced weapons technologies. Unlike the pure “buy” option where a developing country merely operates the system it purchases, reverse engineering can lead to significant technical discoveries that propel a nation’s defense industry forward. (The Soviet effort to reverse engineer the AIM–9 Sidewinder AAM is one such instance.) This is not always the case, however. Reverse engineering might allow for better understanding of a complex piece of military hardware, but there is no guarantee that a country can produce an exact clone or functional equivalent. Individual components may incorporate materials or be produced using advanced production processes that cannot be easily replicated by a developing country’s aviation industry. (This was initially the case with composite materials and stealth aircraft designed using advanced computer systems, and remains the case for some materials used in high-performance jet engines.) Fighter aircraft present a particular reverse-engineering challenge because of the vast number of complex subsystems (for example, radars, avionics, and engines) that must be
integrated into a functional whole. A developing country may obtain access to an advanced fighter, but lack the production capacity to reproduce it. A developing country may be able to reverse engineer and replicate key components, but lack the design skills to integrate them into an existing aircraft.

**Coproduction and Codevelopment**

The terms *coproduction* and *codevelopment* are sometimes used interchangeably. For the purposes of this paper, *coproduction* refers to a contract where the supplying country sells the purchaser the right to produce copies of a complete aircraft or key components. Coproduction deals can range from assembly of imported complete knock-down (CKD) kits with all necessary components to transfer of blueprints, machines, technical assistance, and relevant production technologies that give the purchaser an independent capability to build complete aircraft from scratch. *Codevelopment* refers to cooperation in the design stage of aircraft development where two or more countries work as partners.

Technology transfer and how expensive research and development costs are allocated are the principal issues in coproduction or codevelopment projects. The country with the more advanced industry has the motivation to withhold technical details from partners to protect its competitive advantage; the country with the less developed aviation industry typically has to agree to pay a premium price in order to gain access to relevant production (in the case of coproduction) or design/systems integration expertise (in the case of codevelopment).

Developing countries often seek coproduction arrangements as a means of starting an aviation industry or improving the technological capacity of their existing industry. The developing country typically seeks the maximum possible transfer of design information and production technology to allow fully independent production. Unless suppliers have a strategic reason for wanting to build up the recipient country’s defense industry, they typically seek to retain control over key design information and production technology and prefer to supply components for assembly rather than give the purchasing country an independent production capability. The exact nature of the deal is often a function of the relative bargaining power of the parties involved. Coproduction usually involves a licensing agreement stipulating the number of systems the producer country can build at an agreed upon cost.

As a technology procurement strategy, coproduction is basically a combination of “buy” and “build.” The developing country typically assembles aircraft from imported parts (often in the form of a complete knockdown kit) rather than producing them from scratch, at least initially. Contracts sometimes allow replacing imported components with indigenously produced components as the purchasing country’s aviation industry gains the ability to successfully produce them.
Developing countries sometimes evade contractual restrictions by using knowledge gained in the production process to design compatible subsystems or components that can either be integrated into an existing aircraft or that can be part of an improved variant of an existing aircraft. Because the supplier often provides knowledge about how to assemble the aircraft rather than complete design information, the buyer country still has a fair amount of work to do if the goal is to reverse engineer an exact clone or to develop an improved variant incorporating indigenous subsystems.

The nature of defense cooperation between countries is a good indicator of the overall political relationship. Coproduction agreements imply a basic level of political trust between partner countries. A supplier country will not enter into an agreement to sell a developing country the rights to build a fighter aircraft if there is a fundamental divergence of strategic interests or if the purchasing country poses a significant security threat. Coproduction is less of a risk than codevelopment to the supplier country from a technology procurement perspective because it does not usually grant the purchaser access to state-of-the-art aircraft or subsystems. As the next section will detail, China relied on coproduction with the Soviet Union in the 1950s to launch its military aviation industry and on coproduction deals with Russia in the 1990s to improve its capability to build advanced fighter aircraft.

Codevelopment in aircraft design implies that both partners possess a relatively well developed aviation industry. The partners typically share the costs of R&D efforts; partners with less advanced aviation industries typically pay a premium price or commit to purchase significant quantities of the finished aircraft in order to gain access to advanced technologies, design processes, and systems integration expertise. In some cases, codevelopment will produce new technologies and intellectual property that will be shared by the partners.

A good recent example of codevelopment involves the joint venture between Russia’s United Aircraft Corporation (UAC) and India’s Hindustan Aeronautics Limited (HAL) to develop a fifth-generation fighter.13 The work is split on a 75–25 percent basis, with Russia contributing the larger share.14 “Codevelopment” is also sometimes used to describe projects where parties contribute to development costs without participating in the actual work. From a technology procurement standpoint, this is much closer to the “buy” avenue than to coproduction or codevelopment.

The F–35 Joint Strike Fighter program is an example of an unequal codevelopment partnership where a number of countries contributed financial support and committed to purchasing the aircraft without any involvement in development work.15 The United States and Britain have carried out
the vast majority of technical development work, with Italy making minor contributions. The other six partners (Netherlands, Turkey, Australia, Canada, Denmark, and Norway) have bought into the project by contributing development funds and agreeing to purchase a specific number of F–35s. True codevelopment implies not just cost-sharing, but shared ownership of the intellectual property generated by the project.

The decision to codevelop a fighter aircraft can be motivated by different circumstances, but the logic in forming joint partnerships is the same: both countries benefit more through codevelopment than they would by working alone. Defense industries can share the substantial burden of R&D costs while bringing their technological comparative advantages to the fore. Perceived economic, political, and strategic benefits drive the decisionmaking process, with the relative importance of each depending on the relationship, political situation, and threat perceptions of the partner countries.

The UAC/HAL joint venture between Russia and India illustrates the complex economic and geopolitical pressures that drive defense technology decisionmaking. India was an end user and coproducer of Soviet military aircraft since a cooperative defense relationship was established in the early 1960s. The relationship persisted throughout the Cold War, and after the Soviet Union dissolved, India helped Russia’s defense industry stay afloat in the 1990s. The plan to codevelop a fifth-generation fighter was hatched at a time (2000) when the dire Russian economic situation gave India a significant degree of bargaining power. If not for economic necessity, Russia might never have proposed a codevelopment deal given the major step forward it provides the Indian aerospace industry. Some Russian defense industry experts have been skeptical about the value India will bring to the project, citing Russia’s half century of experience designing award-winning fighter aircraft. Indian media reports have highlighted HAL’s potential contributions in aircraft body design through its work on composites gained during the design of its indigenous Tejas Light Combat Aircraft (LCA). Russia has designed mostly metal aircraft and thus lacks experience with composites. HAL will also design the mission computer, navigation, and countermeasure dispensing systems, and critical software.

PLAAF Technology Procurement Strategies: Past, Present, and Future

How have the pros and cons of the potential methods of building or acquiring military aircraft and aviation technology described above affected Chinese decisions about whether to “Buy, Build, or Steal”? This section briefly develops a concise model of a developing country’s decision calculus, and then applies that model to explain Chinese choices over the period from 1949 to the
present. We organize the analysis into five distinct periods defined by Chinese economic and technological capacity and the sources of foreign aircraft and aviation technology available to China at a given time.

The model we develop involves four factors. (See table 12-1.) The first is the level of development of the overall Chinese economy, which defines China’s general technological capability. The level of overall development constrains the indigenous technological capacity of China’s aviation industry and defines the potential for China to “spin on” technologies from the civilian sector to the military sector. The second factor is the technological capacity of the aviation sector. The level of development of the overall economy constrains the indigenous capacity of the aviation sector, but it is possible to use foreign assistance and imported technology to build advanced capabilities in the aviation sector that surpass those in the broader civilian economy. To the extent that advanced fighter aircraft require technologies that do not have civilian applications (“single-use technologies”), the military aviation sector must be ahead of the overall economy in some specific areas if indigenous production is to be an option.

Table 12–1. Four Factors in Chinese Military Aviation Technology Procurement Calculus

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Development level of overall Chinese economy</th>
<th>Technological capacity of Chinese aviation sector</th>
<th>Willingness of foreign suppliers to transfer technologies</th>
<th>Chinese relative bargaining power vis-à-vis foreign suppliers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

The third factor is the willingness of foreign countries to sell advanced military aircraft, key components and armaments, and related production technology. Who is willing to sell to China and what aircraft and aviation technologies they are willing to sell define the available options in terms of purchasing (“buy”), coproduction, and codevelopment. The fourth and final factor is China’s bargaining power vis-à-vis potential sellers of aircraft and aviation technology. This can be influenced by ideological and security factors (including the seller’s calculus about whether China represents a potential ally or a potential threat), the health of the potential seller’s overall economy and defense sector, and supply and demand within the broader military aviation market (for example, whether it is a “buyer’s market” or a “seller’s market”). Bargaining power influences whether potential sellers are willing to sell their most sophisticated fighters and whether they are willing to transfer production technology or consider coproduction or codevelopment deals. Sellers generally prefer to sell complete aircraft and spare parts (to maximize profits, maintain control
of the supply chain, and limit potential competition) while buyers often want technology transfer and coproduction arrangements which provide employment opportunities and reduce their dependence on the seller.

We divide the time under examination into five periods. (See table 12-2.) The first, from 1950 to 1960, is the period of Sino-Soviet defense cooperation. The Soviet Union’s willingness to sell aircraft, designs, and production technology provided the foundation for China’s modern defense aviation industry. At the same time, the United States and Western countries used a trade embargo and export controls to ban the sale of military aircraft and military technology. The second period is marked by the Sino-Soviet split and the withdrawal of Soviet advisors and technicians from China. With the Western embargo continuing, China was essentially cut off from legitimate access to military aircraft and related technology from 1960 to 1977. The third period, from 1977 to 1989, was marked by increasing Chinese access to Western commercial technology, including selected military systems, components, and technologies. Access to Eastern bloc technologies, which lagged behind Western systems but were more compatible with China’s existing industrial base, remained very limited. China’s cooperation with Israel on fighter aircraft began during this time. The fourth period, from 1989 to 2004, is characterized by the U.S. and European ban on military sales to China following the Tiananmen incident in June 1989 and the gradual opening of the window for arms sales and technology transfers from the Soviet Union and its successor states. Western countries sought to limit the transfer of military and dual-use technologies to the Chinese defense industry, but the Chinese commercial sector gradually gained access to increasingly sophisticated civilian and dual-use technologies for commercial applications. Despite efforts to use end-use certificates and inspections to monitor where dual-use technologies were employed, many of these technologies could eventually be “spun on” to defense production.

Table 12–2. Five Periods of Chinese Technological Development

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sino-Soviet defense cooperation</td>
<td>Chinese isolation</td>
<td>Window of access to Western technologies</td>
<td>West cuts access, Russia reopens; diversification of strategies</td>
<td>Russian reluctance; increased indigenous capacity</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The fifth period, from roughly 2004 to the present, is marked by Russia’s growing reluctance to provide China access to its most advanced military fighters and production technology as Russian economic recovery
increased Moscow’s bargaining power and control over the Russian defense industry. Despite China’s efforts to persuade the European Union to lift its arms embargo, access to Western military aircraft remained denied. However, some European countries did sell China components and technologies that could be employed in military aircraft. At this time, Israel, under heavy U.S. pressure, cancelled a deal to upgrade unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) it had previously sold to China (having cancelled an earlier project to upgrade Chinese airborne early warning aircraft in 2000). Although Chinese access to state-of-the-art military technology remains limited, the Chinese aviation industry made significant strides in absorbing foreign technology and demonstrated the ability to reverse engineer the Su–27 Flanker (as the J–11B) and to serially produce its own fourth-generation fighter (the J–10). It was also recently discovered that China is farther ahead in the development of its fifth-generation stealth fighter (the J–20) than many foreign sources anticipated. Overall, China’s level of economic development has advanced significantly, and its civilian industry has enjoyed significant access to state-of-the-art commercial (and sometimes dual-use) technology.


<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Buy</th>
<th>MiG–15bis (1951)</th>
<th>MiG–17 Fresco-As (early 1950s)</th>
<th>Il–28 bomber (early 1950s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Build</td>
<td>JJ-1 trainer: first indigenously developed military aircraft (1958)</td>
<td>CJ–6 fighter trainer (1960)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In the aftermath of the Communist takeover and the establishment of the People’s Republic of China (PRC) in 1949, the Chinese economy’s level of development was relatively backward. Some pockets of industry employed modern technologies, but China was still predominantly a rural economy with limited industrial capacity. Given its limited technological base, China essentially had no ability to indigenously produce military aircraft. The first armed air contingent (and precursor to the PLAAF), the Nanyuan Flying Group, operated an
assorted collection of around forty aircraft captured from the Nationalist air force. There is no sourced record of the fighters operated by the short-lived Nanyuan Group, but they likely included U.S.-built Curtiss-Wright aircraft like the Hawk 75M, 75A–5, and CW–21, as well as the Soviet Polikarpov I–15bis and I–16, all operated by the Nationalist air force in the war against Japan. It is estimated that at the time the PLAAF was officially founded in late 1949, it had approximately 115 ex-Nationalist aircraft, though some sources place its strength approximately 40 percent higher. Several dozen of these were not obtained until near the end of the Chinese civil war, when the Nationalist air force began to experience frequent uprisings and pilots defected to the Communist side along with their aircraft. The Soviet Union soon augmented China’s air force with an additional 434 aircraft and sent 878 experts to seven flight schools that had recently been approved by the Central Military Commission (CMC) of the People’s Liberation Army. Chinese involvement in the Korean War led to the rapid expansion of the PLAAF in terms of both equipment and capable personnel. By 1953, the last year of the war, there were 13 air force schools which had trained nearly 6,000 flight crew members and 24,000 maintenance personnel to service 28 PLAAF air divisions (around 3,000 aircraft).

From the outset of Sino-Soviet defense cooperation, Moscow had considerable bargaining power vis-à-vis China, which had no alternative source for advanced military technology. Trade agreements that allowed for the transfer of technology boiled down to what Chinese Premier Zhou Enlai described as “selling agricultural products to buy machines.” In a conversation with Indonesian President Sukarno, Mao Zedong gave a candid assessment of the Chinese economy circa 1953 saying, “Frankly speaking, we haven’t got a lot of things to export apart from some apples, peanuts, pig bristles, soy beans.” Despite this imbalance, the Soviet perception of China as a fellow Communist state and natural ally led Moscow to view a Chinese capacity to produce military aircraft as an asset in the Cold War against the West. As a result, the Soviet Union did not fully employ its potential leverage and provided the PLA Air Force with its first jet fighters and the Chinese aviation industry with its first capacity to produce modern jet fighters. So keen, in fact, were the Soviets to bring China online that some Chinese armament producing plants were turning out sophisticated weaponry before the Soviet defense industry itself could. The decision to allow China to coproduce sophisticated fighter aircraft was part of the larger effort to transform it quickly into a capable, self-sufficient defense partner.

Archives maintained by the Communist Party of the Soviet Union Central Committee (CPSU CC) assert that ten thousand “specialists” were sent to China in the 1950s, but there is no corresponding record of who these specialists were, where they went, or how long they stayed. It is clear that from
the early 1950s the Soviet Union committed a massive amount of resources to build up Chinese industrial enterprises, with special attention given to the defense industry. The initial agreement pertaining to military aviation, signed by Stalin and Chinese Premier Zhou Enlai in October 1951, laid out the terms under which the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics (USSR) would render technical and repair assistance as well as construct new factories for the manufacture of aircraft. This agreement was reached against the backdrop of the Korean War. In 1954, Moscow issued another memorandum to the People's Republic of China outlining cooperation on 15 new defense enterprises. The Soviets agreed to perform design work, deliver equipment, and provide technical support for the fledgling enterprises. It is no exaggeration to say the Soviets helped China build a military aviation industry essentially from the ground up.

After a protracted civil war, which resumed after 7 years of Japanese occupation, China was left with almost no means to produce military aircraft indigenously. Several years after the founding of the PRC, China's nascent defense industry lacked the capability to produce advanced Western designs, or even to absorb Western technology into its Soviet-designed fighters, making the steal option impractical even if China could gain access to controlled Western designs and technologies. Initial purchases of Soviet fighters and aggressive pursuit of coproduction arrangements were logical responses to this set of constraints and opportunities, despite the implicit dependence on continuing access to Soviet designs, spare parts, and technical assistance. The massive infusion of Soviet personnel and equipment enabled China to design and produce several prototypes of its own fighter trainer (based largely on Soviet designs) by 1960, and to coproduce Soviet fighters, bombers, and transport aircraft throughout the 1950s.

China's leadership assessed the technical challenges implicit in licensed coproduction of Soviet aircraft and incorporated conclusions in the first five-year plan for the development of the aviation industry. The plan anticipated China's heavy reliance on the USSR to get the core enterprises that would form the backbone of military aviation up and running, but the end goal was for China to independently manufacture advanced Soviet aircraft within 3 to 5 years of facilities coming online. Four main production plants were established in the early to mid 1950s: the Nanchang Aircraft Factory, Shenyang Aircraft Factory, Zhuzhou Aero Engine Factory, and the Shenyang Aero Engine Factory. Once these core enterprises were established, the emphasis shifted to manufacturing components. Construction of the Xian Aircraft Accessory Factory, Xinping Aviation Electronic and Wheel Brake Factory, and the Baoji Aviation Instrument Factory began in 1956. During the era of Sino-Soviet cooperation, these seven enterprises formed the core of China's military aviation
industry. Though the degree of direct Soviet assistance varied by factory, the USSR was instrumental in the development of each.

Metallurgy in China prior to the 1950s was not suitably advanced for the production of advanced aero engine materials, which rely on the mastery of high temperature alloys including steel-titanium and aluminum-magnesium alloys. The PRC government made the development of high temperature alloys a priority for the Ministry of Metallurgical Industry. Joint efforts of the aviation and metallurgical industries led to development of China's first high temperature alloy in 1956. A great deal of labor resources was devoted to this task, enabling the PRC to produce its first turbojet engine, the WP5. Conversion from the WP5 to the next generation WP6 turbojet proved difficult, first due to technical differences—the WP6 had 2,521 parts, 46 percent more than its predecessor—making it impossible to use the same production lines, and second, due to the chaotic work conditions resulting from the Great Leap Forward. Performance standards were not met when the WP6 underwent initial testing in 1958. It was not until 1963 that the engine was finally approved and paired with the J6.

China's first indigenously produced military aircraft, the CJ–5 trainer manufactured at the Nanchang Aircraft Factory, made its first successful test flight on July 11, 1954. The CJ–5, which was built around the M–11 powerplant produced by the Zhuzhou Aero Engine Factory, was a nearly exact copy of the Soviet Yakovlev Yak–18 fighter trainer. Based on ambitions laid out by China's military leadership to transition from repairing aircraft to manufacturing complete designs in 3 to 5 years, domestic production of the CJ–5 was ahead of schedule. The Shenyang Aircraft Factory was also able to produce its copy of the MiG–17 ahead of schedule. Originally slated for completion at the end of 1957, the J–5 fighter, powered by the domestically produced WP5 engine, made a successful test flight on July 19, 1956. Coproduction of the J–5 went relatively smoothly, with the Soviet Union providing two MiG–17 pattern aircraft, manufacturing documentation, and 15 complete knock-down kits to the Shenyang Aircraft Factory. Over its 14-year production run from 1955 to 1969, the Chinese military aviation industry produced 767 J–5/J–5A fighters, first at the Shenyang Aircraft Factory (SAF) and later at Chengdu State Aircraft Factory No.132 (later Chengdu Aircraft Industry Group), which was established with the help of Soviet technicians in 1958. Around the time China successfully tested the J–5, preparations were underway for the first Chinese-designed and -produced fighter aircraft. This project culminated in the JJ–1 jet fighter trainer, which was test-flown in the summer of 1958. Although the JJ–1 met PLAAPP inspection standards, it was not serially produced. Military planners opted for an alternate Chinese-designed fighter trainer, the CJ–6, which
was tested successfully in 1960 and serially produced up until the mid 1980s. Indigenous modifications made to the CJ–6 were meant to improve upon its predecessor, the CJ–5, itself a copy of the Yakovlev Yak–18 fighter trainer.

The J–6, based on the more sophisticated MiG–19P, was the first Chinese-produced supersonic fighter. Manufacturing rights for the MiG–19P were transferred in 1957, and in 1959 Moscow agreed to license coproduction of the MiG–19PM and S. As the Great Leap Forward began to affect China’s industrial enterprises, the production quality of the J–6 rapidly declined. Rules and regulations adapted from the Soviet model were cast aside and “an unhealthy tendency of neglecting quality while pursuing quantity” appeared. Soviet assistance was still available during initial production of the J–6 but China chose to manufacture the necessary tooling and assemble the aircraft without outside help. The end result was a large number of J–6 fighters produced in the period 1958–61 that were of such poor quality that they were not delivered to the PLAAF and PLA Navy Air Force. Performance appraisals of the J–6 that appear in the Chinese literature for this time period are unduly optimistic given SAf’s inconsistent production record. Although it had yet to master independent MiG–19 (J–6) production, China nevertheless sought access to more advanced Soviet fighters. In the last deal before the Sino-Soviet split ended all defense cooperation, Moscow licensed production of the MiG–21F–13 to China in 1961. China received three pattern aircraft, as well as 20 kits, but did not take possession of all relevant technical information before defense cooperation ended in 1962. The MiG–21 served as the template for China’s long running J–7 fighter program which began in the early 1960s.

Moscow also provided the PLAAF with a fleet of modern bomber aircraft. China took delivery of the Ilyushin Il–28 tactical bomber beginning in the early 1950s. A repair shop to service the Il–28 was set up in Harbin, but China did not receive licensing rights to coproduce the bomber before Soviet advisors were withdrawn in July 1960. China later reverse engineered the Il–28 and produced it as the It–5. The Soviet Union licensed production of its state-of-the-art Tupolev Tu–16 Badger bomber in 1957, supplying China with two production aircraft, a semi knock-down kit, and a complete knock-down kit. Soviet technicians and engineers were on hand to set up serial production of the aircraft the Chinese designated H–6 (or B–6) at factories in Harbin and Xian. The Xian factory was built specifically for production of the H–6 and was facilitated with help from over 1,500 skilled industry workers transferred from the Shenyang Aircraft Factory. H–5 repairs were already being made at the Harbin location, but serial production of the H–6 required a doubling of floor space and an expansion of the work force with experienced Shenyang workers. Although Moscow granted China access to the latest fighter and bomber technologies—event allowing Beijing to
produce copies of the MiG–17’s Klimov VK–1F and Tumansky R–9BF–811 turbojet engines—the Soviets withheld the transfer of key technologies that would have allowed China to build a long-range strategic missile force.

While it had access to Soviet assistance, China’s military aviation industry made steady, quantifiable progress on almost every front. In addition to mastering production of several fighters and bombers, the PRC also began to form a research and development infrastructure meant to advance the end goal of self-reliance. In 1956, Mao Zedong called for a “march towards modern science,” which was embodied in a 12-year development plan directed by Zhou Enlai, Chen Yi, Li Fuchun, and Nie Rongzhen.52 Advancing military aviation technology, particularly fighter technology, was one of five objectives in the plan. To this end, Chinese technicians constructed a transonic wind tunnel for testing jet body designs based on the Soviet AT–1. The Shenyang Aircraft Factory began construction in September of 1958 and completed the tunnel in March 1960.53 Design and research institutes were established to build China’s knowledge base in aerodynamics, thermodynamics, and avionics development, with a total of 19 research and design departments employing approximately ten thousand employees operating at the end of 1960.54 Overall, military aviation in the 1950s was technologically advanced compared to most of the Chinese economy. Of the handful of countries able to produce modern fighters and bombers, China was the poorest and most backward in terms of other scientific development. This situation was indicative of the importance Mao placed on strengthening China’s defensive capabilities (at great cost to other areas of development) as well as Soviet willingness to transfer the necessary set of technologies and know-how.

**Sino-Soviet Split to the Reform Era (1960–1977)**


<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Coproduce</td>
<td>50 Spey fan-jet engines from Britain (1975)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Build</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Shenyang/Tianjin JJ–6 (1970)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
At the time of the Sino-Soviet split, China possessed a military aviation industry with fully operational production facilities, almost a decade of experience manufacturing advanced fighter and bomber systems, and a reasonably well-equipped air force modeled along Soviet lines. However the withdrawal of Soviet advisors and technical assistance in July 1960 and the intensification of the Sino-Soviet split in the early 1960s had major consequences for the PLAAF and the Chinese aviation industry. As relations between China and the Soviet Union deteriorated, the PLAAF lost the option of buying new and updated Soviet fighters and the Chinese aviation industry lost access to technical support from Soviet advisors to help improve aircraft production and master key technologies. The Chinese defense industry would spend much of this period struggling to absorb and extend the technology it had acquired from its coproduction deals with the Soviet Union or reverse engineered from its Soviet aircraft.

In the wake of the Sino-Soviet split, China lacked a relationship with another advanced country to acquire cutting-edge military hardware. Western export controls focused on preventing exports of militarily relevant technologies to the Eastern bloc foreclosed the “buy” option. Even after China’s rapprochement with the United States in 1971, it took a number of years before the United States and European countries were prepared to ease export controls on military technology, pursue arms sales, or engage in defense industrial cooperation. The one noteworthy exception was a 1975 agreement (negotiations began in 1972) whereby Britain supplied China with 50 Spey fan-jet engines, the powerplant used in British versions of the multirole F–4 Phantom (the RN F–4K and RAF F–4M), as well as the Vought A–7 Corsair light attack aircraft. China was given full production rights and began trial manufacturing the Spey RB–168–25R as the WS9 at its plant in Xi’an. Under the terms of the agreement, Rolls Royce provided both manufacturing facilities and technical expertise involved with testing the Chinese-produced Speys. To date, the Xian JH–7 fighter bomber is the only PLAAF aircraft powered by a variant of the original Rolls Royce Spey or the Chinese-manufactured WS9. While the Spey arrangement was not a direct transfer of weaponry per se, it involved a single-use technology applicable only to combat aircraft and should thus be considered a transfer of military equipment.

Political restrictions on importing military hardware from the West were further aggravated by the fact that very few Chinese citizens were permitted to go abroad (even Chinese diplomatic missions were withdrawn from most countries during the Cultural Revolution), making it difficult to access the sorts of restricted technologies worth stealing. Obtaining access to information about improvements in Soviet weapons systems from other members of the Eastern bloc and developing country customers would have been a logical
approach, but little information is available about the extent to which China pursued this direction and what success it might have had.

These challenges were compounded by the massive social upheavals and the cumulative impact of the Great Leap Forward and the Cultural Revolution, which stymied development of the Chinese economy for a decade, limiting the ability of the Chinese civilian economy to produce technologies that the military could incorporate into weapons systems. Industrial output not related to the defense sector was severely affected by the Cultural Revolution as capable individuals with managerial and planning roles in key enterprises were branded bourgeoisie reactionaries and removed from their positions. The damage done in this respect had long-term consequences for many sectors of the Chinese economy. Despite efforts to protect scientists and engineers working on high-priority defense projects, chaos in the wider economy inevitably had a negative impact on China's aviation industry.58

Although the Central Military Commission ordered the aviation ministry to commence R&D programs on some 27 new types of aircraft in 1971,59 in reality China's aviation industry had its hands full mastering production and extending the designs of Soviet fighters and bombers designed in the late 1950s. For example, the design of the J–7 (China's MiG–21 variant) was not finalized until more than a decade after its initial flight test in 1966 and it was not approved for serial production until 1979.60 China's aviation industry eventually proved capable of absorbing 1950s Soviet aviation technology and by the end of this period had developed some limited design innovations (for example on the J–7/F–7) via reverse engineering efforts that went a step beyond copying. However, by the time the Chinese industry reached this point, both Western and Soviet air forces had moved on to more advanced fourth-generation aircraft that made China's most advanced aircraft effectively obsolete as soon as they rolled off the production line.

**Coproduction**

As previously mentioned, the Shenyang Aircraft Factory refused Soviet assistance on the J–6A and set out to manufacture the required tooling domestically.61 These efforts were not particularly successful; production was halted at various times as the result of poor quality manufacturing and the PLAAF refused to fly the J–6A until improvements were made.62 Under the guidance of SAF vice general secretary Wang Qigong and vice chief technician Luo Shida, a document was drafted outlining 10 standards to follow in the second series of J–6 prototype production.63 With better quality control procedures in place, SAF was able to finally produce a J–6 prototype which met state standards for mass production in 1963. Once mass production was approved, the Nanchang
Aircraft Factory (NAF) began manufacturing the J–6. This required NAF to convert from a propeller aircraft factory to one that produced jet fighters.\textsuperscript{64} Improvements to J–6 production quickly eroded with the onset of the Cultural Revolution. Aircraft designers and engineers were among the group of “intellectuals” targeted in the mass movement, and their marginalization along with a number of other technical issues plagued China’s defense industries.\textsuperscript{65} By the early 1970s, hundreds of substandard J–6s had to be dismantled and rebuilt (to the tune of millions of yuan).\textsuperscript{66} Though the J–6 and J–7 represent the height of Chinese advancement in terms of the serial production of military aircraft during this time period, efforts continued to improve upon previous J–5, J–5A, and JJ–5 designs. These improvements were for the most part cosmetic (the lengthening of a fuselage, relocation of components, etc.) and though Chinese writings are sanguine about the progress made, there was very little in the way of actual innovation.

Bomber production made some modest advances during this period, with a domestically manufactured Xian H–6 medium bomber taking to the air on December 24, 1968, and serial production beginning shortly thereafter.\textsuperscript{67} Efforts to produce the H–6 were delayed significantly by the withdrawal of Soviet advisors, but Chinese engineers were eventually able to use the plans and tooling to successfully produce the bomber. Chinese serial production of the H–6 was a notable achievement for the military aviation industry, but the aircraft was based on the Tupolev Tu–16 Badger, which had been in service with the Soviet air force since 1954.\textsuperscript{68} The H–6 has remained China’s mainstay bomber over the decades with modified versions of the aircraft comprising the bulk of the PLAAF bomber fleet even today.

\textbf{Reverse Engineering and Independent Production}

China received licensing rights for the MiG–21F–13 and its Tumansky turbojet engine, but transfer of other MiG–21 technical information ended with the Sino-Soviet split.\textsuperscript{69} Despite incomplete information, China managed to produce various models of the J–7/F–7, as well as the Tumansky engine, in the 1960s and 1970s. Some variants featured limited upgrades and improvements. SAF had taken possession of several completed models of the MiG–21, along with a number of assembly kits, before the USSR withdrew assistance. This provided a decent base to start from, though SAF only succeeded in producing upgraded J–7/F–7 fighters through intense efforts at reverse engineering.\textsuperscript{70} The original J–7 experienced numerous teething problems before making its maiden flight in 1966, but was reworked and ultimately entered service with the PLAAF, and was exported as the F–7A. Both the Tanzanian and Albanian air forces operated this aircraft.
SAF later came out with the upgraded J–7I that featured a variable air intake with translating shock cone, an indigenous add-on developed due to missing information in the Soviet manufacturing documents. The PLAAF operated the J–7I interceptor along its southern borders during the Vietnam War, where it shot down six U.S. combat aircraft that entered Chinese airspace. The J–7 program demonstrates that although China was unable to design and produce its own fighters, it had mastered coproduction and reverse engineering well enough to produce reasonably capable (though by no means state-of-the-art) fighters without Soviet assistance. This production capability allowed China to produce F–6 (MiG–19) and F–7 (MiG–21) variants to customers seeking low-cost fighters. The J–6 export variant (F–6C) was produced from complete Soviet blueprints and with initial Soviet assistance.

Although China had not received a license to coproduce the Il–28 bomber, it ultimately decided to try to reverse engineer and independently produce the bomber as the H–5 (or B–5). As a result, China did not possess the same level of design information and Soviet technical support as with its fighter aircraft or the H–6 bomber. When the project finally began in 1963, there were some significant design alterations in the Chinese version. Chinese-produced H–5 bombers did not enter service with the PLAAF until 1967.

The result of forced reliance on indigenous production and reverse engineering was a PLA Air Force equipped throughout the 1960s, 1970s, and 1980s with large quantities of obsolete aircraft based on 1950s vintage Soviet designs that were all the Chinese aviation industry could produce. Although PLAAF leaders (and to some extent Chinese civilian leaders including Deng Xiaoping) were aware of the extent to which China was falling behind advances in Western and Soviet military aviation technology, they had few options available to rectify the situation. In addition to limited access to international aircraft and aviation technology potential, the loss of Soviet support highlighted the importance of self-reliance in military technology for Chinese political leaders and reinforced the interest of key civilian and military leaders in building a defense industry capable of independently designing and producing advanced systems. The result has been an enduring tension between PLA leaders focused on equipping the military with technologically advanced systems (acquired from abroad if necessary) and civilian and defense industry leaders focused on the Maoist goal of building an independent, indigenous defense industry (even if the weapons it produced fell well short of state-of-the-art Western systems).


<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Action</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| **Buy** | British firm GEC Marconi sells China advanced avionics for J–7II/F–7 fighters (1979)  
French Dauphin 2 attack helicopter (1980)  
| **Coproduce** | France gives China production rights for Dauphin 2 attack helicopter (1980) |
| **Reverse Engineer** | Chengdu J–7II: Based on MiG–21; indigenous add-ons (1978)  
Chengdu J–7C: Reverse engineered from Egyptian MiG–21MF (1984)  
Shenyang J–8A: Based on MiG–21 airframe (mid 1980s) |
| **Build** | China develops first indigenous fire control radar—Type 204 (1984) |

Deng Xiaoping’s emergence as China’s top leader and the initiation of economic reforms and opening in 1978 offered new opportunities for the Chinese economy generally, and for the defense industry in particular. An initial focus of the reforms was the Four Modernizations campaign (Agriculture, Industry, Science and Technology, and National Defense). Although defense was the last of the Four Modernizations and given lower priority than the first three, the strategies used to modernize China’s national defense were consistent with the broader economic development strategy’s emphasis on opening and reform. Creating a self-sufficient Chinese national defense infrastructure based on a modern technology base had been a goal since the first five-year plan. The pursuit of air superiority and the role the Chinese military aviation industry played in this pursuit took on a new level of importance once Deng became Chairman of the CMC in 1977. After consolidating all top positions within the Chinese Communist Party (CCP) and becoming “paramount leader,” Deng continued to develop his case for airpower, stating to the CMC in January 1979: “Without the air force and air domination, winning a future war is out of the question. . . . Stress investment in the development of the aviation industry and the air force to ensure air domination.”

---

75 See, for example, the first Five-Year Plan of the People’s Republic of China (1953–1957) which emphasized the development of the economy, particularly heavy industry, as a means to modernize the Chinese military.


China's ten-year plan for developing both the national economy and the science and technology base was published on February 26, 1978.\textsuperscript{78} The plan outlined many of the key elements necessary to produce modern military equipment: more raw materials, better understanding of modern scientific techniques, and access to foreign technology and production practices. China would increase trade by opening its economy, allowing foreign direct investment, and purchasing capital goods and technology from the developed world. Investment from abroad would be obtained by expanding China's export-oriented light industries (i.e., textiles, clothing, and handicrafts), which required low amounts of capital, could be rapidly established, and had “high foreign exchange earnings potential.”\textsuperscript{79} Earnings originating from light industries could then be recapitalized to continue expanding that sector, applied to the import of advanced foreign technology, or both. China was also in a position to leverage its ample energy resources to finance technology acquisition from abroad. This was the basis of an 8-year, 20 billion dollar agreement signed with Japan in 1978.\textsuperscript{80} Casting military modernization in a subordinate role to the other three modernizations inverted Mao's “superpower” strategy, which stressed building national defense as the first imperative in elevating China to great power status. The more pragmatic reform-era leadership understood that national defense capability improved as a function of overall economic progress. Moreover, it realized that to achieve self-reliance in the long term, China would have to pursue the transfer of advanced foreign military and dual-use technologies in the near term.

China continued to refine its industrial policy throughout the 1980s, with the goal of developing a modern, science and technology–driven economy in the first half of the 21\textsuperscript{st} century. Evan Feigenbaum notes the contributions of scientists involved with China's nuclear program in the 1950s and 1960s in crafting and pushing forward the set of policies establishing a new national development trajectory.\textsuperscript{81} Prominent nuclear scientists like Zhang Jingfu and Song Jian were among a small group of Chinese technical personnel involved in Mao era programs requiring “‘scientific’ decision analysis.”\textsuperscript{82} This gave them valuable experience organizing research and development to meet specific scientific objectives, and applying lessons learned in the process to other related areas. Observing the state of global technological innovation in the late 1970s and early 1980s led the group of scientists advocating China's new industrial policies to the conclusion that novel state-of-the-art technologies (semiconductors, integrated circuits) would be increasingly dual-use in nature and thus result in a “spin-on” paradigm.\textsuperscript{83} Because commercial and military technologies would be inextricably linked in the future, China would have to reengineer its entire state R&D system and not focus solely on developing military technologies. The Chinese government's efforts to
bridge the technology gap with Western military powers rely on spurring innovation, stressing market competition, and emphasizing civil-military integration (Junmin Yitihua) to create greater efficiencies. These policies seek to construct an effective dual-use technology base that can support both the civilian economy and the needs of the military.84

China’s opening and reform efforts built upon its rapprochement with the United States and the West in the early 1970s. The primary impetus for rapprochement was strategic, but improved relations also created a favorable climate for China’s economic reforms and, eventually, for defense industrial cooperation with Western countries. Mirroring the Soviet logic of the 1950s, the United States and other Western military powers sought to improve China’s defense capability as a means of tying down the vast Soviet military. There was obviously not the same strong ideological affinity between China and the West that there had been during the Sino-Soviet partnership. There was, however, a mutual understanding that certain common objectives—namely, undermining Soviet power and influence—could be advanced by assistance to China’s defense industry. China did not view the West as an ally per se, nor did the West expect a close defense relationship to emerge from new circumstances.

The strategic rationale for cooperation was paired with the realization by Western defense industries that significant profits might be available by selling arms to China and assisting in the modernization of China’s backward defense industries. Continuing export controls and legal restrictions on the export of arms and advanced technologies to China also meant that cooperation expanded at a gradual, modest pace with considerable oversight by Western governments. On China’s side, the opportunity to take advantage of new access to Western military aviation technologies clashed with the desire to build an independent aviation industry and Maoist concerns about self-reliance. As Lewis and Xue write, “The ensuing compromise restricted the definition of self-reliance to the outright purchase of aircraft, while extending the meaning of Deng Xiaoping’s Open Door policy to permit the acquisition of foreign air-launched weapons and avionics.”85

**Buying, Coproduction, and Integration**

China chose to pursue acquisition of armaments and avionics rather than outright purchases of Western combat aircraft (which Western governments would have been reluctant to allow). Helicopters were an exception to this general rule. In 1977, the French delivered the SA–321 Super Frelon helicopter to China, and allowed China to coproduce it as the Z–8 beginning in 1981.86 France also agreed to let China coproduce its Dauphin 2 attack helicopter as
the Z–9 beginning in 1980.87 The earliest fighter technology transfers came in 1979, in the form of a license agreement between China and the British defense firm GEC-Marconi (now BAE avionics) to supply the J–7II tactical fighter, as well as F–7 export variants, with a complete avionics suite. This upgrade, which included the Type 226 Skyranger radar, weapons-aiming computer, and state-of-the-art display systems, represented a huge boost for China’s military aviation industry. Chinese-produced F–7s with Western avionics sold well on the export market with the air forces of Sri Lanka, Iran, Myanmar, Bangladesh, and Pakistan all signing purchase agreements in the 1980s. The F–7s were not actually delivered until the late 1980s and early 1990s and many remain in service today. J–7/F–7 aircraft produced in the 1970s and 1980s with advanced avionics were an improvement over the J–6/F–6 series, but still lagged far behind Western and Soviet fourth-generation fighters that were entering service in the same time period.88

The Shenyang J–8A (a twin-engine MiG–21 derivative) was the most sophisticated fighter China operated in the late 1980s. Shenyang Aircraft Corporation (SAC)89 proved that it could go beyond simply reproducing Soviet designs by modifying the MiG–21 airframe to accommodate the J–8A’s two Wopen–7A turbojet engines. However, the derivative body design limited top speed to a “modest” Mach 2.2, making the J–8A slower than third-generation Soviet fighters like the MiG–23.90 China sought to use its newfound access to Western avionics to improve the J–8A’s combat capability. By the mid-1980s, China had developed its first indigenous fire control radar (Type 204), but this system lacked some state-of-the-art features embedded in Western and Soviet radar systems, most notably beyond-visual-range capacity. One of the four programs under the U.S./China “Peace Pearl” initiative launched in the mid 1980s involved the U.S. firm Westinghouse equipping 50 J–8 fighters with advanced, beyond-visual-range capable radar systems. Sanctions banning sale of U.S. arms to China were imposed in the wake of the 1989 Tiananmen massacre, but in 1992 President George H.W. Bush issued a waiver stating that it was “in the national interest” to fulfill the terms of four suspended weapons sales programs on the grounds that none of them “significantly” boosted Chinese military capabilities.91 The waiver also stated that fulfilling these programs would “improve the prospects for gaining further cooperation from China on nonproliferation issues.”92 The PLAAF ultimately received two modified J–8 fuselages and four avionics kits to close out the “Peace Pearl” effort.
China also reportedly developed a variant of the J–8, the ACT control variant, which featured analogue fly-by-wire (FBW) controls. A working test bed was flown in 1988. The ability to produce an aircraft incorporating this technology is noteworthy given the fact that China had no legal access to it through Western or Soviet channels (FBW controls had been incorporated into new Western and Soviet fighters by the mid-1970s). Chinese military aviation had not mastered less challenging aspects of avionics development at the time the J–8ACT program was underway, and it is unlikely that the knowledge to produce FBW controls came about via indigenous R&D. There is no way to draw definitive conclusions about where China acquired the knowledge to produce this technology, but its defense relationship with Israel provides one possible answer. Development work on the FBW-capable Israeli Lavi fighter began in 1982 and by the time Sino-Israeli defense cooperation was established in 1984, the Lavi project was in full swing. A range of open source information suggests that Israel transferred advanced military aviation technologies to China long before formal diplomatic relations were established in 1992.93

Advances in Chinese military aviation from the late 1970s to the late 1980s came primarily as a result of exposure to more sophisticated Western aviation technologies and their integration into PLAAF aircraft. Access to the GEC Marconi radar and to FBW technology required Chinese technical personnel to perform design modifications necessary to accommodate these new systems. It also provided a starting point for reverse engineering efforts, though due to China’s inexperience with Western production practices there was no guarantee of success. Despite newfound access to some state-of-the-art military hardware and innovations in airframe design, China’s defense sector remained incapable of producing modern weapons systems.94 Numerous deficiencies prevented China from turning out cutting-edge equipment. The issues it faced were specific to its system of economic and political organization, not merely the byproducts of central planning. (The Soviet case proves that an economy based on central planning can produce some of the world’s most advanced military hardware.)

During the 1980s and 1990s, state-owned Chinese defense enterprises received cost plus 5 percent for all equipment produced, providing no incentive to cut costs or maximize production efficiency.95 There was no competition to determine which enterprise would build which system. Enterprises were (and still are to some degree) assigned projects based on ministerial bargaining, nullifying a great deal of the incentive to turn out a better end product.96 The story
of this time period for the aviation industry is mixed: from an organizational perspective, the objectives articulated in the Four Modernizations campaign and attention to airpower at the highest levels of leadership set a course for progress. On the other hand, the industry made almost no tangible progress in closing the technology gap with Soviet or Western air forces in the 1980s.

Three significant developments would come to shape the trajectory of Chinese military aviation in the next time period we analyze. First, there was the decision to emphasize the development and diversification of the overall Chinese economy via deeper market reforms. The initial impact on the defense industry was negative, as funding for the military was reduced and the defense industry was encouraged to convert to civilian production. Over the longer run, however, development of the broader economy produced both financial resources and access to technologies that would support a more advanced defense technology base. The second important event was the Sino-Soviet rapprochement. Soviet Premier Mikhail Gorbachev’s visit to Beijing in May 1989 marked the official return of normal relations between the two sides and was eventually followed in the early 1990s by new arms sales agreements, including the sale of the Sukhoi Su–27 Flanker.97 These deals were largely negotiated on Chinese terms, offering China the opportunity to pursue new procurement strategies. Finally, the Tiananmen massacre in June 1989 led to an immediate end of Chinese legitimate access to most Western arms and military aviation technologies.


The immediate Chinese leadership response to Tiananmen was a political clampdown and economic retrenchment, but by early 1991 economic growth had resumed and the stage was set for further economic reforms that would lay the foundation for sustained Chinese growth. Openness to trade and foreign investment helped the Chinese economy grow rapidly and develop a deeper civilian technology base. Although the United States and Western European countries sought to limit Chinese access to Western arms and military technology through export controls and sanctions, the lure of access to China’s market ultimately gave China’s defense industries access to considerable dual-use technology that could be “spun on” to military applications. Moreover, the rapid advancement of computer, communications, and material technologies in a globalized economy meant that technologies once used primarily in military industries became ubiquitous (and free from export controls).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Codevelop</td>
<td>Espionage emerges as technology acquisition strategy with increased Chinese presence abroad (mid 1990s)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Build</td>
<td>China begins to develop indigenous fourth-generation fighter (J–10); significant technical assistance from Israel (mid 1990s)</td>
<td>China develops JH–7 fighter/bomber with assistance of imported U.S. supercomputers (mid 1990s)</td>
<td>China violates terms of Su–27 contract with Russia; develops indigenized J–11B (2003–2004)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The Chinese defense industry’s access to advanced computers in the mid-1990s supported efforts to develop more sophisticated design capabilities. Supercomputers obtained from the United States after export laws were loosened in 1996 and 1998 were later used to simulate the detonation of nuclear warheads without actual underground testing. Chinese shipbuilding industry also made new advances enabled by computer-assisted design (CAD) technology to improve both the quantity and quality of maritime vessels. The Xian FBC–1 fighter-bomber (also known as the JH–7) presents the most compelling example of U.S. supercomputer technology being used to expand Chinese military aviation capabilities. Designed to replace outdated light bombers like the Nanchang Q–5 and Harbin H–5, the development program for the JH–7 began...
in the 1980s. Six prototypes were developed in the early 1990s and delivered to the PLAAF and PLANAF for evaluation. An upgraded variant, the JH–7A, came out around 2000 and was the first Chinese aircraft based solely on CAD design. Chinese engineers reportedly bragged that the fighter-bomber was designed using supercomputers imported from the United States. The fact that Xian Jiaotong University houses a supercomputer and has ties to the Xian Aircraft Industry Corporation (XAC) and the 603rd Aircraft Design Institute, the principal contractors on the JH–7A, may explain why CAD technologies were applied to the JH–7A rather than the more advanced J–10 fighter. In the wake of discoveries during the 1990s that China had diverted some supercomputers acquired from the United States for military purposes, Congress passed a law in 1998 tightening restrictions on the technology. China’s indigenous efforts to develop its own supercomputers since the late 1990s have made the law (at least as it applies to China) somewhat irrelevant. A 2003 report cites the twin seat J–10BS variant as the first Chinese fighter produced with CAD, noting that the software decreased the time it took to render design drawings from 10 to 6 months. The fact this achievement was reported publicly does not contradict the conclusion that the JH–7 was China’s first CAD assisted fighter, but instead hints at the fact that the J–10BS was the first example of a military aircraft designed using domestically produced CAD technology. All subsequent Chinese military aviation development projects almost certainly utilize CAD.

Although China lost legitimate access to most Western defense technologies after Tiananmen, it continued existing defense technology ties with Israel and reestablished them with Russia. Ukraine also emerged as an important source of air-to-air (AAM) and air-to-surface missiles (ASM) for the PLAAF. Unlike the previous Sino-Soviet defense arrangement where Beijing was dependent on Moscow and negotiated from a weaker bargaining position, the economically tumultuous post-Soviet Russian state was much more dependent on China as a buyer. This allowed China to gain access to both advanced fighters and aviation technologies that a more solvent Russian government likely would have preferred not to sell.

In response to these new opportunities, China pursued multiple options to advance military modernization. The PLA purchased limited quantities of advanced Russian aircraft, ships, and submarines in order to gain experience operating modern weapons systems. For the PLAAF, this included acquisition of the Su–27 fighter and the S–300 surface-to-air missile. The deal eventually evolved into a coproduction arrangement intended to produce 200 aircraft and then into efforts to reverse engineer key components to create an independent production capability. Chinese defense industries continued efforts to develop their own new systems, seeking to integrate advanced imported technologies
and components into the design where Chinese equivalents were not available. The J–10 fighter, which uses Russian engines, is one such example. Chinese defense industries also sought to adapt imported and indigenous avionics and armaments to improve the capabilities of older platforms.

At the strategic level, in keeping with Deng’s earlier pronouncements regarding the centrality of airpower in winning modern wars, the Chinese began investing more time in related research. Academics and military strategists examined U.S. and Soviet theories on how to achieve maximum effect through the use of airpower. Beijing was realistic about the relative weakness of the PLAAF when measured against its U.S. and Soviet counterparts. While it assimilated airpower strategy as conceived by the superpowers, China was equally interested in understanding how countries with qualitatively less advanced air forces could employ airpower against more powerful opponents. Several works cite surprise attacks by the Argentine air force against British naval forces during the Falklands War as an illustrative example. It was also during this time period that Chinese defense analysts and military planners began to translate the emphasis on expanded airpower into concrete technology acquisition and procurement goals. In the early 1990s, the PLA was still operating under significant budget constraints; since the outset of opening and reform, resources had been shifted to nondefense areas of the economy. Despite this situation, PLAAF planners mapped out a development trajectory for the air force which has been more or less followed: (1) phase out equipment based on antiquated technology; (2) place emphasis on aircraft quality over quantity; (3) graft, when possible, new technology (radar, avionics, missiles) onto older airframes to increase combat effectiveness and extend service life; and (4) focus on long-term self-reliance, while filling existing technology gaps in military aviation via procurement of foreign equipment/knowledge.

In 1998, China undertook a massive restructuring of its defense industry with the aim of ensuring that the PLA was adequately involved in procurement decisions. Prior to creation of the General Armaments Department (GAD), the intermediary between the end user of weaponry (PLA) and the supplier (the defense industry) was the Commission of Science, Technology, and Industry for National Defense (COSTIND). This system resulted in a fundamental misalignment of interests as COSTIND failed to properly represent the needs of the Chinese military, instead allowing the weapons producers to advance their own institutional interests at the expense of the PLA. The defense reforms of the late 1990s allowed the PLA, through the GAD, to take the lead in dictating procurement requirements based on actual need. While the reforms did not specifically address resource competition among the service branches, they did provide a mechanism for the PLAAF to align procurement with its strategic
development objectives. Leadership support for increased airpower capability also helped the PLAAF advance its procurement agenda.

**Buying, Coproduction, and Reverse Engineering**

After Gorbachev’s 1989 visit to Beijing, Sino-Soviet rapprochement was solidified by various arms sales agreements including the 1991 deal for China to purchase a dozen Sukhoi Su–27 fighters. At the time, the Soviet Union had just collapsed and the new Russian economy was in a shambles. Strapped for cash, Moscow was ready to leverage the defense industry—one of the few performing sectors of the economy—in order to profit. China was quick to take advantage of the deteriorating situation in the early 1990s, getting Moscow to accept poor quality “barter goods” in exchange for weaponry. Russia had little choice but to put longer-term strategic security concerns on the back burner and do what it could to keep its arms industry operational. To provide some idea of how important Chinese arms sales became to the Russian defense industry, a U.S. Department of Defense report estimated the value of weaponry delivered to China (not simply agreed upon) from 1990 to 2002 at between $7 and $10 billion.110


The J–11 story began in 1996, when Russian arms export organization Rosoboronexport signed a $2.7 billion licensing agreement with Shenyang Aircraft Corporation allowing coproduction of 200 Su–27s.111 The agreement came with two provisos: that China would not export the J–11 and that the fighters would be fitted with Russian engines, radar, and avionics which would not be licensed for coproduction.112 This important agreement, which moved China’s military aviation industry from third-generation to fourth-generation production capacity, came about through the actions of the General Director of the Sukhoi Design Bureau, Michael Simonov, who negotiated the deal without Moscow’s approval and later presented it to the Yeltsin government as a *fait accompli*.113 Simonov (acting more in the interests of Sukhoi than the new Russian state) knew that forming a strategic partnership with China was the cornerstone of Yeltsin’s Asia policy and that a reversal of the Flanker deal on Moscow’s part might sabotage these efforts. The terms of the arrangement were finalized and SAC received manufacturing documents for the Su–27 in 1997 along with complete knock-down kits from which it assembled its first two J–11s. Although both fighters were test flown, they proved to be of such poor workmanship that Russian technicians were called in to rebuild them.114
During the first 3 years of production, SAC assembled just five J–11s. Over the next 3 years it quadrupled this number, turning out 20 aircraft by 2003. As SAC began to successfully produce its own replacement parts, the Russian supplier (KnAPPO) began to reduce the contents of the knock-down kits it provided. By 2002 China was not just coproducing the J–11, but doing it at a high level of quality—a remarkable development given that just 4 years earlier SAC could not even put the fighter together correctly without Russian technical assistance. By late 2004, SAC had taken possession of all 105 CKD kits delivered from Russia and had managed to assemble and deliver 95 of those to the PLAAF. After mastering coproduction China quickly moved on to developing its own version of the J–11. Russia cancelled plans to fulfill the remainder of the order after discovering that China had an indigenous J–11 in the pipeline. The 1996 agreement stipulated that China would equip its J–11s solely with Russian-made engines, radar, and avionics, which left China dependent on KnAPPO. Russia had no objection to China producing replacement parts not related to engine, radar, or avionics; the violation occurred when it began to develop these three systems indigenously. By doing so, China ensured that it would not be reliant on Moscow for any component part of its J–11s. This presented the Russian aviation industry with a loss of future revenue and also presented the possibility that China would attempt to sell its J–11 on the international arms market. To date China has made no effort to export any J–11 variant, nor has it expressed any interest in doing so. Chinese officials justified the decision to violate the contract by claiming that the 95 Su–27s on order were no longer adequate to serve the needs of the PLAAF—an interesting claim given the large number of third-generation J–8s still in service. China’s decision to abrogate the terms of the Su–27/J–11 contract has had lasting consequences. Since 2006, Russia has refused to enter into any substantive military aviation transfer agreement. We discuss some of the repercussions for China in the next section.

It took 4 years to produce three prototypes of the J–11B multirole fighter, and another 2 years to build the twin-seat J–11BS variant. Sources in the Chinese defense industry report that the J–11B is based on roughly 90 percent Chinese-designed parts and subsystems, including the Type 1474 serial radar system, 3-axis data system, power supply system, emergency power unit, brake system, hydraulic system, fuel system, environment control system, and molecular sieve oxygen generation systems. The J–11B/BS is also fitted with indigenous PL–12 air-to-air missiles. There have been several cases since 2008 of Russian authorities in the Transbaikal region arresting Chinese citizens for attempting to smuggle spare Su–27 parts into China. This might suggest that China is not able to design 90 percent of the original fighter’s parts and subsystems (the 10 percent gap in design capability alluded to presumably refers to engines, avionics, and radar.
which were not among the smuggled items). The engine is the only major subsystem China has openly acknowledged it has yet to master, relying on the imported Russian AL–31F turbofan for both the J–11 and J–10 fighters. Shenyang Liming Motor Corporation has produced a turbofan engine in the WS–10A Taihang (likely the product of substantial reverse engineering) that approaches the performance of the AL–31F, but takes twice as long to “spool up,” or obtain the same thrust output, as its Russian counterpart. This lag time could have life or death consequences for a pilot needing to restart his engine.

Chinese military aviation worked hard to incorporate indigenous systems into the J–11B. The upgraded systems were developed as improvements to the original Su–27SK, which was dated technology by the mid 1990s (the Soviet Air force began operating the Flanker in 1985). China’s subsequent decision to lobby Sukhoi to sell it an upgraded version of the Flanker was precipitated by a handful of factors. China was looking for a faster way to obtain increased fighter capability than was presented by developing indigenous upgrades. The 1995–1996 Taiwan Strait crisis highlighted the real possibility of an armed conflict, which in turn reinforced previous conclusions about the centrality of Chinese airpower in prevailing in a Taiwan scenario. Displays of overwhelming U.S. airpower in the 1991 Gulf War were undoubtedly still fresh in the minds of Chinese military planners during the Strait crisis. In addition, the Russian government’s inability to regulate military transfers and the tenuous state of the national economy ensured that China could gain access to fighter technology that was closer to state of the art than Russia might have been willing to sell in better circumstances.

The Su–30MK (modernizeevanny kommercheskiy—upgraded export variant) was already available on the international arms market at the time China was seeking an upgraded Flanker. Russia agreed to sell China a version of this aircraft, appending “K” to the name to denote the customer (kitayskiy—Chinese), in 1998. While the two-seat Su–30MKK was not the best fighter Russia was able to produce, it represented a significant jump forward for the PLAAF, particularly in terms of subsystems. The avionics suite incorporated cutting-edge digital processors that linked the primary avionics subsystems together via multiplex databuses. This made it possible for China to integrate new avionics components, either indigenously produced or purchased from a third party, as they became available. The first batch of 10 Su–30MKK aircraft entered service at Wuhu airbase in December 2000. Another 70 were delivered to China in 2001. China and Russia signed a contract in 2003 for the sale of a Su–30 variant with maritime strike capability (MK2), with the PLANAF taking possession of 24 of the aircraft in early 2004. The Su–30MKK is the most sophisticated fighter the PLAAF operates to this day—a mantle it is likely to wear until China’s fifth-generation fighter comes into service.
Buying, Building, and Stealing

In addition to acquisition and coproduction of the Su–27, China also continued to pursue indigenous development efforts in parallel through the J–10 fighter program, which drew significantly on Israeli-rooted technology and design assistance.124 Defense collaboration between the two countries was in full swing as early as 1984 with arms sales reaching an estimated $3.5 billion in that year alone.125 A great deal of speculation remains regarding the amount and type of technical assistance Israel provided in the development of the J–10, but open source materials clearly indicate that Israel used some expertise gained from developing the U.S.-financed Lavi fourth-generation fighter to assist in the development of the J–10.126 It is difficult to determine whether the design assistance provided by the Israelis on the J–10 rises to the level of codevelopment as articulated in the model. It is likewise difficult to determine from open source materials what, aside from money, China offered Israel in exchange for design assistance on the J–10. One logical possibility is that Beijing shared technical information on the missiles it sold to countries hostile to Israel—Iran being a prime example. Arguments have also circulated that China had access to a Pakistani F–16, parts of which it may have reverse engineered and integrated into the J–10. The J–10 is clearly not a Lavi clone, however. It has significant design differences from the Lavi including its larger size, canard positioning, wing platform, and two-dimensional air intake.127 It was originally designed to use the Israeli Elta EL/M–2035 radar, which can simultaneously track six air targets and lock onto the four most-threatening, but is also able to incorporate Russian and Chinese avionics. Both the original J–10 and the J–10B/AS/AB upgrade variants that came into PLAAF service in 2006 sport specially designed Russian Lyul’ka Saturn AL–31N turbofan engines.128

Israel was China’s second largest source of military aviation technology transfer in the 1990s.129 While this data point is undeniable, some clarification should be added. Russian arms sales to China during the 1990s topped those of all other countries combined; Israel’s stake in the market was trivial by comparison. Nevertheless, it assisted Chinese military aviation in several other areas. In the mid-1990s Israel agreed to sell China its Phalcon Airborne Early Warning and Control (AEW&C) platform and the Harpy unmanned aerial vehicle. At the time, some defense experts rated the Phalcon as the most advanced AEW&C system in the world. This might explain why China approached Israel rather than Russia for access to the technology. With Western arms embargoes still in full force, there was a very short list of states willing and able to sell China advanced military aviation hardware. Israeli Aircraft Industries (IAI) received an initial $319 million deposit from China to secure the Phalcon. News of the deal provoked a strong reaction in Washington, where there was growing concern over Chinese military modernization, particularly as it applied to a potential Taiwan
scenario. Chinese military planners understood that in order to prevail in a Taiwan scenario (with U.S. military intervention likely), it was essential to control the airspace over the strait. The first Gulf War confirmed to Beijing the extent of the gap between the PLAAF and its potential U.S. rival. AEW&C was one of a set of capabilities that China needed to develop in order to stand a chance of contesting the U.S. Air Force over the Taiwan Strait. From Israel's perspective, a supplier-client relationship with a rising power like China was a golden opportunity for its small yet capable indigenous defense industries.

Israel ultimately decided that its relationship with the United States was too important to jeopardize, and in July 2000 it canceled the Phalcon sale and refunded China's deposit. Beijing was furious when Israel announced it was backing out of the deal. Prime Minister Ehud Barak had promised that China would receive Phalcon technology, leading President Jiang Zemin to make public statements to that effect. Jiang lost face over what turned out to be empty promises and a substantial diplomatic rift between the two sides ensued.

Since the Phalcon deal fell through in 2000, China has pursued its own domestic AEW&C development program, encountering numerous difficulties along the way. In 2006 a prototype aircraft undergoing flight testing crashed in Anhui province, killing 40 people, among them 35 technicians who were intimately involved with the project. China has since succeeded in producing several types of AEW&C aircraft: the KJ–200, based on the Soviet Yak–8 transport, and the KJ–2000, based on the Russian A–50 MAINSTAY airframe. The PLAAF has taken possession of, and is presumably operating, at least four KJ–2000s. Little is known about the exact capabilities of these aircraft, though there is speculation that they are similar in design, though technically inferior, to the Phalcon. The degree to which China's AEW&C aircraft were developed domestically remains an open question. Despite the fact that Israel cancelled its sale of the Phalcon, it is not implausible that it might have provided China design and technical assistance after the fact.

Israel's reversal on the Phalcon damaged its military aviation technology transfer relationship with China (and also affected overall bilateral relations), but the Harpy fiasco in 2004 was the knock-out punch. Designed to “detect, attack, and destroy radar emitters with a very high hit accuracy,” the Harpy is an unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) with all-weather capability. Its range, the fact that it is launched from a ground vehicle outside the immediate battlespace, and its ability to neutralize SAM and radar sites for long periods of time made the Harpy a sought-after item for Chinese military planners looking out over the Taiwan Strait. The Harpy deal was negotiated in the mid-1990s, with China having taken possession of around one hundred of the UAVs by 1999. The deal was reported to the United States at the time it was negotiated and although there were objections, Washington
did not pressure Israel to cancel it. Because the Harpy was a system wholly designed and produced by Israel there was no basis to block the sale on the grounds of illicit technology transfer. It was only when China sent its Harpy inventory back to Israel for service and repair in 2004 that the United States objected. The Bush administration claimed that the true purpose was to upgrade the systems with new sensors that could detect radar emitters even when they are not actively transmitting a signal.\textsuperscript{138} Taiwan was reportedly already in possession of the new, upgraded Harpy.\textsuperscript{139}

Concerned about the threat the Harpy posed in the case of a Taiwan scenario, the United States demanded that Israel not return the drones that China had already purchased and thus legally owned. What finally happened to China’s Harpy aircraft remains unclear (at least in open source material).\textsuperscript{140} Israel did refund China a considerable sum of money related to the UAV upgrade indicating that some part of the work was not completed, though whether this included technical upgrades (as Washington claimed) or routine maintenance is still unknown.\textsuperscript{141} There is also the possibility that Israel confiscated Harpy components and paid China off in order to mitigate political fall-out over the incident. Whatever the case, the Harpy episode marked the last significant military aviation transfer between Beijing and Jerusalem. It also had negative repercussions for U.S.-Israeli relations: Amos Yaron, Director General of Israel’s Ministry of Defense, resigned after the incident.

Ukraine also emerged as a source of advanced military aviation technology during this period. It has not played as prominent a role in equipping the PLA Air Force as has Russia, but Ukraine has served as an important conduit for Russian military hardware that China has been unable to procure directly. In 2000–2001, the Ukrainian firm Progress reportedly supplied both Iran and China with Soviet Kh–55 cruise missiles, which have an active range of 3,000 kilometers and can be armed with both nuclear and conventional warheads.\textsuperscript{142} The highly accurate guidance system used in the Kh–55 was more advanced than anything China was producing indigenously at the time, and expanded the capability of its aged bomber fleet (the Kh–55 is an air-to-surface missile fired solely from bomber platforms). Around this time China also gained access to a single Su–33 (air frame T–10K–7) prototype from Ukraine.\textsuperscript{143} China has used this aircraft as a template for its J–15 naval fighter, which is reported to have made a successful test flight in August 2009.\textsuperscript{144}

From 1989 to 2004, China actively pursued acquisition of advanced aircraft and aviation technology from Russia, Ukraine, and Israel; used a combination of coproduction and reverse engineering to make advances in subsystem design and manufacturing; and came up with innovations in its own capacity to build fighter aircraft at least partially based on indigenous design. China also appears to have greatly expanded its efforts to steal restricted technologies by way of industrial
Espionage using both traditional and computer network intrusion techniques. While there are few documented examples citing fighter aircraft technology, there are a number of cases where China obtained, or attempted to obtain, restricted dual-use technologies from the United States using surreptitious means. By 1993 approximately 50 percent of the 900 technology transfer cases handled by U.S. federal law enforcement agencies involved the Chinese. Cases of cyber espionage that track back to China provide more detail about the types of military aviation–related technical data attackers are after. It should be noted that the relative anonymity afforded cyber attackers often leads to problems of attribution. Forensic investigators can trace the origin of a certain exploit back to a computer server in China, for example, but the attacker might be using Chinese commercial networks, which are notoriously porous, as an intermediary point. We therefore only cite examples where evidence exists linking the source of espionage attempts to China, and suggests the involvement of the military or intelligence organizations.

Although the intrusions did not target fighter technology, the 2004 attacks on a number of computer networks belonging to the U.S. military and defense contractors that came to be known as Titan Rain were definitively traced back to a location in Guangdong Province by a computer specialist working at Sandia National Laboratories in New Mexico. The specialist, a former U.S. military intelligence officer, surreptitiously monitored the activities of the attackers after the Sandia networks he was responsible for safeguarding were attacked. He discovered an operation that involved 20 or more individuals connecting through three separate end nodes in Guangdong. While this is not hard proof of a Chinese military or intelligence operation, the sort of data being targeted suggests a military end user. The attackers reportedly breached the systems of the Redstone Arsenal, home of Army Aviation and Missile command, and stole technical data for the mission planning system used by U.S. Army helicopters, as well the Falconview 3.2 flight planning software used by both the U.S. Army and Air Force.

Chinese cyber espionage operations aimed at extracting sensitive technical data began in the period under consideration (1989–2004), and expanded rapidly in terms of both volume and sophistication since. In a 2009 case, computer networks belonging to at least one defense contractor working on the F–35 Joint Strike Fighter program were reportedly compromised, giving intruders access to Pentagon computer systems that contained sensitive, though not classified, data on the J–35’s design, performance, and electronics systems. There is not as much evidence linking this exploit to Chinese attackers, but U.S. officials interviewed about the breach reported that it had been traced to China and bore the hallmark of a state-sponsored operation. In this particular case, the stolen information could not be used to reverse engineer F–35 systems, but could have been helpful in learning how to better defend against them.
This chapter has examined the evolution of China’s military aviation industry over the decades and discussed the various procurement strategies it has used at different points in time. The approach has been based on four main variables: (1) the state of China’s domestic economy, in particular the state of its technological and industrial base; (2) the technological capacity of China’s military aviation sector; (3) the willingness of foreign countries to sell China advanced military aircraft, key components, armaments, and related production technology; and (4) China’s bargaining power vis-à-vis potential sellers of military aircraft and aviation technology. Between 1989 and 2004 China was able to diversify avenues of aviation technology procurement. Expansion occurred as a result of favorable developments across each of the four main variables. China’s civilian technology base grew as a result of trade and foreign investment, generating access to dual-use technologies which the military aviation sector leveraged to improve design and production capacity. Rapprochement with Russia once again gave China access to advanced military hardware that was blocked by Western embargoes post-Tiananmen. Moreover, China’s newfound economic clout afforded it a much stronger negotiating position with a Russian state that faced myriad economic difficulties after the Soviet collapse. Defense cooperation with Israel, though ultimately problematic, provided China a window of access to technical knowledge and design expertise which moved its aviation industry forward. Engagement with the outside world resulted in an increased Chinese presence abroad, providing avenues to restricted military technologies via espionage. Finally, cyber espionage emerged in the later part of this time period as a new vector for the extraction of data related to restricted military aviation technologies.

**Looking Forward: Chinese Military Aviation Technology Procurement (2004–Present)**

|------------------|-----------------------------|
Building

China’s overall economic development continues to progress rapidly, both in terms of growth and technological sophistication. Investment by developed countries, imports of sophisticated production technology, and indigenous production have created an advanced-Chinese economy that approaches world-class standards in many areas. Chinese companies do not necessarily have full knowledge of all the advanced technologies embodied in equipment operated on Chinese territory, but the situation has changed fundamentally. The government’s focus on developing indigenous innovation with Chinese characteristics (zizhu chuaxin, 自主创新) emphasizes the importance of foreign technology and knowledge in moving China’s overall level of industrial and scientific development forward. The most recent iteration of the Medium- and Long-Term Science and Technology Development Plan (MLP), released in 2006, outlines a path to “promote original innovations by reassembling existing technologies in different ways to produce new breakthroughs and absorb and upgrade foreign technologies.”

The idea at the core of this approach is to assimilate and absorb preexisting foreign technologies and in the process of merging them with domestic technologies, realize new breakthroughs and improvements. The decision of many advanced Western companies to locate technology R&D labs in China has led to an improvement of China’s technology knowledge base which has in turn enabled overall economic progress.

This economic progress has benefited the Chinese defense industry in general and the military aviation industry in particular. Globalization has increased China’s access to technologies originally developed by the West for military applications, and then applied widely for civilian purposes. This allows China to benefit from a “spin-off, spin-on” dynamic to apply these technologies to its defense industries. Advances in information technology (IT) and communications technology are providing new design tools and the basis for improved avionics systems that can be applied to Chinese fighters. Key companies in this sector such as Huawei and Julong were founded by ex-PLA officers and are closely tied to the Chinese defense industry. China has been involved in commercial joint ventures with Western aviation companies since the 1980s, producing subassemblies and parts for civilian aircraft and has continued to expand its role in the global aviation supply and production chain. However, unlike the IT sector, there have been relatively few opportunities for Chinese civil/military aviation integration and technology sharing. This is partly due to the limited applicability of civilian aviation technologies for military use. Compartmentalization also prevents useful transfers of personnel, knowledge of production practices, and materials. Commercial and military aviation projects are conducted by different enterprises on different production lines with
apparently little or no interaction on areas that might be of common interest.  
There are a few isolated cases where technologies and process improvements derived from civilian production may spill over to the military side, but this is not an institutional feature of the Chinese aviation industry. Despite these inefficiencies and continuing problems, the Chinese military aviation industry’s ability to “build” a more sophisticated PLAAF has advanced significantly.

China’s potential to continue to “build” its way to a more sophisticated air force in the future depends on the degree to which it will be able to meet its indigenous innovation objectives, which continue to depend on access to advanced foreign technologies. Examples of true indigenous innovation are still few and far between. Even with the benefit of “follower’s advantage,” Chinese military aviation is still unable to copy some subsystems at a level equivalent to those of the original. Continuing limitations are most apparent in the industry’s inability to design a turbofan engine that meets the requirements of its fleet of indigenously produced advanced fighters. In April 2009, the head of Aviation Industries of China (AVIC), Mr. Lin Zuoming, admitted that the WS–10A (China’s most advanced turbofan at the time) was still “unsatisfactory in its quality” and that engine production for military aircraft has been a “chronic illness” in China’s defense industry. AVIC is investing $1.5 billion into jet engine research and development to try to overcome persistent problems with quality control and reliability.

Flight tests of the new J–20 stealth fighter may reveal whether China has overcome this hurdle. Chinese news sources reported after the initial test flight that two J–20 prototypes had been produced, one with a Russian engine and the other with an indigenously produced engine. It is not clear which engine is coupled with which prototype. Photographic analysis reveals that the exhaust nozzles of one prototype are “jointed in a way that implies thrust vectoring capability.” China has been using the thrust-vectored Russian AL–31FN–M1 in its two-seat J–10 AS/BS fighters since 2006. This is most likely the engine in one of the J–20 prototypes, although there is speculation that the production model will be powered by thrust-vectored WS–10G turbofans, manufactured by the Shenyang Liming Aircraft Engine Company. If Chinese media reports are accurate and one prototype sports a non–thrust vector capable indigenous engine (probably, based on past instances where Russian and Chinese engines were simultaneously tested in the same model aircraft), this engine is likely some version of the WS–10.

The unveiling of the J–20 is the most significant recent event for Chinese military aviation. The J–20 prototype’s maiden flight coincided with U.S. Defense Secretary Robert Gates’ January 2011 visit to China. Learning of the successful test flight, Gates commented, “They may be somewhat further ahead
in the development of that aircraft than our intelligence had earlier predicted.” The J–20 reportedly made a second round of successful test flights on April 17, 2011, to commemorate the sixtieth anniversary of the PLAAF. Most recently, Chinese military bloggers posted photos of the J–20 making what appears to be a third and fourth set of test flights. The fighter is expected to enter into service with the PLAAF between 2018 and 2020. While the development of J–20 prototypes is a significant achievement for Chinese military aviation, the flight tests provide no insight into whether the industry is any closer to overcoming its engine impediment or whether it has mastered critical challenges in avionics and radar. J–20 test pilot Xu Yongling made statements to the Chinese media touting technological breakthroughs embodied in the fighter, including supersonic cruise capability. Publicly available data on the test flights does not provide enough evidence to support Xu’s assertion. About the only thing that can be determined from them is that China can produce a few prototypes of an aircraft that appears to incorporate some stealth technology and that one of these prototypes can be flown for a short period of time without crashing. Interpreting the appearance of the J–20 as proof that China is right on the heels of U.S. military aviation capability is a misinterpretation of the known facts. Russian and Western military aviation experts maintain that the PLAAF is still 15 to 20 years behind the most advanced air forces in terms of equipment.

Buying

Given continuing limitations in China’s domestic military aviation industry, the PLAAF’s ability to compete on an equal footing with the most advanced air forces will rest on China’s ability to purchase, acquire, or codevelop advanced military aviation technology from foreign sources or partners. This access may be problematic. The United States is likely to continue to ban arms exports to China and to restrict the transfer of advanced military technologies. U.S. pressure on the European Union to maintain its ban on arms sales and on European countries and Israel to restrict the transfer of advanced military technologies will likely continue to restrict Chinese access from these countries. Ukraine has served as an important secondary point of access for Russian military aviation technology in the past, but its military aviation design and production capability lie primarily in the area of transport aircraft, limiting its ability to provide state-of-the-art fighter technologies. Ukrainian aerospace cooperation with China in recent years has focused primarily on civilian projects and military transports. The Ukrainian aviation firm Antonov signed an agreement with AVIC II in 1997 to help China develop a large transport aircraft and to assist in the design of light- and medium-sized transport platforms. Antonov has also agreed to improve the PLAAF’s existing fleet of Y–8 turboprop aircraft.
This leaves Russia as the only plausible source of advanced fighter aircraft and aviation technologies. Military aviation technology transfer is a key component of Sino-Russian relations. As this study has documented, the relative bargaining power of the two countries has shifted over time as a function of economic status, threat perceptions, and shifts in the broader geostrategic landscape. The terms of transfer have been based on a calculus of dependence and risk.

China's decision to violate the Su–27/J–11 coproduction contract in 2004 was an important factor influencing Russian decisionmaking on military aviation transfers to China. The official Chinese explanation, proffered only after Russia discovered that China was developing an indigenized J–11, was that the Su–27 no longer met the needs of the PLAAF. China was clearly aware that its decision to violate the contract with Russia would create strains in the relationship and might threaten Russia's willingness to sell additional fighter aircraft or components, yet it went ahead anyway. This decision may have reflected China's confidence that its domestic aviation industry could meet current and future aircraft needs of the PLAAF through indigenous development without Russian assistance. Alternatively, it may have reflected the belief based on experience that the Russian reaction would be minimal and would not impede future technology cooperation.

China may have miscalculated the scope of Moscow's reaction to the aborted Flanker deal, possibly due to the belief that Russia was more reliant on China as a buyer than China was on Russia as a seller. There is obviously a much larger dimension to Sino-Russian relations than one failed weapons system deal, but the Russian side has cited repeatedly China's 2004 contract breach as a reason it is reluctant to enter into another aircraft coproduction agreement with Beijing. It was likely a contributing factor in the stalled deal for China to purchase additional Il–76/ CANDID heavy transports and Il–78/MIDAS tankers to extend the range of its Russian fighters. China's primary indigenous in-flight refueling platform, the H–6U tanker, has significant limitations in that it holds only 37,000 pounds of transferable fuel (PLAAF analysis calls for a platform capable of holding 80,000–100,000 pounds), and cannot be used to refuel China's Su–30 fighters. On the other hand, Russia has continued to sell China S–300 surface-to-air missile systems and large quantities of advanced turbojet engines. Moscow also announced in November 2010 its willingness to sell China the Su–35 fighter, which it bills as “fourth generation plus”: a fourth-generation fighter that incorporates some fifth-generation technologies. According to Sukhoi, the Su–35 will see a 10-year production run (through 2020) and be available for foreign purchase in 2011. Russia has not expressed interest in a coproduction agreement with China on the aircraft, nor is it likely to. In order to maintain
control of its most advanced aviation technologies, Russia will likely offer a watered-down export version of the Su–35, possibly choosing to sell clients like India a more capable variant than China.\textsuperscript{167}

A relationship of mutual advantage still exists, at least for now; each side’s perception of its interests and relative bargaining power will influence how much cooperation occurs and on what terms. A stronger Russian state under Putin has managed to rein in much of the economic chaos that plagued Russia during the Yeltsin years and re-exert centralized control over many issues, including arms sales and technology transfers. The ability of Russian leaders to maintain economic growth and political stability in the face of fluctuating energy prices, systemic corruption, and limited economic reforms will affect Russia’s long-term bargaining power vis-à-vis China.\textsuperscript{168}

**Conclusion**

The Chinese military aviation industry is now capable of producing two fourth-generation fighters roughly equal to those operated by the most advanced air forces: the J–10 (indigenously developed with Israeli assistance) and the J–11B (based on coproduction and reverse engineering of the Su–27). The J–15 naval fighter (based on reverse engineering of the Su–33), which was successfully test flown in 2009 and is likely to enter serial production in the next 3 to 5 years, will give China a capable fourth-generation fighter that can be operated from aboard aircraft carriers. China also now operates functional AEW&C systems in the KJ–200 and KJ–2000, though the technical sophistication of these systems falls well short of systems fielded by the world’s most advanced air forces. Test flights of the new J–20 stealth fighter prototype demonstrate Chinese ambitions to build fifth-generation fighters, though the extent to which the J–20 will match the performance of state-of-the-art Russian and Western fighters is unclear. Significant hurdles in engine design, avionics, and systems integration are likely to delay operational deployment of the J–20 until around 2020. This would be 15 years after the F–22 entered service with the U.S. Air Force, supporting the overall assessment that the Chinese military aviation industry remains 15–20 years behind.

Over the last 20 years, China has benefited significantly from “follower’s advantage.” Its military aviation industry has accessed the innovations of others via coproduction, espionage, and reverse engineering while making limited developments in genuinely new technology. In order to bridge the technology gap, China’s military aviation industry will have to develop the capacity to master dual-use and especially militarily unique technologies that go into state-of-the-art fighter aircraft components. It will also have to develop the competence in systems integration to make the complex components work together. Developed
countries with more advanced techno-industrial bases than China, like Japan and Taiwan, have struggled to achieve the systems integration know-how necessary to produce cutting-edge fighter aircraft. The ability to reach the technology frontier across a range of related civilian and dual-use modalities (for example, Japan’s space program) is not necessarily transferable to the military aviation realm. Even if the technical knowledge and industrial capacity exist, opportunity costs involved with developing single-use military technologies might prove too great. Further Chinese integration into the global economy will increase its capacity to develop and apply dual-use technologies, but legitimate access to “single-use” military specific technologies will remain problematic.

Restrictions on advanced Western military technologies are likely to remain in place, leaving Russia as the only viable source. China remains dependent in the near term on access to Russian engines to power its indigenous fourth-generation fighters, \(^{169}\) Russian spare parts for its inventory of Su–27 and Su–30 fighters, and Russian advanced surface-to-air missiles. The overall state of the Sino-Russian relationship will shape what systems and technologies Russia is willing to transfer to China, and the bargaining power between Russia and China will influence whether transfers take place in the form of sales of aircraft and complete components, coproduction of aircraft and components, or codevelopment of new aircraft and technologies. Russia’s significant concerns about China as a potential strategic competitor and rival in the fighter export market suggest that Russia will seek to maintain a degree of control and leverage by supplying complete aircraft and components rather than transferring advanced technologies, which is China’s preference. Paradoxically, the development of China’s aviation industry to the point where it can participate in aviation technology and fighter aircraft codevelopment efforts on a more equal footing will likely make Russia less willing to engage in such cooperation. Russia’s improved bargaining position as the sole source potentially willing to provide China with advanced aviation technology will likely allow Russia to exert more control over the aircraft and technologies it decides to sell.

Advanced technology is a key factor in the performance of state-of-the-art military fighters. Many relevant technologies have equivalent applications in the civilian sector and can be acquired legitimately in the global technology marketplace. But advanced fighters (especially fifth-generation aircraft) also incorporate a number of unique single-use technologies developed solely for their military applications that are not readily available on the commercial market. The likelihood that China will have no foreign source of advanced military aviation technology supports two important conclusions. First, the Chinese military aviation industry will have to rely primarily on indigenous development of advanced “single-use” military aviation technologies in the future.
The Chinese government is pursuing a range of “indigenous innovation” and technology development programs, but mastering advanced technologies becomes more difficult and expensive as a country moves closer to the technology frontier. This leads to a second, related conclusion: China will likely rely more heavily on espionage to acquire those critical military aviation technologies it cannot acquire legitimately from foreign suppliers or develop on its own.
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Chapter 13

The Employment of Airpower in the Taiwan Strait

Hsi-hua Cheng

Since May 20, 2008, when the new Taiwan administration of President Ma Ying-jeou came into office, the cross-strait policies of both the People’s Republic of China (PRC) and Taiwan have become more peaceful and friendly. Yet, although military tension has decreased, it must be noted that the two sides are still in contention and facing an uncertain future. Unfortunately, there is evidence indicating that the PRC still considers military force to be an important tool for potentially solving the Taiwan issue.

First, the PRC has never renounced the use of military force against Taiwan, and, indeed, as it has steadily modernized its forces, the PRC has continued to maintain an aggressive posture toward Taiwan. For example, a recent report of the United States Office of the Secretary of Defense (OSD) noted: “By December 2009, the PLA had deployed between 1,050 and 1,150 CSS–6 and CSS–7 short-range ballistic missiles (SRBMs) to units opposite Taiwan. It is upgrading the lethality of this force, including by introducing variants of these missiles with improved ranges, accuracies, and payloads [emphasis added].” Taiwan sources indicate that, since 2005, the People’s Liberation Army Air Force (PLAAF) has annually flown 1,300 to 1,700 fighter sorties that have crossed the center line of the Taiwan Strait. In April 2010, the People’s Liberation Army Navy (PLAN) carried out its annual exercise far from coastal waters, intentionally conducting those activities without informing Japan, a key neighboring country. Indeed, the PRC held an amphibious exercise along its coastal area during which, pointedly, it practiced a simulated invasion against Taiwan.

Since World War II, airpower has played an ever more important role in almost all military operations. Powerful air strikes have changed the nature of war, exemplified by the first Gulf War, which constituted a revolution in military history. Precision air attack has made airpower a decisive element in war. Allied air forces have operated together in a perfect harmony, and their speed and precision have produced decisive effects much faster. High technology enables building “stealth” fighters to fly invisibly to radar without losing speed or maneuverability. Precision-guided munitions enable a small number of weapons to produce a vast effect. All of these achievements have demonstrated to the world that a new way of waging war has been created.
The PLA learned the importance of military technology and the new concept of contemporary warfighting from the Gulf War. The whole world was shocked that Iraq, a nation with the world's fourth-largest army, became so vulnerable after it had been stripped of its air defenses under air strikes by the U.S-led coalition.

Since then, PLAAF modernization has become the PLA's paramount undertaking. However, due to the restrictions imposed by limited defense expenditures and insufficient technology of military industry, there had been no significant improvement until the import of the Russian-built Su–27 in 1992. By purchasing advanced fighters from Russia, the PRC received access to advanced aviation technology through licensed joint-production with Russian help. Acquisition of the Su–27 pushed PRC aviation industry technology to a new level, accelerated further when the PRC imported the Su–30 multirole fighter, which can perform long-distance air strikes and can reach out from the coast line as far as 1,500 kilometers (930 miles). With these advanced fighters, the airpower of the PLAAF has transformed the PRC's strategic capabilities. Since then, the cross-strait airpower balance has tended toward the PLAAF's advantage for the first time since 1949.

Unifying Taiwan with the mainland is the ultimate goal of the PRC, and the use of force is always an option. As with the German air attacks in the Battle of Britain in 1940, the only way to effect the subjugation of Taiwan is to win the battle for air supremacy. Indeed, airpower would be the only way to cross the Taiwan Strait and attack Taiwan immediately. All PLA military action against Taiwan will surely be led by airpower. Thus this paper examines air campaign invasion scenarios, to furnish some useful suggestions for better defending Taiwan.

Key Factors Concerning Airpower over the Taiwan Strait

“Airpower,” Sir Winston Churchill once stated, “is the most difficult of all forms of military force to measure or even to express in precise terms”; definitions abound, one of the most succinct being: “The ability to project power from the air and space to influence the behavior of people or the course of events.” In this regard, the key factors affecting airpower in the Taiwan Strait would include weapons technology such as aircraft, surface-to-air missiles, ballistic missiles, cruise missiles, airfields and runway availability, and unmanned aerial systems; crisis circumstances such as military intimidation, blockade, and employment of limited force or coercive options; and full-scale military action such as air and missile strikes, the dispatch of an amphibious invasion force, and landing assault. All of the latter can be expected to be accompanied
by a fierce battle to control the airspace over the Taiwan Strait. Each of these is subsequently discussed in detail.

**Aircraft**

According to a January 2010 U.S. Defense Intelligence Agency (DIA) report,7 although Taiwan has nearly 400 combat aircraft in service, far fewer of these are operationally capable. Taiwan’s F–5 fighters have reached the end of their operational service life, and while the indigenously produced F–CK–1 A/B Indigenous Defense Fighter (IDF) is a large component of Taiwan’s active fighter force, it lacks the capability for sustained sorties. Taiwan’s Mirage 2000–5 aircraft are technologically advanced, but they require frequent, expensive maintenance that adversely affects their operational readiness rate.

This U.S. DIA report may exaggerate the facts, but undoubtedly it reveals some of the challenges that Taiwan’s airmen face. A U.S.-Taiwan Business Council study concluded that same year as follows:8

In qualitative terms, Taiwan’s F–16A/Bs and Mirage 2000–5s are roughly comparable to Chinese Su–30s, Su–27/J–11s, and J–10s in performance and combat capability. The F–CK–1A/Bs are generally considered superior to J–8s, but lack the aerodynamic performance of some of the newer PLA aircraft types, while the F–5E/Fs should be a match for the J–7s.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Aircraft Type</th>
<th>Quantity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>F–16A/B</td>
<td>145</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mirage 2000–5</td>
<td>56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F–CK–1A/b</td>
<td>126</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F–5E/F</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


That same year, the U.S. Department of Defense concluded the following:9

The PLAAF and the PLA Navy have approximately 2,300 operational combat aircraft. These consist of air defense and multi-role fighters, ground attack aircraft, fighter-bombers, and bombers. An additional 1,450 older fighters, bombers and trainers are employed for training.
and R&D. The two air arms also possess approximately 450 transports and over 100 surveillance and reconnaissance aircraft with intelligence, surface search, and airborne early warning capabilities. The majority of PLAAF and PLA Navy aircraft are based in the eastern half of the country. Currently, 490 aircraft could conduct combat operations against Taiwan without refueling. However, this number could be significantly increased through any combination of aircraft forward deployment, decreased ordnance loads, or altered mission profiles.

Table 13–2. Principal PLA Combat Aircraft

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Aircraft</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Quantity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Su–30MKK/MK2</td>
<td>Multirole fighter</td>
<td>100+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Su–27SK/J–11B</td>
<td>Multirole fighter</td>
<td>190</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J–10A</td>
<td>Multirole fighter</td>
<td>150+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J–8</td>
<td>Air defense fighter</td>
<td>390</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J–7</td>
<td>Air defense fighter</td>
<td>580</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q–5</td>
<td>Ground attack fighter</td>
<td>235</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JH–7A</td>
<td>Ground attack fighter</td>
<td>130+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H–6</td>
<td>Bomber</td>
<td>160+</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Surface-to-Air Missiles (SAMs)

The PRC’s first surface-to-air missile, like that of other Communist Bloc countries, was the Soviet-developed S–75 Dvina, known to the West as the SA–2 Guideline, five batteries of which were delivered from the USSR in 1959. Then, the growing Sino-Soviet political crisis flared into open disagreement, bringing further deliveries to an end. On October 7, 1959, one of these Chinese SA–2 batteries shot down a Taiwan twin-engine two-crew Martin RB–57D reconnaissance aircraft while it was flying at 60,000 feet near Beijing. This loss came almost 7 months before the Soviets shot down Francis Gary Powers’ Lockheed U–2 with an SA–2 on May 1, 1960.10

After the Sino-Soviet split, the PRC reverse-engineered the SA–2 and its SNR–75 Fan Song radar, and placed it into service as the HQ–2A, subsequently developing the more sophisticated HQ–2B. China’s air defenses remained heavily dependent upon this system until the end of the Sino-Soviet split furnished China the opportunity to upgrade its surface-to-air missile defenses. In particular, it acquired advanced “double digit” SAM systems from Russia, notably the S–300 (SA–10/20) which has, like the SA–2 before it, undergone
reverse engineering to further China’s own indigenous SAM development programs. The PLA also acquired and manufactured derivatives of such Western SAM systems as the Crotale, Aspide, and Stinger.\textsuperscript{11}

Though the HQ–2B remains an important element of PLA air defense, the nature of PLA missile defenses is increasingly built around the S–300 and equivalent high-technology systems. As one source suggests:\textsuperscript{12}

The PLA Air Force (PLAAF)’s Surface-to-Air Missile Corps has been operating the S–300 (NATO reporting name: SA–10 Grumble) family of surface-to-air missile system since the mid-1990s. The S–300 missile system was regarded as one of the world’s most effective all-altitude regional air defense systems, comparable in performance to the U.S. MIM–104 Patriot system. The PRC remains the largest export customer of the S–300, mainly due to its incapability to produce a similar system domestically or acquire it from another country. A Chinese indigenous system analogous with the Russian S–300 series, the HQ–9, has had a long gestation but is now being deployed in some numbers.

A typical S–300 regiment has four to six batteries. One regiment in the PLAAF would thus have 16 to 24 transporter-erector-launchers (TELs) that could fire a total of 64 to 96 missiles (before reloading) to protect one area. The high performance (and high lethality) of the S–300 makes this a formidable system for any nation to “crack,” even the United States, particularly if flying “legacy” third- and fourth-generation aircraft such as the F–CK–1, F–16, and Mirage.\textsuperscript{13}

### Table 13–3. PLA Surface-to-Air Missiles

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>System</th>
<th>Quantity (batteries)</th>
<th>Range (kilometers)</th>
<th>Altitude (kilometers)</th>
<th>Maximum Speed (Mach)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HQ–2</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>3.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S–300 PMU (SA–10B)</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>5.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S–300 PMU–1 (SA–20)</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HQ–9</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>??</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HQ–12</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>3.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S–300 PMU–2 (SA–20B)</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>195</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Taiwan currently deploys a plethora of SAM systems. As reported by the U.S. Defense Intelligence Agency, “Taiwan uses layered SAM coverage to protect its major population centers, key national leadership installations, military facilities, and national infrastructure. The air defense network consists of 22 SAM sites utilizing a mix of long- and medium-range systems, augmented by short-range tactical SAMs to provide overlapping coverage.” Table 13–4 offers a survey of the types, numbers of batteries, and numbers (where known) of the various missiles.

Table 13–4. Taiwan Surface-to-Air Missiles

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Missile System</th>
<th>Batteries</th>
<th>Missile Type (Quantity)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tien Kung I/II</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>(500)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PAC–2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Patriot (200)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I–Hawk</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>375</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M–48 Chaparral</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>MIM–72C (727)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Antelope</td>
<td>6*</td>
<td>Tien Chien I (unknown)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Made in Taiwan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Avenger</td>
<td>74</td>
<td>FIM–92 Stinger (1,299)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Man-portable Stingers</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>FIM–92 Stinger (728)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RBS–70</td>
<td>20</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Partially fielded (6 batteries planned)


Ballistic and Cruise Missile Systems

In 2009, the Taiwan Ministry of National Defense reported that:

The PLA has currently deployed more than 1,300 short-range ballistic missiles and cruise missiles in areas opposite Taiwan . . . various kinds of improved missiles continue to be mass-produced and gradually assigned to the PLA. In the future, the PLA will continue to research and manufacture high precision and interception-resistant ballistic missiles, and deploy supersonic cruise missiles, which will enable rapid multi-wave missile assaults against Taiwan, and it can conduct precision strikes against Taiwan’s critical political and military infrastructures, airports, sea ports, and military bases.

In May 2010, the Pentagon noted that the “PRC’s Second Artillery maintains at least five operational SRBM brigades; an additional two brigades are subordinate to PLA ground forces—one garrisoned in the Nanjing
MR [Military Region] and the other in the Guangzhou MR. All SRBM units are deployed to locations near Taiwan.” Table 13-5 lists the PLA’s ballistic missiles.

Table 13–5. PLA Ballistic Missiles

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Designation (CN/NATO)</th>
<th>Quantity/Launchers</th>
<th>Class</th>
<th>Payload (kilograms)</th>
<th>Range (kilometers)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DF–3/CSS–2</td>
<td>15–20/5–10</td>
<td>IRBM</td>
<td>2,150</td>
<td>2,800</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DF–5/CSS–4</td>
<td>20/20</td>
<td>ICBM</td>
<td>3,000</td>
<td>13,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DF–21/CSS–5</td>
<td>85–95/75–85</td>
<td>MRBM</td>
<td>600</td>
<td>1,770</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DF–15 (M–9)/CSS–6</td>
<td>350–400/90–110</td>
<td>SRBM</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>600</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DF–11 (M–11)/CSS–7</td>
<td>700–750/120–140</td>
<td>SRBM</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DF–31/CSS–9</td>
<td>&lt;10/&lt;10</td>
<td>ICBM</td>
<td>700</td>
<td>8,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DF–31A/</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CSS–9 Mod–2</td>
<td>10–15/10–15</td>
<td>ICBM</td>
<td>700</td>
<td>10,700</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JuLang–1/</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CSS–N–3</td>
<td></td>
<td>SLBM</td>
<td>600</td>
<td>2,500</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

ICBM: intercontinental ballistic missile
IRBM: intermediate-range ballistic missile
MRBM: medium-range ballistic missile
SRBM: short-range ballistic missile
SLBM: submarine-launched ballistic missile


Land attack cruise missile (LACM) systems are proliferating in the global defense community, and the PLA had been quick to pick up on their significance. As with its earlier aircraft and missile programs, it has moved to acquire foreign cruise missile technology from abroad, going to Russia and the Ukraine, but seeking to exploit relevant technologies from other countries as well. Reportedly, between 1999 and 2001, Ukraine delivered Kh–55 (NATO AS–15) cruise missiles to the PRC, which also reportedly received detailed design information of another variant of the Kh–55 from Russia.17 According to one analyst:18

Current development projects reportedly include Chang Feng (CF), Hong Niao (HN), and Dong Hai (DH), with possible range between 400–1,800km. It is likely that even if the U.S. tried to deny GPS [global positioning system] signals to China, the PLA’s cruise missiles could still function via the Russian GLONASS, or in the future the European GALILEO navigation signals. China is also developing its own “Compass Satellite Navigation System,”
which would eventually comprise 5 geostationary Earth orbit (GEO) satellites and 30 medium Earth orbit satellites to provide a global cover.

The Second Artillery, which established a conventional missile force in the 1990s, complementing its strategic nuclear force established earlier, is credited with possessing up to 300 DH–10 LACMs. The PLAN possesses numerous YJ–62 (C–602) and YJ–82/YJ–83 (C–802/803) antiship cruise missiles (ASCMs), giving it a robust capability to interdict and offset Taiwan’s naval forces, and perhaps those of other parties, such as the United States, that might intervene on its behalf.

Regarding the Second Artillery’s long-range cruise missile (LRCM) capabilities, Martin Andrew has noted that:

The Chang Jian (Long Sword) CJ–10 (DH–10) long-range cruise missile system reportedly started trials with the Second Artillery Force in 2004 and between 50 and 250 missiles had been deployed along with between 20 and 30 launch vehicles as of September 2009. The Chinese media initially revealed their existence during the 60th Anniversary Parade. The CJ–10 is identified by three long launch canisters, square in circumference, mounted on the rear of the Chinese WS 2400 8 x 8 tractor-elevator-launcher (TEL), and the missile has a reported range of over 1,500 km and up to 2,000 km.

Airfields and Runway Availability

Both the PRC and Taiwan possess numerous airfields and operating locations in the Taiwan Strait region, and the PRC also has extensive basing facilities farther inland that give it a measure of security that Taiwan, because of its island status, cannot possess. In the Nanjing Military Region alone, there are more than 40 airfields, all of whose runways are longer than 7,000 feet, easily capable of supporting fighter and strike aircraft operations. On Taiwan, there are 12 air bases, with more than 23 runways longer than 7,000 feet. There are five highway strips longer than 8,000 feet that can be used as emergency runways.

Unmanned Aerial Systems

In recent years, the PRC has been actively scouting, purchasing, and developing technologies to support its indigenous unmanned aerial systems (UAS) programs. The PRC’s unmanned aerial vehicles (e.g., W–50 pilotless aircraft) have already entered into active service with PLA units and have reportedly attained “combat effectiveness.”
In 2007, Hsu Sho-hsuan of the *Taipei Times* reported that:

A large number of recently decommissioned fighter aircraft have been turned into pilotless drone planes to be used together with Harpy anti-radar unmanned aerial vehicles purchased from Israel. These could help PRC punch holes in Taiwan’s air defense systems and destroy key targets.\(^\text{24}\)

As for Taiwan, its UAS aircraft are assigned to army aviation forces and to the Special Forces Command, and are used for intelligence, surveillance, and reconnaissance (ISR) purposes.

**Possible PRC Military Actions against Taiwan**

According to Taiwan and U.S. Government documents, the possible PRC military actions against Taiwan can be categorized into five phases: military intimidation, blockade, surgical strikes, asymmetric warfare, and amphibious invasion.\(^\text{25}\) Air operations clearly figure prominently in all of these, consistent with Deng Xiaoping’s pronouncement that “No matter what, the Air Force is most important in all operations: Army, Navy and Air Force, the first is a strong Air Force.”\(^\text{26}\) A 2008 White Paper on national defense issued by the PRC stated that: \(^\text{27}\)

The Air Force is a strategic service of the PLA, and the main force for carrying out air operations. It is responsible for such tasks as safeguarding the country’s territorial air space and territorial sovereignty, and maintaining a stable air defense posture nationwide. It is mainly composed of aviation, ground air defense, airborne, signal, radar, ECM [electronic countermeasures], technical reconnaissance and chemical defense sections.

Certainly, the PLAAF can be expected to join all the possible military actions against Taiwan. In this regard, the following discussion examines possible PRC military actions against Taiwan, focusing on the role that airpower forces and air warfare would play in them.

**Military Intimidation**

In its 2009 Quadrennial Defense Review, the Taiwan government noted that: \(^\text{28}\)

The PLA may wage psychological warfare against Taiwan by means of escalation [of] the intensity of its military activities, adjusting force deployments, including forward deployments, field training exercises, firepower demonstration, and use or combine media influences to exaggerate the seriousness of military situation over the Taiwan Strait, so as to stoke internal panic in Taiwan and undermine their will and morale.
From the PLA’s perspective, air intimidation offers the prospect of flexible, wide-ranging action having strong political and military effect yet with low political and military risk. Airpower has the inherent ability to project power at high speed and over long distance without being hindered by the obstacles and difficulties afflicting surface power projection. The combination of airplane and missile make air intimidation a very real prospect. With regard to Taiwan, the PLA’s joint-service missiles and aircraft, with their newer fighters like the Su–27, J–11, and Su–30, can project power across the entire Taiwan area. Indeed, already, Taiwan is “under” a missile-threat envelope of considerable depth and density. The coupling of this with precision navigation and sensing systems—like the various space-based navigation and cuing systems now on line (such as GPS and GLONASS)—make air intimidation more effective and more likely by largely removing the threat of counterproductive collateral damage.

Missile intimidation is a core Second Artillery mission, and works to restrain the enemy’s strategic attempts or important risky military actions. The SRBM of the Second Artillery offer long range, high accuracy, hypersonic speed, high-explosive effects, deep target penetration, and low risk of both interception and collateral damage, thus constituting a very important means of military intimidation. Air intimidation can be performed by means of airpower exercises, which not only demonstrate the threat and potentiality of airpower, but the national determination of the PRC as well. Further, routine air demonstration and intimidation can swiftly and readily transform into higher intensity military action against Taiwan, and, if done gradually and carefully, without necessarily alerting Taiwan’s air defenders.

**Blockade**

Though traditionally thought of in naval terms, military blockade can take many forms. During World War II, for example, the U.S. Fifth Air Force effectively established an air blockade on New Guinea, routinely denying Japanese relief and supply forces from reaching the island. Taiwan’s Ministry of National Defense recognized this when it issued its Quadrennial Defense Review in 2009, noting:

> The PLA may use its Second Artillery, navy, and air force to conduct blockades against Taiwan’s ports, offshore islands, and routes connecting to outside world, and blockade or seize Taiwan’s offshore or remote islands, in order to shatter the will and morale of the populace, cripple the economic lifeline, depress the internal and external environment and force a peace negotiation on their terms.
In the event of a PRC blockade of Taiwan, it could be expected that the PLA's airpower forces will be employed to: establish and enforce a “no-fly zone” (NFZ); seize and maintain air dominance over the battlespace; establish defensive air caps and protect PLA forces from Taiwan air and missile strikes; prosecute electronic warfare and cyber warfare against Taiwan's forces; support the PLAN’s sea blockade of Taiwan; support PLA littoral actions such as seizing the islands of Kinmen and Matsu; and, finally, conduct antiaccess operations against Taiwan's forces and their potential allies or coalition partners. PLA airpower forces would prosecute these missions by attacking Taiwan's airfields, air bases, and important installations; seizing air dominance via air-to-air combat; conducting aerial mining operations; providing routine combat air patrols and air reconnaissance over the battlespace; and conducting air defense operations in coastal areas.

### Limited Force or Coercive Operations

The PRC might use various disruptive, punitive, or lethal military actions in a limited campaign against Taiwan, and the means could include computer network, special operations force, and kinetic attacks against Taiwan’s political, military, and economic infrastructure to induce fear and degrade the populace's confidence in the leadership.

One possible form of coercion would involve amphibious operations short of the full-scale occupation of Taiwan itself. Looking at the possibility of such coercive amphibious operations, the U.S. Department of Defense noted that:

The PLA is capable of accomplishing various amphibious operations short of a full-scale invasion of Taiwan. With few overt military preparations beyond routine training, China could launch an invasion of small Taiwan-held islands such as the Pratas or Itu Aba. A PLA invasion of a medium-sized, defended offshore island such as Mazu or Jinmen is within China's capabilities. Such an invasion would demonstrate military capability and political resolve while achieving tangible territorial gain and simultaneously showing some measure of restraint. However, this kind of operation includes significant, if not prohibitive, political risk because it could galvanize the Taiwan populace and generate international opposition.

For the limited force and coercive options, airpower can provide precision bombing, air strike, or support special operations force transportation by airdrop. The airpower employed in a punitive or lethal strike mission would be similar to an air strike as described below.

### Aerospace Coercion

Aerospace coercion is a possible form of PRC action against Taiwan. As noted by the U.S. Department of Defense, the PLA may use ballistic missiles,
cruise missiles, and precision-guided weapons to strike Taiwan's air defense systems, including air bases, radar sites, missiles, space assets, and communications facilities, so as to degrade Taiwan's defenses, neutralize Taiwan's leadership, and break the Taiwan people's will to fight. As well, the PLA could employ airpower and some of its ground forces, to target Taiwan's surface, underground, sea-going, and underwater military targets and infrastructure. Modern airpower has the ability to seize the initiative and decide a war's outcome swiftly and irrevocably. In the case of a PLA move against Taiwan, only by massive air and missile operations can the PLA ensure its ability to land forces and secure a lodgment area. Air strikes, which in the precision era can result in swift degradation of an opponent's military strength and potential, could include attacks targeting Taiwan's air assets, to prevent them from attacking PLA forces; Taiwan's command and control facilities; naval and army forces that could counter a PLA amphibious assault; and Taiwan's overall warfighting potential and the morale of the populace.

Invasion: The Ultimate Threat

A full-scale amphibious invasion is obviously the most serious form of military action the PRC could undertake against Taiwan, and would constitute a military “culminating point” in the relationship between the two entities. For the PLA, full-scale invasion constitutes an ultimate solution if the PRC perceives its unification goal and territory threatened, or the ongoing dispute is deemed impossible to be solved in any other way. From a military perspective, it will involve neighboring countries, a sensitive interregional area, and will necessarily greatly change the international political climate and global political affairs. From a financial standpoint, an invasion would obviously affect the global economy. From a military perspective, the PRC would have to expect that Taiwan would likely be assisted by a coalition of strong enemies acting to prohibit the PRC from unifying Taiwan by force, with a high probability that PRC forces would have to fight multiple enemies, not just the forces of Taiwan. Under these circumstances, the PLA may employ the Second Artillery to undertake sustained missile bombardment, with the objective of forcing Taiwan to plead for peace before possible foreign powers can intervene, and thus creating an irreversible fait accompli before international intervention can work to thwart the PRC’s aggressive plans.

Former Taiwan Deputy Minister of National Defense Lin Chong-pin, in an interview during a visit to London in 2009, told a Central News Agency journalist that using military force to attack Taiwan is the PRC's final choice. To fight quickly and win quickly, he believed, the PLA will not resort to blockade, since blockades take time and provoke international outrage and intervention. Rather, he said,
since 1990, the PLA has stressed quick and decisive military action, embodied in the slogan “First battle decides the war”; the PLA, he believed, would seek to launch and win an amphibious action “probably within one week.”

Since ancient times, amphibious operations have historically been extremely difficult to prosecute. Even for highly trained forces possessing asymmetric advantages in power projection, landing in the face of opposition has proven costly, even if ultimate victory has been secured. Such landings are recognized by military experts from the PRC, Taiwan, and the United States as among the most demanding and risky of all military operations. The U.S. Department of Defense has noted the following:

Large-scale amphibious invasion is one of the most complicated and difficult military maneuvers. Success depends upon air and sea superiority, rapid buildup and sustainment of supplies on shore, and uninterrupted support. An attempt to invade Taiwan would strain China’s untested armed forces and invite international intervention. These stresses, combined with China’s combat force attrition and the complexity of urban warfare and counterinsurgency (assuming a successful landing and breakout), make amphibious invasion of Taiwan a significant political and military risk. Taiwan’s investments to harden infrastructure and strengthen defensive capabilities could also decrease Beijing’s ability to achieve its objectives.

An island landing invasion would involve joint operations by the PLA Ground Force, PLAN, PLAAF, and Second Artillery, supported by the People’s Armed Police (PAP), PLA Reserve Force, and Militia, all acting in accordance with a unified joint campaign plan and command structure. It would involve most, and potentially all, aspects of land, sea, air, and electronic warfare, including use of space-based assets and cyber attack. The crucial PLA challenge, obviously, would be circumventing or breaching Taiwan’s shore defenses, establishing and building a beachhead, transporting personnel and materiel to designated landing sites along Taiwan’s western coastline, and launching attacks to seize and occupy key targets or the entire island.

PLA amphibious doctrine logically sets forth the progression of an amphibious operation in three phases: preliminary operations, embarkation and movement, and assaulting and establishing the beach-head. Each of these is addressed below, based upon Zhang Yuliang’s Science of Campaigns.

Preliminary Operations are undertaken to paralyze an enemy’s operational system, to seize the initiative in the battle, and to set the conditions for amphibious landing operations. The missions in this phase include seizing information dominance via electronic combat and cyber warfare, and air and
sea dominance via a comprehensive opening air and missile strike. Information dominance of the landing battle is the critical element of seizing air and sea dominance and the initiative of battle. The purpose is to greatly reduce the opponent's capability of electronic equipment and secure the PRC's own electronic warfare efficiency. Generally, it will start before the comprehensive fire assault, or at the same time, and will be proceeding throughout the whole battle process. Besides using airborne electronic countermeasures against Taiwan's air defense equipment, the PLA is likely to use precisely targeted special operations forces against Taiwan's electronic infrastructures, since use of broader-effect attacks, such as electromagnetic pulse weapons (EMP) or broad-area cyber attacks, might affect the PRC as much as Taiwan.

A preliminary comprehensive raid would employ missiles and other airborne fires to strike essential targets like command structures, air and naval bases, missile sites, and air defense systems in a sudden, massive, overwhelming manner. The purpose would be to paralyze Taiwan's military operations, incapacitate its warfighting abilities, and thereby set up favorable conditions for seizing information, air, and sea dominance. In general, this action would consist of a primary raid, and follow-up raids. The first raid is the most critical, involving joint force attack by missiles and the service air components, particularly Second Artillery and the PLAAF.

Considering likely risk, efficiency, penetration, and costs, the PLA would probably choose SRBMs to execute the first raid. The high-priority targets of the raid might be SAMs, air defense radars, and fighter bases, because these targets, if untouched, could inflict heavy losses on PRC follow-on air and surface forces. The follow-on raids would be based on the result of the first raid. If the first raid degraded Taiwan's air defenses sufficiently so that PLAAF attack aircraft could operate with relative safety, then following raids would likely use aircraft primarily. Otherwise, follow-on attacks might continue to employ SRBMs until conditions favorable for PRC air dominance over Taiwan were achieved. Once Taiwan's integrated air defense system (IADS) had been destroyed or seriously degraded by SRBMs, the PRC's aircraft would become more active, furnishing a more precise, flexible, functional, and efficient means to apply military force in support of PRC campaign objectives.

Thus, the type, frequency, and interval of follow-on raids depend on the assessed battle damage and recovery time of Taiwan's air defense ability. This is, it might be noted, a very different form of air attack from that employed by coalition forces during the opening hours of Operation Desert Storm in 1991. In that case, there was essentially no pause for assessment between the first and follow-on strikes. Rather, following the first paralyzing strike by stealth aircraft and cruise missiles, a follow-on “gorilla package” strike was immediately undertaken.
This strike, enhanced by UAS systems mimicking manned aircraft, intimidated the surviving elements of Iraq's air defense network into revealing themselves so that they could be jammed by EW and destroyed by coalition SEAD (suppression of enemy air defenses) strikes. After this second strike, Iraq had essentially lost any hope of maintaining any semblance of air control over its own territory. Non-stealthy coalition aircraft could then fly with relative impunity across Iraq for the next 6 weeks of war. In contrast, the PLA's writings imply a longer assessment period between the initial opening strike and follow-on attacks.

According to a RAND study, about 60–200 submunition-equipped SRBMs could temporarily neutralize most of Taiwan's fighter bases. They could effectively suppress Taiwan air defense operations, allowing follow-on PLAAF strike aircraft to attack air bases and other targets with modern precision weapons.

Seizing air dominance by conducting surprising, fierce, continuing, and precision strikes is thus a crucial prerequisite for any landing force's grouping, embarkation, navigation, assault, and landing. Operations would be mainly conducted by the PLAAF, and joined by the Ground Force, PLAN, and Second Artillery, suppressing the enemy on the ground or jointly destroying the enemy in the air. Unless Taiwan's air defense assets are mobile, bombproof, invisible, quickly recoverable, redundant, and numerous, the result can only get worse when the PLAAF is able to strike freely across the island. Seizing sea dominance would primarily involve the PLAN, joined by the PLAAF, ground forces, and Second Artillery, working together to control the area of the anticipated naval campaign, securing the landing force's abilities to undertake embarkation, seaborne transportation (coupled with defensive mine sweeping), and the assault landing. The naval campaign poses challenges for both sides. Given the profusion and range of the antiship weapons available to both sides, it is difficult for both the PLAN and Taiwan naval forces to hide and survive in the Taiwan Strait because of its limited and constrained operational space.

Preparatory attacks against Taiwan's coastal defenses prior to an amphibious landing invasion would be mainly conducted by the PLAAF, joined by ground forces, PLAN, and Second Artillery forces. Depending upon the results of the previous missile and air attacks, PRC forces would seek to destroy enemy coastal defense facilities, artillery positions, missiles, radar sites, command structures, communication nodes, and other key targets. Through these, the PRC would seek to reduce enemy defense capability, stop enemy movements, isolate the landing area, and create favorable conditions for landing PLA ground forces.
Embarkation and movement would proceed upon the basis of successful preliminary operations. The mission of embarkation is organizing landing forces, with their attendant logistical requirements, and loading them for transportation. Movement means all formation of landing forces en route to the respective staging area from the rendezvous area. According to a Jamestown Foundation study by Dennis Blasko, the PLAN lacks strategic sealift capacity, and thus cannot meet the requirements of a full-scale amphibious landing invasion against Taiwan, at least in the short term. If this is the case, the PLA should employ more than one wave of amphibious fleets in a secured environment when it intends to invade Taiwan directly. The embarkation point must be a short distance from landing beaches to reduce time spent at sea. This is quite risky, for PLAN forces would be under near-constant Taiwan countersea attacks. Since, as Blasko notes, “Naval units from the South Sea Fleet would have to travel at least 500 nautical miles and those from the North Sea Fleet would have to travel at least 700 nautical miles to reach Taiwan,” the employment of fires against PLAN forces would be near-constant, and grow ever more deadly as forces came within reach of increasingly numerous short-range weapons, such as aircraft, sea- or-land-based antiship missiles, coastal gun fire, and battlefield rocket artillery such as the multiple-launch rocket system (MLRS).

Assaulting and establishing the beach-head is primarily conducted by landing groups and assisted by other services to fight and assure the joint operation’s success. In the view of PLA analysts, it is the most critical of any of the invasion’s operational phases, the time of greatest stress, intensity, difficulty, and decisiveness. It is incumbent upon the invasion commander to assure the landing operations are successful by all means. The landing beach must be as swiftly established as possible after the first echelon of landing forces have assaulted and secured the beach front, and then developed rapidly in depth so that follow-on landing forces can exploit it. All these operations must be assisted by on-call, persistent, close air support, which would be provided primarily by the PLAAF.

Employing the Air Force in the Taiwan Strait: Some Thoughts

As the PLA’s descriptions of amphibious landing invasion phases and scenarios are more deeply examined, considerations of employing airpower in the Taiwan Strait emerge more clearly. Reviewing all the phases of amphibious landing operations in the Taiwan Strait, we may conclude several points:

Taiwan’s purpose for employing airpower is for self-defense only, not for offense. Taiwan’s airpower forces must be employed in accordance with the agreed Taiwan defense strategy, and for the purpose of self-defense. Indeed, it
may not be necessary to kill the enemy or to destroy enemy air bases, missile sites, naval ports, etc. To speak more clearly and practically, *Taiwan's purpose in employing airpower is to keep enemy forces out of its territory and lifeline. As long as the enemy does not step on Taiwan's territory and impede its lifelines, they don't win and Taiwan doesn't lose, and its national security is secured.* Any operations out of this scope would be a waste of resources, attrite limited assets, and could prove disastrously counterproductive. After all, national defense strategy is not about a matter of face, but about economy of force.

*Taiwan must employ its airpower after the PLA initiates the first strike.* To be consistent with the first point, it is impossible to apply airpower to attack the enemy prior to its first move. The reason is simple: *Taiwan can't afford the international liability of initiating the war.* During the period of any preliminary operations and the embarkation phase, all targets are shielded under the PLAs layered and integrated air defense umbrella. Taiwan would need to penetrate these defenses prior to prosecuting any attacks on those radars, missile sites, and air force bases—facilities that are typically hardened or well-protected by intensive air defense firepower. It is most unwise to conduct such a mission, which would simply consume Taiwan's airpower assets for nothing in return. Even in the name of a preemptive defense attack (such as Israel conducted in June 1967 against Egypt, Syria, and Jordan), it is unnecessary. Indeed, any Taiwan offensive operations prior to the PLAs first raid would furnish an excuse for the PRC to invade Taiwan and thus work to legitimize the invasion.

*Retaining substantial airpower is dependent upon Taiwan's critical air assets surviving the PLAs first strike.* Although it may seem counterintuitive, Taiwan's force-structure airpower and air defense inventory prior to the PLAs first raid may not count. Instead, we need to take the PLAs preliminary operations into account, considering what assets would likely remain following the opening SRBM attack. We need to deduct those which are not mobile, bombproof, invisible, loss-tolerable, or quickly recoverable. Frankly, sooner or later all fixed facilities will be destroyed. This means most of Taiwan's major airpower assets will be eliminated in the opening strike, leaving its defenders with only a few sheltered aircraft, mobile radars, mobile air defense missiles, and (hopefully) some recovered runways (if the PLAs raid frequency or lack of accuracy allows this). Therefore, a mobile defense is needed to ensure Taiwan's forces survive the PLAs missile and air strikes.

*Taiwan's limited airpower should be concentrated to a critical time and place.* Avoiding attrition of Taiwan's limited resources of airpower little by little is important. We should join the navy and army's resources and apply airpower only at a decisive time such as during the PLAs crossing of the Strait, selecting amphibious ships as the core targets. They are the "center of gravity," and
must be struck before personnel debarkation by joint-service antiship weapons employed by the joint land, sea, and air forces. There is a historical precedent: the Battle of the Bismarck Sea in February 1943, in which American and Australian land-based attack forces destroyed a vital Japanese convoy carrying troops and supplies to New Guinea, effectively dooming Japanese plans to retain control of New Guinea.

_Taiwan’s should broaden its air defense by connecting all mobile radar and antiair weapons of all services._ Taiwan must construct a mobile, diffuse, and widespread air defense umbrella covering point, area, and then theater air defense. It is technically workable and economically affordable. One example of this approach would be data-linking truck-mounted and sea-based radars and air-to-air missile launchers to provide air defense against follow-on PLA raids.

_Taiwan should develop a multifunctional air force using advanced aircraft, helicopters, and UAS vehicles._ Taiwan requires advanced aircraft for air superiority especially since the PLA now has more and more new, advanced aircraft of its own. But Taiwan also needs aircraft that can take part in countersea operations. In this regard, Taiwan should have some attack helicopters which can deliver antiship weapons, making a vertical take-off from a hidden point and flying at tree-top height. And it should have some small or unmanned aircraft taking off in a short distance to cruise and observe along Taiwan’s coastline to search for important targets and collect information for use in antiship operations by land- and sea-based forces.

_Taiwan should develop a decentralized, network-centric command and communication structure._ Understandably, Taiwan’s command, control, communications, computers, intelligence, surveillance, and reconnaissance (C4ISR) system constitutes a high-priority target for initial strikes by the PLAAF, Second Artillery, and special operations forces. Since Taiwan’s current command and communication system is fixed in place (although there are some back-up systems), there is a high probability it will be quickly destroyed, thus not lasting long enough to be a significant element in Taiwan’s defensive operations. To ensure the command and communication function will survive the opening missile and air strike, Taiwan should duplicate it by decentralizing and duplicating the command and communication center downward through the defense infrastructure, and possibly combining the military and civilian communication systems.

_Taiwan’s current airpower assets should be enhanced._ Airpower is inherently powerful, speedy, and flexible. While this is its strength for an attacker, it is also its vulnerability for a defender. In cross-strait conflict, due to the vulnerability of runways, shelters, radars, and missile sites, there is very high risk to Taiwan’s current facilities. Taiwan should improve current facilities to withstand future air and missile attack. This can be done in several ways: increasing
the strength of runways, shelters, and other facilities likely to be raided; undertaking structural strengthening, increasing material preparedness, and practicing repair and recovery operations to quicken post-raid recovery and reconstitution; and researching and developing new facilities or equipment to reduce runway dependence, such as RATO (rocket-assisted take-off), catapult launch, VTOL (vertical take-off and landing), STOL (short take-off and landing), and naval-style arrested landing systems.

Taiwan should adopt a “Starfish” strategy to enhance its survivability. Starfish usually have five or even more arms. Their multi-arms not only can tolerate more damage, but also can regenerate automatically. Once its arm is cut, the body will regenerate another arm to become a normal starfish again. Also, the separated part of the arm will regenerate to become another small starfish. Applying this to Taiwan’s defense system means that when some part of its force is hit by the enemy, it will not be paralyzed but will survive and fight independently if it cannot recover to its original body (unit). Taiwan should try to apply this strategy to decentralize the commanding activity to the very basic units of its organizations, equipment, facilities, or personnel, to ensure that sustainability and survivability will expand.

In conclusion, many articles study the balance of airpower across the Taiwan Strait, with a consensus that Taiwan has lost both its quality and quantity advantages of airpower. There is no evidence to show that the balance of airpower across the Taiwan Strait will get better in the near future. Accordingly, when facing a continually modernizing airpower projector like the PLAAF, Taiwan should become more creative and think beyond the traditional scope of airpower options. Taiwan shouldn’t limit its imagination just to airpower. It needs to prevent cross-strait conflict by any means, even those other than airpower, like political or cultural power. For example, Taiwan can create a peaceful atmosphere by cultural power and economic power; it can construct a firm government by psychological power, and employ soft power so that the PRC has no excuses to justify an invasion. It will take joint efforts to fight this war: joint air force, navy, and army partnership will strengthen defensive airpower. Joint airpower, sea power, and land power will strengthen Taiwan’s overall defensive power. Then, joint efforts linking hard power with soft power will form smart power, ensuring everlasting peace in the Taiwan Strait.
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Chapter 14

The U.S.-China Military Balance Seen in a Three-Game Framework

David Frelinger and Jessica Hart

This chapter presents an alternative framework for approaching the discussion and assessment of the “military balance” between the United States and China, with an emphasis on the effect of People’s Liberation Army Air Force (PLAAF) modernization. This approach provides for a more comprehensive means of thinking about the military balance and illuminates some deficiencies in current assessments. The framework assesses PLAAF modernization through the lenses of three “games”—the Game of Influence, the Battle over a Third Party, and the Great Power Game—that represent the range of relationships the United States and China could forge, with a focus on the military aspects of those games. As this analysis will demonstrate, the effect of PLAAF modernization is most fully understood not as an input in one overall U.S.-China military balance, but as a series of moves occurring in the context of the game or games the United States and China are playing.

Why a New Framework?

The U.S.-China military balance is most often spoken of in Cold War terms of force-on-force counts, defense expenditure comparisons, and other metrics that are relatively straightforward to calculate. These calculations are then used to define the balance within future “worlds” that could exist between the two nations. These analyses assume that the United States and China are playing the same game in these worlds, that both recognize the other side is playing that game, and that the game remains dominant and consistent for an extended period of time. Assessing the balance through this narrow aperture misses important nuances in what is in fact a fluid military context—one in which PLAAF modernization plays many roles. This type of assessment also does not account for the facts that powers may play more than one game simultaneously, that both sides are not necessarily playing the same game, and that both may fail to recognize what game the other has chosen.

An alternative framework is necessary to address these analytical deficiencies. By acknowledging the range of games and the fluidity of their context, the framework allows for a fuller assessment of the effects of PLAAF modernization on the military balance within the games. This avoids viewing PLAAF...
modernization through the lens of only one game while also highlighting the fact that there is not one military balance, but several. By adopting a more comprehensive framework, this assessment also avoids utilizing familiar—and inappropriate—analytical narratives. Many attempt to frame at least a portion of the U.S.-Chinese interactions in Cold War terms—what we call here the Great Power Game. In the Cold War, the positions of the United States and the Soviet Union as the only two remaining great powers were relatively ossified from the outset, and the overarching ideological narrative provided a grounding framework for understanding the game that both sides were playing. This is not the case for the United States and China. The relationship is not yet mature, and there are multiple, competing narratives about interests and goals on both sides. Those narratives as well as U.S. and Chinese actions provide no convincing indications that either side has made a deliberate decision as to which game it wishes to be playing—much less what game the other is playing or will choose to play in the future. Instead there are elements of multiple games that must be assessed.

Finally, assessing the potential U.S.-China relationship in these three games provides some first-order conclusions. Ultimately, the game framework points to the need for the United States to hedge—to show caution when making decisions about what course to take because multiple outcomes are possible and are difficult to predict. As a result, no course of action should be seen as immutable, and the United States should consider multiple paths. Furthermore, this framework leads to the conclusion that it is quite likely that neither side understands what game the other party may be playing, a misunderstanding that could result in unnecessarily strong reactions from both powers to fairly minor military moves—including PLAAF modernization.

Because this framework seeks to assess the military balances, the games are best understood through the different roles military power plays in each. The Game of Influence is one where military power is utilized in an essential supporting role to advance national interests, but military victory in a conflict is not the ultimate goal. The Game of Influence is not necessarily a zero-sum game. In the Battle over a Third Party, military power in the context of a conflict over a third party plays the central role, but asymmetric stakes tend to prevent a zero-sum character. In the Great Power Game, military power is the central aspect, and it is the most comprehensive game in scope as it ranges across all military and political spheres. It is also the only true zero-sum game discussed.

**The Game of Influence**

The Game of Influence is largely political in nature, with the major powers vying for greater influence in a variety of arenas. As a result, the game's
scope may be confined to a region or along a much broader scale. For instance, a major power may seek to wield influence on a global scale, as the United States does, or the goal may be more limited in nature, such as China attempting to assert dominance in the South China Sea. The major powers seek to dictate the “rules of the road” and to be accepted as the legitimate authority in their desired spheres. And while the game’s scope ranges across political and military arenas, the Game of Influence will not necessarily be played in every, or even the majority, of possible spheres. Instead, each power will only engage the other major power in the areas most relevant to its national interests.

Military power is often utilized in an important supporting role, but the focus of the two sides is not military victory or conquest. The major powers will largely seek to advance their goals through political posturing, economic power, and diplomatic dealings, but “soft” power is not sufficient when engaging another major military power. The political narrative of a state must be backed up by military power, by the credible threat of force. Force is one of the keys to deter violent actions by others and also serves as a tool for compellence. Military power is thus necessary to “enforce” and make credible political moves.

Despite this essential military aspect, the game remains largely non-zero-sum. Both powers will attempt to achieve their own interests, but one side’s “gain” is not necessarily the other side’s “loss” because both powers do not value all aspects of the game equally. The stakes in the game vary from incident to incident; one power may view an aspect of the game as more important than the other power does or both sides may hold similar views of the stakes. Nevertheless, the overall stakes are relatively symmetric in that both sides see the totality of maintaining and gaining influence in the game as important to their national interests. Responses to moves by the other side are determined by the nations’ levels of interest. Because the stakes vary, a response to an opposing move may not always be seen as necessary, and each side can escalate or deescalate within the same game as interests dictate. Finally, the Battle over a Third Party may be played at the same time as the Game of Influence. But if a Game of Influence is played after a Great Power Game begins, the Game of Influence will take on a significantly different character due to the Great Power Game’s encompassing nature.

Rationale/explanation for the game. Military power in the Game of Influence is utilized much differently than in the models of war familiar to Western militaries before the Cold War. Force is not used directly to prepare for or to engage in large-scale battle, but is utilized as a means of influencing the actions of the adversary. Now one of the primary goals of utilizing military power is shaping the national populations’ opinions of the ongoing competition, and both powers must be aware that there are internal and external audiences to
be addressed. The primary objective for using force is not destroying an adversary’s military, though that may play a role in limited situations. The central objective for military power is to serve as a tool in convincing a power to accept the other side’s objectives.

What would it look like if the United States and China were engaged in this game? The ongoing South China Sea dispute over maritime boundaries and acceptable behavior in international waters is illustrative of this type of game. This is not primarily a military conflict, although military power is a necessary tool for both sides. China’s goal is apparently to have its interpretation of maritime laws and conduct accepted as the international norm. The United States, on the other hand, seeks to maintain the current norm. For both parties, this involves crafting different political narratives for regional and international audiences. But it is also likely that both the United States and China may seek to gain influence and/or demonstrate influence by shows of military presence. This is not necessarily a demonstration of force, but, in the case of the United States, it is demonstrating that its navy maintains its right to operate in international waters. In this game, it is possible that a military incident will occur, but military conquest or victory in a conflict is not the end game. The end game is the ability to define and, if necessary, legitimately enforce the norms in the region.

The Game of Influence is also taking place in the broader maritime arena. China is seeking greater control of exclusive economic zones (EEZs) as well as waters it defines as core interests outside EEZs or territorial waters. For China, regional and international acceptance of its control in the region and of its right as a naval power to engage in limited policing is crucial to its interests. China maintains intermittent patrols and limited interdiction in these relevant sea areas with the goal of limiting resource extraction or transit by other nations. And even if not acknowledged fully in the international arena, a limited acceptance of Chinese control by fishermen or resource extraction companies in the region would be a win in this game for the Chinese because it would show that Chinese norms were accepted over those promulgated by the United States. Military power thus serves to bolster political control, but the use of military force is not the focus of this competition.

**Battle over a Third Party**

The Battle over a Third Party focuses on the role of military power in a possible conflict over a third party, and this game’s scope is the most limited of the three described because it is confined to a third party territory or region. In this game, there is a threat of one major power using force either in an active defense of a third party or in an attack against the other major power to maintain the third
party’s independence. Military forces have a direct impact here, and both pow-
ers have a fairly well defined role in the ongoing military competitions. There are
many possible stratagems available to both sides, but the most severe threat is
seizing physical control of the third party. Lesser threats include large-scale stra-
tegic attacks, blockades, and other higher-end compellence mechanisms.

The stakes are the most interesting aspect of this competition. The game
can have highly asymmetric stakes, with one power viewing control of the third
party as much more central to its national interests than does the other power.
This asymmetry creates interesting conflict dynamics but, fortunately, little
chance of escalation because the degree of importance both sides place on the
conflict is below the threshold required for either to escalate into a much more
costly general war.3 By choosing this game, both sides implicitly declare they
have limited interests that do not extend to general war. And while military
power in the confines of the third party game is the main focus, the third party
situation is not the driving force for both sides’ overall military strategy and
choices—though it may be the central focus for the side with the higher stakes.

Because of its non–zero-sum nature, military improvements or political
posturing by either side may not require a countermove, though changes that
improve the capabilities of one side in the third party battle may cause the other
side to respond directly if interest levels are high enough. In other words, each
power will escalate or deescalate within the game as interests demand. Addi-
tionally, this game may be played alone or as part of the Game of Influence.
Importantly, if a Battle over a Third Party is played within the Great Power
Game, the nature of the game is fundamentally altered as the third party com-
petition now plays a role in a broader, higher-stakes game.

Rationale/explanation for the game. Military power is used here in a more
traditional sense than in the Game of Influence, though the use of that power is
limited in scope. Both sides, for any number of reasons, have decided that they
have interests in a third party nation that are important enough to engage mili-
tary force to achieve. Neither side views the Battle over a Third Party as part of
a larger, more comprehensive game. Military capabilities are generally highly
tailored to the contours of a particular conflict, and the evaluation of forces is
viewed through this conflict’s lens. Other interactions and games between the
two powers will undoubtedly occur, but those interactions are largely divorced
from this military context and are reflective of interests that exist outside this
limited contest.

This asymmetry is particularly important to the game’s outcome as the
military capabilities of the two parties begin to approach parity in the area of
interest. The differences in stakes will alter the relative attractiveness of vari-
ous defense strategies.4 Essentially, the gains associated with some strategies will
no longer be worth the risks for the side with lesser stakes in the game. And, of course, the changes in the two sides’ relative military capabilities impact the potential game outcome by altering how well either side can accomplish particular missions or thwart the other power’s ability to accomplish its own missions.

What would it look like if the United States and China engaged in this game? The Battle over a Third Party has been the main competition between the United States and China during the last 60 years. This competition has manifested itself both in Taiwan and Korea, where control was seen as by both parties as important but was not seen as a means of defining regional influence or a greater direct competition between the United States and China. Instead, for the United States, these were elements of the broader Cold War competition with the Soviet Union and were seen as part of a perceived Communist threat that existed throughout the world. Both of these conflicts seem to have been about narrow interests and not about serving as a stepping-stone to a larger competition.\(^5\)

In this game, the biggest unknown when the forces begin to approach local parity in capabilities is how each side defines operational success or failure. Taiwan is an illuminating example because of the asymmetric levels of interests and the very different potential standards for success or failure on each side. China regards Taiwan as one of its core interests, but the United States does not elevate its interests in Taiwan to a comparable level.\(^6\) In the military dimension, these differing levels of interests might manifest themselves through planners on the two sides defining success or failure in different ways. For instance, a Chinese planner might want to possess a military option to land a significant ground force on Taiwan that could be used in extreme cases and that would use Chinese air and missile forces as tools for accomplishing the mission. On the other side, an American planner might be satisfied with preventing the Chinese from effectively exploiting a landing and would therefore be more willing to accept higher levels of damage from Chinese air and missile forces. Because the bars of success or failure are different for both sides, improvements in one dimension such as airpower might not increase military capabilities enough to deny a fairly modest military objective and therefore might not be enough to alter the “balance.”

The forces necessary for each side to succeed in these competitions may be far from symmetrical, and the ways in which the forces are trained could likewise be very different. For instance, a U.S. force optimized for conflicts near China might look very different from typical U.S. force configurations, unless the infrastructure (bases, country access, level of competence of military partners) for U.S. forces proved to be far more robust and extensive than in any other part of the world. Much of the U.S. force structure was inherited from the Cold
War, and even the modest changes from Cold War threat assumptions have tended to adapt the force to operate under more benign instead of more hostile conditions. These changes included reliance on unfettered access to large bases and entry areas for effective employment of air and ground forces, judging that the threat to those bases that existed during the Cold War was gone.8

Great Power Game

The Great Power Game is the most comprehensive in scope and ranges across the majority of or all military and political spheres. It is therefore the game with the greatest focus on military power. The game's central focus is on the opposing military, extending across the full spectrum of military actions and not confined to a single issue. Indeed, while conflicts over third parties may occur within this game, they are differentiated from those occurring at the same time as the Game of Influence because they are now primarily viewed as part of the larger competition between the two powers. For this reason, a Battle over a Third Party would have very different implications within the context of this game. In this game, the area of competition is no longer confined but spreads across the global arena.

The stakes in this overall game are largely symmetric, and both powers view all interactions in light of the overall game. As a result, this is a zero-sum game, and some type of response to every move is dictated simply because of the nature of the game. In other words, because all spheres are in play, not to respond to an action within any sphere is to assure some type of loss in the game. As a result, one of the game's defining features is that it is extremely difficult for a power to disengage from participation once the game begins. This makes the Great Power Game the most dangerous and costly of the games. Just as war termination methods are more crucial in this game because of the stakes, so are game termination strategies. Short of withdrawing and “losing” or of engaging in a decisive conflict, there is no viable way for a power to end the competition. This game is a road with few exit ramps. While there are plausible de-escalation routes in the Game of Influence, particularly for the power with the lesser stakes, once the situation escalates to a Great Power Game, a power must be concerned about every conflict or risk a loss in the overall game. This means that the Great Power Game is a superset of the Game of Influence and the Battle over a Third Party. As such, aspects of the two other games will likely occur in the Great Power Game, but they have a different character and a greater significance when played within the Great Power Game.

Despite its largely military focus, there are important political implications to this game as well. One of the most notable is that alliances take on increased importance within the game’s context. Both powers will focus
increasingly on building alliances, many of which will be military in nature. It becomes a question of each power attempting to convince nations to side with it over the adversary. The more expansive the coalition, the more influence and power one side will wield. In many ways, the sizes of alliances are viewed as one of the metrics of success.

**Rationale/explanation for the game.** Major military powers seek to ensure that their military capabilities will be sufficient to counter a wide range of threats from a variety of possible adversaries across the operational spectrum. Even in an environment where there are no clear military adversaries, a major power will build capabilities as part of a hedging strategy against other powers.9 While a major power would thus develop capabilities to counter other powers, without the impetus of a Great Power Game, it would not predicate the majority of its military strategy and acquisition on the actions of only one potential adversary. But when the choice to engage in a Great Power Game is made, the strategy shifts to one dominated by forces and capabilities to counter the one specific adversary.

Engagement in this game would begin if the United States decided that a power had become an “an adversary capable of challenging U.S. power in all dimensions of modern warfare.”10 Both the “adversary” and “capability” are necessary for this decision. The power must be viewed as an adversary, as a threat to at least some substantial national interests, and as having the capability and not just the probable intentions to harm U.S. interests. This Great Power Game drives all other games the powers may play. Every military move by the other side would now require a U.S. reaction because the United States has declared, explicitly or otherwise, that any movement on the other side is detrimental in what is now a zero-sum game. Prior to engaging in this game, the United States could dismiss a wide range of military actions by the other side as unimportant to its overall strategic interests. But choosing to play the Great Power Game requires the United States to respond to any military improvement by its adversary as a potential threat. Challenges need to be directly countered in some fashion, lest there be a perception of waning strength that would undermine the nation’s position in the larger competition. This may mean building a new weapons system, acquiring more of a particular weapons system or platform, or a force posture move.

During this game, operations on the periphery of the opponent might occur, but they will have a different character because they are occurring within the Great Power Game context. Because of the high stakes of the Great Power Game, a defeat or strategic reversal for either party in a peripheral operation makes it far more plausible that the losing power will escalate in an attempt to reverse its perceived loss. This escalation could include attacks throughout the
full strategic depth of the opponent both in terms of area targeted and of the relevant target set. This type of game therefore carries explicit risks of escalation for both parties as one side might transition from playing one of the lesser games and suddenly reframe the game in this much broader context. Such an escalation is extremely dangerous for both sides, and it appears to be a distinct possibility, particularly if internal politics drive one side to adopt a stronger stance against its adversary.

What would it look like if the United States and China were engaged in this game? The United States and China have never engaged in this sort of competition. The most antagonistic period between the two powers occurred during the Korean War, and even then China was a secondary concern for the United States relative to the Great Power Game with the Soviet Union. U.S. forces were focused very heavily on the Soviets, and Soviet improvements throughout the spectrum of conflict were met and countered. This has not been the case with China, but a movement by either party to frame its own military improvements within the perspective of this type of competition would begin to drive the relationship toward a Great Power Game even in the absence of a clear decision to do so. These types of military moves may have unintended and serious consequences.

Despite the dangers, a Great Power Game remains an approach one or both sides may deliberately pursue. If so, the understanding of changes in the military balance would be dependent on how the participants perceived that competition. Just as the Cold War spurred many technological improvements in forces, a move to play a Great Power Game by the United States and China would likely result in the same type of technological competition. For instance, an improvement in a key intermediate metric, such as exchange ratio of fighters, may be sufficient for the other party to embark on a major improvement in its own forces to maintain performance in that area. This response would likely occur even if the opposing force improvement was not particularly relevant to the most likely or serious potential conflicts with the opponent. The rationale for the other party would likely be the perceived necessity to improve the performance of its forces in relation to the intermediate metric, either in terms of operating in a neutral space or in terms of a particular conflict where war outcomes would be the focus. An alternative response might involve choosing a strategy that emphasizes deep attack and punishment as key elements of operations, which in turn might lead to the selection of new deep attack systems. Ultimately, the key is not to focus on specifics, but to understand that if this game is being played, it fundamentally colors perceptions of both parties so that any line of operation has a very different level of importance from other games.
While this game is not being played by the United States, there is evidence that other nations in the Pacific region fear that this type of game could arise between the powers. In particular, recent defense white papers from Pacific region governments have expressed concern. Australia has been the most explicit. An Australian 2009 Defense White Paper states, “As other powers rise, and the primacy of the United States is increasingly tested, power relations will inevitably change. When this happens there will be the possibility of miscalculation. There is a small but still concerning possibility of growing confrontation between some of these powers.” Other nations, such as Vietnam, express concerns about potential military competitions between “major powers” and speak of a shifting balance of power toward “multipolarity.” That this concern has made a significant enough impression for these governments to address it in their official documents demonstrates that the possibility of such a game occurring resonates with other nations.

When viewed through the lens of these three games, more than one military balance must be assessed, as each game will present its own “balance.” A move by either side may have one impact in one game and an entirely different impact in another, meaning that PLAAF modernization may achieve a variety of results.

**The Impact of PLAAF Modernization**

The highlights of PLAAF modernization are:

- Aircraft have improved in terms of overall performance, particularly in regard to longer-range fighter-bombers, but the total force has shrunk in size.

- Munitions for air-to-air and air-to-surface operations are greatly improved as less capable air-to-air weapons and ground attack weapons such as dumb bombs and cluster bombs are supplanted by modern guided weapons.

- Electronic attack capabilities have improved.

- Training and tactics have improved.

- Supporting systems such as early warning, C4I (command, control, communications, computers, and intelligence), and battle management systems have been improved.
Specific examples of PLAAF improvement include:

- fourth-generation fighters (the Su–27, J–10, Su–30, and J–11, called third generation in PLAAF doctrine) that are equipped with modern avionics for targeting and electronic countermeasures and that enable employing precision air-to air and air-to ground munitions

- longer-range upgraded variants of the B–6 medium bomber employing long-range cruise missiles

- new air-to-surface weapons such as long-range land-attack cruise missiles for medium bombers and fighter-bombers, and shorter-range near-precision and precision weapons

- Modern early warning, surveillance, and battle management systems to facilitate control of forces.

To fully understand the effects of PLAAF modernization, the role of the Second Artillery must also be assessed. The Second Artillery’s ability to threaten base operations has continued to grow substantially, meaning that the U.S. ability to reliably generate fighter sorties from close-in bases will be challenged during the period of time that the Second Artillery’s force persists in substantial numbers. This would occur in cases where the conflict is of sufficient importance to China to substantially draw down the Second Artillery’s missile forces by firing the missiles and potentially engaging in attacks in several countries. The mere existence of these capabilities in Chinese hands creates a number of challenges, alters the way that all informed parties view operations in the region, and provides a means of challenging the U.S. style of air operations as conducted in the early phases of a serious conflict since the end of the Cold War.

Given these improvements, the potential impact of PLAAF modernization on the three games can be considered, along with possible actions these improvements cause the United States to take in response to those problems if it is playing that particular game. The ranges of actions are representative of possible U.S. actions within these games and are not exhaustive or reflective of official U.S. policy. The PLAAF’s impact on the Game of Influence is outlined briefly below. Table 14–1 highlights a few of the major impacts of the current PLAAF modernization and the significance within the game, plausible strategies the United States might adopt, and concrete steps the United States could take to implement the strategies. This is intended to be illustrative and to provide an overview of the actions the United States could take and of the implications of those actions.
Table 14–1. The Game of Influence

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Impact of People’s Liberation Army Air Force Modernization</th>
<th>Significance of Action within the Game</th>
<th>Plausible U.S. Strategic Approach for Counter</th>
<th>Plausible Future U.S. Actions within the Game</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Provides extended operational area for fighter aircraft</td>
<td>Introduces People’s Liberation Army (PLA) airpower into new regions</td>
<td>Increase the operational area of deployed U.S. forces</td>
<td>Increase area of responsibility forces to counter threat [ubiquity of presence]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Provides improved air-to-air and air-to-surface capabilities and effectiveness</td>
<td>Changes perceived PLA effectiveness by key observers in military domain</td>
<td>Improve U.S. tactical engagement effectiveness to influence opinion</td>
<td>Improve air combat capability; counter munitions’ effectiveness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Serves as a symbolic statement of military competency</td>
<td>Creates a perception of military/technical parity to broader audiences</td>
<td>Be perceived as better than opponent within a military context relevant to key audiences</td>
<td>Create/leverage capabilities relevant to key populations</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For the purposes of this discussion, we will focus on the three aspects of the PLAAF modernization that have the most significant consequences for the United States: extended areas of operations and influence, an increase in perceived effectiveness of operations, and a statement of military competence by operating the PLAAF as a modern air force.

The PLAAF’s extension of its area of potentially effective operations is significant because of the resulting increase in the PLAAF’s relevance to situations of importance to other nations in the region. PLAAF fighter-bombers can now extend their capabilities to not only Taiwan, but to significant regions in other countries. Fighter-bombers have also begun to extend their reach to sea areas that hold interest for countries including Japan and South Korea, as well as to countries in the South China Sea. Observers in Australia, where there are keen concerns over the Northern Territory and approaching sea areas, have noted Chinese air assets’ increased range of influence. Other nations, notably Singapore, also view increased range of Chinese forces with concern. To address other nations’ concerns, the United States may be required to simultaneously exert influence in more regional areas. When this requirement is combined with qualitative changes in the Chinese force, both a larger and more capable U.S. force will be necessary to maintain situational relevance. A force that would operate quite successfully in an array of combat situations is simply not relevant if it is not present when and where the adversary is operating. The presence requirement drives a buy-in force posture for the United States to maintain presence in areas where it retains interests.
The increased effectiveness of the Chinese force also influences how military technical experts who assess operational implications of Chinese capabilities in a narrow military sense perceive the Chinese air force. The effectiveness of the PLAAF in one-versus-one and small “M-v-N” combat engagements forces the United States to allocate more of its own forces and potentially to operate them in a manner acknowledging its opponent’s capabilities. This might translate into different numbers of fighters allocated to certain situations, a need to allocate the most capable fighters to the theater (even if basing them forward might expose them to damage or destruction from the Second Artillery), or, in the longer run, improving key U.S. capabilities to operate under conditions where U.S. assumptions of large-scale conflicts are no longer obtainable.

Aside from their direct operational impact, these combinations of capabilities are also important because they are viewed by outside observers as symbolic of China’s rise to the level of a great military power. Possible U.S. approaches to address these capabilities focus on strategies to maintain the desired equilibrium in theater by stepping up the presence of U.S. forces. This increased presence is intended to be visible to allies and to clearly demonstrate relevant defensive capabilities to both the general populations and to the national decisionmakers. These U.S. capabilities are generally associated with protecting key partners from attack, as the PLAAF represents a force of significant utility in a variety of coercion campaigns against neighboring states. The U.S. counters to these Chinese capabilities need to be relevant to the observers to have a significant impact. For instance, threats of escalation must not only be viewed by the Chinese as credible and potentially successful, but they also need to be seen as credible and sufficient for protection by the nations seeking protection. Defensive postures are probably easier to demonstrate and to have accepted by other nations, provided they are compatible with potential sensitivities about U.S. military presence in the region. In practice, this is a difficult line to walk, and building a useful narrative about when, where, and how U.S. forces would be used requires a careful alignment of strategies, capabilities, and operational concepts that can prove difficult and time-consuming to enact. Table 14–2 offers a perspective of impacts and likely fall-outs from the Battle over a Third Party game. Because this game is a military problem where the array of forces and strategies is associated with protection of a key party, standard military metrics are relevant.
Table 14–2. The Battle over a Third Party Game

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Impact of People’s Liberation Army Air Force Modernization</th>
<th>Significance of Action within the Game</th>
<th>Plausible U.S. Strategic Approach for Counter</th>
<th>Plausible Future U.S. Actions within the Game</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Makes U.S. assured air superiority more challenging in key periods of operations</td>
<td>Creates potential for greater damage to third party from air attack</td>
<td>Disrupt sortie generation; engage forces absent general air superiority</td>
<td>Emphasize longer-range forces and munitions, raids, and disruption operations early in the conflict</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Makes routine air operations (coercive air operations and intelligence, surveillance, and reconnaissance) within China’s airspace much more difficult</td>
<td>Creates potential for greater damage from China’s air operations as U.S. counterforce and disruption capabilities are eroded</td>
<td>Shift to operations in area where U.S. advantages persist; emphasize easier targets not requiring persistence; emphasize focused deep operations</td>
<td>Engage forces outside most heavily protected areas; configure forces to have a total capacity and rate of target servicing to meet defense objectives</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Renders effective operations by the third party military much more difficult</td>
<td>Creates greater demand for U.S. contribution</td>
<td>Have U.S. forces take over the missions from the third party</td>
<td>Deploy more forces or deliver capabilities that compensate for loss of friendly sorties</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The key PLAAF improvements focus on three elements: significant air-to-air capability improvements that make air superiority operations significantly more difficult (especially in cases where force ratios might be unfavorable because of airfield suppression by the PLAAF); increased overall effectiveness resulting in a decrease in the U.S. ability to operate in contested airspace which makes deep attacks and intelligence, surveillance, and reconnaissance (ISR) operations more difficult and costly; and greater PLAAF offensive impact that is largely directed at the third party military which prevents it from effectively waging a defense. Although the area where the PLAAF can operate extends the battlespace, the focus of the Battle over a Third Party operation is still most likely to be within areas where other Chinese forces can play a substantial role. The cases where the PLAAF is the only military arm playing are degenerate cases where the Chinese would be forgoing much of their advantage.24

Improving PLAAF capabilities manifest themselves as an erosion of U.S. capabilities to prevent PLAAF operations from inflicting damage both on the third party military and on U.S. forces. The detrimental impact of PLAAF operations on the third party air forces and air defense assets also increases the demands on U.S. forces. The PLAAF’s ability to challenge opponents in the air-to-air arena and the addition of better munitions and improved tactics for
air-to-surface operations mean that the force is much more capable in operations where relatively simple tactics and operational concepts can be employed to facilitate actions by other forces. The PLAAF thus becomes an enabler for other operations, rather than strictly a supporting force. The PLAAF defensive improvements mean that its opponents’ offensively focused air operations reliant on relatively free access to airspace over some or all of the key battle areas become problematic. The great difficulty of maintaining loitering ISR in a modern air defense environment, as well as the difficulty in engaging mobile forces such as mobile rocket and missile forces that are themselves enablers of air operations, creates a problem for U.S. planners.

The potential paths that the United States might take to counter these improvements are quite distinct, and the underlying logic is predicated on very different strategies. For instance, the United States might shift attention from a comprehensive protection strategy to operations that seek to defeat a certain class of attack such as a land or sea invasion, deeming acceptable a somewhat higher degree of damage from early air attacks. The United States might likewise emphasize operations against fixed targets supporting a set of combat operations. It might also consider strategies that punish the adversary for attack by engaging in either vertical or horizontal escalation, employing force in a manner to its relative advantage.25

Each of these notional approaches requires a different emphasis on force types. Some approaches may focus on destroying certain classes of targets (such as land forces), while others may focus on fixed targets supporting combat operations.26 Improving this capability with strictly shorter-range forces requires an extremely robust (i.e., hard and redundant) basing posture with forces close to the defended areas to minimize logistical vulnerabilities. Absent that type of posture, forces capable of longer-range combat operations (air-to-air and air-to-surface) are required since they might minimize the threat from Second Artillery units and still retain some combat capability in both domains during the period of greatest Second Artillery threat.27

The Great Power Game is particularly interesting because of the competition’s comprehensive nature and the scope of the competition that locks the participants into a fundamentally antagonistic relationship across all aspects of the competition. When viewed from this game perspective, PLAAF changes in the quality/quantity mix of forces, area of influence, and rate of development become the central issues of its modernization. The Great Power Game is also the least desirable of the games because, as table 14–3 reveals, it tends to lock parties into adversarial relationships and is more prone to drive arms race dynamics because of the pervasive nature of the competition and the strong and broad military character of many interactions.28
The quantity/quality improvement of the PLAAF (along with improvements in munitions) means that it has evolved into a modern force that is capable of challenging in many dimensions the ability of the United States to conduct the sort of dominating combat operations it desires. The challenge to the balance may not be per se about engaging in combat in a specific area, but about the perceptions of dominance and perceived changes in capabilities across the broad spectrum. For instance, the assessment of the changes in the few vs. few and one-on-one combat outcomes become significant because these outcomes, whether favorable or unfavorable, are widely viewed as surrogates for engagements between the powers at a variety of levels. But simple superiority may not be adequate given either the plausible employment scenarios or the narrative used to describe the situation. In order to address this, the United States might alter the deployment of its forces, alter the quality/quantity mix of its forces, or even redefine the game as to render moot the specific discussion of force performance. This could be accomplished by concentrating on Chinese homeland targets or forces outside of China without emphasizing the U.S. forces that are being matched. Such an approach might

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Impact of People’s Liberation Army Air Force Modernization</th>
<th>Significance of Action within the Game</th>
<th>Plausible U.S. Strategic Approach for Counter</th>
<th>Plausible Future U.S. Actions within the Game</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Produces challenges to the U.S. within the region because of quality/quantity mix of forces</td>
<td>In 1-v-1 and M-v-N engagements, U.S. dominance is not assured</td>
<td>Increase number and quality of forces; focus on robust operations near enemy homeland; redefine the game</td>
<td>Shift U.S. forces from other regions; secure more bases and harden posture in region; invest in new long-range forces that operate without tactical air dominance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Results in increased area of influence because of expansion of effective air operations</td>
<td>Increase of adversary’s influence results in a decrease of U.S. influence</td>
<td>Increase presence</td>
<td>Create more robust force postures; focus on long-range projection missions into area; emphasize increased naval operations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Results in a rate of change in improvements and a slope greater than the U.S. response</td>
<td>Potential allies make projections based on visible trends</td>
<td>Increase visible U.S. actions to have trends shift in U.S. favor; have allies committed to operations to decrease aggregate change; lock-in allies to prevent sudden shifts in relations</td>
<td>Engage in tit-for-tat programs and operations; focus on combined allied and U.S. operations; forge formal security relationships</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
mean that the United States would accept a decrease in tactical air dominance by utilizing different strike options, focusing on secure strike against targets at all depths, building more robust basing, and allocating more forces. This approach also might build new combat systems to reestablish superiority in the air-to-air arena and build the basing infrastructure for those cases. The United States also might go in a completely new direction by trying to redefine the game it is playing.

Another challenge to the United States is the number of potential states that feel they may be forced to deal with the PLA threat as the effective range of PLAAF operations increases. To allay these concerns, the United States might need to aid in the defense of a wider geographic area. The purpose for the United States is not only to defend that area in wartime; it is to provide reassurance in peacetime to prevent erosion of confidence in U.S. abilities. Defense of the relevant areas needs to be plausible to the interested parties and must cope with the problem of third parties wanting to be supported by the United States while simultaneously not wanting to be antagonistic to China. Increasing U.S. presence in several ways would be a reasonable top-level description of U.S. actions here. This increased presence might be manifested in a host of operations that demonstrate the U.S. ability and willingness to commit forces to the area. To more demanding allies, the ability of the United States to commit forces in the face of the substantial Chinese challenge as well as the U.S. ability to defend the assets that the supported country deems important might be required. The specifics would need to be tailored based on the nature of the perceived challenge, but could include long-range operations, maritime operations, and demonstrated robustness of the regional force posture in the face of attack.

The rate of change and acceleration of the change in relative capabilities define another aspect of the Great Power Game. These measures are an assessment of the projected capabilities of the two forces some number of years down the road. In a Great Power Game, this assessment defines the research and development (R&D), force development, and force planning futures of each side. In turn, potential allies look at the projected paths of the major powers in order to make their own investments and strategic decisions well in advance of the possible outcomes. These projections are arguably the most interesting and contentious aspect of the game, since it is about what might be and is not bound to current reality.

High rates of change and significant accelerations of that rate of change that are adverse to the United States are potentially alarming for allies, who will seek to make their way through a future based on extrapolations from near-term actions. Australia, which frames its own strategic arguments about future plans in terms of how situations might change in response to U.S. actions, is an
example of a nation that is forward looking in its defense policy. An absence of a U.S. response to alter the changes in apparent airpower capabilities might necessitate changes in Australia’s own defense policies years before the immediate balance has been affected. The United States cares about these actions by allies because the overall assessment of the balance in this game is heavily influenced by allies whose association with the United States has not been effectively locked in by factors such as shared existential threats, and/or standing alliance arrangements like the relationships typified by the North Atlantic Treaty Organization’s (NATO’s) arrangements for mutual defense.

For the United States, the implications of this sensitivity to projections are quite striking because it has significant incentives to take actions across several levels to address the revealed changes. One possible U.S. action is an essentially symmetric response of improving U.S. capabilities such that the apparent improvements in basic combat effectiveness of the opposing forces are largely reversed. However, this might initiate an ongoing arms competition that can degenerate into a type of arms race if left unconstrained by other forces. Another action might be to pursue and then exercise military operations with allies to demonstrate commitments in the wake of PLAAF improvements. Exercising forces that might be effective in combat operations tends to undercut perceived gains of the opposite side and also improves the prospect of basing and cooperation of allies in situations where the United States might need support for defense of other nations. Finally, the United States might seek to negate any Chinese gain by pursuing stronger formal arrangements to bind allies together. This binding would buffer to a certain extent the need to respond to deficiencies created by increased PLAAF capabilities by giving the United States more basing options, adding the contributions of partner military and logistical capabilities to those of the United States, and making it less likely allies will question U.S. commitments to a region.

**Concluding Thoughts on the Games**

Given these three possible games, it is clear the implications of PLAAF modernization for the United States vary between the games. In both the Game of Influence and within the Battle over a Third Party, the types of adaptations are essentially incremental, with force additions tailored to fairly specific problems. In the Great Power Game, the types of U.S. responses encompass much bolder moves to bolster regional positions and improve symmetric combat capabilities to maintain relative superiority. These differences affect how the balance is perceived and also frame the type of actions that might be taken within the game.
In both the Game of Influence and the Battle over a Third Party, the shifting of existing forces, as well as tailored responses focused on localized problems, appears adequate. In these cases, the focus is on crafting a strategy to solve specific problems created by the PLAAF and on ascertaining the steps necessary for solving them. The changes in the PLAAF make some operational concepts more difficult than in the past and undercut current assumptions as to how the United States could operate at will with airpower in almost any region of the world. However, the moves to counter these elements can be fairly well tailored and manageable in terms of what might be required for new operational concepts, munitions, and, perhaps most importantly, the level of engagement with other countries in the region. Dispersal and remote basing of forces, selective hardening and defense, a greater use of longer-range systems, and changing the threshold for success (defeating certain types of military attacks and accepting damage from others) can all help address the immediate problem of creating the broader perception of an effective U.S. response as well as help address specific issues in regard to problems associated with defense of third parties. Therefore, to the extent PLAAF modernization drives game changes, they will be relatively focused and bounded.

The balance in the Great Power Game is more sensitive than those in the other games in terms of the U.S. need to maintain relative position through such actions as addressing perceived rates of change and rate of acceleration of change for a variety of reasons that are not directly related to the security situation in the particular geographic region. Even if marginal improvements such as a force shift might address the immediate security problem, they would not address the broader aspect of the military competition that is integral to the game itself. It is not only the qualitative improvements of the PLAAF that are significant; after all, they are essentially only matching earlier generations of U.S. force capabilities. Instead, the dynamic of the broader region is driven by the twin problems of U.S. forces operating at a distance (the United States is acting as a global power and is expected by many to be anywhere a threat occurs) and the fear of what China’s rapid rise in capability might presage. The balance in the Great Power Game incorporates elements of predictions and wagers about the future that are not dominant in the other games. This is partially due to the fact that in some narratives the immediate influence of the United States in the game is discounted and thereby diminished if the United States is not seen as actively addressing a possible negative future.

**Implications for the United States**

This paper provides the framework for how the United States should view and assess the impact of PLAAF modernization. This framework also
yields important insights for U.S. decisionmaking within the overarching game structure. Most significantly, the United States must make a deliberate choice as to what game or combination of games it wants to play and how it will respond (force structure, political stances, etc.) within the games it chooses. This will allow the United States to best utilize its military and political tools to achieve its national interests and to avoid being forced into a nonoptimal decision.

When the United States is choosing which game to play, it will of course be influenced by Chinese military choices (one being continued PLAAF modernization) and political moves. There will also be other factors influencing the United States, and the choice between games will be predicated on the strategic importance assigned to the situation, relevant political considerations, fiscal constraints, and other factors. But whatever game it chooses to play, the United States must always be aware of the range of possible Chinese countermoves and be careful not to lock itself into a course of action that may prove detrimental if and when the game being played changes. And, of course, it is necessary for the United States to both recognize that China is not obligated to play the same game the United States chooses and to understand that such a situation would lead to potential disconnects that would need to be addressed. Furthermore, once a game is chosen and is being played, the United States will continue to face choices about its specific set of actions. These choices will require the United States to prioritize different aspects of its power. Given these uncertainties, it will be prudent for the United States to hedge.

The United States and China have largely confined themselves to Game 2—The Battle over a Third Party—and the impact of PLAAF modernization has been widely evaluated through this lens. PLAAF modernization does have a direct impact on this game—and a negative impact for the United States if it does not take steps to counteract it—but the only way that modernization shifts the overall military balance across the spectrum of possible games is if the United States holds all other factors in its relationship with China constant. There is no reason for the United States to do so. The United States can define which game it is going to play by what it chooses to address as important. And in that context, the United States has a wide range of options that do not necessarily require a new force structure or more defense expenditures, but instead may call for an altered military and political emphasis.

The bottom line for the Chinese is that PLAAF modernization is contributing to conditions that compel a reaction from the United States. If the United States chooses to continue to play the same game in the same way it has since the end of the Cold War, the results may be to China’s advantage. But if the United States chooses to play another game where its significant military
and political assets can be more fully utilized, PLAAF modernization may lead to a Pyrrhic victory for the Chinese.31

The U.S. bottom line is the recognition that there is no compelling reason for it to maintain its current game. Instead, it is extremely prudent for the Nation’s policy and military planners to assess the current situation and determine if another course should be pursued. This is because once the current equilibrium with China is interrupted, as it inevitably will be, the situation will shift and it is difficult to predict the course that events will take from that point.

If the United States does not then already have a plan in place or if the issue has not already been extensively discussed, the Nation’s leaders could be pushed by the domestic political climate, fiscal constraints, or a variety of other factors to make a choice they would not have otherwise made. This type of situation would be metastable, and because of that lack of stability, it is a situation that could be significantly impacted by small military changes on the Chinese side. The United States must be aware that it will be necessary to make a decision before it reaches any such tipping point. Otherwise, the United States could be forced into making not only a nonoptimal decision as to which game it is going to play and how it is going to play it, but a nonsatisfactory one as well.
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1 An example is Malcolm Cook, Raoul Heinriches, Rory Medcalf, and Andrew Shearer, Power and Choice: Asian Security Futures (Sydney: Lowy Institute for International Policy, 2010).

2 This viewpoint and the reasoning behind it are discussed extensively in General Sir Rupert Smith’s The Utility of Force: The Art of War in the Modern World (New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 2007).

3 It is possible that the stakes could be relatively symmetric for both sides. But even if the stakes were equal and the game was zero-sum, it would only be zero-sum in that confined sphere.

4 Example strategies might include those emphasizing horizontal or vertical escalation options.

5 Stephen Kaplan’s discussion of why the United States was deterred from attacking China during the Korean War (by fear of possible Soviet reprisal) provides evidence that, though China played a role in the conflict, the United States did not view expanding the conflict to attacks on China as worthwhile given the larger battle with the Soviet Union. See Stephen Kaplan, Diplomacy of Power: Soviet Armed Forces as a Political Instrument (Washington, DC: The Brookings Institution, 1981), 332–333.
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9 An example of U.S. thinking on the matter is the 2006 Quadrennial Defense Review’s statement that “the choices that major and emerging powers make will affect the future strategic position and freedom of action of the United States, its allies and partners. The United States will attempt to shape these choices in ways that foster cooperation and mutual security interests. At the same time, the United States, its allies and partners must also hedge against the possibility that a major or emerging power could choose a hostile path in the future.” Secretary of Defense Donald Rumsfeld, Quadrennial Defense Review Report (Washington, DC: Department of Defense, February 2006), 26–27, available at <www.defense.gov/qdr/report/Report20060203.pdf>.
David Shlapak provided this definition of great power war as part of his unpublished research on possible great power conflicts.

Such improvements in forces might generate an undesired cycle of action-reaction that will produce at least a qualitative arms race even if a numerical arms race is avoided.

These sorts of pure motives are intended as examples for explanatory purposes. The actual decision to build any costly weapons system is usually predicated on a mix of rationales, one of which might be the top-level appreciation of the competition.

Australian Department of Defence, *Defending Australia in the Asia Pacific Century: Force 2030* (Canberra: DoD, 2009), 33.


Because this assessment is focused on the role of PLAAF modernization, it does not explicitly address other aspects of Chinese military modernization such as improvement in maritime assets. But this framework can certainly be used to assess the effect of any aspect of Chinese military modernization on the military balances.


The addition of longer-range standoff weapons to the medium bomber force increases the potential range of influence ever farther.

“M v N” refers to engagements involving varying numbers of forces in a two-sided engagement. This might be a few-on-few tactical engagement that could be replicated across larger battles or campaigns.

These assumptions, including allowed proximity of forces, beyond-visual-range (BVR) effectiveness, nominal superiority, and freedom to mass forces might all be challenged.

The United States may also attempt to forge alliances in this game, but because there are no clearly drawn “sides” there is little incentive for other nations to cooperate solely with the United States. Thus formal alliances with the United States against the other major power do not seem likely.

These cases would devolve rapidly to a series of airpower duels where the situation would work to the advantage of a qualitatively superior force that could choose to maximize exchange ratio rather than be compelled to defend a target where its advantage would erode as the aircraft stayed in less desirable tactical situations (such as close-in combat) for longer periods of time.

“Escalation that involves an increase in the intensity of armed conflict or confrontation, such as employing types of weapons not previously used in the conflict or attacking new categories of targets, is often collectively described as vertical escalation, in contrast to horizontal escalation, which refers to expanding the geographic scope of a conflict (for example, by conducting operations into or through territory previously treated as neutral by the combatants).” From Forrest E. Morgan, Karl P. Mueller, Evan S. Medeiros, Kevin L. Pollpeter, and Roger Cliff, *Dangerous Thresholds: Managing Escalation in the 21st Century*, RAND Document MG-614-AF (Santa Monica, CA: The RAND Corporation, 2008), 18, available at <www.rand.org/pubs/monographs/MG614/>. 

It would seem that there is a clear benefit to improving strike assets that work well against both mobile and fixed surface targets (at sea and on land). Since the country that will be defended might not be well defined, a flexible attack system such as a modular missile, low-cost missile, or aircraft with suitable weapons would be prudent.

Again, these strategies do not incorporate strong alliance-building because there is little incentive for other nations to side with one major power over the other given the parameters of this game. Alliances
here tend to be more dependent on the specific situation and would be focused on addressing specific issues rather than on an enduring alliance.

28 For further explanatory detail, see Chapter Four of Michael Mandelbaum, *The Nuclear Revolution: International Politics Before and After Hiroshima* (New York: Cambridge University Press, 1981), particularly pages 114–115, on the German-British naval arms race before World War I.

29 Australia’s Department of Defence said in 2009 that “Australia’s strategic outlook over the coming decades will continue to be shaped by the changing global distribution of economic, political and military power, and by the future role and weight of the United States;” and “Any future that might see a potential contraction of US strategic presence in the Asia-Pacific region, with a requirement for allies and friends to do more in their own regions, would adversely affect Australian interests, regional stability and global security.” See the previously cited *Defending Australia in the Asia Pacific Century*, 30, 32.

30 NATO represents one of the strongest such relationships, and typifies a high-water mark in terms of the degree of political and military commitments to the defense relationships among the key partners of the alliance.

31 For instance, the United States could choose to play a Great Power Game where it would turn its considerable military power more fully against a range of possible Chinese threats. Or the United States could ramp up its participation in the Game of Influence and significantly modify its force posture or buy new weapons systems that would play more fully to U.S. advantages against China.
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